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PREFACE,

THE steady progress of Russian conquest in Turkistan
during the past half-century, and, during late years, the
rapid advance of her frontiers in the direction of India,
have raised the States of Central Asia to a position of
importance in the eyes of European politicians higher
than they ever before occupied.
The accounts published from time to time by venturesome travellers in those regions have informed us of the
b a r b k m and bigotry of their peoples-of the anarchy
and weakness of their Governments-and of the growing
decay and approaching dissolution of the polity that holds
them together by the bonds of a common religion and
common interest. And now the military operations
against Khiva at present in course of prosecution by
Russia, whilst opening up that country to the influences
of European civilisation, promise to unfold to that power
a field of enterprise that must, I believe, culminate in
her paramount ascendancy over all the region draining
to the valley of the Oxus. This is a prospect full of the
weightiest moment to ourselves in India, and one that
furnishes matter for the gravest consideration of our
stateamen. Much has been already written on this
subject from different points of view, and much remains
to be mitten; and doubtless the public journals will
keep alive the discussion of the question. But let us be

careful lest, while straining at the gnat of Yarkand, we
swallow the camel of Herat.
Since the region intervening between the Asiatic
possessions of Russia and England now claims the
attention of the several Governments concerned, and is
by the current of progressing events brought prominently before the notice of the politicians of Europe
generally, any recent information regarding these
countries cannot fail to prove of interest to the general
reader. With this conviction, therefore, I venture to
set before the public an account of the incidents and
experiences of a journey made across this region during
last year-from the Indus to the Tigris.
I n explanation oflall shortcomings as to matter and
defects as to style, I have to remind the reader that the
narrative has been written at odd hours, between the
duties of an onerous charge in the principal frontier
station of India, without leisure for generalisation, or
opportunity for reference to authoritia.
Further, I am constrained by the force of circumstances
to commit my manuscript to the care of the publisher,
without the advantage of correcting the proof-sheets in
their passage through the press.

H. W. B.
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FROM THE INDUS TO THE TIGRIS.
INTRODUCTION.

TOWARDS
the close of 1871, Major-General F. R. Pollock
(now Sir Richard Pollock, K.C. 8.1.)was deputed by the
Government of India on a political mission to Sistan, and
I was selected to accompany him. I left Peshawar on
the 12th December, and joined him a t Lahore, where our
arrangements for the journey were made. In Sistan we
joined Sir Frederick Goldsmid's mission, and proceeded
together to the Persian capital. Thence I returned to
India with the camp and establishment taken with us.
I t is not the purpose of this work t o enter into any
detail of the objects of the mission, nor in any way to
refer to the political events connected with it--preceding
or succeeding ; and I have been careful in the following
pages to avoid allusion to or discussion of the politics
of the countries we visited, inasmuch as they are now
the subjects of consideration to the several Governments
affected by them, and are, besides, questions foreign to the
nature of this publication.
But as i t is aeldom than Europeans have an opportunity
of visiting much of the country embraced within the
limits of the journey of this mission, I have thought that
a popular account of our experiences would not be
A
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unacceptable to the British public ; particularly since the
region covered by our travels, apart from its own special
claims upon our interest, is, I believe, destined ere very
long to attract the most serious attention of European
politicians and statesmen.
And this because the civilkition of the West is advancing with such steady progress towartrds the East, that
it must sooner or later penetrate to the countries that
have hitherto successfully excluded its influence. On the
Asiatic continent, at least, its advance is from opposite
quarters, at Werent rates of speed, and of very different
characters. The highly organised and intricate system
of European civilisation introduced into India, and now
being consolidated within the limits of the British Empire there, though not without its advantages, has hardly
produced a shadow of effect on the bordering countries
lying beyond the region of its control. It stops short at,
and with as clear a line of definition as, the natural
boundaries of the peninsula Cross the mountain barrier
limiting the plains of India, and you pass a t once from
civilisation to barbarism, from order to anarchy, from
security to danger, from justice to oppression. So much
from the side of India.
From the opposite quarter advances the growing civilisation of Russia-a civilisation which, notwithstanding its elements of European science and art, is still but
little raised in its general character above that of the
countries it is so rapidly overspreading, and yet, by
consequence, less opposed to the tastes and the requirements of their newly-conquered peoples. The steamer,
the telegraph, and the railway add consolidation to the
new rule in the annexed countries. Order and security
are established within the newly-conquered area by a
sharp and decisive though despotic military rule ; whilst

I

I
I
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commercial enterprise is encouraged with the countries
lying beyond, and fostered by Government patronage.
So much from the side of Russia.
The region lying between the Russian conquests in
Central Asia and the British Empire in India is now the
barrier that separates these two forms of civilisation. It
cannot always remain so. It must sooner or later succumb to the one form or the other ; and for this reason
it is that the region claims from us a more than ordinary interest, and, I may say, sympathy too, by way
of reparation for the wrong we inflicted in the Afghan
war-a wrong the h i t s of which are yet 'abundant, as
anybody who has served on our north-west frontier can
test$?
The narrative contained in the following pages will, it
is hoped, convey a correct picture of the general nature
of the country included between the Indus and the Ti,@,
illustrate the chief points in the character of its peoples,
and exemplify the state of the society in which they live.
With respect to the last, I may here say, in anticipation, that tyranny and insecurity, oppression and violence,
reign everywhere all over the country. It was our lot,
on entering this region, to meet a caravan that had been
attacked and plundered by tribes in revolt against their
chief. I t was my lot, on leaving the region, to meet
another caravan that had been attacked and plundered
by t r i k in rebellion against their sovereign. And it
was yet again my lot, before clear of the region in which
we had successfully run the gauntlet through Brahoe
and Baloch, Turkman and Hamadand, to be brought to
bay by Arab robbers, from whom we escaped I know not
how.
As the narrative is confined to a description only of
the country actually traversed, it may be useful here to

'
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set before the reader a general view of the whole region
lying between the valleys of the Indus and the Tigris, by
way of introduction to the subject-matter of this book;
and this because the region itself is as interesting on
account of its peculiar physical characteristics as it is
attractive on account of its varied historical associations.
The land of the Rledes and Persians, Magians and
Zoroastrians, on the one side, and of the Scythialls and
Aryans, Buddhists and Brahrnists, on the other-the
kingdom of Cyrus and of Darius-the country of Alexander's fame-the
theatre of Arab conquest and Islamite
growth-the scene of Tartar bloodshed and devastation,
and the home ever since of anarchy and desolation-the
hotbed of Mohammedan bigotry-the arena of Shia and
Sunni hostility-and, towards the east, the bone of contention between Persian and Mughal-later still, the
battlefield between Afghan and Persian-the prize of
Nadir-the spoil of his successors-and now the possession of Kajar and Durrani, of Persian and Afghan, each
jealous of other, and each claiming as frontier what the
other possesses.
Such are some of the varied historical associations, past
and present, of the region I shall now endeavour to describe in its physical character only-a
region which,
with the exception of its western portion, has long been
a closed country to the European, and a jealously-guarded
barrier against the civilisation of the age. The term of,
its isolation, however, is doomed ; the time of its freedom
draws nigh. For the force of Western civilisation is irresistible. Through it the enlightenment of the age must
soon shed its lustre upon these benighted regions.
The Crimean war poured its light upon Turkey, and
under its influence the "sick man of Europe" has become convalescent. His neighbour is now the " sick

man of Asia" He looks wistfully at the ~emedyof
civilisation. Let us hope he may be persuaded to try it.
But if Persia is the sick man of Asia, what shall we say
of Afghanistan, shut up in his own barbarism, imbued
to the core with fanatic bigotry, and steeped in the
pride of nationality ? Verily, he is very sick-sick unto
death And he knows it, yet he refuses, obstinately
and suspiciously, the only remedy that can save his decaying constitution from dissolution. Is he to be left to
his fate ? or will the physician appear in good time and
patch up his broken frame ? These are questions for
serious reflection, because the patient is our neighbour,
and his fate callnot be a matter of indifference to us.
The region whose past history and present condition
I have thus briefly alluded to is comprised within the
fiftieth and seventieth degrees of east longitude, and the
twenty-fifth and thirty-fifth degrees of north latitude. Ita
length is about twelve hundred miles, and its breadth
about six hundred.
Its most characteristic features are ita general elevation, and the fact that no river from its interior reaches
the sea. It forms, in fact, a great elevated block, interposed between the basin of the Caspian and the lowlying valley of Turkistan on the north, and the Persian
Gulf and Arabian Sea on the south, and is bounded east
and west by the valleys of the Indus and the Tigris respectively.
The area thus limited geographically, in contradistinction to its political boundaries, presents some remarkable
physical peculiaritiee, which may be considered characteristic of the whole region. Its mountain system, its
river systembits deserts, and its plains, all offer special
fwtures for notice.
Its mountains, girdmg it qn all sides, shut it off from
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surrounding countries. By their internal disposition
they divide the region into two distinct parts, and
form a natural boundary separating three distinct races
-the Persian, the Afghan, and the Uzbak.
Its rivers, owing to this internal disposition of the
mountains, are directed in three different directions.
Those of Persia mostly converge to the south-east of its
territory ; those of Afghanistan converge to the southwest of its territory ; and those to the north of the mountain chain that separates these two systems, flow northward to the swamps, tracts lying between the lower course
of the Oxus and the Caspian.
Its deserts, too, by the same internal disposition of the
mountains, are divided into three distinct sets-those of
Persia and Afghanistan, lying one on either side of the
mounLa.in range separating them two countries, and that
of Turkistan, lying to the north af the same range, in the
angle formed by the mountaim that converge from east
and west to produce it.
Its plains present greater variety in extent and direction and elevation, but are all alike in general characterequally arid, equally void of trees, and equally covered
with pasture plants. All are more or less the resort of
nomads with their flocks and herds, and some are peopled
, by fixed communities settled in villages.
I will now describe each of these points in the physical
geography of this region separately, but time and space
only permit of my doing so very briefly and in general
terms.
As before indicated, the region between the valleys of
the Indus and the Tigris is an elevated country, propped
up on all sides by great mountain rangw.
On the cast, it is separated fiom the valley of the Indus
by the Sulcmnn range, \vhic.h continues southwards to the
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sea-coast in the Hala mountains that separate Balochistan
fromSind. To thenorthward itconnects, through the Sufed
Koh of Kabul, with the Kohi Baba of Hindu Kush.
This range contains within its ridges many fertile valleys
and small plains, all of which drain eastwards to the
Indus. To its west lies the high tableland of Ghazni,
and Kandahar, and Balochistan.
On the west, it is separated from the valley of the
Tigris by the range of the Zagros mountains, which
northwards, through the hills of Kurdistan, unite with
the Armenian mountains. To the southward it extends
by the mountains of Laristrtn and Khuzistm to those
forming the southern boundary of this region. The
declivity of the Zagros ranges toward the west. The
mountains in this direction drop at once to the plains
below, and, viewed from them, look like a huge buttress
wall propping up the tableland of Persia*
On the south, it is supported against the coast of the
Arabian Sea by the Mushti range of Balochistan, on the
one hand, and upon the littoral of the Persian Gulf by
the chain of mountains connecting the Balochistrtn range
with that of Zagros, on the other. To the east these
mountains support the interior tableland of Afghanistan,
against the low rugged hills of the sea-coast, by the hills
and valleys of M a h n ; and to the west, by the hills of
Lariatan and Fars, they unite with the Zagros range, and
support the elevated interior of Persia against the lowlying shore of the Persian Gulf. This range is pierced
by many passes up to the interior, and encloses numerous
fertile and well-watered valleys.
Towards the north, it is separated from the valley of
Their drainage to the weatward and eouthwad flows to the Tigris and
the Shabul-Ad, or river of the Arabs, formed by the junction of the two

rivere of Mesopokunia
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the Oxus and low plains of Turkistan by the Hindu Kush
range on the side of Afghanistan, and from the basin of
the Caspian by the Alburz range on the side of Persia.
This northern boundary presents some special features.
The two great ranges approaching from the east and
west bend southwards to meet in the vicinity of Herat,
whence they project across the whole country, dividing
the region into the two kingdom of Persia and Afghanistan, and separatllig each from the intermediate region
to the north-the country of the Turkmans and the
Hazara, with other cognate Uzbak tribes. Thus the
Hindu Kush, west of Kabul, sends off two principal
ranges separated by the Hari Rbd, or river of Herat.
The southern of these ranges is called Syah Koh, and
breaks up into the mountains of Ghor, which, extending
south of Herat, join the Khorassan mountains emanating
from the Alburz range, and form the watershed between
the hydrographic systems of Afghanistan and Turkistan.
That is to say, all the streams to the north of the Syah
Koh range flow to the valley of the Oxus, or to the low
swampy tracts of Marv and Tajand, between the lower
course of that river and the Caspian, whilst all the streams
to its south flow to the Sistan basin, the receptacle for all
the drainage of Afghanistan west of Ghazni.
And so from the opposite direction. The Alburz
range west of Mashhad sends off a succession of lofty
offshoots, snow-topped in midsummer, that traverse the
northern highlands of Khorassan in a direction from
north-west to south-east, and enclose between them a
number of elevated plateaux, such a9 those of Nishabor,
Sabzwk, Turshiz, and Tabbas, that all drain westwards
into Persia. The principal of these offshoots is the
Binaleh range of mountains. I t separates the plain of
Mashhed from that of Nishabor, and towards the south-

east connects with the high mountaim of Zdwah and
Btikharz, north of Herat. T h s range forms a watershed
between the drainage converging on to the great salt
desert of Persia on the one side, and that flowing to the
swamps of Tajand and Rlarv on the other.
Betwecn ZQwall and Tabbas the chain of mountains is
interrupted by a narrow arm of the salt desert called
Kavir, which a t Yunasi projects eaatward on to the plain
of Khaf and Ghorian. But i t is continued onwards by
s p m from BQkharz which connect with the mountains
of G h b n on the one side, and with those of Ghor on
the other, a little south of Herat. Here the GhQzn
valley drains into Afghanistan, and onwards south the two
ranges proceed in parallel lines, a strip of desert waste
intervening, till they mingle in the Sarhadd mountains,
through which they connect with the great southern
mountain border of this region-the border previously
described rts extending from the Suleman range across
Balochistan and the southern provinces of Pcrsia to the
Zagros range on the west.
Of these two parallel ranges, that formed by the projections from the Ghor mountains extends in detached
ridges running mostly north and south. They enclose
amongst them the valleys of Sabzwk or Isapzk, and Anartarrah, and drain to the 8istan basin by the Harutxdd or
'~draskand,ae it is also called. The range passes to the
west of the Sistan basin, of which it forms the boundary
in that direction, under the name of Koh Bandan, and
ultimately joins the Sarhadd mountains.
The other range, joined by the spurs from Bhkharz, is
an extensive and elevated mountain tract, enclosing
numerous plateaux and valleys, that all drain to the
Khusp river, which flows on to the salt desert. The
general direction of the range is from north to south, with
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spurs projecting east and west. I t connects through the
hills of Nih and Bandan with the Sarhadd mountains.
The mountain barrier thus formed by the emanations
from Alburz is the natural geographical boundary between Persia and Afghanistan, north and south across
the length of their conterminous frontiers. I t forms a
wide mountain region called Irani Khorassan, or Persian
Kho~ssan,and abounds in popuIbus and fertile valleys,
full of fruit-gardens and running streams. Its climate is
variable, and its winters severe ; but on the whole it is a
very salubrious region, and is everywhere easily traversed
by practicable pnsses among the hills.
Its inhabitants are a very mixed community. In the
southern districts they are mostly Ilyats, from different
stocks, with some Persians settled in the principal towns,
and all under the rule of local chiefs of Arab descent.
In the central districts,-Tun, Tabbas, and northern
parts of Ghhn,-there
are many Baloch and Tartar
families mixed up with the general population. To the
north of these, in Zhwah and Bhkharz, the people are
mostly Karai Tartars and Hazarah Uzbaks; and in the
northern districts, Nishabor, Sabzwk, Burdjnurd, Khabishhn, kc., they are entirely Kurds.
From the above descriptionit will be seen that theHindu
Kush and Alburz ranges combine to form the Khorassan
mountains that separate Persia from Afghanistan ; that
Herat, and the country north of their point of junction,
is geographically separated from both, and connected
by its hydrographic system with the valley of the Oxus ;
that in the vicinity of Hcrat the continuity of the Khorassan hills is interrupted, south of Bhkharz, by an arm of
the salt desert of Persia ; and also that, with Herat as a
centre, the three divergent mountain r'anges-viz., those
of Alburz, G hor, and G hhzn-separate t.hreedistinct peoples

-the Persians, the Afghans, and tho Turkmans, with
Uzbaks and other cognate tril~es.
I draw attention to this last point, because the natural
configuration of the country explains the facility with
which, from time immemorial, the predatory tribes of the
lower Oxus valley have been enabled to haaws the
Persian frontier unchecked with their annual marauding
i n r o d and slave-hunting expeditions, and because also
history has marked out this locality as the point of ingress
towards the east for all northern invaders ; for Herat
towards the north, and with it Mashhad, is open to both
E v a and Bukhara.
The mountain barriers that I have mentioned as geographically bounding the region lying between the Indus
and the Tigris, have by their interior disposition determined its hydrographic system in a remarkable manner,
on either side of the great Khorassan range separating
Afghanistan from Persia.
The Suleman range, as already mentioned, is a wide
mountain tract, enclosing within its hills many valleys.
and hills which all drain eastwards to the Indus. Its
declivity is towards the east, whilst to the west it slopes
gently on to the elevated plateaux of Afghanistan.
To the north, this range connects with the Sufed Koh
east of Ghazni, and at this point commences that great
watershed that separates the drainage of the Indus from
that of the Helmand. It runs in a southerly direction,
inclining to west as far as the Bolan and the tableland
of CalAt, whence it strikes westward towards the Mushti
range, separating the great desert of Balochistan from
Makm.
To the north of this watershed, Sufed Koh connects
through the highlands of Ghazni with the Kohi Baba of
Hindu Kush. From this range starts the Syah Koh of
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Hazarah, which stretches west to Herat, and forms the
watershed between the valley of the Oxus on the north,
and the Sistan basin on the south. From Herat it extends
southward by Sabzwk and BandAn to Sarhadd, where it
joins the western spurs of the Mushti range, and thus completes the circle of the hydrographic system of Afghanistan.
With the exception of the drainage of the Ghazni river,
which collects 111 the Abistada marsh, and the drainage
of the CalAt tablelands, which flow to the desert north of
the Mushti range, all the rivers within the area indicated
flow towards the Sistan basin, a t the south-western extremity of the Kandahar plain, though they do not all
reach it. All the rivers and rivulets fiom the eastward
and southward flow to the stream of the Helmand, whilst
those of Sabzwir and Ghor flow in separate streams, all
to meet in the Sistan basin. So it is in the Afghanistan
half of the region ; and a similar system, though on a
much less extensive scale, is found to hold in the Persian
half. Thus all the streams between the Alwand range of
Hamadan on the west, and the Alburz 011 the north-east,
converge to the south-east corner of the Persian tableland, where they expand themselves on the surface of the
great salt desert north of Kirman. At least, such is the
case if any reliance is to be placed on the statements of
my Persian informants, whose testimony I am willing to
believe from my own observations as to the general course
of the streams and the lie of the land ; for I have not seen
this shown on any map. The river Khusp of Birjand, the
Yunaai river, the Kal Shor of Nishabor and Sabzwir, the
KB1 Abresham and others on to Tehran, all flow direct on
to the salt desert, and the streams crossed on the road from
Tehran to Hamadan all flowed in the same direction.
The great salt desert of Persia, called the DaryaR KaLir,

or "the vast sea," extends all along the western side of the
Khorassan hills, fiom Nishabor in the north to Kirman
in the south, and sinks to its lowest level in the latter
direction, opposite to the Sistan basin, on the other side
of the intervening mountain range. So that the water
systems of the two countries converge towards each other,
andat some remote period probably formed lakes or swamps
on either side of the mountain range dividing them, where.
it joins the great southern border of the region.
The water system of the country, to the north of this
dividing range, belongs to the hydrographic system of
Turkistan, and is beyond the limits of the region I am
describing. I L rivers
~
all flow towards the lowest part
of the desert tract lying between the lower course of the
Oxus and the Caspian, and there end in the swamps of
Tajand and Marv. The principal of these streams are
the Murghhb, the Hari Rbd, and the river of Mashhad.
With the exceptmionof the Helmand and Farrfih Rfid
in Afghanistan, none of these streams always reach their
destination. They only do so in periods of excessive
flood ; usually their waters are dissipated by evaporation, absorption by the porous soil, and by diversions for
purposes of irrigation, long before they can reach their
terminal receptacles.
The deserts of this region between the Indus and T i g r i ~
are in a measure connected with its water system. They
present vast tracts of elevated sandy wastes, perfectly
void of water and vegetation except on their skirts.
Each division of the region has a desert of its own.
.That of Persia has been before mentioned as stretching
north and south across the eastern portion of that country.
The desert of Afghanistan extends east and west across
the western half of its southern border, from the highlands of Cal4t to the molintains of Sarhadd, south of
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Sistan. I t is called the Regi Sistxxn or Regi Bdochistan
-the mnds of Sistan or BalochisLxn-and extends from
the Mushti range of mountains on the south up to the
plain of Kandahar on thc north, where i t ends in a high
coast of desert cliffs. This elevated border is called chol,
or " dry land," and forms a belt ten or fifteen miles wide,
on which is found a rich winter pasture for the cattle of
the nomads who here make their winter quarters.
There is also a desert tract to the north between the
Caspian and Oxus; but it differs from the deserts of
Persia and Afghanistan in an important particular. Ita surface is a firm gravel, broken into undulations, and covered
wit,h a more or less rich pasture of aromatic herbs, and
water is found in some of the hollows on its surface.
The plains of this region are all elevated plateaux of
greater or less extent, and more frequently the latter.
They are all covered with excellent pastures of rich aromatic herbs and hardy plants, and are the natural home of
the asafaetida and wormwood, and, in the more elevated
tracts, of the rhubarb. Most of them are watered by
brisk little hill-streams, or by those artificial subterranean
conduits called khrez, and arc more or less populous;
villages, fruit-gardens, and cultivation following the
course of the streams, and nomad camps covering the
pastures during the summer months.
In Balochistan, these plateaux rise in steps one above
the other between the hills up to the tableland of CalfLt.
North of this they fall in steps to the Kandahar plain,
which itself sinks towards the south-wcst to the Sistan
basin. In Persia they rise in a similar gradation from
the shores of the Persian Gulf and basin of the Tigris up
to the tablelands of the interior, where they sink again
arndually to the lowest part of the salt desert in the
a
soutll-east portion of the country.
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Such, in general terms, are the main features of the
region between the Indus and the Ti,pis.
Its climate,
as may be imagined, is as varied as the surface of the
country. I t partakes of the temperate character of an
Alpine climate in the northern mountain tracts, whilst
in the lower desert tracts it equde in heat the torrid
plains of India during the summer months. Rut in
winter it is everywhere cold ; in thc mountain regions
rigorously so, whilst on the wide plains and deserts it
is equally severe by reason of the strong north winds
that sweep the country for months.
On the whole, the climate, with its many variations,
may be considered salubrious and favourable to life. Its
inhabitants certainly are physically amongst the finest of
the human race, notwithstanding the inferior fare and
barbarous mode of life that are the lot of a large proportion of them, in Afghanistan particularly. In this
country the signs of departed prosperity and plenty are
everywhere met with. From Ghazni westward, all along
the v d e y s of the Tarnak and the Helmand, down to the
basin of Sistan, the whole country is covered with the
ruins of former cities, obliterated canals, and deserted
cultivation-all assigned to the devastation df the Tartars under Changhiz and Tymur in the thirteenth and
fifteenth centuries.
The country has never recovered the havoc created by
these curses of the human race. Since the destruction of
the Ara'.b rule overthrown by them, the country has
known no stable government, and haa been a stranger to
peace, order, and prosperity alike. But it has within
itself all the material elements of prosperity. What it
wants are a iirm government and a just rule. With
these once more established over it, there is no reason
why the country should not again recover its former state

I
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of prosperity and plenty. Its mountains contain a store
of unexplored tre:tsure, and it3 plains an only half-dtaveloped wealth.
Of i h inhabitantq I need add little here, as to describe them fully would fill a volume. Sufiice it to say,
that those of Persia and Afghanistan alike contain reprewntatives of various Tartar races thrown into this region
by the successive waves of invasion from the north, as
well as representatives of earlier known peoplca pushed
on into it from the south-west, mixed up with the ancient
inhabitants of the land. Thus in Persia, with the ancient
inhabitants, who are mostly settled in the l'arge towns
and cities, are found various tribes of RIughals, Turks,
and Kurds, together mith Arabs, Armenians, and Jews.
A fourth of the population, which may be estimated a t
six millions, consists of wandering tribes, generically
known as ilydt, a term which signifies "the tribes," and
corresponds mith the .lilzis of the Afghans. In the ilyd
are comprised all sorts of tribes, Arab :tnd Ajam, that is
to say, of Arab origin and of Persian or foreign origin,
or, in other words, tribes who have come into the country
a t difTerent times from the west and from the north.
I n Afghanistan, with its province of Balochistan, both
included in the country of Khorassan, are the original
Tajiks of Persian origin, the Afglians or P u k h t h s (the
dominant race), and the Hazarah of Tartar invasions,
together with Kazzilhash Mughals, and Uzbaks and Turks
of various tribes, Hindkis and Kashmiris, and others of
Indian origin, all in the northern tracb. In the southern
are Brahoe and Baloch, of different origin and diverse
speech ; the Dihwar or Tajik, of Persian race and tongue,
and a mixture of different tribes, such as Jats of Sind,
Hindus of Shikarpur, and a few mongrel tribcs of nobody
knows where.

In our passage through the Brahoe country I collected
the material for a concise grammar and vocabulary of
that language. It will be found in the Appendix. I had
hoped to have been able to add similar grammars and
vocabularies of the Baloch and Sistan dialects ; but the
adverse circumstances of our sojourn in these countries
prevented my acquiring a sufficient knowledge of their
langaages, and I find that the data collected are much
too scanty to permit of my making the attempt, though,
h m what I did gather, I believe both are closely allied
to the Persian.

C H A P T E R I.
WE left Multan by the morning train on the 26th
Jhxmber 1871, and after a ride of near an hour, alighted
at Sher Shah Gh&t on the river bank. Here we took
leave of our kind host, Colonel StmuartGraham, Commissioner of the Division, and embarked on board the
river steamer Outram. Ry noon we had loosed our moorings,and the Outram, wedged in between two unwieldy
flats lashed to her one on either side, was fairly started
down-stream of the river Chentib.
We had hardly proceeded two hours when we were
brought to a stand-still by "something " wrong with the
engine. Whatever this mysterious "something" may
have been, it necessitated our mooring alongside the river
bank for the rest of the day. A stout plank thrown
across fiom one of the flab served to communicate with
the shore, which is here a dead level of loose sand, evidently a recent deposit by floods. The banks here are
very low, SO too is the stream between them at t h k
season, as we soon discovered, to the no small trial of ovr
patience. They-the b a n k e w e of loose sand, flush
with the general surface of the plain as far as the eye
can reach on either side. They are perpetually sucking
up moisture fiom the stream washing them, and then,
becoming overweighted, subside into the river, to be
restored again in the succeeding year's floods.
By seven o'clock next morning me had cast off from
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our moorings, and were drifting down mid-stream, fairly
started for a good day's run. But we had hardly proceeded half-an-hour when a smart bump announced our
stoppage by a sandbank. A little delay presently revealed
the unpleasant fact that the Outram with her flats was
jammed in a shallow channel with only two and a half
feet of water. Anchors were thrown out, &st on one
side, then on the other ; the engine was backed astern, and
then turned ahead. The Outram was hauled first this
way and then that ; she was worked now backwards and
again driven forwards ; and so on in alternation for
upwards of seven hours. Finally, about three o'clock,
our unwieldy t k j u n c t a in uno Baa wriggled out of the
strait into free water four feet deep.
But we were not yet clear of our difliculties. A few
hundred yards farther on we were again stranded on a
sandbank ; and not being able to get off it at sunset,
anchored for the night in mid-stream, having during the
day incrcaaed our distance from Multan by four miles
more than it was on the previous evening. We did not
get fairly off this bank till noon of the following day.
And so we went on, with like obstructions daily, entailing
more or leas delay, till we reached Bakri at sunset of the
30th. Here next morning we transhipped to the river
steamer De Grey, the cargo being transferred during the
night, and making a good start, arrived at Chhchh, a
little below the junction of the Chentib with the Indus,
on the morning of the second day of the new year.
Here our only fellow-traveller, the Rev. T. V. French, of
the Church Miasionq Society, left us for Bahdwalph.
The Be Grey fared only a little better than the
Outram. We experienced many delays from shoal water
and narrow channels, and at sunset of the second day
ran on to a sandbank. The shock of the concussios
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caused one of the flats to break away from its attachments and crush against the stern of the steamer. The
whole night was employed in securing the flat and
working the steamer off the bank. By eight o'clock next
morning we got off into free water, and making a good
day's run, a t sunset moored for the night at Rodhar, a
little hamlet of reed huts close on the river bank, and
about forty-eight miles above Sakkar.
During the day, we saw immense numbers of waterfowl of all sorts. Ducks in great variety, coolan, wild
geese, herons, cranes, and paddy-birds were the most prominent in point of 'size and numbers. Porpoises hunted
up and down the stream, alligators on the sandbanks lazily
basked in the sunshine, and wild pigs cautiously issued
from the thick coverts on either side for a wallow in
the shallows and puddles bordering the river's stream.
In one of these shallows, formed by an overflow of the
river, we witnessed a curious sight--an interesting fact
for the naturalist. A large fish floundering about in the
shallow water had attracted the attention of a buzzard
flying overhead. The bird made one or two stoops
at the fish, when a jackal, looking on from the edge of
the jangal, came forward to contest itg possession. He
boldly went some twenty paces into the water, and after
a sharp struggle seized the fish and brought it to land.
Here he laid it on the sand to take breath and look
around, and the buzzard, seizing the opportunity, again
made a stoop at the fish, but was driven off by the
jackal, who made a jump into the air at him. This was
repeated two or three times, after which the jackal, taking
up his prize, with head aloft proudly trotted back to his
covert. The fish appeared to be at leaat twenty inches long.
We left Rodhar early next morning, and proceeded without obstruction. We passed a number of small hamlets
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close on the river bank on either side. They were composed of reed cabins supported on slender poles eight or
ten feet high. Each cabin was a neat pent-roofed box,
about ten feet long by six wide, and as many high at the
sides. They belonged to Sindhi Jats, who live by fishing, cutting wood for fuel, and by tending cattle.
The country here is wooded close to the water's edge
by a thick jangal of Euphrates poplar, tamarisk, and
mimosa, and here and there are great belts of tall reeds,
eighteen to twenty feet high. The approach to Sakkar
is very fine and unique of its kind. It presents a charming contrast to the dead level of the scenery on either
side the river above it as far as Rlultan. The island
fortress of Bakkar in mid-stream, with the many-storied
houses and lofty palm groves of Rorhi, on one side, and
the high rocks and sunburnt town of Sakkar on the
other, are the characteristic features of this peculiar
spot. We steamed through the channel between Rorhi
and Bakkar, and then, making for the opposite shore,
moored under the town of Sakkar at about one o'clock.
I t thus took us nearly eleven whole days to perform
the journey by river from Multan to Sakkar. In the
hot season, when the river is in full flood, the same
journey is usually accomplished in one third of the time.
Cattle for our baggage and camp equipage having
been collected here by previous arrangement, we left our
servants to follow with them, and at half-past three set
out for Shik6rpGr in a buggy kindly placed at our service
by Captain Hampton, Superintendent of the Panjab
Steam Flotilla. At Mangr&ni, the half-way stage, we
mounted camels sent out for us, and in four hours from
Sakkar, arrived at ShikBrph. The road is excellent
throughout, and laid most of the waj- with long reed
grass to keep down the dust. The country is flat,
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crossed by many irrigation canals, and covered with
jangal patches of tamarisk and mimosa In the last five
miles fnnn Lakkf to Shikhpbr, cultivation is general,
and large trees become more abundant
In the morning our obliging host, Colonel Dunsterville, Collector of S h i k h p h , took us for a drive to see
the place. In the public gardens called Sh&i Bhgh is a
small menagerie and the Merewether pavilion. The latter,
built after the design of those useless decorated structures
one sees at English watering-places and pleasure gardens,
is a striking object, absurd; at variance with all ita
surroundings. But it is characteristic of our prejudices
and tastes in matters architectural. We unaccountably
neglect the encouragement of the oriental architecture,
with its elegant designs, elaborate detail, and durable
material, for the nondescript compositions, incongruous
mixture of colours, and inferior material of the public
buildings and monuments we have spread all over the
country. We seem to forget, that what is suitable to
the climate, conformable to the scenery, and acceptable
to the tastes of the people of Europe, may be the reverse
in each insta'nce when introduced into this country
without modification or adaptation to its circumstances.
The town of Shikh-plir ie clean for an oriental city, and
wears an air of quiet and prosperity. The environs are
well stocked with large trees, such as the nim (melia
azadirachta), &=as (acaciaelata), sksd (Dalbergia sissoo),
palm, kc., and the roads are everywhere covered with a
layer of reeds to keep down the dust. The people are
clad in bright-coloured garments, and appear a very
thriving commercial community. The bazaar is covered
with a pent-roof, and has a cool look, which alone must
be a boon in this hot climate. There is a very ueeful
charitable dispensary here, and a jail for five hundred
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prisoners. I observed that the convicts were clad in fur
jackets (postin), a luxury very few of them ever possessed
in their free state.
We left Shikhpdr at two o'clock, and drove to 8 ~ 1 t h
di G6t, where we found camels awaiting our arrival.
The one intended for my riding took fright at the buggy,
tore away from his nose-ring, and, luckily for me, escaped
into the jangal. This I say advisedly ; for had the fiisky
creature been recaptured, I could not have declined to
ride h m , and the consequences might have been anything but agreeable. I was unaccustomed to this mode of
travelhg, and knew little about the handling of a camel.
Had he bolted with me on his back, there is no knowing
where he would have stopped, and the j olting-well ! it
it is lucky I escaped the chance of its consequences.
After a short delay, a pony having been procured from
the village, we set off, and at half-way passing the
8gbungalow of H d y t i n , arrived at Jacobabad at
even o'clock. The road is excellent, and is bordered by
an avenue of large trees nearly the whole way, and is
crossed by several irrigation canals. Jacobabad is the
headquarters of the Sindh Irregular Force, and is a
flourdung frontier station, luxuriant in the vigour of
youth. It was bid out, planted, and watered, not a
wore of years ago, by the talented officer whose name
it commemorates, on a bare and desert tract, near the
little hamlet of Khangarh, on the very verge of the
desert. It affords a striking example of what the energy
and judgment of a determined will can effect.
Our servants with the camp equipage did not arrive
a t Jacobabad till daylight of the next day. We halted
here a day to complete the final arntngementa for our
journey across the border, and to decide on the route
we were to take.
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The affairs of Balochistm had for some time been in
an unsettled state, owing to differences that had arisen
between the ruling chief and some of his most powerful
feudal barom. Matters had grown worse, and, at the
time of our arrival here, several of the tribal chiefs were
in open rebellion, and had taken the field against the
Khan of Calit, over whose troops, it appears, they had
gained the advantage in more than one encounter.
Owing to these disturbances, the direct and ordinary
route through Balochistan by the Bolan Pass was closed.
There were two alternative routes, namely, that by Tal
Chhotyili, to the north of the Bolan, and that by the
MFloh Pass to its south. The h t is described a.q an
easy road, and has the advantage of leading direct into
the Peshfn valley ; moreover, it is a route hitherto untraversed by Europeans. But these advantages and
desiderata were annulled and counterbalanced, as far as
we were concerned, by the perilous nature of the route
in the vicinity of Mount Chapper, occupied by the lawless
. and savage tribe of KAkar, notorious robbers, who are
restrained by the fear of neither God nor devil, and
much less of man. The Miloh Pass route, although
nearly a hundred and ninety miles longer than that by
the Bolan, was consequently, thanks to the sound judgment of Sir William Merewether (for which we subsequently found good reason to be grateful), decided on
as the road for us to proceed by.
Our camp having gone ahead nt daylight, under escort
of two native commissioned officers and forty troopers
of the Sindh Irregular Horse, we set out from the
hospitable mansion of Sir William Merewether, Commissioner of Sindh, at nine o'clock in the morning of the
8th January 1872, and clearing the station, presently
entered on a vast desert plain. At about three miles we

crossed the line of the British frontier, and at two miles
more reached Mumal, the first habitation in the tarritory of the Khan of CalSt or Kelat. It is a collection of
eighteen or twenty mean hovels, the occupants of which
were the personification of poverty and wretchedness.
Here we bade adieu to Captain R. G. Sandeman, Deputy
Commissioner of Dkra Ghazi, who, with a party of Mazhi
horsemen, accomprtnied us thus far, and mounting our
camels, set out at a swinging trot across the desert
towards Barshori, thirty miles distant, turning our backs
upon civilisation, and hurrying into the regions of discord
and barbarism. We were accompanied by Pir JSn, son of
Muhammad Khan, the Kh&n of Cal&t'sagent at Jacobabad, and eight of his horsemen.
The desert is a wide smooth surface of hard dry clay,
as level as a billiard-table, and bare as a board. Not a
single pebble, nor even a blade of grass, was anywhere to
be seen. The caravan track lying before us was the only
distinguishable feature on the dull surface of bare day.
After travelling thus for about two and a half hours, we
sighted two lofty mounds set together in the midst of
the desert, with shrubby bushes fringing pools of water
at their bases, all remarkably clear and distinct. " That,"
said Pir J b , "is the Lu'mphni db, or ' the lustre of the
minstrel's water,' so named from the tradition of a
travelling Urn,or ' minstrel,' who, seeing such abundant
signs of water, emptied the cruse under whose weight he
was toiling, and perished in the desert from.thirst." A s
we approached nearer, the illusion disappeared,.and the
semblance dissolved to the reality-two heaps of clay
on the sides of a dry well-shaft, a few scattered saltworts,
and a patch of soda efflorescence. This was the most
perfect d r d b (magic water) or mirage I had ever seen.
We rested here awhile, to allow the baggage to get on to
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our camp ground ; but after half-an-hour, &ding the
mid-day sun too hot, we remounted our camels and resumed our track across the desert, and overtook the
baggage a little way short of Barshori, where we arrived
at sunset.
Here we found a large kiifYa scattered over a considerable surface of land about the village. As we
passed by towards some clear ground on the further side
of the village, we were surrounded by a noisy crowd of
Afghans, who, with the utmost volubility and excitement,
poured out a confused jumble of complaints and laments,
and begged an immediate inquiry and redress for their
grievances. Everybody speaking at once, the confusion
of sounds prevented our understanding what was said ;so
we dismounted from our camels, and General Pollock
directing the crowd to disperse, retained a few aa
spokesmen for the rest. We presently learned that the
kafila had been attacked in the B o l h above D h by
Mulla Muhammad, WF$ni, chief of Sah&raw&n,who,
with others, is in open revolt against the authority of the
K h h of CaltlLt, and that they had fought their way
through, with the loss of six men killed, fourteen
wounded, and a hundred and fXty camels with their loads
captured by the enemy. Whilst listening to these
accounts, eight wounded men were brought forward. I
examined and did what I could for them at the time.
They were all severely wounded, six by gunshot and two
by sword-cut. I was turning away, when a blustering
fellow, loudly cursing the barbarity of the robbers, set an
old woman in my path, and removing her veil, exclaimed,
" Look here l they have not even spared our women;
they have cut off this poor woman's nose with a sword."
The miserable creature's face was shockingly eaten away
by disease. I raised my eyes from it to the speakers',

and was about to speak, when I was forestalled by the
bystanders, who merrily said, " Take her away ;that dodge
won't do, he knows all about ih" The effrontery of the
whole proceeding was Afghan throughout.
The k m a , we were told, consisted of twelve hundred
camels and eighteen hundred followers from Kandahar.
The merchandise comprised a varied stock, such as wool,
dried fruits, raisins, choghas, barrak, pashmina, specie,
and jewels. The value of the whole was estimated at
nine laks of rupees, of which about two laks had been
plundered in the Bolan. Directing our informants to
make their representations to the authorities of Jacobabad, we passed on to our own camp.
We were seated on our cots, watching the erection of
our tents, when our.attention was diverted to four men
cautiously approaching us from the direction of the
k6fih Their leader was a venerable greybeard, and by
his side walked a delicate youth. .As they neared us I
obeerved, " Surely, I know those people ;" when the
elder, hastily glancing around to satisfy himself that he
was unobserved by the k6fila people, hurried forward,
fell a t my feet, then quickly rising, took my hands in his
own, kissed them, and pressed them to his forehead,
uttering dl the while a rapid succession of prayers and
congratulations on his good fortune in meeting me.
" Saggid Mahmdd of Sari&b, what ha.9 brought you
here h m Ghazni ? " inquired I, after the customary interchange of salutations, so cordially initiated by himself.
'.Hush I " said he, in low voice, turning to my ear.
" We are going on a pilgrimage to Karbald by Bombay,
Basrah, and Baghdad, but are obliged to call it Makha
for fear of the bigoted heretics composing our kiifila.
Yes," continued he, in a louder tone, "we are going
the hcj to Makha. You see, poor W i m is no better,
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though he has carried out all your directions, and finished all the bottles of that excellent medicine you were
so gracious as to give'him. It was really a most potent
medicine, and acted quite like a charm. C b i m was
nearly cured b y it, and was fast recovering the use of his
arm, when our messenger returned from Peshawar with
your gracious epistle promising to send that magic chain
for him, if I sent him back for it a month later. I did
send him, but he never returned, and poor Chim rapidly
losing ground, soon became as bad as ever he was before
he took your medicine. God's will be done. We are
all His servants. You did your best' for us, and God
prosper you."
I must here digress a little to inform the reader of the
circumstances of my former acquaintance with our pilgrim
friend. Just two years ago, in the commencement of 1870,
Saggid Mahmttd, bearing a recommendatory letter from
the Amir of Kabul, came to me at Peshawar for professional advice regarding his son. I found the lad was
afflicted with tubercular leprosy and a p d y s e d arm, and
learned on inquiry that his sister and some cousins also
were afflicted with leprosy. Like most natives of these
parts my patients believed, or professed to believe, that I
had only to feel the pulse, administer some phyaic, and
prescribe a regimen, to ensure a speedy recovery. And
p a t was their disappointment on my telling the old
man that, as far as I was concerned, his son's disease was
incurable. They had travelled upwards of three hundred
milea for a cure, and it was hard they should return without some sort of attempt towards the attainment of so detjirable an issue. So I took the case in hand, and t.reated
the lad for some months with little or no benefit. At
length, the hot weather approaching, they returned to
their home at Ghazni, with a large supply of mcdicinc.

In the following year Saggid M a h m ~ dwrote to me for a
fresh supply of medicine and the galvanic battery I had
employed on his son at Peshawar. The medicine I sent
him by his messenger, and promised to get him a galvanic
chain if he would send for it a month or so later. His
messenger never came, and the chain remained with me.
On my leaving Peshawar for the journey before us, I
packedthe galvanic chain (it was one of Pulvermacher's) in
one of my boxes, on the chance of an opportunity offering
to forward it to Ghazni. I now informed our visitors of
this, and opening the box, produced the case containing
the chain, and handed it over to Saggid MahmGd,
congratulating him on the good fortune that had enabled
me to present it personally. He was completely taken
aback a t &ding I had really got the chain for his son,
and taking it in both hands, exclaimed, " This is wonderful 1 Who would have believed it ? You are all true
and just people, and dcserve to be great. It is for such
sincerity that God prospers you." With many expressions of gratitude and prayers for our safe progress, our
visitors took their leave. Six months later we met this
old man again at ShAhrGd, as will be hereafter related.
Barshori is an open village of about eighty housespn the
edge of a dry water-course. Its inhabitants are MAnjhb
Jats, and appear to be comfortably off. There is a good
deal of corn cultivation around, judging from the wide
extent of corn-stalks. Water, however, is limited in
quantity, and very inferior in quality. I t is derived fkom
a number of small shafts, upwards of a hundred, sunk in
the bed of the drainage channel above mentioned, and is
very turbid and brackish. The road to the Bolan Pass
via BAgh and Dddar goes off northwarcis from this, and
that to the M'iloh Pass by GandBva goes off to the west.
We left Barshori at nine o'clock next morning and
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proceeded westward over a wide level plain intersected
by a number of clry superficial water-courses. The
general surface is a bare, hard clay similar to the desert
traversed yesterday, but here and there we found traces
of cultivation, and at distant intervals came upon
scattered patches of thin jangd At about half-way we
passed Kikri, a collection of twenty or thirty huts of
M&njhbJ a b some little way to the right of the road ;
and at five miles farther on p m d through BashkG, a
flourishing village of about two hundred houses, surrounded by jujube, mimosa, and tamarisk trees. It
stands on the edge of a deep and wide water-course, in
the dry bed of which we noticed a long series of web.
At a mile and a half further on we came to Sinjarani,and
camped ;the distance from Brtrshori, thirteen miles. Sinjarani is an open village, similar in size and situation to
Bashkh. Both are inhabited by Sinjarani Jats, and in both
we found the house-tops and courts piled with stacks of
iliLZr (Sorgham vulgare), the tall leafy stalks of which furnish an excellent fodder for cattle. The water here is very
turbid, but not brackish. The wells, of which there are
about two hundred in the water-course, are mere narrow
shafta sunk in the clay soil. Water is tapped at about
ten cubits, and oozes up in a thick muddy state in small
quantities of a few gallons only to each well.
We started from Sinjarani at seven A.M. on the 10th
January, and at eight miles came to the village of Odhdna, one hundred h o u m At about a mile to the south
of it is the Kubiha hamlet, of fifty houses. Both were
attacked and plundered less than a month ago by the
Brahoes, at the instigation of Mulea Muhammad, Uis$ni,
and Allah Dina, Kurd, who, with Nr'rruddin, Mingal of
Wadd, are in revolt against the Khan of Calht They
are now deserted except by two or three miserable old

men, who came forward to tell us their pitiful tale. We
dismo&ted at O d h h a and went over its empty and
desolate homesteads. The work of plunder had been
most effectively done. The houses were empty, heaps of
ruin, and nothing but bare malls remained standing.
The doors and roof timbers had been carried away, and
the corn-bins emptied. Some of these last were left
standmg in the courts. They resemble those seen in the
Peshawar valley, and consist of tall wicker frames
plastered within and without with a coating of clay and
straw. The top is closed with a movable cover of the
same material, and they are raised above the ground on
short pedestals. They are impervious to rain and the
ravaga of rats, and are well adapted to the storing of
grain. At the lower edge of the bin is an aperture fitted
with a plug of rags. Through this the daily quantum
of grain is withdrawn, as it is required for the mill.
We found all empty. The whole vdlage had been completely sacked, many of the people had been carried off,
and the rest dispersed after being stripped of everything. The Brahoes did not even spare the women their
mantles, nor the men their trousers, nor did they allow
a aingle head of cattle to escape them.
At about three miles further on we came to another
village of the same name. It too had been plundered,
and was now deserted. Beyond this our path crossed a
bare desert surface on which were the traces of a flood of
waters. The plain itself cut the horizon, and resembled a
great sea glimmering in the vapours of the mirage. As
we were crossing this desolate tract our attention wa,,
drawn to a crowd of gigantic figures moving against
the southern horizon. Our companion Pir J4n stopped
his camel and begged us 'to rein up. He looked very
grave, said the appearance was suspicious, marauding

Beyond this desert tract the country is traversed by
several irrigation canals, and presents signs of very considerable cultivation right up to Gandiiva. At this season
the whole country is dry, but during the summer rains it
is inundated by the Nari rivcr, which rises in the hdls
about Dadur, and spreads its floods broadcast all over
the desert tract extending from Gandhva to Jacobabad.
Most of this water is allowed to run waste, and from
want of care much is lost by evaporation. Under a settled
government there is little doubt that most of this desert
tract could be brought under cultivation, for the soil
appears very good, and the facilities for irrigation during
the summer months are at hand. But both are sadly
neglected all over the Kachi pat, the designation by
which the great desert tracts of Kach are known.
GandAva, the capital of Kach, is a decayed-looking
town, and its fortifications are fast crumbling into ruin.
It is the winter residence of the Khan of Calit, whose
mansion is situated in the citadel, which overlooks the
town fiom the north. The town has an extremely sunburnt and desolate appearance. The summer months
here are described as excessively hot, and unbearable to all
but natives of the country. During this season a poisonous
hot wind, calledjuloh, prevails over the plain of Kach, and
destroys travellers exposed to its blast. It proves fatal
in a few hours, by drylng up all the moisture of the body,
and the skin of those killed by it appears scorched and
fissured, and putrefaction at once takes place.
We rested here during the heat of the day in the Khan's
garden on the south of the town, to allow our baggage
to pass o a The garden is a neglected wilderness of all
wrts of trees crowded together, but to us proved a grateful retrest for the shade it afforded. In its centre are a
couple of fine pipd trees (Ficusrdigiosa), and around
C
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them we recognised the mango, jujube, sweet lime, vine,
date -palm, apricot, cordia myxa, banhinia variegata,
sizygium jambolanum, and acacia siria
Proceeding from Gandhva, we left FatupGr, conspicuous
by its lofty domed tombs, to the left, and passing through
a thick jangal of capparis, salvadora, and acacia, amongst
which were scattered small patches of bright green mustard, came to the GarrG ravine, a wide drainage channel
with a sandy bed, covered with a thick belt of tamarisk
trees. Beyond this, at eight miles from Gandhva and thirty
h m Sinjarani, we came to Kotra, and camped at sunset.
This is a collection of four villages close to each other,
the residence of the members of the Ilufzai family, whose
head is the ruling Khan of CdBt. They are surrounded
by stately trees and productive gardens, watered by a
brisk stream from a spring at Pir Chhatts. Some of the
houses here appear very neat and comfortable residencesAltogether the place wears an air of prosperity, and is
out-and-out the most picturesque and flourishing place
we have seen since we left Jacobabad. Kotra is the
entrepbt of the trade between Balochistan (C&t and
Mttkran) and Shikirph.
We arrived at Kotra just as the sun had set, and our
baggage was yet far behind. After selecting a site for
our camp, and waiting some time for its arrival, misgivings
crept over us as to our evening meal, for it was already
eight o'clock, and no signs of our baggage being near at
hand were visible, and unpleassnt suspicions of having to
go supperless to bed forced themselves on our mind.
All length I hinted to our companion Pir JBn-who, by
the way, proved a very inefficient and indolent c i c e r o n ~
that, in the event of our servants not coming up in time,
he might be able to get us something to eat from the
village before it became too late. He took the hint, and,
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after some delay, in the interim of which our camp arrived,
at nearly nine o'clock, his messenger returned from the
village with a bowl of mutton, stewed in its own broth,
and some bannocks, which he said had been sent from
bfir Khyr Muhammad's house, with that IltA&ai chiefs
compliments, and excuses for not being able to see us
this evening, a pleasure which he hoped to enjoy in the
morning. We forthwith set to work with our fingers
on the mutton, and ladled up the broth with successive
spoons formed of shreds of bannock, which went the same
way as their contents, until the fast "setting" grease of
the cooling mess suddenly persuaded us that we had sufficiently taken off the keen edge of our appetites, and we
gladly turned from the coarse bowl and soiled rag on
which it stood. Though grateful for the entertainment, I
must say I was disappointed in this experience of Baloch
hospitality. Any Afghan peasant would have done the
honours not only with better grace and substance, but
spontaneously.
Whilst our tents were being pitched in the dim light
of approaching night, a couple of rampant ydbtis, or
baggage ponies, not satisfied with a march of thirty
miles, broke away from the rest, and made an unwarrantable assault on our two Baloch mares-beautiful gazelleeyed, gentle creatures-as they quietly stood, with saddles
and bridles unremoved, waiting their turn to be picketed.
There was immediately a grand row ; the mares kicking
and squealing desperately, and the ydbzis rearing and
roaring as the horses of this country only can. A dozen
men rushed to the rescue from .all directions, with shouts,
threats, and imprecations. In two minutes all four bolted
out of camp, and tore wildly out of sight into the
j angal.
We got some men from the village to go in search of
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them during the night, and our departure was delayed
till noon of the next day, pending their recapture. The
animals were brought back none the worse for their mad
carcer over such rough country as that between Kotra
and the adjacent hills, but their gear was a good deal
damaged, and onc saddle was lost. From Kotra we
marched to Pfr Chhatta, nine miles. The path winds
tl~rougha jangal of wild caper, mimosa, and salvadora
to the W o h ravine, on the bank of which we found a
collection of twelve or fourteen booths of the Kambar&niand Sy&niBrahoe, who are occupied as camel-drivers
between Cal&t and Shikdrph. Their dwelhga were
mere sheds of tamarisk branches covering a loose framework supported on slender poles, and altogether appeared a very inefficient and temporary sort of shelter.
I noticed that the women, though equally exposed to the
weather, were much fairer and comelier than the men.
Their dress was as rough and simple as their dwellings.
A long loose shift of coarse cotton, with loose sleeves,
was the only dress of some of the women ; one or two of
them wore besides a small sheet or mantle thrown loosely
ovcr the head and shouldera The men wore capacious
cotton trousers, gathered in at the ankle, and over these
a ~liortshirt with wide sleeves; round the head were
wound a few folds of a twisted turban. Grazing about
thclir settlement were a number of pretty little goats,
the rrmallcst I ever saw, hardly twenty inches high.
After following the dry pebbly bed of the ravine for a
little way in a southerly direction, we turned out of it to
tho right at a conspicuous dome over the graye of ?ik
Iltaf, tho uncle of the present Blfr of Kotra By it flows
a briak stream, which, on its way to Kotra, turns three
or four water-mills, the sites of which are marked by
clump of date-palm, jujube, and pipal treea From

this point we turned towards the hill range, along which
we had been travelling in a parallel course from Ganddva.
They wear a wild, dreary, and inhospitable look, and the
country at their skirt is rugged, and mostly bare of vegetation. At about four miles from the tomb, crossing two
or three ridges of conglomerate rock, and the little stream
winding between and round them en route, we came
to the palm grove of Pir Chhatta, and camped on an
open turfy spot amongst the trees, and near the springhead of the stream above mentioned The soil here is a
powdery clay, white with efflorescent salines, and even the
turf is stiff with white encrustations of soda salts. At
the spring-head is a hermit's cell, and close by, suspended
on the boughs of a tree, is a peal of about thirty small
bells, which the fnpZr rattles every now and then to wake
up the mountain echoes.
The spring on issuing from the rock forms a small
pool. We found it absolutely crammed with fish from
six to ten inches long. They looked, I thought, like
spotted trout, except that the scales were like those of the
salmon. These fish are held sacred, and most dire consequences are said to overtake the sacrilegist who should
so far forget himself as to violate the sanctity of the pool
of Pir Chhatta by feasting on its protected fish. We
threw a few handfuls of grain into the pool to propitiate
the saint, or his mean representative in the unwashed
and unclad person of the hermit, who seemed no ways
pleased a t our unceremonlbus intrusion on his special
domain. The surface of the pool was instantly a solid
mass of fish,strugghg for the grain, which disappeared
in a marvellously short space of time. Whilst we thus
amused omelvw, the hermit, probably fearful of our
annexing a few of the fish for dinner, recounted some
wonderful instances he knew of the agonised deaths pro-
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duced by so rash an act. But he was eclipsed by an attendant orderly, who gravely mured us that a comrade of his
-a trooper of the Sindh Irregular Horse-had on one
occasion, when passing this way, taken one of these fish,
cut it up, cooked, and eaten it. "And what happened 1"
angrily aaked the hermit. " By the power of God," he
answered, " the wicked wretch was seized immediately
after with the most excruciating pains in his internals.
He rolled on the ground in agony, and repeated tabas
and a.stugh$rmUlahs (repentances and God forgive me's)
without number, calling on all the saints and prophets to
intercede for him." " And then he died ! " chimed in the
hermit, with a triumphant air. " No," said the other ;
"God is great, and, such is His mercy, he got up and
went amongst the bushes, groaning and moaning with
agony. Presently he returned quite another being, perfectly well and happy, with the fish alive in his hand,
and upbraiding him for his want of faith and veneration,
and directing its restoration to its own element." " God's
ways are inscrutable," said the hermit ; adding, with
ineffable pride, "our pure prophet heard his prayers, our
blessed saint of this sacred spot interceded for him ; God,
the Almighty, accepted his repentance." Our narrator
admitted on interrogation that he was not an eye-witness
of what he had just related, but he knew several men
who were. After this example-and it is one by no means
uncommon amongst Muhammadans in these countriesof audacity and credulity, we strolled back to our tents
speculating upon the mental organisation of a people who
could, without an attempt at question, accept such absurdities. The blind credulity of the Muhammadan in all
that concerns his prophet and sainb, their sayings and
their doings, their precepts and examples, affords an interesting field for inquiry to the pychologist. Such

investigation would, I believe, establish it as a fact that
the obstinate yct passive resistance of Muhammedans to
the free advance of Western civilisation amongst them
is owing almost entirely to the spirit of bigotry created
by their religion and cherished by their literature, for the
one is a mere reflection of the other.
There is no habitation at Pir Chhatta, nor are any
supplies procurable here. Our cicerone, Pir JAn, with
h b usual want of forethought, had himself made no
arrangements for our supplies here, nor had he told us of
the necessity of making any such arrangements, nor,
when he found how matters stood, did he seem inclined in
any way to stir himself to remedy them. So the General
summoned him to his presence, and took him sharply
to task for his carelessness. This had the effect of rousing
him from the dull lethargy into which the perpetual repetition of his beads had thrown him, and he at lmt
stirred himself to see what could be done to feed our
cattle and camp-followers. There was not alternative
but to send back some of our cattle with one of his men
to purchase grain, fodder, &c., at Kotm The evening
was well advanced before they returned. The night air
here was chill and damp, and a west wind setting in at
sunset, reduced the mercury to 59" Pah., which was thlrty
degrees less than it stood a t during the afternoon in the
shade, and forty degreea lese than the temperature of the
air a t two P.M.
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WE marched fiom Pir Chhatta at half-past seven next
morning. After crossing a few marly banks, snow-white
with saline encrustation, we entered a long narrow defile,
bounded on the right by high hills of bare rugged rock,
and on the left by a low shelf of conglomerate ; a few
stunted bushes of dvadora, jujube, and mimosa were
scattered here and there amongst the rocks, and the
surface, everywhere rough and stony, was one mass of
marine fossils. At four miles we emerged fiom this
defile into the Miloh Pass, which opens on to the plains
a little to the south of where we camped a t Pir Chhatta.
Where we entered it, the hills diverge, and enclose a
wide boulder-strewn b i n , through which winds the
Blfloh rivulet in three or four shallow streams, that reunite at the outlet of the pass.
The Miloh Pass, by us d e d the " Mooleah Pass," is so
named, I was told by our attendants, on account of the
blue colour of the hills. They may look so at rt distance,
but are anythmg but blue on close inspection. At all
events, the natives d
l them so, and hence the name;
their pronunciation of the Hindustani nil&, "blue,"
being mtloh.
Beyond this basin--every pebble and every rock in
vhirh is full of n~atlrcpores,ammonites,be.lemnites,oysters,
2nd nthcr mnrine fogsils-we entered a very narrow and
~vintlin q qorgc hctn-cen perpendicular walls of bare rock,
tn-o or thrcc l~undrcdfeet high.
Floning down its pebbly

passage is a strong and brisk stream, which is crossed
nine times in the transit. From this circumstance the
passage is called hVah-langa Tangi, or "the strait with
nine crossings." The water we found very cold, and
about sixteen inches deep. On either side, up to a height
of nearly six feet, the rocks are streaked with the waterlines of the hot-weather floods. These floods are described a3 coming down very suddenly after rains upon
the hills in the interior : their violence and velocity are
irresistible ; and the raging torrent carries with it huge '
boulders, uprooted trees, and cattle caught in its flood.
So sudden are these floods, and often when there are
no signs of rain at hand, that natives never camp in the
bed of the stream, but always on the shelving banks
that are found in different parts of the pass. The Nahlanga Tan@ is about three and a half miles long, and
conducts into a great basin in the hills. The scenery
here is the wildest that can be imagined. The surface
is strewed with huge rocks, and traversed by shelving
banks of conglomerate and shingle; here and there are
thick belts of tamarisk trees, amidst which the Mfloh
rivulet winds its tortuous course ; around rise rugged
bills of bare rock, the strata of which are snapped and
twisted and contorted in a most violent and irregular
manner. At the outlet of the gorge the strata are perpendicular ; beyond it, they present every kind of contortion ; and in some spots were noticed to form three
parts of a circle. In some of the hills, the strata were
horizontal; and dipped to the westward at an angle of about
forty degrees ; in others, but in a hill due west of our camp
at KGhov, the inclination was toward the emtward.
From this basin our path led along some shelving
banks of shingle to a small flat called Ktihov. We
rnmpedhere on some stubble-fields of Indian-corn and
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sesame, having marched twelve miles. There is no
village here, but there are several small strips of cornfields on the ledges bordering the bed of the rivulet.
In a secluded nook amongst the hills close to our camp
we found a temporary settlement of Zangijo Brahoe,
dependants of the Mir of Kotra. There were about twentyfour booths, ranged in two parallel rows. They were
formed of palm-leaf mats, spread upon a light framework
. supported on sticks, and had a very flimsy appearance,
and certainly provided the minimum amount of shelter.
They are here called k i d , and the only merit they
posess is their portability. Their occupants were extremely poor and dirty, but they appeared healthy and
happy, and are certainly hardy. During the cold
weather they move about amongst the lower valleys and
glens with their cattle and flocks, and in the spring
move up for the summer months to the higher tablelands
about Calttt.
On the line of march we passed a khfila of eighty
camels, laden with dates from Panj*
to Kotra, under
charge of a party of Bizanjo Brahoe, most of whom were
armed with sword and matchlock. The camels were of
a small breed, but very handsome and clean-limbed ;
some of them were nearly of a white colour. We found
no supplies were procurable at 36hov, not even forage
for our cattle. Our condudor, Pir Jan, however, had
been roused to a proper sense of his duties by the reprimand he got yesterday, and our requirements were
consequently anticipated and provided for beforehand.
Our next stage was sixteen miles to Hathhi. The
path, leading at first south and then south-west, winds
along the pebbly bed of the pass, and crosses its stream
several times en route. The rise is very gradual, and
the hills approach and diverge alternately, forming a
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succession of basins connected together by narrow straits.
About half-way we came to a long strip of sprouting
corn in the mi& of a great belt of tamarisk jangal, which
occupies the greater portion of the pass. This patch of
cultivation is &led P h i Whnt, "the division of the
waters ;" and scattered about amidst the fields are a few
huts of the Mdsiyini Brahoe, dependanh of the chief of
Zehri.
Beyond P h i Whnt we passed through a narrow gap
between lofty walls of perpendicular rock, in laminated
horizontal strata, much fissured and weather-worn, and
entered the wide basin of Jhh-that is to say, wide compared with the rest of the pass. Here too there is a good
deal of corn cultivation, and along the foot of the hills
in sheltered nooks were some small encampments of the
C h a d Brahoe.
Amongst the fields are observed solitary little mud
huts of neat, and, for these parts, substantial build. They
belong to the Hindu grain-dealers of Kotra, who come
up here each harveqt to select the grain in liquidation of
advances made to the cultivators during the cold season.
Formerly this land was laid out in rice crops, but this
has been put a stop to by the Kotra Mh,as it interfered
with the irrigation of their lands on the plain.
We passed a khfila here of B t y camels, laden with
dates from PanjgGr to Kotra, under charge of Bizanjo
Brahoe. With this khfila, as with the one passed yesterday,
were three or four fine young negro lads. The Brahoe
were all armed, and clad in thick camlet coats ; they wore
the national cap, and altogether looked a very independent and hmdy set of fellows. Beyond Jiih we passed
through a tamarisk jangal, and rose on to a wide shelving
bank that stretched up to the foot of the hills on our
right. Here wc camped at Hathchi, the largest habita-
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tion we have seen since leaving Kotm It consists of
some twenty-five or thirty mud huts scattered over the
surface. The inhabitants are very poor and ill-favoured,
and the men especially very dark and ugly. Some of
the young women I saw were comely ; and I was surprised to see several with undoubted African blood in
their veins, to judge from their cast of countenance and
frizzly hair.
Our camp was pitched on some small flats covered with
the stubble ofju'drcrops, and hard by was a collection of six
or seven kiwi or booths belonging to the Khhzai Brahoc.
They have adopted this yroucl title because the Khan of
Calht is married to a daughter of their tribal chief. The
benefits of the alliance do not seem to extend beyond
the empty honour of the title, for a poorer and more
miserable set of people we have not yet seen in his territories. The villagers, too, who brought our supplies
into camp were in no better plight. Several hideom old
women, who carried loads of wood and straw for our
camp, were only half clad, and apparently.less fed. Poor
creatures ! theirs is truly a hard lot ; they are the mean
drudges of the community, are despised by the men, and
evilly entreated by the younger and more fortunate members of their own sex. Whilst these wretched people
were toiling under their loads, a number of young men,
who, judging from outward appearance and circumstances, were little if at all exalted above them in social
status, seated themselves about the skirts of our camp
and idly viewed the spectacle.
The situation of Bathhi, in the m i h t of these rugged
and barren hills, may be described as a pretty spot. As
we saw it, the place is almost deserted ; but in the spring
months it is alive with the camps of the migratory
Brahoe, moving with their families and flocks up to the

higher plateaux of the Calht tableland. There is a shrine
or zilirat here, dedicated to tho memory of Bahi-ulhacc,
the saint of Multhn. I t is only noteworthy on account
of the conspicuous clump of palm and other trees in tho
dark shadea of which it is concealed.
Our next stage was sixteen miles to Narr. For about
seven miles the road winds through a wide belt of tamarisk jangal, to the south of which, in a bend of the hills,
is the F d n - n 4 Bent, or " the cultivation of Farz4n."
A few scattered huts of the Hindu grain-dealers of I(otra
were seen here and there, but there is no permanent habitation here.
Beyond this we passed through a narrow gorge into
the Pfr L&ha basin, which we entered near the domed
tomb of that name I t was built about a century ago, in
the time of the first Nasfr Khan, Baloch, and is already
in a state of decay. Around it are a number of humble
graves, the depositary of the remains of departed Brahoe
of this part of the county. They are tended by some
faqirs, whose families are housed in very neat and comfortable quarters hard by-to wit, two commodious huts,
surrounded by corn-fields, and shaded by some lofty datepalm and jujube trees.
Pir U k h a is about half-way between Hathhi and
Narr, and is approached through a narrow pamge between perpendicular walk of rock, that rise in sheer precipices to a height of 150 to 200 feet. I was turning my
head first to the right and then to the left, noting that
the strata on the one side were horizontal, and on the
other vertical, when, one of the escort, riding behind me,
and from whom, during the march, I had been making
inquiries as to the people and country we were passing
through, unexpectedly exclaimed, " And there 's the
dragon ! " " Where ? " said I, eagerly, not at the mo-
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ment quite sure but that some frightful monster was
peering a t us over a ledge of rock. "There," said he,
pointing to the blank wall of rock on our left, which
formed the southern boundary of the passage; " don't
you see it running up the rock ? " "No," I answered,
staring full force in the direction indicated ; " I see no
dragon. What is it like ? Is it moving or stationary ? "
Here my friend, as I could see by the laugh in hk eyes,
was moved with inward mirth at the not unnatural misunderstanding on my part in taking his words in their
literal acceptation. He controlled the expression of his
merriment, however, and, with a serious countenance,
explained, " I don't mean a live dragon, sir ; God preserve
us from him !
Somewhat dimppointed, " Then you
should have been more precise," I irresistibly interposed.
"But, .sir," said he, in justification, " i t is called the
' dragon of Pir Ukha,' although it's only his trail ; and
there it is, clear as noonday, on the face of the rock."
And so the dragon resolved itself into the reptile's trail
only, and the trail in turn proved to be merely a vein
of white quartz running obliquely across the face of the
rock. An inquiry into the history of the dragon naturally followed this denouement ; and here is my Brahoe
informant's account, much in his own style of narration :I n olden times, a great red dragon used to haunt this
defile. He was the terror of the wicked as well aa of
the just, for he devoured them alike, such as came in his
way, without distinction ; and when he could not seize
men, he laid in wait and entrapped their sheep, and goats,
and cattle. Owing to his insatiable appetite, and his
continued depredations, the country was depopulated ;
and so widespread was the terror of this monster, that
wayfarers ceased to travel by this road. At length the
holy man whose shrine lies yonder undertook to rid the

country of this bloodthirsty tyrant's oppression. Pir
U k h a planted his takya or cell on the spot now
occupied by his mausoleum ; and so great was the sanctity of his character; and so powerful the protecting
influence of God Almighty, that the dragon voluntarily
came to pay homage to the saint, and, in place of offering
violence, besought his favour with the utmost submission
and tender of service.
The Pfr made the dragon repeat the kalama or
Prophet's creed, and converted him to the true faith,
to IsZdm ; and giving him his liberty, commanded him
not to oppress God's creatures, and that the Almighty in
Ris mercy would provide for him. And so it was the
dragon disappeared, and the country became free, and
the saint's memory perpetuated in the shrine that bears
his name. Pfr U k h a is the most popular saint of the
Brahoe in this part of the country, and his sanctuary is
held in the highest reverence by all the tribes around,
who constantly resort to it to offer up their prayers
and supplications, and to beseech the saint's blessing,
particularly since the catastrophe connected with the
dragon's trail, which, we have just seen, gave such coniirming proof of his mehts and supernatural powers. I t
was in this wise : I n the early days, when people began
to forget the debt of their gratitude to the saint for the
great boon conferred by him on them, were careless in the
performance of their vows, and neglected to support the
servitors of his shrine, they were aroused to a proper
sense of their obligations by the reappearance of the
dreaded dragon in his former haunts, and with his
accustomed violence. The first to feel the weight of his
oppression was the tumanddr, or " chief of a camp," of
migratory Brahoe who used to winter in the vicinity.
It was in this manner : His favourite wife, who was

'
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young, handsome, and well connected, was blessed with
no offspring. This was a sore trial to her, and for
several years she offered up her petitions at the saint's
shrine as the camp passed it on their way to and return
from the summer grazing grounds. At length, making a
special pilgrimage to the shrine, she prayed earnestly for
the saint's intercession that it might please God to give
her a son, and vowed to give the priest in charge a cow
on her praycr bcing granted. Thc saint through the
priest informed her that her praycr was heard, and, please
God, the desire of her heart should be gratified. She
went away happy in mind, and in due time was rejoiced
by the birth of a son. But, her desire gratified, she forgot her vow, and even failed to offer up her prayers and
thank-offerings at the shrine on passing it to the summer
pastures, and the like carelessness did she show on the
return therefrom in autumn. Next spring, as the camp
marched through the gorge on its accustomed journey,
the dragon, watching his opportunity, dashed into the
midst, seized thc boy from its mother's arms, and disappeared with it over the hills, leaving that white track
of its body as a memorial on the rock.
such in substance was the Brahoe's stoy. It explains,
at all events, the comfortable circumstances of the faptrs
attached to the service of the mausoleum of Pir LBkha.
In such a country, the lot of these people-the priesthood
-is really enviable. They are respected and trusted by
all classes, they enjoy free grants of land for their
support, and receive besides tithes and other offerings ;
they are not affected by tribal feuds, nor are they obliged
to interfere in the politics of the people; and altogether
they are the most comfortable and well-to-do of the
community. Yet they possess no special merits : generally they are but little better educated than the mass of

the common people, and are indebted for their good
fortune more to hereditary right than anything else.
Beyond
L&khathe defile turns sharp to the north,
and then bends round to the west and south, where it
expands into the little basin of HassGa. Here we found
some small patches of corn cultivation, and a few huts
of the Jam ZeM Brahoe. Here too we met a k&fdaof
sixty camels laden with wool and madder from Cal&t to
Shik&rpirr, under charge of Zehrf Brahoe, amongst whom
were a couple of African slaves. We aho met a small
party of SamalAri Brahoe driving a few asses and bullocks to Kotra for a supply of grain for their families
somewhere in the hills close by. They appeared very
poor people, like the rest of the Brahoe we have seen on
our journey. What little corn this country produces is
bought up at harvest-time by Hindu merchants, and
taken down to Kotra, where it is again retailed by them
to the peasantry. By this arrangement the tribes are
pretty much in the hands of the Hindus, and they in
turn of the chiefs.
Beyond HassGa me passed through a small gap and
entered the basin or valley of Narr, and turning off to
the left away from the Miloh stream, camped on some
open ground at the foot of the hills to the south. There
is no village here, though there is a good deal of cultivation in scattered patches. Here and there, too, in the
llooks of the hills, we found some small camps of Jam
ZeM Brahoe. They seemed very poor people, possessed
of few goats and fewer cattle. Water, fuel, and camel
forage are abundant here, but forage for man and horse
are unprocurable.
In this march we found no fossils, as in the lower part
of the pass; but the hills, though wider apart, are just
as bare and inhospitable. The succession oS basins or
D
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valleys enclosed by them, however, are more thickly
wooded with tamarisk.
A t Narr, the Miloh Pass may be said to end in a wide
basin, from which n'zrrow alleys lead off to the north
and to the west. They bring down the drainage from
the hills between Khozdk and CalAt. The main valley
runs northward to Zehri and NichGa, and down it flows
the main stream of the Miloh rivulet.
As we entered the Narr basin from Pir LBkha, a solitary tree standing in the midst of a small patch of young
corn on the right of the road was pointed out to us the
scene of the asas~inationof Sherdil Khan in May 1864.
He had usurped the governme~ltfrom the present chief,
Khuclikldd Khan of Calht, and was enabled to hold out
against him for some time owing to the defection of
Sher Khan, the commandant of KhudBdiX's regiment of
mercenaries, who with his men joined the pretender.
After a wllile Sher Khan, with the proverbial fickleness
of these people, became dissatisfied with his new master,
and sought to get restored to the favour of the chief he
had deserted. As the best means to this end, as well as
by way of repairing the injury he had done the rightful chief, he caused the rebel to bc shot by one of his men
as they were marching to oppose some of the troops sent
agninst them. Sherdil, on being hit, lost control over his
horse, and the startled animal, dashing off across country,
threw his rider a t the tree mentioned, ~vherehe presently
died in the arms of a fellow-rebel, SardSr TSj RIuhammad
Khan. Sher Khan with his mercenaries then returned to
his allegiance, 'and joined KhudiidAcI Khan in his retreat
a t Kach.
Our next stage was thirteen miles to Gorh We
crossed the Narr basin in a southerly direction over ft
rough pebbly surface, and at ahout four miles left it by a
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nmonTwinding gorge that opens on to a rough and wild
tract between the hills. In the gorge are a few pools of
water in the bed of a pebbly channel that conveys the
drainage of these hills to the Miloh rivulet; it comes
down from the southward along the foot of the hills
bundmg the v d e y in that direction; our route
diverged from it and followed the skirt of the hills
bounding i t to the north. At about half-way on this
march we passed a gaur-band, or " Gabardam," built
across the outlet of a small gully in the side of the hills
to our right. I t is a very solid and substantial wall of
dressed stones, rising from one to two feet above the
surface of the ground, and conspicuous from its dark
colour contrasting with the lighter hues of the rocks
around. Our c o m p a ~ o n scould tell us nothing of its
history more than that, like many similar structures in
M e r e n t parts af the country, it belonged to the period
when the country was inhabited by pagans. The hills
here are very precipitous and wild; their slopes are
dotted all over with little black specs, said to be bushes
of the juniper, here called hdpurs ; the lower ridges are
covered with a coarse grass that grows in tufts, and is
called hziwe; it is said to be a very nourishing fodder
for cattle.
Our camp at Gord was pitched on a slaty ridge close
to thrce or four small wells sunk in the gra~ellysoil.
The water is reached at about twelve feet from the surface, and is very good. During the day immense flocks of
goats and sheep came to be watered here ; they appeared
to me to be of a very diminutive breed. They were
tended only by a few boys, from which circumstance wTc
concluded there must be some Brahoe camps in the
vicinity, though Fire saw no habitation or sign of cultivation in the whole march from Nan, excepting only a few
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booths of the wandering Lhi. These people are a kind
of gipsy, and are found in dl parts of the country in
scattered parties of a few f'amilies each. They are a
distinct race from the Brahoe and Bdoch, and me
occupied as musicians, potters, rope makers, mat weavers,
pedlars, kc. They own no land, never cultivate the soil,
and are looked on as outCmts.
The night air of G o d proved sharp and chill, and
towards daylight a hard frost set in. From this me
marched eighteen miles to Khozdh, the route mostly
westward. At a short distance from our camping-ground
we came upon the cultivation of G o d , and farther on
passed the hamlet of the same name, at the foot of the
hills to the left of the road. The huts are now empty,
their tenants being camped in the nooks of the surrounding hills with their cattle and flocks, for the facility of
pasture and water, neither the one nor the other being a t
this season procurable a t God. There is a very extensive
cemetery here, whence the place derives its name (gor =
grave). The gmvcs are neatly raised tombs built of loose
stones, the resting-places of defunct Zehrf Brahoe, who
occupy all the hill country round about. At four miles
on from G o d , the road passes over some rough ground,
and drops on to the Khozdk valley, the most open piece
of country we have seen since leaviug the plain of Kach.
I t beam a very dreary and wintry aspect, and along its
northern borders shows no signs of habitation or cultivation or water. In the opposite direction, however, are
seen a collection of villages cdled Zecii, with their gardens and fields, along the course of the little streams
draining the southern part of the valley.
At two or three miles from Khozdhr, we were met
by M4or Harrison, Political Agent at the Court of
Calit. He came out with a party of forty troopers of
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the Sindh Horse, and conducted us to his camp, pitched
close to the fort of Khozdkr, where he gave us a most
hospitable welcome ; w h h t the General's arrival was
announced and re-echoed amongst the surrounding hills
by a salute of eleven guns fired from a couple of old
cannon drawn up outside the fort. The canonneers, of
whom there were nearly twenty engaged in the operation, were a wild and dirty-looking set of fellows, with
long matted hair, and every sort of dress and undress
except uniform.
The little fort is a new structure of mud, only recently
completed. I t holds a garrison of sixty Brahoe militia,
and half a company of regular infantry, and is armed
with the two guns above mentioned. It is well situated
for the purpose it is meant to serve, viz., to protect the
caravan routes centring. in this valley through Nal
from Kej and PAnj* on the west, through Wadd from
Bela and Sonmihi on the south, through the Mfloh
Pass from Kotra, Gandhva, and ShikkpGr on the east,
and through BAghwAna from Sliriib and CalAt on the
north.
On the plain near the fort are the ruins of two contiguous villages, between which winds a small stream on
its way to some corn-fields beyond them. The place has
a very dreary look, and the climate at this season is
decidedly bleak. The southern portion of the valley is
well cultivated and peopled, and during the summer, so
we are told, is one sheet of corn-fields. This valley, in
fact, with those of Nal, Bdghwdna, Shhb, and CalAt, are
the principal corn-growing districts in this country.
The elevation of Khozdh is about 3850 feet above the
sea, and about 3700 feet above Gandhva on the plain of
Bach. The later figure represents the rise in the land
between the two places, a distance of ninety-three mdes

.
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by our route through the Mfloh P a , and gives an ascent
of nearly forty feet in the mile.
The bliloh Pass is easy for cattle, is well watered, and
has an abundant supply of fuel in the tamarisk jangnl
throughout its course. Forage for cattle is scarce in
winter, but there is a sficiency of this in summer for
caravans and the cattle and flocks of the Brahoe, who
find ample spacc for camping on the shelving banks of
the stream, in the succession of basins occupying the
course of the pass. Beyond the pass, a t Narr, the tamarisk
jan,d and water supply both cease.
In all our route from Pir Chhatta to Khozdk we
observed a series of roadside memorials, emblematic of
the national customs of the Brahoe. They are of two
kinds, commemorative of very opposite events, and are
met with in a very distant ratio of frequency in eonsequence. The one is called ddp, and commemorates
the weddings amongst the migratory Brahoe. The other
is edled ckeda, and serves as a memorial of those who
die without issue amongst the clans.
The c u p is a perfect circle, described on the ground
by a series of stones set together flat in its surface ; the
centre is marked by a single stone of from one to two
feet in length, set upright on end. The diameters of
these circles range from ten to thirty feet, and hundreds of them cover every flat piece of ground on the
line of road followed by the Brahoe in their annual
migrations from the high to the low lands. Some of the
cluips we observed were of a different structure from
thq figure just describcd. Instead of a single upright
stone in the centre, and a circumference marked by stones
laid flat, the whole surface of the fi,oure was closely set
with stones laid flat on the ground, forming a circular
pnvement, from the centre of which projected the single
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stone set upright. From the circumference of the circle
projected a long arm in a straight line running to the
north in those we saw. This projection is about thirty
feet long, and terminates in a large stone set upright as in
the centre ; its width is about two feet, and it is formed,
like the circle, of stones set close together and flat on the
surface of the ground.
These figures, me were told, are made on the actual
sites on which have been danced the reels accompanying
the festivities that form an important element in the

A. The bighmsd .aosa a plaln.
IL a s p d r c h of diUerent kinds, as described in the text.
C. A nodid or mosque, marked oll on the gmnnd by stones j u t as ere the d6pcircles.

ceremonies attending a Brahoe wedding. The centre
stone marks the place of the musician, and the circumference that of the circle of dancers, who pirouette
individually and revolve collectively in measured steps,
keeping time with the music, to which the while they
clap their hands. This clapping of hands is here called
chtjp, and hence the name of the figures. Sometimes the
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sword-dance is substituted for the othcr, and only differs
from it in brandishing naked swords in place of clapping
hands. The dance resembles the ataur of the Afghans.
The sketch on p. 55 shows the form of the cMp.
The cheda is a pillar (called tsahi in Pushto) of from
eight to twelve or more feet high, with a diameter of
from three to four or more feet. It is neatly built of
loose stones closely set in a cylindrical form. The top
is convex or dome-shaped, and from its centre projects a
single upright stone. The basement is a small square
platform of stones, slightly raised above the surface of

A. Highroad round a hill ridge.
B. M a plllus on plan and on rock.
C. C u p clrcleo.

the ground. These structures are generally raised on
some projecting rock overlooking the road, or on some
slight eminencc on thc plain. At one or two spots we
saw four or five close together, but generally they are
only met at distant intervals, and singly. In general
appearance they resemble miniature topm of the kind
seen in some parts of YClsufzai and the Peshawar valley.
They are erectcd to the memory of clansmen who have
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died without issue ; and it is the custom for the surviving relatives to celebrate the anniversary of such
mournful events by donatives to the family priest and
a feast to the clan. Where practicable, the customary
offerings and ceremonies are performed round the monument itself; and for this purpose their observance is
generally deferred to the time when the camps in their
annual mioptions halt in their vicinity. The sketch
on p. 56 shows the form of the cheda.
In all our route from Kotra, we saw very few of the
people of the country. Including Hathchi and Gord
with the few camps we passed, the population we found
in this tract of country did not exceed two hundred
families, if indeed it reached that number. Our companions, however, assured us that the hills were mvarming
with them, that every nook had its camp, and every valley
its patch of cultivation. It may be so, but u-e saw no
signs of any such populousness. In fact, the nature of
the country does not admit of any large number being
able to support themselves upon it, for the hills yield but
the scantiest pasture, whilst the valleys offer a very small
surface capable of cultivation. This conclusion is supported by the appearance and circumstances of the people
and cattle we did see. They may be described in two
words--poor and hungry.
The Brahoe are an interesting people, of whose history
little is known. They are true nomads, and wander about
the country in their respective limits, with their families
and flocks, changing from the high lands to the low
according to the seasons and prtstureq. In this respect
they resemble some of the Afghan tribes. Some of them,
however, are fixed in villages rt., cultivators of the soil.
They are divided into an infinity of clans, or khel, such
as biingal, Bizanjo, Zangijo, Kumbariini, Zehri, Rhis&ni,
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Kurdgu, Rikkl, SarnulSri, HAnini, Nichdri, Rodhi,
Gurganhi, and many others. Their camps are called
tuman, and the head man of each tumandlir.
They differ from the Afghan, Baloch, and Jat of Sindh,
by whom they are surrounded, in general physique and
physiognomy as well as in language. Their manners and
customs, too, are said to differ in many respects from
those of the people around them, though, in the matters
of robbery and murder, a family resemblance pervades
them all.
The Bmhoe is of middle height, or below it, ,and of
swarthy complexion ; the face is broad, with high cheekbones, and adorned with beard and mustaches of neither
long nor thick growth ; the head is covered with a shock
of long matted hair, generally jet black; the eyes are
black and kcen. The body is compactly framed and
clean-limbed. Altogether, the race is active, hardy, and
enduring. The Brahoe language differs entirely from
that of the Afghan, the Bdoch, and the Jat, though it
contains many Persian and Indian words. The numerals
are the same as the Persian, except the first three, which
are asit, i ~ a t ,musit, respectively ; but the pronouns are
entirely different, and bear no resemblance to those of
the other languages; the forms of conjugation and declension, too, are distinct and peculiar. On the march
I collected a voabulnry of about eight hundred words,
,and a few sentences, to show the structure of the language.
These, with a skeleton grammar prepared at the same
time, will be found in the Appendix. The Brahoes are
altogether illiterate. I could hear of no book written in
their language, nor could I get a single specimen of their
writing.
An amusing incident occurred whilst collecting words
for tlic vocabulary, and it may serve as a suggestive
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illu&ration of the s& of society amongst the Brahoes.
I asked my Brahoe camel-driver, through the medium of
Persian, of which he understood a little, m-hat was his
word for arsenic. He appeared somewhat disconcerted,
and made no reply, and I inquired whether he had
understood my question or not. " Yes," said he, with a
serious look, " I know what you mean. I have heard of
it, but have never seen it. I t is only known to our
chiefk and great men." "And what," I asked, " do
they say about it 2 " " People say," he replied, with
p v e innocence, " tbat it is a magic medicine, and that
great men keep it as a protection against their enemies."
He had no idea of the manner in which it wm used, but
he knew from popular report that it was a mysterious
medicine which preserved great men from the machinations of their enemies.
We halted a day at Khozdfir with our kind hosts,
Major Harrison and Dr Bowman, in order to rest our
cattle, and on the 18th January marched sixteen miles to
K d Khan, one of the principal villages in the plain
or valley of Bhghwiina. Major Harrison accompanied
us with an escort of Sindh Horse, Dr Bowman remaining with the camp at Khozdk.
Our route was northward, up the pebbly bed of a
wide and shallow drainage channel, towards a gap in the
hills The road winds for some miles between low ridges
and hills of bare rock by a gradual ascent, and at halfway brought us to the Chikh Koh kauda, or "gap," a
low watershed marking the boundary between the KhozdAr and &hw&na valleys. We hcre found the path
somewhat obstructed by the remains of a stone breastwork, built four years ago by the rebel chief NGruddin,
Mingal, when he took the field against the Khan of Cdtit,
to contest the possession of the village of Kam&lKhan.
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The breastwork and barricades had been only partially
destroyed, and their &hi had been left to encumber the
road, just as tiley did at the time the defences were demolished-a characteristic instance of oriental apathy
and negligence.
From this point we passed down a gentle slope on to
the plain of BBghw&na, and crossed a wide extent of
cultivated land to the village of Kam&lKhan, where we
camped near a small stream of clear fresh water, which
comes from a spring in the hills two miles off.
KamAl Khan is a good-sized village, or rather, i t consists of two villages close together, which contain in all
some four hundred houses. Across the plain, a t the foot
ofthe hills to the north, are seen some other vill'ages surrounded by leafless trees. The surface is generally cultivated, and divided into little fields, the sides of which
are banked up with earth, so as to retain rain-water.
The elevation of this valley is about 4530 feet, as inheated by the aneroid barometer. In summer, when the
gardens are in full foliage and the crops are ripening, i t
must be a pretty place in this waste of hills, and is said
to possess an agreeable climate, notwithstanding the bare
heat-radiating roclis that encompass it about. At this
semon, however, it wears a dull, dreary, &d bleak look
-its winter aspect-and has a raw, cold climate, of
which we were made sensible by the 'prevailing state of
the weather, for the sky was overcast with clouds, and n
cutting north-east wind penetrated to our very bones.
The plain itself appears a bare flat, without either villagea
or trees, and tsowardsthe east presents a great patch snowwhite with saline efflorescence.
During the afternoon we received a visit from the chief
men of the place. Amongst them were Sardk Mir
Illuhammad, Mingal of Wrtdd, a stanch friend and s u p
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porter of the Khan of CaKt in these times of sedition and
revolt by which he is beset. He was accompanied by
Abdul Aziz Khan, NBib of Qwetta, and two intelligentlooking young lads, sons respectively of the Sardh of the
Samunni and the Mammassani, or Dluhammad Hassani.
They were all very plainly clad, and remarkably simple
in their manners. About them was none of that ceremony and etiquette, in the observance of which independent orientals are so punctilious ; indeed, their bearing
was more like that of subjects than of independent chiefs.
The two former were old men, with nothing noteworthy
about them; but the two lads were remarkably brighteyed and intelligent youths of eighteen or nineteen years,
and so alike, they might have been brothers. Their features were very striking, and different from any we had
yet seen ; they may be described as a combination of the
very widely separated Jewish and negro physiognomy,
and reminded me of the Ethiopian figures one sees represented in the Egyptian sculptures.
After ourrisitors had retired, I heard avoice outside the
tent inquiring where the Fa~angiHukim, or " European
doctor," was to be found. The man 'spoke with a harsh
and impetuous voice, and I, curious to see him and know
his errand, stepped out and announced myself to a wildlooking Brahoe with the scar of a sword straight across
the nose and one half of the face. " But," he replied,
making a rapid survey of me, " you are not the man I
want. Where is the doctor of Khozdiir ? Is not he
here ? " " No, he is not here," I answered ; " we left him
at KhozdQr." " Well," he rejoined, turning brusquely to
depart, " I want nothing from you. I t was him I came
to see." " Perhaps," I aid, motioning him to top, " I
can do for you what you require of the Khozdhr doctor."
'*No," he replied, stepping away with as much haste as
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he had come ; " I only came to thank him for his kinclrless
to me, and for curing this wound across my face ; and
before I could ask another question, the impatient Brahoe
was off on his own business.
I now learned from Major Harrison that he was a
trooper in the service of the Khan of CalSt, and was
engaged against the rebels in the battle fought some few
months ago near GorlL in the Khad Mastung valley. In
the charge agxinst the enemy he received a sword-cut
across the face, by which the nose and upper lip were
severed, and fell dowvn in front of the mouth, hanging
only by ;t thin shred of the cheek. Recovering from the
shock, the trooper at once sheathed his sword, and securing the divided parts as they were with the end of his
turban passed across the face and fastened in the folds
above, rode straight off the field on the road to Khozdtir.
After a ride of upwarcls of seventy miles he arrived at
Dr Bowman's camp, and was at once received under that
gentleman's skilful care. The satisfactory result, and the
accident of our journey this way, produced this pleasing
instance of Brahoe gratitude and trust in the skill of
European doctors. The man, on hearing of the march of
our camp from Khozdiir, had come in fiom a distant
village to thank his benefactor, and not finding him,
hurried away to reach his home before nightfall.
It is a too commonly expressecl opinion amongst us in
this country that the natives have no sense of gratitude
for benefits conferred or for favours received. But this,
I am persuaded, is a wrong conclusion ; and its injustice
is proved by the above-described incident, which is only
one of many similar instances that have come to my
personal knowledge, and a further reference to which here
would be irrelevant to the purpose of this book.
19th Jmz tlnry.-Prom B&ghw,Zna\\.c marched twenty9,

six miles to Lhkoryhn. Leaving Kamhl Khan, we
followed a small stream over a succession of fields of
young corn, just sprouting above the surface, and then,
passing some walled pomegranate gardens fringed with
dow-treeq, entered amongst low hills set close together
on either side of an intervening drainage gully. At
about three miles we came to the spring-head of the
little stream we had followed from camp. The spring
issues at the foot of some bare rocky bluffs, and forms a
small pool round which grow some eight or ten datepalms, conspicuous as being the only trees in the vicinity.
From this point we turned to the right, and proceeding due north over some very rough ground, dropped
into a narrow ravine between high banks of bare rock ;
and following it some distance, emerged upon the wide
plateau or tableland of Loghai, the village of the mme
name standing away to the west. In the hills to the
south-west, near the village of Ferozabad, are the Khappnr
led-mines. They are said to give employment to about
two hundred men.
There are no trees visible on the Lollgai plateau, nor
is there any jangal, but the surface is thinly sprinkled
with a very stunted growth of the camel-thorn (Rhazzia
strider, lVithianu conguhns), two or thrce kinds of salsola,
and a coarse grass growing in tufts. Here and there, too,
are some patches of cultivation. .
From this we p w e d through some low rocky ridges on
to a similar but more extensive tableland, divided by low
ridges of rock into the plateau of Dlughali, TGtah, and
Zdwah. We started from Kamhl Khan at 7.50 A.M., and
arrived at the entrance to the ZSv-ah defile at 10.10 A.M.,
thus, reckoning the pace of our horses at four miles an
hour, making the distance about nine and a half miles.
We halted here for breakfast, on the edge of n little
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stream of brackish water, whilst the baggage went on
ahead. Close by is a ridge of bare rock without a particle
of vegetation on it, and along its base are the traces of
a very ancient village. The foundation ~ ~ ~ aare
l l svery
massive, and built substantially of dressed stone ; the
surface everywhere around is covered with bits of red
pottery.
At 1.10 P.M. we mounted our camels, and left B w a h
by a narrow winding defile, down which flows the thready
rivulet on which we had halted. After proceeding up
the defile some distance, we passed over some very rocky
ground by a rough track, and rose suddenly to the crest
of a ridge of hills running north and south. Descending
a little from this, we reach the tableland of JiwAn. This
is an open plateau, and, unlike the others, is thickly
covered with pasture herbs and bushes, amongst which
are interspersed small isolated patch@sof ploughed land.
We saw no villages, however, nor any signs of a camp in
the vicinity ,though our native escort assured us that there
were hundreds of tunlans hidden away in the nooks and
hollows of the mountains, to which the Brahoe retire at
this season, with their flocks, for shelter from the cold
winds that blow over the open country.
Traversing this plateau, we crossed a deep ravine,
opposite a cavern excavated in its high bank of shingle,
and known as Duzdhn nB Khond, or "the robber's retreat."
Here my camel showed signs of fatigue, and became so
shaky on his legs, that I became apprehensive of some
misfortune, and, to avoid the chance of breaking my neck
against the rocks, relieved him of my weight, and mounted
my horse, which was being led along close behind u s
The severity of the weather and the want of his accustomed forage, combined with the roughness of the r o d
and our land marches, had told unfavourable upon the
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poor brute, and it was aa much as he could do to keep
up with our party till we reached Kandahar. Here the
milder climate and several days' rest brought him round
to his former self, and he afterwards carried me down
to Baghdad, where he passed into the possession of the
camel's best friend-an Arab.
Beyond the ravine we crossed a ridge of rocky hills by
a very rough and narrow path, and emerged upon the
KkoryBn tableland, an enclosed plateau that rises considerably u p to the hills on the north and west. We passed
a good deal of cultivation on our route across it, and at
4.30 P.M. camped--or rather, waited for our camp, for the
baggage did not come up till 7.30 P.M., by which time
it was quite dark-near a spring at the foot of the hills
to the north-west. There is no village nor other sign of
habitation here, except a small enclosure containing a few
roofless huts, a few hundred yards from the spring at
which we have taken up our position for the night. We
passed a large gaur-band on the plateau, and at the foot
of the hills towards the north-east saw a great collection
of them. It was too late for us to go and explore them ;
but, from what we could see, they appeared to mark the
site of some ancient city. The dark lines of their massive
walls are very conspicuous against the lighter colours of
the hillside.
QrhiJst waiting the arrival of our tents, we collected
Borne dry bushes of the camel-thorn and some kinds of
salsola, and made a fire to warm ourselves, and point
out our whereabouts to the baggagem, who were yet some
way behind, for to the repeated shouts and calls of our
party there came no response.
There are no supplies procurable here, and the water is
very limited in quantity, and, though not brackish, of
decidedly inferior quality. By previous arrangement
E
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some fuel and fodder had been collected here for our
party, but the supply fell very far short of our requirements. The fodder was distributed in small quantities
amongst the troopers of our escort, and the fuel-the
few faggots there were-was mostly appropriated by our
cook. Along the raised banks of some fields near the
enclosure above mentioned were six or seven circular
vaulted pits excavated in the ground. They are used as
storehouses for grain or straw or chaff, and are entered
through a small hole at the top. This aperture is only
slightly raised above the level of the ground, and is
covered by a lid plastered over with mud cement until
required to be removed. These grain-pits were examined
in the hopes that they might enable us to inorease the
rations served out to our cattle ; but, to our disappointment, they were all found empty, like the country itself.
During the night a steady soaking rain set in ; and as it
continued in the morning, there was some question as to
whether we should be able to proceed on our march. But
the point was soon settled when we found the impossibility of procuring any provisions here either for man or
bertst. So we struck our tents, and at 8.40 A.M. set out
on our march of twenty miles to Khan Cal& of Shhb,
and a most trying aud disagreeable march it proved. As
we left camp, heavy mists hung over the country, and
obscured everything from view beyond a couple of
hundred yards or so, whilst a thin drenching rain, that
presently changed to sleet and then to snow, descended
very perseveringly upon us. Fortunately for us, the soil
here is a coarse gravel, with only a small admixture of
earth, and our cattle consequently got over it without
hindrance.
After riding half-an-hour in a north-westerly direction,
we turned northwards into a narrow gap in the hills, and
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beyond it came to the Anjfra plateau, and at 10.10 A.M.
halted a t a s a r h near its north end, for shelter from the
rain and for breakfast. I n the gap we passed amongst
a number of very fine and extensive gaur-band. They
are the largest we have seen, and, from their position
and appearance, were probably built as defensive works.
TWOor three of these massive breastworks mere on the
plain a little in advance of the ridge of hills separating
LBkorysn from Anjira, but most of them were built
across gaps between the prominent peaks of the ridge.
On the Anjira side of the ridge, on some level ground to
the right of the road, we found a large collection of very
substantial walls, of from two to eight feet high. They
appeared like the remains of an ancient town. Owing to
the inclement weather we did not atop to examine them.
Near the sarcie is a little stream, which carries the
drainage of this plateau down to the hIiloh rivulet, which
it joins somewhere near N a n ; and on a turfy bank a
few hundred yards off is a solitary hut, with an adjoining walled enclosure. I n the latter stands a masonry
pillar, about ten feet high, and of recent construction.
The monument, our companions informed us, is built on
the spot where the corpse of the late Nasfr Khan,
brother of the present chief of Calltt, was washed previous to conveyance for burial in the family sepulchre, he
having died here on his way to the capital.
Whilst here, the rain ceased, and the sky cleared for
a while, and we got a view of the country around, and a
more dreary and inhospitable-looking prospect it would
be difEcult to find out of Ralochistan. To the north,
above the lower ridges bounding. the plateau in that
direction, was seen the snow-topped Harboi mountain,
and it was the only feature that relieved the general
ruggedness of the bare hills around. The plateau itself,
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like that of Lkkoq-6n, is covered with saline efflorescence,
and supports only a thin growth of pasture herbs. Away
to the north-east we spied a few leafless trees around a
small hamlet, and by it observed a flock of sheep, tended
by a couple of shepherds. Nearer at hand the plain was
covered by a wide extent of cemetery, thickly crowded
with graves, whilst solitary tombs were here and there
scattered over the general surface, and only attracted
attention by the shreds of rag floating in the breeze from
the poles supported in the pile of loose stones that covered
them.
At noon we mounted our horses and proceeded on our
way, the clouds again lowering and threatening more
rain, by which, indeed, we were very soon overtaken in
the form of a storm from the north-west. We had crossed
a succession of ridges and gullies, the rocks of which were
green, blue, and red-coloured sandstone, amongst masses
of lighter hue full of fossil ammonites, oysters, and other
*marine shells, and emerged on a wide plateau called
Khulkn& Khad, where we were exposed to the full force
of a numbing north mind and blinding drifts of snow.
We made our way across this bleak plateau as best we
could, and passed en route a weather-bound khfila of sixty
camels, with wool from Ntishki for Kar&chL The camels
with their pack-saddles on were let loose to graze on
the wormwood, camel-thorn, and saltworts, which here
covered the surface more thickly than we had anywhere
seen ; whilst the drivers, having piled the loads in the
form of a circle, and spread felt cloths across from one
load to the other, crouched for protection from the
weather under the shelter thus afforded. A few of them
stepped out to view us as we rode by, and fine manlylooking fellows they were-all Afghans.
Beyond this we crossed a low ridge of hills by a narrow

and rough strait, at the entrance to which we uoticed a
number of perfect chip circles, and four or five chedn
pillars-one of which, to the right of our path, occupied
a very conspicuous position on the ledge of a prominent
rock-and then entered on the \vide and undulating tableland of AzAkhel and ShSb, on which are several villages
and fruit-gardens, and more cultivation than we have
anywhere seen in this country as yet; in fact, we here
reached an inhabited region. Our path skirted the hills
to the east, and led past a roadside shrine called Lulla
S u l e m h n& Kher. The head of the tomb is marked by
four or five long poles, to which are fastened numberless
shreds :of cloth, stuck upright in a heap of loose stones,
samples of the rocks of the surrounding mountains, and
on the top of them lie a number of horns of the wild
goat and wild sheep. I stopped to examine these, and
amongst the stones found a fine fossil convoluted conch,
which I told an attendant trooper I wanted, and he,
without hesitation, took it up and brought it into camp,
and I subsequently sent it to Peshawar with some horns
and other specimens from Kandahar, as I shall have
occasion to mention hereafter. I did not see any granite
amongst the stones on this shrine, and hence conclude
that there is none in the adjacent hills, for the pile is
formed by contributions of devotees from all the surrounding country.
Away to the right from Sulem&nn6 Kher we saw the
villages and gardens of GhijdegQn and Dhand, and
farther on, passing the collection of hamlets known as
Nighhr, at 2.45. P.M. arrived at Khan CalA of SGdb,
where we were very glad to find shelter in a dirty little
hut vacated for us, and thaw our frozen limbs. The
last six miles of our march were most trying from the
intense cold and driving snow, and completely numbed
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us, so that we could not have held out against it much
longer. The north wind is most piercing, and cuts to the
very bones. I t is called ShonttEl bdd, or " north n-inil "
ptr excellence, by the natives, and is dreaded as extremely
dangerous, often proving fatal by numbing the powers of
life. The villagers expressed astonishment a t our travelling in such weather, and some of our Khozdhr escort
chimed in with, " I t ' s only the Sdhibs who ever think of
doing such things ; and when they go forward, we must
follow them. Surely there is a special providence that
presides over their protection."
I n truth, our native attendants suffered severely. The
hands, feet, and faces of several of the troopers of our
escort of Sindh Horse became swollen, puffy, and painful,
but they held out manfully to the end. Not so our
Khozdhr attendants ; they succumbcd to the weather even
before we had accomplished half the march, and this is
the more remarkable, as they were travelling in their own
country. They one by one wrapped up their faces in
the capacious folds of their turbans so closely that there
was barely room for them to use their eyes, and gathering
their loose cloaks about them, sat their horses more
like bundles of clothes than horsemen. Having thus
resigned themselves to their fate, they gradually fell
away from our party, and took shelter in the first vdlages
we came to.
We ourselves were not without showing evidences of
the egeets of the wintry blast. The snow freezing upon
our mustaches and beards had stiffened them, so that
taking became a painful exertion ; me therefore proceeded
in silence, with our heads set down against the howling
wind and driving snow, and presently dropped away
fromone another-the General here, Major Harrison there,
nrld I elsewhere-each following his own pace to the
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village ahead of us. My feet were so numbed that on
dismounting I did not feel the ground, and consequently
nearly fell, and it was some minutes before I could freely
use my limbs.
Our bagbpge did not Come up till 7.30. P.M., and both
men and cattle were much exhausted, but plenty of food
and warm shelter soon revived them. Three or four of
our baggagers went off with their mules to the nearest
villages we came to, and did not rejoin our party till
the next morning. With the exception of one muleteer,
who deserted with the cloak and fur coat we provided
for him, none of our party were much the worse for the
exposure.

C H A P T E R 111.
S ~ R AisBa populous valley, very fertile, and freely watered
by many little streams from the mountains. Its elevation
is about 5910 fcet at Khan Calk and consequently its
winter is a rigorous season. I t now wears a most dreary
aspect, but in summer it is said to be bright with cornfields and gardens in full force. At that season, too, the
Azllkhel and KhulknA Khad plateaux are covered with
the busy camps of the Mingal Brahoe, who are now dispersed amongst the lower hills of Nal and Wadd.
The migratory life led by these people is one more of
necessity than of choice i t seems; for their hills are so
bare, that they produce no timber fit for building purposes, nor forage sufficient for the support of the flocks,
whilst much of the soil of the plateaux is so gravelly and
impregnated with salines as to be unfit either for cultivation or for building the domed huts so common in Kandahar and many parts of Persia; and, besides, though
last mentioned, not the lcast difficulty is the general
scarcity of water everywhere. Since we left the Miloh
rivulet at Nan, we have not seen a single stream one
could not easily step across dryshod.
Towards midnight the wind subsided, the clouds dispersed, the stars shone out, and a hard frost set in.
Fortunately we were all warmly housed in the village,
and did not suffer from i t ; and this is as much as I G X ~
say for i t on that score. In othcriespects, our domicile
was none of the most agreeable, for though tired and
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sleepy by the day's exertion and suffering, it was impossible to get either rest or sleep. The fire, lighted in
the centre of our little hut, filled its single unventilated
chamber with blinding clouds of suffocating smoke. We
no sooner escaped these troubles by lying close on the
ground, when our attempts to sleep were at once dissipated by another form of torment, to wit, the fierce
attack3 of multitudcq of the most vicious fleas and other
vermin of that sort. They literally swarmed all over
the place, and allowed us no rest throughout the night.
I could only exist by repeatedly going out and breathing
a little fiesh air, which at daylight I found to be 23" Pah.
It must have been colder during the night, though it did
not feel so, probably owing to the subsidence of the
wind.
21st 3anuury.-Whilst the baggage was being loaded,
1examined some faggots of the fuel that had been collected here from the adjacent hills for the use of our
camp, and recognised the following plants, with their
native namex following each, namely :-Juniper ( h h p u ~ s ) ,
ephedra ( n d r h , the h6m of the Afghans), wild almond
(hurtdin), wild olive (khat, the &an of the Afghans),
wild peach (htor), and salvadora oleoides? (pipli). The
last is said to be poisonous to camels, though not to goats
and sheep. On the Anjira plateau I obtained specimens
of the following plants, viz. :-Caper spurge (ritachk),
peganurn (kisdjzkzir), artemisia sp. (khardumzo), caroxylon (nghit), camel-thorn (shendlo), withiana congulans
(panir band),and a species of lycopodion (khhkun).
We set out from S M b at 10.45 A.M., and proceeded
due north over an undulating plateau with hills on either
hand The soil was spongy with efflorescent salines, and
the surface was covered with a thick growth of aromatic
m.ormwood. A strong and keen north wind blew against
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us the whole day. On starting, I went off the road a
little to get a couple of blue pigeons I had seen alight on
a ploughed field. The cold mas so intense, by reason of
the wind, that my fingers, although encased in thick
woollen gloves, were at once numbed, and I could only
carry my gun by shifting it constantly from hand to
hand. Presently the pain became very acute, and lasted
for more than half-an-hour, whilst I rubbed the hands
together to restore the circulation. The poor pigeons
must have ha3 a hard time of it battling against the
relentless blasts of Boreas ; and the fate that transferred
them fiom the bare clods of a wintry wind-scoured field
to the warm recesses of a mellTseasoned " blaze-pan " (a
very excellent kind of travelling stewpan) was, after all,
not so cruel a one as it might have been had some
hun,al.y hawk forestalled me.
After marching an hour, we paased Hajika hamlet under
the hills to the right ; and still continuing over a wide
pasture tract, at 1.20 P.M. arrived at Gandaghen S d e ,
and camped under the lee of its walls for protection from
the wind, our escort finding shelter in its interior. There
is a large pool of water here, fed by a sluggish spring
oozing from under a ledge of conglomerate rock, only
slightly raised above the general level of the country.
We found it frozen over. Our escort, after watering their
horses here, galloped them about for s quarter of an hour
or more, to prevent spasms from the combined effects of
wind and water, and not from the fear, as I supposed,
of any ill effects from the water itself, which was very
brackish.
Gandaghen is thirteen miles from S u b , and there i n
neither water, nor tree, nor habitation, nor cultivation on
the road between them. Hajika was the only village we
saw, ~ n it
d lay some nlilcs off the road. The weather \VCLS

clear and sunny, with a blue sky, but the air was biting
cold, and the north wind quite withering. At 9 P.M. the
thermometer fell to 16" Fah., and at daylight stood at 10"
Fah. At this place two more of our mule-drivers deserted
with the warm clothing we had provided for them ; they
mere both Pathans of Kandahar.
Our next stage was fifteen miles to Rodinjo. The
morning was bright and sunny, b i t bitterly cold, with a
keen north wind. Our tent awnings were frozen stif€ as
boards, and could not be struck till near 10 A.M., for fear
of the cloth snapping. The morning sun, however,
thawed them sufficiently for packing, and by 10.35 A.M.
we were fairly started on the march. We followed a
well-trodden path over the pasture land of Mall, and at
about half-way came to the camping-ground of Damb,
where is a small pool of brackish water at the foot of a
detached mound.
I struck off the road in cornpiny with our mihmdndcir
(conductor and entertainer), Mulla Dost Muhammad, in
hopes of getting a hare, of which animals he assured us
there were untold numbers in the wormwood scrub covering the plain. We had ridden some distance without seeing a single living creature, or any signs of one except the
shell of a tortoise (here called sarkhk), and the shrivelled
skin of a hedgehog or jdjctk, as it is here called. My
companion was telling me that the egg of the tortoise was
used by the Brahoe, whipped up with water and smeared
over the postules, as a remedy to prevent pitting from
small-pox ; and I was just making a mental note to the
effect that an ordinary hen's egg might be used with
equal advantage under similar circumstances, when a
hare dashed out across our path. I was holding my gun, a
double-barrelled breech-loader by Dougall, resting against
the shoulder at the moment, but it was instantly down at
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the "present," and fired, but no puss was to be seen.
" You have missed," said the Mulla ; " her hour of death
(ajal) haa not arrived." " I am not sure of that," I said ;
" I heard a squeak, and am going to see ; " so saying, I
dismounted, and giving him my pony to hold, moved forward to examine the bushes, the while adjusting a fresh
cartridge. I had hardly advanced forty or fifty paces,
when I i~lstinctively"ducked" to a sudden, sharp, rushing
sound, ~usheeooh,close over my Iiead, and caught sight of
a great bird alight at a bush some forty or so yards ahead.
To step aside and fire straight upon him wis the work of
an instant, and then running up, I found a great black
eagle sprawling over the hare, whose stomach was &already
torn open. Both were secured to my saddle-straps, and
the pony, taking fright at these unaccustomed bodies
dangling against his flanks, set off at full speed across the
plain towards the rest of the party, whom we overtook
at Damb. The hare formed a welcome adhtion to our
blaze, and the black eagle (siy& waccdh) forms the
largest specimen amongst the bird-skins I collected on
this journey. The stretch of the wings from tip to tip
measured very nearly eight feet.
Beyond Damb we halted half-an-hour a t a pebbly
ravine skirting a low ridge, to let the baggage get on,
and then proceeding over an undulating country similar
to that already traversed, arrived at Rodinjo at 2.20
P.M., and camped under the lee of the sarhe outside the
village for shelter from the wind. This is a neat little
village of about 180 houses. Many little hill-streams
run over the surface, which is widely cultivated. There
are some very fine white poplar and willow trees here,
and two or three small apricot orchards. The elevation
of Rodinjo is 6650 feet above the sea
83d Julzuct y.-The cold duri~lgthe night was severe.

At daylight the mercury stood at 14' Fah., and between
seven and eight A.M. rose to 22' Fah. Our servants were
so numbed and stupefied by it that me could not get them
to move till they had had some hours sunning. We got
away at 11.10 A.M., and proceeded northwards over an
undulating plain bounded on the eaat and west by low hills.
The width of the plain is about six miles, and its surface
presents nothing but an unvaried scrub of wormmood
growing on a soft, spongy, and gravelly soil. Neither
village, nor tree, nor camp, nor, except a few very widely
separated little patches, cultivation is to be seen, nor is
any water to be found on it.
After marching an hour we came to a ridge of magnesian limestone, at the foot of which a small well is sunk
in the rock. Beyond this we entered a narrow gully,
winding between high banks of gravel and shingle, and
rose up to a gap from which the valley of CalSit, and the
Wri or palace, dominating the town at the end of a subsidilig ridge of rock, lay before us. The scene was wild
and dreary, and all nature seemed withered by the chill
of winter.
From the gap we went down a long declivity between
low ridges, and passing under the walls of the Miri, and
round the fortifications of the town, crosser1 the largest
rivulet we have seen in the country, and alighted at a
house prepared, or, I should properly say, emptied, for our
reception, in a garden a mile to the north of the town,
our arrival being announced by a salute of eleven guns
from the citadel-distance, thirteen miles. A little way
down the slope from the gap above mentioned, we were
met by an isticbdl, or ceremonial reception party,
headed by Mir Karam Khan, a handsome youth of some
eighteen years, with glossy black curly ringlets hanging
over his shoulders. He is a nephew of the Khan's
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(sister's son), and though so young, already looks worn
out and enervated by too early and too free an abuse of
the pleasures prized by Eastern potentates. He was
gaily dressed, and mounted on a powerful and spirited
horse, richly caparisoned with silver-mounted trappings.
But the whole effect of this grnnde tenue was marred
by his timid seat and awkward clutches every now and
again, as the horse pranced, at the high pommel of the
saddle, which rose up in front as if it had been purposely
put there for the rider to hold on by.
He was attended by Mir Saggid Muhammad, Iltdfzai,
a cousin of the Khan's, and was followed by a party of
twenty-five or thirty horsemen-the most ragged and
motley troop I ever saw. There was the Persian and the
Pathan, the Bmhoe and the Baloch, the Sindhi and the
Sfdi, each clad in his own national costume and armour,
but the poorest of its kind, and all mounted on very
inferior, weedy, and unkept ponies. They gradually
dropped off from us as we passed under the town.
Two hours after our arrival, we donned our uniforms
and went to call on the Khan at the Rliri. The cold
was withering, and a keen north mind cut us to the very
bones. The ground was frozen hard, and snow-wreaths
lay under the shade of the walls. Our path led across a
brisk rivulet, flowing in a wide pebbly channel-the same
we had crossed a while ago ; and then past some walled
fields to the town itself, which we entered by a gate leading into the main bazaar-a poor and decayed collection of
shops ranged on each side of a filthy street. From this
we went up a steep and slippery ascent, very narrow, and
flanked by high walls. Dismounting a t the top, we
groped our way through a dark winding passage, strewed
with all sorts of frlth and litter, and redolent of the
nastiest smells, and suddenly arrived at the door of the

Khan's reception room, where we found him standing to
receive us.
We shook hands all round, with the usual complimen*
phrases, and at once entering the room, were
conducted'to a row of chairs placed at its upper end.
KhudAdiGi Khan, the chief of Cal&t,and Major-General
Pollock occupied the two central seats, and Major
Harrison and myself those on either side. On the floor
in fiont of us were spread two dirty old Persian carpets,
separated by a space in which was placed a great dish of
live charcoal. At the edge of the carpets, to the right
and left, sat a number of court officials, and a t the further
end fronting us stood the Khan's bodyguard, a dozen
of the most unshorn, ragged, and ruffianly set of cutthroats it would be possible to collect anywhere. No
two were clad or armed alike, and each looked a greater
scoundrel than his neighbour. Where the Khan collected
such a unique set of villains I cannot understand. I
never saw anything to equal their barbarous attire and
rascally looks anywhere.
One more personage remains to complete the picture
of t.he Khan's court as we found it on this memorable
occasion, for I never think of that cold ride without a
shiver running through my limbs. Crouched up against
the wall to the left of our row of chairs was a portly
individual with a jovial fat face and a sleek beard, which
~ o u l dhave been white had he but treated it to a little
soap and water. He s h a e d about under the bundle of
clothes-neither clean nor new-that mostly concealed
his figure, as fiom time to time he joined in the conversation as one in authority and in the Khan's confidence.
This was TVazir Wall Muhammad, aged seventy years,
the most sensible man in Caliit, the Khan's truest friend,
and a stanch ally of the British Government, of which
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his experience runs through the past and present generation. He was a friend to Masson when he visited this
place in 1831, and he was present when the town was
taken, eight years later, by the force under General
Willshire, the chief, M h i b Khan, being killed in the
defence, with four hundred of his men.
The present chief, K h u M i d Khan, is about thirtyceight
years of age. He has a vacant and at times silly look,
and his conversation is trifling. He does not convey the
impression of being a man of any weight or ability, and
is said to spend most of his time amongst his women.
During our visit his two sons were introduced. They
were pretty children and richly dressed. The eldest, Mir
RlahmGd, was aged seven years, and the other, Mir
Shahnawh, was aged t h e e years.
Such is the composition of the court of Calit. The
reception room in which we were assembled is a very
mean and neglected chamber. The roof is low and the
w a b t h e y had been whitewashed, but apparently very
long ago-were cracked in a dangerous manner, and
altogether the place wore a very poor and untidy look.
The north and west sides of the chamber were occupied
by a succession of latticed windows, from which there is
a fine prospect of the whole valley and its villages a n d
gardens. This is the one redeeming point in the whole
palace, which is only a jumble of huts piled together one
above the other to a great height above the rest of the
town, of which it forms the most prominent object as
seen from a distance.
It is not usual for the Khan to winter here, owing to
the severity of the climate. His winter residence is in
the milder climate of Gand&va where he has a ppalace.
This year he is kept here by the rebellion of his barons.
We took our leave, and returned to our quarters by the
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mute we came, and very glad to get under shelter again,
for our close-fitting uniforms were ill calculated to protect
us from such cold, which is here greater than we have
anywhere experienced. During the night the thermometer must have sunk to zero outside, for next morning
it stood at 8" Fah. in a court full of servants and cattle,
and warmed by several little fires. By my aneroid barometer I estimated the elevation of C&t at about 6750
feet above the sea. Hard frost prevailed all the time we
were here.
We halted here the next day, and at four P.M. the Khan,
attended by his son, Mir MahmGd, and nephew, Mir
Kumm Khan, came to return our visit. He was richly
dressed, and rode a fine Baloch horse caparisoned with
gold trappings ; but he is altogether wanting in deportment, and impressed me even more unfavourably than
he did yesterday.
He is the head of the KambarAni family, who claim
Arab descent, and profess to come originally from
Aleppo. This family has held the government for
several generations, and is now reckoned as the royal
tribe amongst the Brahoe, though they themselves are
neither Brahoe nor Baloch. The KambarAnf take wives
from both tribes, but they give their daughters to neither,
though all are Sunni Muhammadans. In the days of
their prosperity, the Kambadnf chiefs ruled over the
whole of Balochistan as independent despots, owning only
nominal allegiance to the Afghan monarchy established
by Shah Ahmad, Durrhnf. At that time, as now,
Balochistan comprised six principal divisions, viz.,Kach,
Ganava, Jhiilawin, Cal&t, Sah&raw&, Ma&,
and
Las Bela. Only the four f i s t of these divisions now
acknowledge the authority of the Cal&t chief. Las
Bela is independent under a pw;lsi tributary chief; whilst
F
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Makdn is divided between Persia and a number of petty
local chiefs, whose tenures possess no stability owing to
their intestine feuds and rivalries. The endurance of
the rule of the present chief of Calht, too, does not appear
very secure, owing to the prolonged rebellion of some of
his principzl barons.
The Khan's visit was not a very long one, nor very
entertaining. He repeated the same queries with which
he assailed us yesterday. " How old are you ? " " Are
you married ? " " How many children have you ? " and
so forth. "How many teeth have you ? " only was
waiitlllg to bring the list of impertinences to a climax.
My gun was produced for his inspection, and the
General's ,gyroscope was set in motion for the amusement of his son. He handled the gun awkwardly, and
examined it perfunctorily, without a trace of interest, as
if the attempt to understand its mechanism mere quite
a hopeless task. The wonderful performances of the
gyroscope drew forth some exclamations of astonishment,
and when, by an erratic dash, it startled an old gentleman sitting on the floor into a sudden somersault in his
haste to escape its attack, it produced a decided impression, not quite free from suspicions as to its being some
infernal machine, the real purposes of which we kept
secret. "Or else," said one of the attendants to his
neighbour, as the Khan took his departure, " why should
they carry such a thing about with them ? Did you
feel its weight and force as it spun ? "
In the evening, after our visit yesterday, the Khan sent
us a zu'jc~Jlit,
or cooked dinner of several native dishes.
This evening he sent us tea, sheep, fowls, eggs, butter,
flour, kc., for our servants ; and the Wazir Wali Muhammad, who enjoys the reputation of being a clever gastronomic, sent us a rich and varied assortment of dishes,
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which fully supported the credit of his specialty. They
differed little from the menu which it is the delight of
Afghans to set before their guests.
Calht is the capital of Bdochistan, and the summer
residence of the chief. It is a fortified little town,
situated on the plain a t the extremity of a low ridge of
hills called Shah M S n , and contains about 8000 inhabitants--a mixture of Baloch, Brahoe, J a t , and Dihwk,
with a few Hindu families. The town is indescribably
filthy, and wears a thoroughly decayed look. It is the
largest town in the country, and the valley in which it
stands is the most populous. There are several villages
and fruit-gardens crowded together on the upper part of
the valley near the town. They produce excellent
apricots, plums, peaches, and other fruits, which are dried
and exported. The mulberry axid sa~ljit(oleagnus) are
common here. The graceful foliage of the latter adorns
the water-courses, of which there are a great number in
all directions, from hill-streams and the subterranean
conduits caned k4rez.
Great care and attention is paid to the culture of these
gardens. They are entirely in the hands of the Dihwbr,
a Persian-speaking people, who here correspond to the
Tgjik of Afghanistan, and, like them, are Sunni Muhammadans. In fact, there is not a Shia in the country,
and the sect is abominated with truly religious hatred.
Lucerne ( u s h . ) is largely grown here as a fodder
crop, and yields five or six or even eight crops a year,
under careful irrigation and manuring. I saw some men
*ng
up the roots of the plant as food for their cattle.
They are long and fibrous, and are considered very
nourishing food for cows and goats, kc. Beetroot too
is grown here, and tobacco in small quantity.
In the gardens here we found numbers of thrushes,
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starlings, and magpies. We also saw the red-billed crow
and the golden eagle. The magpie (here called shaMk,
and at Kabul, kalgh&Aczk) is of the same colour and
character as the English bird, but smaller in size. The
villagers here were friendly, and fiee from the arrogance
of the Afghan. They appeared a peaceable, industrious
and thriving community.
25th Jan~laly.-We left CalSt, under a salute of eleven
guns, at 11.10. A.M., and marched twenty-six miles to
the village of Mundi H6ji in the Mungachar valley. Our
route was due north down the dope of the Cal& valley.
At about the third mile we cleared the villages and gardens, and going on over corn-fields and across irrigation
streams, at the sixth mile came to the BabA TVali ziyhrd, a
sacred shrine on the further side of a deep pebbly ravine.
Here we parted from our kind friend Major Harrison,
Political Agent at the Court of CalSt (" the fortress," in
Arabic), and stood a few minutes to view the landscape
we had left behind us at the southern extremity of the
valley. Cd6t, with its lofty citadel and towering
palace, stood forth the most dominant feature in the
scene. Below it were crowded together a number of
villages, gardens, and corn-fields, that told of peace and
plenty, despite their present forlorn look under the
withering blasts of an almost arctic winter ; whilst the
background was closed by a great snow-clad mountain,
on the other side of which is Nichha. Such was CdAt
as we saw it, but such, fortunately, is not all\-ays its
appearance. The forests of naked twigs and branches
that now testify to the severity of the season will a few
weeks hence put forth their buds, and in summer will be
bowed down with the weight of their foliage and fruit.
The snowy barrier above mill disappear, and disclose dark
belts of the arbor vitse and pistrtcia, whilst the bare plain

below will put on its coat of green, and roll with fields
of yellow corn. As described, the summer must indeed
be a delightful season here ; and if it is mild in proportion to the severity of the winter, I can understand the
ecstasies with which the natives expatiate o i its delights.
Taking a last look at CalAt, and a parting adieu from our
&end, we turned and faced the dreary waste of hill and
dale that stretched away before us to the northward.
Our road skirted a low ridge of hills on our left, and
led by s well-beaten path over the pasture ground of
Bandhkhi. At the ninth mile we passed a cross-road
leading to the village of Gir&ni on the other side of the
ridge to our left, and beyond it gently descended to the
pastures of MarjAn, from which we rose on to an
undulating upland tract, leaving the valley to our right,
and came to the Laghhi Kotal. This is a rough pass
over a ridge of slate and sandstone hills, and conducts
down a long and stony hill-skirt to the plain of Mungachar, which is an alluvial valley, intersected by
numerous U r e z conduits, dotted here and there with
villages, and covered with great patches of snow-white
saline encrustations. From the top of the pass we got a
good view of the Chihltan mountain away to the north,
and of the Khch6p range away to the south-west, both
deeply covered with snow ; whilst nearer at hand, to our
right front and right, were the lesser hills of Koh M M n
and Keliib, just whitened at their summits.
On descending to the valley, we had to make a long
detour to the right, in order to avoid a wide extent of
mire, produced by flooding the fields from the kdra
streams, and only reached Mundi Hdji at the foot of
Bidiring hill at five P.M. This is a little hamlet of six or
seven detached houses ; and as the evening air was very
cold, and our baggage not even in sight across the plain
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(it did not all come up till ten P.M.), we took shelter 111
the principal house, which was very willingly vacated by
its tenants for our use.
On our way across the valley we ywecl tllc r u b s of
a village called Didar. It was the largest of the ten or
twelve vlllages that are scattered over the RIungachar
plain, and was plundered and destroyed by the rebel
Sherdil Khan some eight years ago, when he ousted the
present Khan of CalBt, as has already been mentioned
Whilst we were waiting the arrival of our baggage, our
host, Ummed Khan, WisAni, walked in and unconcernedly seated himself on the carpet he had obligingly
spread for us. He was a petty farmer, of simple unsophisticated manners, and quite charmed us with his
good nature, sensible conversation, and freedom fkom prejudice. He was explaining to us the protective virtues
of a bag of dust that attracted my attention as it hung
against one of the two props supporting the roof, when
the arrival of our cook with the kitchen establishment
was announced, and he disappeared to provide fuel and
water. Having done this, he returned and favoured us
with his company, whilst we disposed of our ovening
meal ; and we now heard the history of the bag above
mentioned. I t mas briefly this :--Saggid Maurusi, the
patron mint of this place, and whose shrine stands on a
rocky mound hard by, waa a very holy man. During
his life he dispensed charms with a liberal hand for the
protection of the faithful against all manncr of evils ; and
since his death, so great was the sanctity of his character, the virtues of his charms have been communicated to
the ashes of his tomb. All who seek the intercession of
the saint carry away a little of the dust from his shrine,
and keep it in their houses, to avert the evil eye, and
protect the inmates and their cattle, kc., from sickness

~
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or other calamity. The dust is called khurdu and is an
undoubted eEcacious charm.
Our host having paused in his conversation, I offered
him a cup of tea, u-hich, to my surprise-accustomed as
I had been to the narrow prejudices of Indian caste-he
readily accepted, as also some cold fowl. Another cup
of tea and another fowl was offered for the lady of tho
house, whose bright eyes were curiously peering a t us
from the doorway of an opposite chamber. The husband
took them away, and presently a merry laugh of gratification assured us of the appreciation of the attention.
Early next morning, whilst doing a rough toilet outside,
my glass propped against a wall, I caught the reflection
of our landlady straining her eyes from the opposite side
of the court to see what I was looking into as my comb
and brushes performed their usual offices. Turning
round, I gratified her curiosity with a peep a t her own
comely features in the g l w . Her delight and unrestmined simplicity were most amusing. She held the
mirror in both hands before her, viewed herself in it,
posed her head first on this side then on the other,
smiled, frowned, stared, trimmed her mouth, smoothed
her hair, and stroked her nose in succession. She turned
the mirror round and examined its back a moment, and
then again devoted herself to its reflecting surface, and,
taking up her baby, placed its cheek against her own,
and viewed Loth together, and smiled with innocent
satisfaction It was an amusing spectacle, and in every
particular, excepting the baby, was the exact repetition
of what I have seen a monkey do with a looking-glass.
The young woman was so evidently pleased with the
mirror, that I gave it to her, and she ran off inside the
house, no doubt to look a t i t afresh.
MTeleft Mundi H4ji at 8.1 0 A.M., and marched twenty-
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six miles, and camped at the Kirez Aminullah. The
morning air was sharp, and, by the thermometer, showed
nine degrees of frost. Our path led over a narrow stony
upland, covered with artemisia scrub, and bounded on
either side by the hill ranges of Bidiring and Buzi, both
of which were tipped with Bnow. I n two hours we
reached the crest of the upland, and by a gentle slope in
another hour reached a roadside shrine on the border of
the Khad Mastung, or Lower Mastung valley.
We halted here awhile to allow the baggage to get on
ahead, and meanwhile exa'mined the horns, of which a
great number adorned the shrine. They were mostly
those of the ibex and u r i k (or wild sheep), here called
het and khczrr respectively, and in Persia buz and b&.
None of the horns were very large or unusually fine, but
I took a couple of each kind as specimens.
Before us, to the northward, lay a great waste, on
which, at about five miles off, stood the village of GorG,
with wide patches of white soda efflorescence scattered
here and there over the plain. Par away to the north,
the prospect is closed by the snowy mass of the Chihltan
mounhin, which separates Mastung from Shd.
After a halt of an hour and a half we proceeded, and
passing the Shiiwini cultivation and GorG cemetery, a t
3.30 P.M. arrived at our camping-ground. The valley
dips gently to the northward, and presents a very dreary
aspect. The soil is powdery, and surcharged with salines,
which here and there form great sheets of mow-white
encrustation. The cultivation is very scanty, and all
khushkhba, that is, dependent on the skies for irrigation.
The fields are little square patches, banked up on all
sides to catch and retain what rain showers upon them.
Not a tree is visible on the plain ; the ShBw&ni Brahoe
huts are scattered over its surface in clusters of four or
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five together, but are mostly situated along the base of
the Chuttok hills bounding the valley to the westward.
At Amhullah we pitched our camp in the hollows of
some sandy undulations of the surface, by way of shelter
from the north wind, which swept over the plain in gusts
of chilling force. Hard by, lower down the course of the
hirer, are the ten or twelve huts composing the village.
They looked poor hovels, and were quite in keeping with
the dreary and wintry aspect of the country.
We set out hence at 8.30 next moruing, and marched
nine miles to Nastung, where wc arrived in two hours,
and alighted at quarters prepared for us in the fort. The
first part of our route was over the A d n u l l a h cultivation, and across a deep klirez cut, on to an undulating
waste, beyond which we came to the corn-fields and
walled gardens of Mastung.
As we approached Mastung, a fight of blue pigeons
settled on a ploughed field off the road, and I turned off
and shot three of them, all very plump, and with their
crops full of grain. Out of curiosity I opened the crop
of one, and counted its contents. They were as follows,
namely :-320 grains of barley, 20 of wheat, 50 of millet,
5 of peas or pulse, and severd other smaller grains I did
not recognise. The flight consisted of upwards of a
hundred pigeons, and during the march we had seen
several such fights. From these data, some idea may
be formed of the loss inficted on the farmer by these
birds. One of our escort, who witnessed the process of
investigation above described, expressed great astonishment, and observed that the birds had met a " justly
deserved fate for robbing the widows' store." The meaning of the allusion is, I
that the general out-turn
of the harvest being diminished by the depredations of
these birds, the widows' store would suffer in proportion.
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At two miles from Mastuug we were met by a party
of fifty horsemen, headed by NQib ' A M u r r a h h , the
governor of the district. He wlls a fine handsome man,
of quiet and unassuming demeanour, but was poorly clad
and badly mounted. His cavalcade, too, wlts a sorry
collection of both men and horses. As regards the brute
part of the 'gathering, this is surprising, for the country
here is highly cultivated, and produces abundance of
forage. The NBib conducted us through a succession of
walled gardens to the quarters prepared for us inside the
fort, in front of the gate of which were drawn up twenty
files of infantry, with a band of three tin pipes and two
d r u m , to receive us with military honours. As we came
up, the commanding officer, with a wide sweep of his
sword, brought its edge to the tip of his nose, and holding it there perpendicularly, exactly between the eyes,
shouteil, in a stentorian voice, " Generaylee saloot ! " a
summons that started a man from each end of the line
six paces to the front, and fixed the rest, with gaping
mouths and muskets held at all dopes, full gaze upon us.
We now came abreast of the commanding officer, who
all of a sudden missed the music,the band being intently
absorbed in the spectacle of our procession ; but a quick
turn, and some violent gesticulations in their direction,
immediately startled the three youths with the tin pipes
into the perpetration of three shrill squeaks, which were
accompanied by a rattle on the drums by their two
juvenile comrades behind.
The General acknowledged the honour with a graceful
salute, and we passed through the fort gate into a succession of narrow winding passages leading from courtyard
to courtyard, all strewn with several inches of stable refusc
and disfigured by dung-heaps, till at length we came to
one 1argc.r than the others, though not a whit less filthy,

where a guard of four soldiers &awn up opposite a
portal informed us we had reached our quarters, and a
salute of eleven guns announced the fact to the townsyeoplc.
The interior, happily, was not in keeping with the
exterior. The two rooms of which the house consisted
had been swept, and clean carpets had been laid down
for our reception, tmd, as we entered, fires were lighted
to warm them. Altogether we were agreeably surprised,
and found our lodging, despite the surroundings, a very
comfortable shelter from the wintry blasts outside.
The northern part of the Mastung valley is highly cultivated, and populous villages, fruit gardens, and cornfields follow each other in close succession, and extend in
one unbroken stretch for several miles along the foot of
the Hamhch and K h u k hills, separating the valley from
the Dashti Bedaulat. The gardens produce the grape,
apple, apricot, quince, almond, plum, cherry, pomegranate,
oleqpus, and mulberry. The pear and peach do not
grow here, though they do abundantly in the adjoining
valley of ShA. The fields produce wheat, barley, maize,
millet, pulse, lucerne, madder, tobacco, and the common
vegetables, such as carrots, turnips, onions, cabbages, kc.,
but not cotton, The inhabitants are Brahoe and Dihwiir, with some Baloch and Afghan families and Hindu
d e r a
I n summer Mastung must be a delighful residence,
both in respect of climate and scenery. The winter is
cold and bleak, but mild in comparison with its rigorous
severity a t Cakt. Its elevation is about 5600 feet above
the sea, and it is partially sheltered from the north wind
by the hills bounding it in that direction. Its climate is
described tts very salubrious, and certainly the healthy
looks of its inhabitants support the truth of the assertion.
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Its scenery is very fine in itself, but, compared with
the drcary wastes and rugged wilds of the country to
the southward, is quite charming, by reason of its profuse vegetation and crowded population. The precipitous
heights of Chihltan towering above the valley to the north
constitute the grand feature of the scenery, and at this
season, shrouded as the mountain is in a thick mantle of
snow, present a magnificent spectacle by reason of their
massive grandeur and overpowering proximity. Chihltrtn
is the highest and best-wooded mountain in this country,
but it is very steep and rugged, the trees being scattered
in small clumps on favouring ledges and in deep recesses.
The arbor vita?, pistacia kabulica, mountain ash, wild fig,
and mulberry are the principal trees found on the mountain. It is said to abound in snakes and pythons, also
wild goat and wild sheep. The wolf, leopard, and hyena
are also found in it, but not the 11ear.
Tow~ardssunset the sky became overcast with clouds,
and thick mists obscured the mountains from our view.
28th January.-We set out from Mastung at 7.15 A.M.,
whilst the signal gun in the citadel was slowly doling o u t
a salute of eleven gum. The mornhg air was cold, dull,
and misty, and presaged ill for the day. We no sooner
cleared the gardens around the town, than we entered on
a bare sandy tract of some miles in extent, in t h e
midst of which, like an oasis in the desert, stands t h e
little hamlet of Is8 KhBn. Away to the left were seen
the villages and gardens of f i i , and to the right those of
Pring&Lkl. Our route across the sandy waste was most
trying. A blighting north wind swept down from t h e
hills straight against us, and drove clouds of sand with
blinding force before it. Our escort dwindled down to
three or four horsemen who kept up with us, and they were
so completely m d e d up that it was impossible to get
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them to hear a word we said, and utterly hopeless to
draw them into conversation. Beyond this sandy waste
we entered on a rough ravine-cut gulf in the hills, and
crossing the illobi rivulet a little below the Khushnid
hamlet-the last of the M a s l n g villages in this direction
-rose out of its deep ravine on to a sloping hill skirt,
white with wavy wreaths of fresh snow, now frozen hard
by the cold wind. Ascending thus along the base of
Chihltan, we arrived a t the entrance to the Nishpd or
Dishpa Pass in three hours and a quarter--distance,
thirteen miles. Here we halted under the bank of a
rocky water-course to allow the baggage to come up, and
to breakfast off such cold commodities as our cook had
provided for us.
The view of the valley left behind us was completely
obscured by dense clouds of sand driving across the plain,
but immediately above us was a scene sufficient to rivet
the attention with awe-inspiring sentiments. The beetling cliffs of Chihltan, here and there rcft of their cumbrous loads of snow through sheer weight of its mass, rose
a b o ~ eus in imposing magnitude, and, domineering over
the lesser hills around, formed a picture such as is seldom
equalled.
A little to the right of the NishpA Pass is the Toghaghi
hill, over the ridge of which is a lak or pass that conducts
direct to the Dashti Bedaulat plain. It is very difficult
for laden camels, and is mostly used by footmen only.
The Nishph Pass, between Chihltan and Zindan mountains,is four miles long up to its crest, to which it winds
by a very steady ascent. Though now covered with
snow, we could here and there trace the road made
through the pass in 1839 by the engineers of the
British army. The pass is an easy one.
We reached the crest of the pass in a driving storm of
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hail and sleet, and by the aneroid estimated its elevation
a t about 6000 feet. The descent from the crest turns
to the right down to the Dashti Bedaulat, leaving a
forest of pistacia trees in a glen away to the left. The
forest is called Haziir Ganji, from the number of trees-gwun in Brahoeki, and khinjak in Pushto, being the
colloquial names of the piatacia kabulica.
The Dashti Bedaulat is a singular hill-@ plain,
perfectly level, and perfectly bare. It is, as the n'ame
implies, an unproductive waste, and this from the entire
absence of water. It lies a t the top of the Bola11 Pass,
the road from which skirts i h border opposite to our
position. Prom the Daahtf our road turned northward
again, and led down a rough and stony defile to SariAb in
the valley of Shfil. To the left the land is covered with
a forest of gwan trees, and rises rapidly to the foot of the
Chihlhn range, and close on our right is the Koh Landi
ridge, which separates us from the caravan road from
Sariitb to SariholSn. In front of us is the plain of S h a
I t lies a t a considerably lower level, and wears a very
bleak and wintry look, with i b leafless gardens and bare
fields, girt around by a mountain barrier topped with
snow. At the edge of the Sariitb lands we were met
by the NBib Abdul Latff and a party of fifteen or sixteen honemen-a
most ragged and rufEanly set of
rascals. We did not stop for the usual ceremony of
compliments, as a shower of hail was, at the moment of
our meetling, driving hard pellets with painful violence
against our faces, but hurried on to the quarters prepared
for us in a small fortified hamlet near the Lora rivulet.
We arrived there at 2.45 P.M., after a very trying march
of twenty-nine miles, and found the huts so filthy and
close that we had our tents pitched in the court of the
fort as soon as the baggage came up.
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In fine weather this mnrbh would have been very enjoyable, for the scenery, of its kind, is very wild and grand.
But our experiences have left anything but agreeable
rwollections of this part of our journey. During the
f h t part of the route we were nearly suffocated with
clouds of sand ; in the pass we were for the time blinded
1 q driving snows, and beyond we had to face pelting hail;
whilst all the way our limbs were numbed through by a
searching north wind, whose chilling blasts require to be
felt to be properly appreciated.
Kext day we marched thirteen miles to Sh61 Kot, or
the Fort of ShQ. We could not cross the Lora direct on
account of the bogs and swamps on each side its course,
so h , d to go back over the last few miles of yesterday's
march, and make a detour round the southern end of the
valley, till we reaehed the highroad from Shal to the Bolkn.
Attended by a couple of horsemen, I followed the
c o m e of the stream for some distance, in the hopes of
netting
some wild duck. Rut the ground was so swampy
b
and deep in mud, I could not get within shot. After
much searching, my attendants found a spot where we
forded the stream with some trouble, and on the other
side I got a few snipe, and then rode off across the plain,
and joined our own pmty a few miles from ShAl.
Whilst shooting down the course of the Lora, I was
much amused a t the simplicity of my sole attendant, for
his comrade had lagged far behind to wash himself and
horse, both having become mud-begrimed by a fall in a
bog. I was trying to light my pipe with the aid of a
burning-glw I carried in my pocket, but finding the
wind was too strong to allow of my succeeding in the
attempt, I called the man up and bid him stand perfectly
dill. Then standing to the leeward, I caught a ray over
the tip of his shoulder, and presently effected my purpose.
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Seeing this, the man turned and looked aside a t his
shoulder, and, to settle any doubts, ntbbed it roughly
with the opposite hand, whilst he stared a stare of
wonderment at me. I m u r e d him he was not on fire ;
that I had got mine fiom the sun and not from him, a n d
that there was no cause for alarm; and, so saying, hurried after some wildfowl I saw alight farther down the
stream, leaving him my horse to hold. I heard him
muttering to himself, and caught the words, " Toba !
tobn ! chi baZ4 aast ? "-" Repentance ! repentance ! what
devdry is it ? "
On approaching Shhl we made a detour to the right to
avoid a wide extent of flooded fields, and passed an exten~ i v graveyard,
e
close to which, on an open flat of ground,
was pointed out to us a walled enclosure, containing
the graves of the Europeans who died here in 1839-40.
The wall is very low, but in good repair, and the sacred
spot appears to be respected by the natives. Not far
from it are the remains of Captain Bean's house, when
he was Political Resident here. Though roofless, t h e
shell is not very much damaged, and might be easily restored.
In front of the fort gate a military guard was drawn
up t o <lohonour to the General. I t consisted of twentyfive men in a single row. As we came up, the officer in
command gave the words in very plain English, " Rear
milk take open order ;" a signal a t which three men
stepped to the front, and gave the time to the rcst in
presenting arms, whilst the single gun in the citadel fired
a sdute. Entering the town, we \\-ere presently housed
in quarters similiar to those a t bfastung.
Shll is a fortified town, and contains about twelve
hundred houses collected round a central mound on which
stands the citadel. The elevation of the citadel is much

above the town, and it is the prominent object in the
valley, but its walls are very poor, and more or less in
a state of decay. By the natives it is called Shhl Rot,
and by the Afghans Kwatta, or "the little fort,"
whence our Quetta. The valley of Shhl is very similar
to that of Mastung, and, like it, draim westward to
Shorawak.
The garrison of Shfd consists of one hundred infantry, almost all of whom are Afghans, with a few other
mercenaries. There are besides iifty horsemen, and a
dozen artillerymen for the one gun they have here.
These troops are under the command of the Nhib or
governor, Abdul Latif, who on emergency can collect a
force of about five thousand Zljiiri, or militia, fiom the
neighbowing hills, armed with matchlock, sword, and
shield.
Shhl is described as a delightful residence in summer,
and is said to possess a temperate and salubrious climate,
in which respect it resembles the valley of Rlastung.
The whole valley is covered with villages and corn-fields
and girdens, through the midst of which flows the Lora
rivulet ; but the soil is almost evcry~vhereimpregnated
with nitre and soda-salts.
The scenery around is very fine, and affords a wide
and varied field for the pencil of the artist, particularly
at this seaaon, when the rugged heights of the greater
mountains are deeply covered n-ith snow. Towards the
east, the valley is closed by the lesser ranges of Siyah
Pusht and Murdhr. To the south are the Landi ridge
and Chihltan mountain. FromJhe latter projects the low
range of Karassa which sweeps round the valley towards
the Muchilagh range, forming its western boundary ;and
between them is a gap that leads into the Dulay valley
and plain of Shomwak. To the north, the valley is
G

-
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overlooked by the great Tokhtu peak and Zarghlin
range. These last are occupied by the D o m m section
of the K B k m tribe. They are described as the most
&vage and hardy of all the Afghan mountaineers, and
have proved quite irreclaimable by either the government
of Kabul or that of Calht. They often give trouble on
this border, and formerly used to plunder the country as
far as the Nishptt Pass, in collusion with their brethren
of the B6nzai section occupying the hills slopes of Shd.
They harry the road into Peshin by Ta1 Chhotiyhli, so
much so, that it is now deserted as a caravan route. This
is the route that was proposed as one we might journey
by, when i t ~rasfound we could not proceed by the
Bolan Pass ; but, thanks to the decision of Sir William
Merewether, we mere directed into a safer route, and
thus saved from falling into the clutches of these utter
savages.
There is a road direct from Shttl over the hills between
Tokhttt6 and ZarghGn to the Tal Chhotiyldi route, but i t
is seldom used, owing to the risks from predatory D o m m ,
through whose territories it passes. These people have
no large villages, but arc scattered over the hills in caves
and sheds with their flocks and sheep. During the
winter, they descend to the lower valleys, where they pass
the time in their black tents. They cultivate only sufficient
ground for the supply of their wants, and for the most
part live on the produce of their flocks, such as milk,
butter, flesh, and the inspissated cheese known as kroot.
From the goats' hair they manufacture ropes and the
black tent!! called kizhdi, and from the sheep's wool they
make the thick felt cloaks called kosai, which, with a pair
of loose cotton trousers, constitute the whole winter dress
of rpost of the people. The Domarr are said to muster
nearly four thousand families.
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A curious custom is said to prevail amongst them.
In the spring and summer evenings, the young men and
maidens of adjoining camps assemble on the hillsides,
and shouting " Pdr mum. nndui, jwnndai dai " ("The old
man is not d d , he lives"), romp about till-I suppose
on the principle of natural selection-the opposite sexes
pair off in the favouring darkness, and chase each other
amongst the trees and rocks, till summoned home by
the calls of their respective parents. I t does not appear
that the custom leads to the contraction of matrimonial
alliances amongst the performers, though to its observance is attributed the hardiness and populousness of the
tribe.
During the afternoon, a messenger arrived from
C u s h h with letters from the Afghan Commissioner for
General Pollock, intimating his arrival there with a
military escort for our safe conduct to Kandahar. It is
therefore arranged that we proceed in the morning,
apparently much to the relief of our host, the Nttib Abdul
Latif, who seemed apprehensive lest the Afghan troops
should cross the border into the district under his charge
on the plea of meeting us, and thus unsettle the minds
of his subjects with the idea that they were to be annexed
to the Kabul dominions, between which and the territories of the Khan of Calht the Cushlkc Lora is the
present boundary.
Ori,&ally
both ShU and Mastung with Shorawak
formed part of the kingdom erected by Shah Ahmad,
Durrani. They were subsequently made over to
Emir Khan, chief of Balochistan, in return for his
allegiance and maintenance of a contingent of troops in
the interest of the Afghan sovereign. These districts are
still considered by the Afghans as portion of their country,
though they remain under the rule of the Khan of CalBt ;
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and in 1864, when Sherdil Khan usurped the government
from the present chief, KhudddBd Khan, the Governor
of Kandahar made an attempt to reannex them to his
province, but in this he was thwarted by the action of
the British authorities, and the restoration of KhudAdtid
Khan to his rightfnl government.

C H A P T E R IV.
3OthJanuay.-Snow fell during the night, and this
morning covers the whole plain to the depth of about
six inches. We set out from S h d Kot at 9.10 A.M.,
under a salute fiom the fort as on arrival, and proceeded
across the plain northwards to the foot of TokBtG mountain, where we came to the village of Kiroghar. This is
a collection of some sixty detached huts on the stony
hill skirt, and is about seven miles from the fort. It
is occupied by the Bnzai section of the great KBkarr
tribe. They have small colonies aU along the hill skirts
on the northern and eastern limits of the valley, and are
said to number nearly five thousand families. They
have been settled in these tracts for the past five generations, but were only properly reduced to the subjection
of the Khan of Cdbt last year, previous to which they
used to cause infinite loss and trouble by their plundering excursions on the Taghaghi Lak and Nishp& Pass,
beetween ShQland Mastung. No caravan in those days
was safe from their attacks. Last year the NQib led an
e m t i o n against them, and secured some of their chief
men as hosta,p, and they now confine themselves to
their own limits.
The Kiikarr tribe, to which they belong, is one of the
moet numerous and powerful of the Afghan clans. They
occupy all the hill country between this and the limits of
Ghazui, where their border touches those of the Waziris
and Ghilzais. To the eaatward, their territories extend
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up to the base of Koh Kassi of the S u l e d n range.
To the westward, between Toba MarGf and Toktttd,
they share the hill slopes that drain to the Kandahar
plain and Peshin valley with the Achakzai and Spin
Tarin tribes respectively.
The strength of the KAkm tribe is variously estimated, but they are probably not less than fifty thousand families. They are mostly a pastoral people, but
some are settled in the valleys of the country as cultivators of the soil, whilst those to the westward are engaged in trade, and almost exclusively collect the aaafcletida imported into India For this purpose their camps
spread over the Kandahar plain up to the confines of
Herat.
We stopped a few minutes at Kiroghar to procure
guides, for the suow had obliterated all traces of the r d
None of the villagers, however, seemed at all inclined to
help us in the dSculty. The NBib, Abdul Latif, took
this want of attention on tlieir part aa a personal affront,
and very quickly lost control over his temper. His
rotund figure visibly swelled with wrath a s he peremptorily summoned the head man to his presence.
Three or four'horscmen at once scampered off to one of
the huts, and presently Malik Jalitl (the head man),
accompanied by half-a-dozen men, were seen to emerge,
and leisurely measure their steps across the snow to where
the Naib stood.
This quiet indfierellce was more than the N4ib could
stand. He Lounced about in his .saddle in a tempest of
anger, and, flashing his bright eyes from side to side,
poured out a torrent of anathemas, and vowed a sharp
vengeance nothing short of bnihilittion of the dogbegotten breed of Nnzai. At this moment I happened
to inquire from one of the escort standing near me
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whether some fine m.&rM~or, or wild goat horns, that
adorned an adjoining hut, were the produce of the
mountain above us, but before he could reply, the
infuriate N6ib's mandate went forth to bring them to
us ; and in less time than it has taken to relate the
occurrence, half-a-dozen of the largest horns were torn
from their attachments, and laid on the snow before us.
We hardly had time to examine them before the hear1
man and his following came up, looking as unconcerned
and independent as their circumstances entidcd them t o
be. There was no thought on either side of the customary
exchange of salutations, nor was the saliim alaihdm,
and its reply, wa ulaikum sddm, uttered. Instead thereof,
the NAib turned on the Afalik with a volley of abuse, and
demanded why he was not on the road to meet him.
" Where," said he, " is the c h i h P (pipe of friendship).
Is this the ,sort of hospitality you show to your governor ? " The unfortunate Mnlik was not allowed time to
plead any excuses, but was summarily dismissed, and
two of his men pushed to the front to point out the road.
" Dishononred wretch ! dog I " said the Naib, " go and
prepare for my return. I shall be your guest to-night."
So saying, he ordered a couple of troopers to stay behind
and see that an entertainment suited to himself and
retinue waq ready against their return, and our party
proceeded forward.
In exchange for a couple of rupees, the owner of the
horns willingly carried a couple of the largest pairs to our
camp a t CushlAc, and I sub~equentlysent them to Peshawar from Kandahar, for the purpose of comparing them
with those of the Himalayan animal. I have since done
so, but without discovering any apprecinble difference.
From Kiroghar we proceeded westward along the
stony skirt of Tokhtti for a couple of miles, and then
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winding round the mountain by a considerable rise to
the northward, a t about another mile came to a clump
of trees at the spring-head of s strong stream issuing
from the side of the hill and flowing down to the p l a h
behind us.
We halted here awhile to await the arrival of the
Afghan Commissioner, whom we saw in the distance
advancing towards us with a troop of cavalry from the
Murghi Pass in our front. Meanwhile the N6ib Abdul
Latff took the opportunity to express his regret that he
had not been able to entertain us more hospitably owing
to the rapidity of our movements and the udavouring
condition of the elements. He assured us of his admiration of the British Government ; that he considered alI
Englishmen his friends; and that he was proud to
remember his association with Colonel Stacey and
Captain Beam so long ago as 1839-40-names
that are
still remembered with gratitude and good-will in many
a household in Shhl and AJastung.
Whilst waiting here, I emptied my gun at a couple of
red-legged rooks flying overhead. One of them with outstretched wings came dbwn in a very graceful and slow
pirouette, and fell dead a t my feet; the other glided
down very quickly in an oblique line, and fell ab&t
the rocks a hundred yards or so off. I was speculating
on the nature of the causes that produced such different
modes of dcscent, when my attention was diverted to our
Afghan friends.
The cavalry were drawn up in a double line on one
side of the road about five hundred yards off, whilst the
Afghan Commissioner, Saggid Ntir Muhammad Sh#whom I hall henceforth always speak of as "the Saggid"
-accompanied by three horsemen, rode down t o where
we stood. At fifty yards he dismounted, and we stepled
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forward to meet him. As we raised our hats, he doffed
his turban with both hands and made a low bow, and
then replacing the costly Kashmir shawl, he embraced
us successively Afghan fashion with sincere cordiality,
repeating the while the usual string of salutations and
complimentary inquiries. This ceremony over, we
mounted, and proceeded up the slope, the K&ib AMul
Latff accompanying us with only three or four attendant
horsemen.
A s we came up to the cavalry, they saluted, and then
followed in rear of our procession. They are a very fine
set of men, with bold independent bearing, but with
thoroughly friendly looks. They were excellently mounted,
and the general superiority of their equipment quite took
us by surprise. They more blue hussar-jackets, top-book,
and scarlet busbies, and altogether looked a very serviceable set of men.
Before we reached the top of the Murghi Pms, about
two a d a half miles from the spring, we were caught in
a snowstorm, which completely obscurecl the hills around,
whilst the flakes, adhering to our beards and clothing,
presently gave our whole party a grotesquely uncouth
and hoary look. From the pass we clescended through a
narrow defile into the Peshh valley or district, near a
couple of fine springs issuing from the rocks on our right.
They are led over the plain in deep cuts for purposes of
irrigation.
I was here so numbed by the cold, that I was glad of
an excuse to dismount and warm myself by a trudge over
the snow ; so I followed down the course of one of the
water-cuts in the direction of a couple of wild ducks I had
marked down upon it. I had not proceeded far, gun in
hand, when they rose from a'pool on the other side of the
stream. They both fell to a right and left shot, at only
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I was considering how I
might get them, when a trooper, who had followed me,
urged his horse forward to a gap in the bank a little way
off. The horse very naturally refused to slide down the
gal. into the water, and I told the rider to desist from
urging him, remarking that the water was evidently deep,
and he would certainly get wet. But the Mgban's spirit
was roused by the sport, and he knew he was observed
by his comrades. " RIy horse can swim, and that shot is
worth a wetting," he said, as he struck his heels into the
horse's flanks, and forced him into the stream. The
plunge was so sudden, that the horse nearly lost his footing, but the trooper, cleverly recovering him, brought
him out on the further bank through water half-way up
the saddle-flaps, picked up the birds, and recrossed without misadventure. His spirited conduct excited our
admiration, but amongst his comrades the shot was the
theme of applause. The one was to them rt matter of
everyday occurrence, the other they had rarely if ever
before witnessed. With us it was just the reverse. The
one was an act seldom necessitatcd, the other only a n
ordinary occurrence. And thus it is that acts are valued
out of all proportion to their real merits by the mere
force of habitude, both by governments and inclividuh,
whether civilised or uncivilised.
At about fourteen miles from Shdl we crossed the
Cushldc Lora, a small stream flowing on a pebbly bottom
between high banks of shingle and clay. It marks the
boundary between the territories of the Amir of Ksbul
and the Khan of Caltlst.
At this place NSib Abdul Latif took leave of us, and
returned to sup with his Kiroghar subjects. I can fancy
that in him they found anything but an easily p l e d
guest. Iiis temper had been ruffled by the n ~ o r n i n g ' ~
a few paces from each other.
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mishap, and it was not improved by the inclement weather
he had been exposed to in our company, for his beard was
hozen into thick tangles, and a row of pendant icicles
fringed the edge of his turban, whilst his crestfallen features betokened discontent, and an eagerness in his eyes
spoke of a desire to wreak his vengeance on somebody or
other. I fear his Rhzai hosts must have had a trying
time of it on this memorable evening.
Beyond the Lora rivulet we came to a company of
regular Mghan infantry drawn up on the roadside. They
are a remarkably fine set of fellows, and were evidently
picked men, meant to make an impression on us. They
saluted as we passed on our way to the Saggid's camp, a
little beyond the Shahjahsn village.
Here we alighted at a tent prepared for us by the
Saggid, and were hospitably regaled with tea and refreshments, our host joining us in the repast. The tent was
richly furnished with thick Persian carpets and Herat
felts, and was comfortably warmed by a large dish of
live coal set on a movable platform in the centre. The
shelter and comfort provided for us were most grate'ful to
our numbed sensations and frozen limbs. We had marched
the last five miles in a temperature of 22" Fah., with
driving snow beating against us nearly the whole way,
and, but for our friend's forethought, must have endured
a hard time of it till our own tents arrived and could be
pitched. It was three P.M. before me reached the Afghan
camp, and our baggage did not come up till three hours
later, having marched a distance of sixteen miles over
snow.
31st January. - Halt at Cushlb, weather-bound.
The thermometer sunk to, 10" Fah. during the night, but
this morning the sun shone out in a clear sky, and brought
ahout a rapid thaw. In the afternoon, however, clouds
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again overcast the sky, and at three P.M. snow commenced
to fall, and continued all night, with a keen driving north
wind. The fire inside our tent melted the snow on its
roof, and as it trickled from the sides it formed great
icicles upwards of three feet in length, and as thick as
a man's arm above.
Our Afghan escort is sheltered in neat rows of comfortable little tents floored with thick felts, on which the
men sleep. The horses, too, are completely encased in
great rolls of thick felt clothing, which effectually protects them from the wind and weather.
1st Februa~y.-At seven A.M. thc thermometer stood a t
11" Fah. in the open air. The sky wlts clear, and a hard
frost prevailed. We set out from Cushl&cat 8.35 A.M.,
and marched eighteen miles to Hykalzai on the plain of
Peshin, the ground covered with snow for most of the
way. At two miles we crossed the Surmaghzi Tangi or
pass, a low ridge of red marly mounds, which, but for
the hard frost, would have proved very miry and slippery.
Beyond the pass we descended to the Peshin valley,
which here presents a great open plain of undulating
surface, here and there, where fiee fiom snow, showing
a red clay soil, much furrowed by the action of water.
At a mile beyond Hydarzai we halted half-an-hour near
the village of Y6r Muhammad, a t a kdrez of the same
name, and had s fire lighted to warm ourselves whilst
the baggage passed on. Whilst so engaged, Y h Muhammad himself, the founder of the village and Urez
(water conduit) bearing his name, with half-adozen
villagers, came up, and with genuine Afghan freedom
seated themselves amongst us. He was a rough old
man, with blear-eyes and snuff-stained nose. Without
taking :uly notice of us, he bluntly inquired of the
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Saggid who and what we were. On being told our
errand, " That 's all right," he replied ; " our book tells
us that the Christians are to be our friends in the hour
of adversity; but it's well for them that they are travelling
this way under your protection." The Saggid laughed,
and said, " Such are Afghans ! they put me to shame ;"
and his secretary, to prevent any further disclosures of
sentiment on the part of our visitor, jocosely observed,
" You talk too fast, old man : your speech is understood,"
tossing his head in my direction. The old man gave me
a full stare, and inquired where I had learned Pushto.
A minute later he put up his face towards me, asked me
to look at his eyes, and give him some medicine to restore
their failing sight.
From this place we proceeded over an undulating tract
furrowed -by water-cuts, and crossed from north-east to
south-west by a succession of red clay banks, and beyond
them reached the level plain. Here me crossed a branch
of the Surkhsb rivulet, and passing the ruins of two extensive villages, destroyed in 1841 by the army under
General Nott, camped mid\\-ay between Hykalzai and
Khuddedklzai or Khwhezai at 3.10 P.M.
The whole plain is a sheet of snow, from beneath which
here and there crop out red banks of miry clay. The
general surface is dotted all over with numerous clusters
of black tents, four or five in each, of the nomad Tarins.
On the plain to the north-east is seen the castellated
mound of Sea Calk or Red Fort, now in ruins. Beyond
i t are the large villages of Old and New BSzh, and by
them flours the SurkhLb or Red River, s tributary of the
Peshin Lora. To the northward the valley is bounded by
the Khwtijah Arm$.n range, which runs north-east towards
the Sufed Koh, which it joins to the eastward of Ghazni.
Its several spurs to the southward have different names,
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which are, from west to east, as pointed out to us, Khojah,
Arnb'l, Toba, and Surkh4b. To the north of the Toba spur
is the Sehna D4g or flat of the Sehn section of K&karrs.
It is described as an elevated tableland covered with
rich pastures. Over it is a road to the Zhob v,dey of the
Battezai Khkarrs. In the Surkh4b hills rises the river
of that name, and between it and Tok4tfi is a low m g e
of hills, over which is the direct road from this to Dera
Ghazi Khan by Tal ChhotiyEili. All these hills, as well
as the plain, are now covered with snow, but in summer
they are covered with rich pasture, and swarm with the
flocks and camps of the nomad Afghans of the Tarin and
K d k m tribes.
The Tarin tribe conlprises four great divisions, viz.,
the Abd&ls or Durranh, the Tor Tarins, the Spin Tarins,
and the Zard Tarins or Zarrins. The first occupy Kandahar and the valleys to its north-west. The second are
settled in Peshin, of which they hold four-fifths, and in
the Arghashn district south of the river Tarnak. The
Spin Tarins occupy the SurkhLb hills and the valleys at
their eastern and western bases. And the Zarrins are
settled in the valley of Zhob and in part of the Arghadn
district. All except the Abd&lsare mostly nomads, who
retire with their flocks to the hills in summer, and move
down to the plains for the winter. From their camps
which we saw on the plain-and
they were remarkably distinct on its white surface, the tents being all
black-their numbers are nothing like what they are
estimated.
Throughout this march the air was extremely cold.
Icicles repeatedly formed on our beards and mustaches,
and hung in long pendants from the necks of our camels.
Our hands and feet were painfully benumbed for want
of efficient protection. Several of our Afghan escort, I
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observed, wore thick felt casings inside their capacious
topboots.
On the march, before reaching Hydarzai, we passed
a couple of khinjnk trees over a roadsicic shrine, at the
foot of a low mound. Their trunks were studded with
innumerable iron nails and woocien pegs driven into the
bark-the tokens by which pilgrim-visitors ratify their
vows to the saint.
From Hykalzai we marched next day fifteen miles to
Aranbi Khrez. Our route was north-westerly across the
plain, st this time everywhere covered with snow. The
surface is marked here and there by the traces of cultivation, but for thc most part is occupied by a thin scrub of
wormwood, saltworts, and camel-thorn. At about halfway we crossed the Lora rivulet, which flowed in a slow
stream twenty feet wide and two feet deep. Its bottom
is soft and sandy, and abounds in quicksands. The
channel of the river is much wider than its actual bed,
and is formed by high shelving banks of clay. Over
these are several narrow paths down to the river. We
found them very slippery, and many of our escort and
baggage animals fell in the descent, but without any
material injury.
This Lon,or the Peshin Lora as it is called, drains
the north-&stern portion of the plain, and receives as a
tributary the Surkhfib, which drains its eastern tracts.
The united streams then flow over the plain south-westward towards Shorawak, being joined en rotde by the
Cushlk Lora and the ShQ Lora. From Shoriwak the
river flows north-westward towards the Helmand, but is
lost in the sands of the desert before it reaches that
river. None of the Loras are much utilised for purposes
of e g a t i o n in their own valleys, but on reaching Shorawak their united stream is almost exhausted by the
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quantities drawn off from i t for the fields. Sh6J and
Peshin are irrigated by kdrez streams and springs from the
mountains, but the former are much more fertile than the
latter. In Peshin one misses the gardens and trees so
plentiful in Shiil, and finds instead a wide pasture tract
more or less uncultivated, and, in place of villages, dotted
with nomad camps. Most of the irrigated land in
Peshin is in the hands of the Saggids, who have for many
generations been settled in this valley. They pay onethird the produce of their lands in kind to Government
as revenue. The nomad Tarins, who hold the unirrigated
tracts, pay only one-fifth to Government. The soil of
Peshin is a red stiff clay, highly charged with salts of
sorts. In the tract between Aranbf U r e z and Sra CalB
quantities of alimentary salt are obtained from the soil,
and sold in the Kandahar market a t one and a half t o
two rupees per man of eighty pounds. The salt is dissolved in great pits filled with water. The clear solution
is then filled into earthen pots and boiled down to a
granular m a s , which takes the form of the pot.
Peshin, owing to its inferior soil, is not a fertile valley,
but corn is grown in quantity sufficient to meet the
wants of its people. The seed is first cast over the
surface and then ploughed over. In Shorawak the seed
is sown by means of a kind of drill. It consists of a stiff
leather funnel fixed to the tail of the plough, and
furnished with a series of holes a t the bottom. From
this the grain drops into the furrow as it is cut by the
plough.
The kangaroo-rat or jerboa, here called Wanrai,
abounds in Peahin, and is trapped for the kzke of ita fur.
The clnlkcfok, a species of tree-marten with a short tail,
is also found here and in the hills around.
After crossing the Lora, thc Saggid left us to pay a
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visit to his father's family at Pitao, a collection of five
villages a t the foot of the hills a few miles to the right of
our r o d . His own sister was amongst them, and as he
had not seen them for more than five years, he could not
pass the home of his youth without going to see its
inmates. He mas not long about his business, for he
rejoined us before we reached camp ; and to our expressions of surprise a t his haste, and hopes that he had not
curtailed his visit on our behalf, he replied, " No ; I only
went to see my sister, and to come away at once. My
uncles, aunts, nephews, nieces, and cousins there on my
father's side alone exceed two hundred in number ; and,
to tell you the truth, I am afraid to go amongst them,
for they always want some token whereby to keep me in
their memories. "
Snow and sleet showered upon us nearly throughout
this march, and the hills around were completely obscured
by heavy clouds. On the line of march we passed a
number of nomad camps of the K B k m and Tor Tarin
tribes, and some hundreds of their black tents dotted the
surface, in clusters of four or five together, on either hand
of our route. We dismounted a t one of these tents or
Krihdi to examine the interior, and were surprised to
find how comfortable, roomy, clean, and warm it was,
notwithstanding that camels, men, goats, sheep, and
poultry were sheltered under one roof with their human
owners, and sacks of grain and other provisions. The
tent we examined was about thirty feet long by fifteen
wide. The centre mas supported by slim poles sevcn
feet high, and the sides by others four feet high, and
across them were passed light ribs of wood. Over this
framework was stretched a single sheet of tough and
waterproof black haircloth, woven in lengths a couple of
y d s wide, and sewn together. The interior mas clivided
H
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into two portions by a row of sacks of corn. The one
was excavated to a depth of two feet for the cameLs and
oxen, kc. ; the other was smooth, and clean swept. I n its
centre was a circular pit for fire, for the smoke of which
there w ~ no
9 outlet except at the openings a t either end
of the tent. Around the sides were spread c o m e woollen
druggets and piles of the household property, and a t
the end opposite were set a couple of cots. The family
we found to consist of three women, two men, nnd two
boys. The women were much fairer than the men, and,
with their general look of hmiiness, were well featured,
displaying much more character in their faces than the
men. They were all large-limbed and robust people, and
certainly lead the healthiest and happiest of lives.
Snow ccmeci to fall in the afternoon, and towards
sunset the sky cleared, and we got a good view of the
country around. Near our camp are the villages of'
Utmankhel, Torkhel, and Jlajai, all 1)rlonging to the Tor
Tarins. Along the foot of the hills extending to the
north-enstward are Pitao (a collection of five hamlets close
together), Semzai and Alizai, all held by Saggids. They
lie a t the foot of Toba mountain. To their east\vard are
seen old and new Bhzjr and Sraculh on the plain.
3d Febructry.--We
left h n b i Khrez a t 8.1 5 A.M., in
a heavy fall of snow, and proceeding north-west for about
three miles, then diverged towards the hills on our right
to avoid the heavy ground on the plain. We followed
the stony hill skirt of Aranbi, a spur from the T o b
mountain, for a short distance to the westward, and then
passing round some low mounds ending on the plain,
turned to the north. Here the clouds broke and the sun
shone out, and we presently got an extensive view of the
whole plain, on which towards the south are scattered
many villages, rcm:wkable for the absence of trees about

them. To the west, in the Dihsfiri glcn, we got a full
view of the populous village of Abdullah Khan, surrounded by fruit gardens. This is the chief town of the
Achakzai tribe, and during the Afghan wnr was held by
Lieutenant Bosanquet with a detachment of troops.
Proceeding, we crossed two wide water-courses coming
down from the Melin and Mkhika glens on our right,
and entered the Khojak duma or glen, which winch up
to the foot of the Khojak Paaq. It is narrow, and flanked
on each side by low ridges of fissile slate. Its upper
part is occupied by a forest of khinjak trees, and in its
lower i t receives, on the right and left respectively, the
drainage from the Sanzali and Sharnsikhhn glens, in which
we spied a number of kTizhdi camps of the Achakzai.
The snow at h a n b i was only five or six inches deep.
In this glen it was in some parts over three feet in depth,
and where we camped, at the very foot of the ascent, in a
gully called Churza (little gully), it was twenty inches
deep. The last part of the march was most laborious,
owing to the cattle sinking in the deep snow, and it was
besides very trying on account of the painful glare from
the snow under a bright sun. None of us had our
spectacles at hand, and the only way I could at all bear
the exposure was by hangng my handkerchief, quadruply
folded, in front of my eyes. The intense reflection from
the snow was exquisitely painful, even with the eyes
closely blinked, and produced a copious flow of tears, and
left a headache for the rest of the day. We arrived at
Churza a t 12.35 P.M., but the baggrage did not all come
up till late in the afternoon, though the distance was only
twelve milea A party of Achakzai cleared away the
snow from a small piece of ground twenq feet square,
to enable us to pitch a tent, but our escort and campfollow-ers passed the night on the snow, which here lay
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between twenty inches and two feet deep. The space
was very narrow, and all were much crowded together.
Our Afghan escort, I observed, spread their thick felts
on the snow, and went to sleep rolled up in their fur
cloaks.
The hill above Churza is called Puras, and it is crossed
by three paths, all very steep, and difficult a t the best of
timas, but particularly so now. To the west, at a short
distance, is a very narrow gully, down which flows a tiny
little stream. This is tlie usual pass, but it waa now
blocked with drifted snow. A party of Achakzai u-ere
consequently sent off to clear a way through it for us,
and next'day we crossed the Khojak by it. The pass
had been improved by the British army in 1839, but its
difliculties are still many and great.
4th Febmary.-Crossed the Khojak range to Chaman
Choki--distance, six miles. At 7 A.M., our baggage with
the infantry escort commenced moving out of camp u b
the hillside. I n three hours and a half the lmt of it had
left camp, and half-an-hour later we ourselves followed
with the cavalry escort. The ascent was by a steep a n d
narrow gully between close-set and almost vertical banks
of slaty rock, which only admitted of our horses proceeding
in single file. There was not so much snow as I expected,
and what there waa had been trodden down by the baggage.
I n half-an-hour we reached the summit of the ridge, a n d
were a t once enveloped in a dense mist of snowflakes,
slowly settling on the ground, and completely obscuring
the prospect. We stood here a few minutes to allow the
baggage cattle to get out of the way, and then led our
horsm down the other side by a steep and slippery path
trodden in the snow. In fifteen minutes we arrived at
the foot of the steep, where commences a forest of M~injtA
trecs, as on the other side. This place is called Clhdokdh,
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and from it the descent is by a gentle slope down a long
glen drained by a shallow gully. As we descend, the snow
lessens, and a t the lower end of the glen disappears
altogether, disclosing the ground, which is here of a
bluish-brown colour, and made up of loose splinters of
alate. Beyond the glen we passed between a succession
of hummocks, and arrived at Chaman Choki, which, as
the name implies, is a turfSr hollow watered by a good
spring.
The weather proved very unfavourable all day. Snow,
sleet, and hail succeeded each other till late in the afternoon, when the sun struggled out from the clouds for a
brief interval, preparatory to setting for the night.
Between four and five o'clock a violent hailstorm swept
over our camp and whitened the ground.
Our bagg'age did not all come into camp till the afternoon was well advanced, but the passtzge was effected without loss or injury, and the snow mas warm compared with
the bleak and barren highlands of Calltt and CushlAc.
Probably this was owing to the absence of the north
\find. The Saggid's 'arrangements for crossing the Khojak
were well made, and the result most satisfactory. By sending the baggage ahead of our own party, we avoided leaving any of it behind, and moreover deprived the Achakzai
of any opportunity for pilfering or plundering, at either
of which practices they are very ready when there is a
chance of their effecting a safe retreat with the booty.
By the aneroid barometer, I estimated the elevation
at Churza, on the southern foot of the Khojak Pass, to
Le 7000 feet ; at the top of the pas, 7410 feet ; and at
ChbkAh, on the northern foot of the pa.%, at 5600 feet.
The aneroid indications at each respectively were 22.82,
53-47, and 24.00. At the toy of the paw there waa very
little snow-in fact, the slate was apparent in many places ;
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slopw were seen some khiujak trees and a number
of shrubby bushes, mostly of a prickly nature. In spring
the whole range is covered with excellent pasture, and
produces great quantities of rhubarb, which is here called
psl~ie. Its stalks are preserved in the dried state under
the name of M e , and they are used as a relish, cooked u p
with meat, kc.
5th F e l ~ r y . - - T h e day broke with a clear sky, md
we got a splendid view of the wide sweeping plains of
Kandahar, and the mountain ranges bounding it to the
north and east.
We left Chaman at 8.30 A.M., and nlarchecl twenty-two
miles to GAtaf. Our route was north-\vestcrly down t t
gentle slope on to the undulating slveep of the plain,
everywhere covered with rich pasture just commencing t o
sprout above the surface. Here and there are scattered
a few camps of the Ashezai ancl Adozni sections of thc
Achakzai tribe, and at short intervals are the shallow
water-iuns that drain the plain to the westward by the
Kadani river. We crossed this little stream at about hdfway, and beyond it came to the isolated Baldak rock or
hill, which marks the boundary here between the lands of
the Ndrzai and Achakzi.
We halted here a while to view the prospect behind us.
The whole range of the Khwajah Am&, running northwt and south-west, wm seen to great advantage, and
presexited a very beautiful sight. The whole range formed
a vast ridge of snow, here and there thrown up into
higher m'zxscu, nnd all set upon a dark founclation of
slate rocks, 011 which the snow-linc, by contrast of colour,
wiu marked with singular disti~lctnessrind regulm-iQ.
The most pro~llinentpeak, about the centre of thc
range, i~ the N h i n mountain, held by the KSkarrs. It
is the source of the Kncluni stream (we have just crossed
011 the
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it), which, nftcr a south-westerly course over the plain, is
turned to the northward by the sand-hills of the desert,
tmci, under the name of Dori, joins the A r g h d n near
Dlh H6ji.
To the south-west of N h h is the Toba mountain, and
between the two are the Sehna Duguna, or tablelands
of the Schn Kikarrs. The continuation south-west from
Toba is the Khwajah A d n , which ends at Shorawak,
where is the shrine whence the range takes its name.
Over i t are the Khojak, Roghini, and Ghrvhja passes.
The two first arc kotals or " hdl passes," and are very
diflicult ; the last is a darra or "defile," and is easily
traversed by laden camels ; it is the road usually takcn
by caravans. To the west of Khwajah A d n is the
plain of Shorawak, held by the Bhech tribe. It is continuous with the Kandahar plain, and both are separated from the desert by a high coast-line of sand-cliff's.
Though I could gain no confirmation of my views from
the nativcs, I am inclined to think that the Pcshin and
Slid Loms, which are now lost in the smcls of Shorawak,
\\?ere formerly directed in one strcam northerly by the
desert cliffs, and ultimately joined the Kalani, or its continuation the Dori, because the Kandahar plain is so
much lower than the country in which these rivers rise.
By the barometric indications I recorded on the march,
the elevation of Shltl is estimated a t 5675 feet, Cushlhc
a t 5150, 'ind Hykrtlzai a t 4800 feet. These three Lorn
unite before they reach Shorawak, and if their common
stream, as I suppose, took a northerly course thence to
Kandahar, it would descend several hundred feet, for the
elevation of Kandahar is estimated a t 3190 feet only.
To the north-east of NSrin is the MSrGf mountain, and
north-east of this again is the Sltmai mountain, due south
of WAti Ghilzh. It is occupied by the Hotab section of
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the Ghilzni trilw, whose clans extend from this right up
to Kabul and the Sufed Koh. The A r g h d n river rises
by two branches in the Marhf md S h a i hills.
After a halt of three-quarters of an hour, n-e proceeded
over a wide plain, here and there cultivated, and traversed
in all directions 1)y clecayed and drq- water-cuts, and a t
three P.M. arrived a t the foot of a great granite rock, where
we camped, naar sorile springs issuing at the foot of an
opposite ,pnite hill. We ascended the hill near our camp
for a view of the eountry, but on reaching its summit
were overkzkcn by a thick mist and hailstorm, which
completely obscured the distant view.
The general character of the plain, however, was clearly
viuible. I t presents a wide surface, stretching ewt and
west, and travcrsecl by irregul~wbroken ridges of b'are
rock, coursing from north-east to south-west. At distant
intervalr on the plain are seen a few domed villages, and
t\vo or three forts. But the most remarkable feature of.
tllc .scentxis the entire absence of trees-not even a shrub
is to be seen. Even the nomad camps are few and far
l~t\vecn. I n the summer months the heat here must be,
EL^ it is described, quite unbearable.
The plain is then a
ptwchecl desert.
The springs near our camp are said to have made their
appearance above the surface only three years ago.
Previous to that time this place waa entirely without
water, and wa.7 not used as a camping-stage. The old
stage was a t Da~idGulni, at the foot of a hill five or six
milcv away to the south-west. But its \lVatershaving
clriccl up, it is now clesertetl : ~ qa camping-ground.
From Glltai we marched fourteen miles in a northwesterly ciircction, and caml~edat RIel blbndah, or the
hlcl ravine, nciir a ktirez on i h bank. A lnost trying
11orth-wcutcrblew ngninst us with considcra1,lc force all
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the way, and chilled us to the very bones. For the first
ten miles our route was across a great plain, bounded towards the west by the clfls of the desert, and on the east
by the range of hills connecting the NBrin and MkClf
mountains. The rest of our route was over a succession
of undulating downs, backed in an irregular 'and broken
h e , fiom north-east to south-west, by a series of bare
rugged hills. Throughout the march we saw no signs of
habitation or cultivation; not a village nor a tent was
seen on the whole route, nor even a single tree, nor any
sign of cattle ; nor did me see any water, except a
brackish little pool about the tenth mile, where the road
rises from the plain on to the dbwns. About a mile east
of our camp is the Hztrdo hill, on which are said to be
the remains of ancient walls. Its ridge separates the
Kadani plain from that of Mulhid to its north, which extends north-east to the Arghasiin river. The Me1 M h dah, a t this time a dry stony ravine, drains Hardo hill
westward into the Dori river.
Our next stage was eighteen miles to MBkb Kkez,
near the village of that name. Our route led northwesterly across the RIulhid plain. From it we got a
good view of the Harclo ridge, and saw the outline of
w d s on its crest. There are said to be some extensive
-airs here, excavated in the solid rock. Our companions could tell us nothing of these ruins, more than
that they were once the habitations of the hji~
(infidel)
who in ancient times occupied this country. Probably
they are Buddhist remains.
At a b u t half-way we arrived a t the top of the Barghanah Pass, in the ridge of the same name, and halted a
few minutes to view the country. Away to the south,
through gaps betweeri the scattered ridges intersecting
the plain, were seen bits of the Khojak range in its snowy
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drapery. To the eastwarcl was seen the great snowy
mass of SBmai, and to its north-east appeared the Sfirghar,
or Redhill peak, whose offshoots me continuous with
those of the Sufed Koh. Both Stirghar and Sdmai clmin
westward into the Arghadn, which is formed by tributaries from these and the MQrGf hills. To tlie cast,
Sfirghar drains direct to the Gomal river and SBmai, by
means of its tributary the Zhob stream. A great snowy
spur is seen to project south-east from SQmai. It is said
by our attendants to join the Zhob peak, 'md separate the
Zhob and Bori valleys as a waterslled, all to the north
of it chaining into the Gomd by thc Zhob rivulet, ,and
all to the south of it draining into the NQn' river by the
ZAo and SiLf streams, and tributaries from the Tobn
mountain. The Khwajah Amrdn range and its continuation north-east in fact form a great watershed between
the drainage of the Indus and the Helmand.
To the northward the view waa obstructed by thc
Garghanah hills, but to the west and south-west wen:
seen the red sand-cliffs of the desert, through gaps in
the intervening ridges, right down to thc northern limits
of Shoraw:~k. At the top of the pass the aneroid figured
25'38, thus giving its elevation a t about 4100 feet.
From the pass the road leads along the c o m e of a great
ravine, wide and stony, and here and there retaining pools
of water, round which grew the tamarisk, and a tall r e d
c:tllcd d u m a :it Pcshawar and dnrga here. After winding along the ravine for a few miles, we rose out of i t on to
tlie Bnrglianah plain, and camped on a good kdrm stream
at the little village of RIBkG-elevation, 3500 feet ; air,
sharp and frosty ; no wind, fortunately. About five miles
to the west of our camp is the Tmgi ridge of hills. On
its further side is the Fathullah camping-ground on the
old road between Kandahar and Peshfn.
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From AISkd we marched sixteen miles to AIund H h r ,
a, short distance from the river Tarnak.
Our route was
northerly across an undulating plain closed to the e a t north-east by the Alkfif mountain, which projects form-ards from the SBmai range to the A r g h d n river. Rlhrtif
was the favourite residence of Shah Ahmad, Durrani, the
founder of the Afghan monarchy. He had a strong fort
here, 111 which his family used to reside, and in which he
himself ended his eventful career. Shah Ahmad for
many years suffered from a foul disease, which destroyed
the nose and palate by ulceration, and during the latter
)-ears of his life he used to wear a silver plate to mask the
hideous deformity. When he felt his end approaching,
he had himself conveyed in a small sedan covered with
a r l e t cloth, and carried by two men only, from Kanh h a r to his family seat a t Marilf. He dismissed his
courtiers a t the gates of the city, and woulcl allow no
one to accompany him except a few mounted attendants.
Thus quietly he retired from the scene of his labours
axid exploits, and expired in the nlicist of his family in
the summer of 1773, shortly after his arrival a t MSrbf.
His remains were carried back to the city he founded,
and now rest under the mausoleum which is its only
orn'unent.
Shah Ahmad was only fifty y e m old a t the time of his
death. H e is said to have been a wise and just ruler,
and of very simple and unostentatious habits. His
repeated invasions of India enriched his country, whilst
his successful campaigns against the Uzbaks and in
Khomssan established the independence of his kingdom.
He is always spoken of as the best of the Afghan
sovereigns, and his memory is free from the vices and
crimes that have so freely characterised the rule of his
successors. His stronghold at ~ ' Y I was
M destroyed in
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October 1839, by a detachment of the Bombay army
marching from Ghazni to Peshin, in revenge for the
massacre there of a body of four hundred campfollowers
proceeding from Kandahar to India.
After marching six miles, we came to the river A r g h d n .
I t is separated from the valley of the Tarnak by a long
ridge of hills that extends away to the north-east, and
where we crossed it flows in a wide shallow bed, hardly
sunk below the level of the plain. Its channel is about
one hundred and eighty yards wide, and the river is
divided into two streams by an intervening strip of low
tamarisk jangal. The river was about a foot deep, and
not very swift. Its water was clear, and is said to be
very wholesome. In flood seasons the water flows broadcast over the plain, which is then quickly covered with
excellent pasture herbs.
The Yusufzai and Mahmand tribes of the Peshawar
v,dey and hills were, according to their own accounts,
originally settled as nomads on the banks of the Arghash
and the highlands of Ghwara Margha, to the north-east,
sharing the former pastures with the Tarin tribe. But in
a season of drought they fought with the latter, and were
&iven off to the eastward ; and gradually working their
way to Kabul, ultimately seized their present possessions
from the Indian occupants, about four centuries ago.
Beyond the river, on either bank of which is a good
irrigation cand, we wound round the end of the ridge of
hills separating the valleys of the Tarnak and A r g h h ;
and passing the Naodih iollection of domed huts, rose over
some undulations and descended to the Tarnak valley ;
and going across it in the face of driving sleet and a
biting cold north-west wind, camped close to the villap
of hIurld H k a r . Thcre is a large mound here with traces
it. The village takes it name from
of ancient \ i ~ l upon
s
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it. The weather here was bitterly colcl, owing to the
blasts of the north-west wind that swept the plain. At
midday the ground was hard frozen, as were all the lesser
i m p t i o n streams. This village is crown property, and
is the most prosperous-looking one we have seen sincc
entering Afghanistan. I t is surrounded by a mlde extent of cultivated and freely irrigated land, but not a
tree is to be seen anywhere about it. Its people are a mixture of various races and tribes, who hold their lands on
condition of rendering one half the produce to government.
The whole country between this and Khojak, though
entirely devoid of timber, and even brushwood, in the
spring and autumn months is covered with a rich pasture, and supports vast flocks of goats and sheep. During
the summer and winter months the country is almost
entirely deserted, owing to the excessive heat of the one
season, and rigorous cold of the other, as well as the
scarcity of pasture. I was told by a merchant engaged
in the trade, that the average export of wool from
Kandahar to Karachi for the past ten years has been
a b u t five thousand candies (kaodZ) annually. Each
candy sells a t Karachi for from one hundred and fifty
to two hundred rupees, thus giving a profit to the province of from seventy-five thousand to one hundred thousand rupees a year, or £7500 to £10,000. The trade is
a p a h l e of considerable extension, for large quantities of
wool are still retained for home consumption in the manufacture of the felts called nnmad and fiosai. The former
are used as carpets and horse-clothing, and the latter is
the ordinary winter dress of the peasantry.
During the march from Pcshfn we had noticed a large
flock of sheep being daily driven along with our camp.
7Ve now learnecl that they formed part of the liberal
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supplies provided by order of the Amir for our party,
which the Saggid informed us he reckoned would have
numbered at least two hundred people. But, as we did
not exceed thirty in number all told, they were going
back to Kandahar.
9th February.-Marched
twelve miles from Mund
Hissar to Kandahar. At about a mile we crossed the
river Tarnak, the edges of which were lined with anomwreaths. The river flows in a wide pebbly bed between
two gravelly banks. Its stream is strong and rapid, and
mid-stream is a b o h three feet deep. The water is muddy
just now, and is said to be always more or less turbid,
in which particular it differs from its tributaries the Argh a s h and ArgandCib, both of which have clear streams.
Beyond the river we passed through a gap in a ridge
of bare hills of naked rock, and at once emerged on thc
plain of Kandahar by a short descent from the hill skirt.
The plain presented a wide hollow extending for many
miles from north-east to south-west. Its general xspect
was dreary in the extreme by comparison with the rn<asa
of villages, and gardens, and corn-fields crowded together
about the city at its western extremity. Though yet in
the poverty of its winter state, this part of the plain bore
a decicledly fertile and flourishing look. On the verge of
a desert plain to the north-east stood out the fortified
pamllelogram of Ahmad Shahf, the city of Kandahar,
and to its west in attractive contrast rose the hall rows
of dark cypresses, marking the sites of the p l ~ u n ,
gardens of its former brother chiefs. South of thcsc 1.13:
a crowded mass of gardens, fields, and villages down to
the banks of the Tarnak, whilst to the north and west
the whole was shut in by the rocky heights of Rabn
Wali and Husen Shahr. Altogether it formed an oasis
in thc midst of a desert.

At three miles from the city we were met by a numerous
and gaily-clressed company, who had coil~eout for our
isticlrtl, or eeremonid reception, with a troop of regular
cavalry and a company of infantry. First of all, the
cavalry formed a line on each side of our procession to
keep off the crowd, whilst tlie infantry marched in front.
We proceecled a little way in this order, when we came
to s roadside mound on which were collected the ljarty
who had come out to do honour to the General. Here
the infantry wheeled round and formed a street up the
slope of the mound. General Pollock ancl our party dismountecl, and then the leader of the isticbnl, rising from
the c q t on n-hich he mas seated, stepped forward to
meet us, attendecl by four or five other nol~lcsof the province. The Saggid introduced us to each in succession, and
we shook hands all round with Snrdar Rlir Afzal Khan,
Khr hluhammad Khan, Nth- rZli Khan, and two others.
S x d a r Nir Afzal Khan is a fine specimen of an
Afghan noble of the old style. His bearing is courteous
and dignified, with a tinge of hauteur. He was very
richly dressed, and mountecl on n handsome Arab horse
with trappings of solid gold. At his side hung a scimitar
with a gold embossed handle, and gold orname~itson the
sabb,ud. His head was close shaven and covered with
a splenclid Kaslunir shawl, the folds of which were not
so closely adjusted as they might have been, for the
motion of his horse more than once caused the headpiece
to rock dangerously, as if about to fall. Rlir Afzal Khan
is about sixty years of age, and wears a short beard dyed
4. He h,?s sharp Jewish features, and a very prominent
nose, and is said to 1)ea.r a strong resemblance to the late
Amir Dost Plluhammad Khan. He is a son of the late
S m l a r P h l i l Khan, one of tlie many sons of the celebrated P5y;~lid:~Ii
Khan (who ~ v mexecuted at Kandahw

in 1806 by Shah ZamSn), by a Durrani mother. Dost
Muhammad \vns another son of PSyandah Khan by n.
Juwansher Cazilbn~shmother. Pdj-andah Khan n-as a
Barakzai of the Riuhammadzni branch, and was the first
who raised the Barakzai tribe to the distinction and
influence they have since his death enjoyed. He left a
great many children, but twenty-two of his sans acquired
notoriety by the parts they enacted in the political
revolutions that convulsed the country on the death of
Shah Tymdr, the son and successor of Shah Ahmad, the
founder of the independent Afghan nationality. Of these,
Fath Khan, whose mother wrts a Bsrakzai, was for many
years the most important and powerful chief in the
country, and thrice placed Tymur's son MahmGd on the
throne a t Kabul, against his brothers ZamSn and S h u j a
He was inhumanly butchered in 18 18 by K a m n the
son of Mahmtid, and then his brothers all divided the
country between them, and Dost Rfuhammad b e ~ z m e
Amir of Kabul. He was succeeded in 1863 by his son
Sher Ali Khan, the present Amir. Sardar &fir Afzal
Khan is consequently a cousin of tlie present Amir, and
he is also his son-in-law, his daughter being Sher .41i's
favourite wife, and the mother of the heir-apparent,
Abdullah Jan. He has for many years past been governor
of F u m h , and has been a stanch supporter of the Amir's
cause during all his adversities, and was wounded in the
arm by gunshot a t the battle fought a t ICajbAz, near
Calati Ghizli, by the Amir against his rebel brother,
Sardar Muhammad Amin, on 6th June 1865.
The Saggid ~raspresent in tlie fight, and de.qcribed i t
to us only yesterday. It appears that both armies came
into action suddenly, and by surprise. The Amir's eldest
son, Muhammad Ali, was killed by a cimnon-shot, and
his uncle, Muhammad Amin, pushing forward t o take
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advantage of the confusion thus produced, was hit in
the head by a rifle-bullet and killed a t once. Mfr Afzd
Khan is now looked on as the most influential chief in
the country, and his coming out in person to meet and do
honour to the representative of the British Government
is considered a mark of sincere good-will on the part of
the Amir's Government.
But to return from this digression to our procession to
Kandahar. After a hurried interchange of salutations
we mounted our horses, and, in company with a brilliant
crowd of cavaliers, proceeded towards the city. The
cortdge numbered about a hundred and fXty of the
nobility and gentry of the province, and gave us a good
idea of the chivalry of Kandahar. A better-mountecl
and more picturesque body of men I have never seen.
The variety of costume and colour, the easy independence
of the men, their courteous yet self-confident bearing,
and the variety of their arms, formed an interesting
spectacle, of which no description I can give will convey a proper idea. Some wore rich velvets or brightcoloured broadcloths, cut to the national pattern ; others
wore the national dress made of the finest kinds of
home material, and a few there were who had adopted a
semi-European style of costume, a n ill-judged mixture,
which did not show to advantage amongst the handsomer
ancl more costly native costumes. Next to the riders, the
horses attracted our attention. They were all uncommonly well mounted. The quality of the horse with
most seemed to be a greater object of solicitude than
either that of their dress or their arms. The favourite
weapon mas a dagger stuck sideways in the folds of the
waistband ; but many wore a sword hung a t the side,
and some carried an English rifle or a native matchlock
slung over the shoulder or across the back.
I
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At first starting there was a slight confusion, owing to
the eagerness of all parties to occupy the foremost ranks ;
but our troop of regular cavalry, forming a line on each
side of our party, kept the crowd from pressing too closely
upon us, whilst the company of infantry, marching ahead,
kept the road clear.
Our path led across a succession of corn-fields and
kctrez streams, and passing between the villages of Dih
Khojah and Hodera, took us round by the Bardurrani
gate to the north side of the city. We proceeded along
this, past the Hazrat-ji shrine and the city cemetery, and
then turning down the other side, turned off from the
Topkhana gate, and crossing the pdttio canals, entered .the
road leading from the Herat gate westward to the garden of Rahmdil Khan. I n e n I was here in 1857-58, with
Lumsden's mission to the court of the heir-apparent, the
late Sardar Ghulam Hydar Khan, this road was adorned
by an avenue of tall poplar-trees. I now missed them,
and inquiring the cause of their disappearance, was told
that they had been, one by one, cut down, and used as
fuel by the townspeople during the troublous times following on the death of Dost Muhammad.
As we proceeded we found the latter half of the road,
this erst avenue, was lined by a large body of troops, and
behind them, in a field to the left, was drawn up a half
battery of artillery. The troops comprised nearly the
whole of the Kandahar garrison, and were paraded in the
following order :-First, a regiment of regular cavalry, of
which a troop was on duty with our party, next three
regiments of regular infantry (two of Kabulis and one
of Kandaharis), and lastly, a small body of Kandahar
militia The men were not as fine a body as I had expected to see, judging from the company that hacl
escorted us from Peshh. These men belonged to one
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of the Kabul regiments, and had evidently been picked
for the duty, for the purpose of making an impression.
Their colonel, Taj Muhammad, Ghilzai, had come down
with the Saggid to meet us at the CalSt border, and was
evidently proud of his men, and somewhat 'enthusiastically
nsed to try and persuade us that all the Kabul army were
just as fine, if not superior fellows.
We now saw the rest of the regiment to which they
belonged, for there was no possibility of mistaking i b
identity, their uniform of its kind being unique. Their
uniform was a tight jacket and trousers, cut on the old
English pattern, but of a striped material called ticken,
the same as is used for making mattress-cases at home.
The head-dress was the native quilted conical a p or
with a boss of scarlet wool stuck on to its point.
The other Katruli re,aiment wore red jackets, and the
h d a h a r i one a uniform of dingy yellow colour. The
militia were the most sensibly dressed of all, and, enwsed
in their great sheepskin coats, lookeci the only comfortable people on the parade.
As we came u p to the troops, a startling object pranced
his horse to the front of the line, and gave the word for a
general salute, but the words were not yet out of his
mouth, when our horses stood stock-still, and, pricking
their ears, commenced snorting with fear. Our own
persuasive measures, aided by the banging of the guns
close beside us, presently overcame their objections, and
they shied and s h d e d past the object of their terrorwhom we now discovered to be no other than our roadcompanion, Colonel Taj Muhammad-in no very dignified
manner. The Colonel had left us, on approaching the
city, to superintend the arrangements for the parade, and
he now completely took us by surprise by the wonclerful
change in his dress. A Russian-pattern forage-cap, with
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a broad gold band and straight peak, adorned his head,
but the body was covered by a capacious overcoat of
chessboard pattern, in great squares of brightest red,
white, and blue. Having passed him, our steeds recovered their equanimity, which was more than we had,
and enabled the General to acknowledge the honours
of " dipped colours" and " God save the QueenJ' with
becoming grace and dignity.
At the end of the line we ran the gantlet of another
apparition similar to the first, and entered Rahmdil Khan's
garden, where his summer pdace had been prepared for
our reception. Sardars 3fblir Afid Khan and Nth Muhammad Khan conducted us to our quarters, and after
partaking of some tea and sweets that had been provided for our refreshment, took their leave of us, and
we saw no more of them here. The first thing we did
on being left alone was to stop the pendulums of no less
than five American clocks, which, whether they figured or
not, most decidedly ticked, and that too with a vigour and
rapidity that gave rise to the surmise that they were
racing to make up for lost time, having been only just
wound up and set agoing for the occasion.

C H A P T E R V.

WE hdtcd four days at Kandahar to recruit our cattle,
and replace the broken-down ones by new purchases.
Our entertainment all this time mas most hospitable, and
was really more than we could conveniently endure. The
apartments were luxuriously furnished with Persian carpeB, Herat felts, and Kttshrnir embroideries. Several
mloured glass globes were suspended &om the ceiling,
and every niche that was not already occupied by an
American clock-and there were some ten or twelve such
-was ornamented with a glass lamp. The clocks were
dl of the same pattern, and brightly gdded all over, and,
together with the g l o b and lamps, appeared to form
part of an investment ventured in this yet barbarous
region by some enterprising merchant with a partiality
for " Yankee notions."
We had hardly been left alone in our pdatial quurtrtelv
when a succession of huge trays of all sorts of sweetmeats
began to arrive. Each was borne in by two servants,
one supporting each end, and deposited one d t e r the other
on the floor. The array waa quite alarming, for I knew
they would go to our servants for disposal, and was
certain they would exceed the bounds of prudence and
moderation ; a surmise in which I was not far wrong, for
nearly all of them had to undergo a physicking before
we set out on our onward journey. One of the trays in
particular attracted our attention, on account of the
variety of ~0010gicalforms itS surfacc \I'M crowded with.
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We dubbeci it " X o d s Ark," and kept it till our departure, partly from a suspicion that the different species of
animals might not all be good for the food of man, and
partly as an amusing specimen of the artistic skill of the
confectioners of Kandahw. Much cannot be said for
their proficiency in the art of moulding. Their -,if
generally left a good deal for the imagination to supplement before their identity could be srttisfactorily brought
home to the mind ; but some, with even the most liberal
allowance of fancy, were altogether beyond recognition.
One figure in particular trorded us much amusement
from its puzzling resemblance to several totally distinct
animals, and various were the speculations hazarded as
to its real prototype. Looked a t on one side, i t was
proxlounccd to be a hare, but this was negatived by
the lcngtll of its tail. Then it was suggested that it
was meant to represent a wolf; but this was objected
to on account of the square form of the head and face.
" Perhaps it 's a tiger," observed one of our attendants.
" Pcrhal>s i t is," said Ghulam Ahmad,
the General's
BIunsl~i," or any other animal you like to call it. The
rnntcri:il is the same, and just as good under either name."
This was a well-directed hint to the servants, some of
whom he observed were inclined to differ in opinion as to
tlie respective qualities of the different mathematical
figures anti animal forms which were about to be divided
amongst thcm. " Yes," chimed in his assistant, " whether
disc or dinmonci, sun or star, the sugar of all is alike, and
the pistacio paste equally thick ; whether elephant, ox, o r
IIOMC,tlie candy is alike transparent in all, whilst the
diffcrc~icein size is nothing to what it is between t h e
real animulu. "
Aftcr tlicw encouraging sigris of a peaceable &vision
of tlic spoils, \\-c wcrc glad to see thc t n y s rcmovcd, for
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their size and number incommoded our movements. On
their removal, an excellent zujdfat, or cooked dinner,
\ras served up Afghan fashion, and with the profusion of
Afghan hospitality. The principal dish, as a matter of
whole sheep stuffed with a rich
course, was the pu&a
md savoury store of pistacio and almond kernels, with
raisins, dried apricots, and preserved plums, kc., and concealed under a tumulus of rice mixed with pomegranate
seeds, caraways, eardamums, and other aids to digestion,
ad reeking with appetising perfumes. Around it were
placed, in crowded confusion, a most substantial array
of comestibles, the variety and excellence of which were
rather puzzling to inquiring foreigners with only limited
powen of digestion. There was the yukhni, the mattanjan, and the comur, the kdiib, the cuimii, and the
ddt, with the phi&, and falddn, and the nucl by way
of dessert, together with sherbets of sorts, sweet preserres and sour preserves, and bread in the forms of the
ncin,pariita, bdkir-Wldni, and tuaki. Our host, the Saggid, with an inviting bismillah (" In the name of God,"
USXI
as an invitation to commence any act), stretched
forth his hand winst the puliio, and we followed suit,
but without making the smallest impression on the
avoury heap before us. With this as a secure foundation, we dipped from dish to dish to make acquaintance
with their contents. Each had particular merits of its
own, but as only an Afghan palate can distinguish them,
of c o r n they were not appreciated by us. The Saggid,
who had seen a good deal of the English in India, and
was familiar with our mode of living, was careful to point
out the dishes most resembling our own ; but alas I for
the prejudice of human nature, I could trace no points of
&ity,
and would have preferred a good muttonchop and some mealy potatoes to all the rich chef
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d'ceuwres of the Afghan culinary science that loaded the
table. As a nation the Afghans are gross feeders. They
eat largely and consume astonishing quantities of fatty
matter. The merit of any particular dish with them
depends more up011the quantity and quality of the melted
butter or fat in which it s w i m than on the tenderness
or flavour of the flesh, and the more rancid the fatty
matter is, the more highly is it esteemed. This is particularly the case amongst the peasantry and the nomads,
amongst whom it is an ordinary occurrence to dispose of
the tail of a dumba sheep between three or four mouths
at a single meal. The tail of this variety of sheep is a
mass of pure fat, and weighs from six to eighteen pounds.
The hardy out-door life they l e d requires that they
should havc a certain amount of carbonaceous pabulum
in their food ; and as by their religion they are debarred
from the use of fermcnteci liquors, the deficiency is very
probably supplied by the abundant use of fat and butter.
At all events, they lay great stress on a liberal supply of
roghan, or grease, in all their food, and to its plentiful
use, I believe, is to be attributed their physical superiority, combined, of course, with the influences of climate,
which, taken alone, are not suilicient to account for their
large limbs and robust frames.
At length our part of the performance came to a close,
and the row of attendants marching in, camied off the
femt to the side-apartments, where, in the character of
hosts, they entertained our domwtics. The Saggid now
took lcave of us to go to his home in the city, and \\-I:
put out most of the lamps and candles, that filled thc room
with a painful glare, and increased its already close temperature.
Tho Afghans have no idea of domestic comfort or rcfinemcnt according to tllc European stnndanl, nor h;wc

they any taste in the arrangement of their houscs. The
rooms prepared for us, though full of costly aud redly
fine specimens of native manufacture, were yet singularly
deficient in comfort and tasteful.decoration. The Sag&
and his coadjutor here, General Safdar Ali, had accomp a n i d the Amir Sher Ali Khan on his visit to India in
the spring of 1869, for the conference a t Amballa, and
they now attempted to light up our quarters here after
the fashion they had seen in our houses in India. Lamps
and candles \vithout stint mere lighted, and set wherever
there was room to stand them, without reference to the
m o u n t of light required, or the proper places for exhibiting it. Consequently, the room, which was entirely unventilated, except 'through the doorways opening into
side-chambers, speedily became insupportably hot and
st-,
so much so, that we were obliged before we
could go to sleep to open all the doors ancl let a draught
of the cold frosty night air through the house.
Next morning we rode out wit11 thc Saggid and
General Safdar Ali to visit the gold-mine at the foot of
the hills to the north of the city. The mine is situated
in a small creek running up north-east into an angle
formed by a spur projecting on to the Kandahar plain
from the Baba JVali range. The hills are of a very hard
and compact blue limestone, but the surface of the creek
and the adjoining. plain is a coarse gravel, containing
h m m e n t s of greenstone, hornblende, quartz, and micaschist. Coursing down the centre of the creek is a
tortuous little water-course, now clry, and with only a
few ~ e a t h of
s snow lying under the shade of its rough
conglomerate banks.
The mine is situated half-way up the creek, and on its
southern side, close to the ritlgc of blue limestone. I t is
a wide excav:ltion straight down into tlie soil, ant1 in a
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soft easily-worked rock, quite different from any in the
vicinity. The piles of excavated rock heaped up round
the mouth of the pit presented a remarkable variety of
colours,amongst which black, blackish-green, bluish-green,
reddish-orange and fawn colour were the most prominent.
I examined several of these stones, and found them to consist of particles of greensand, hornblende, felspar, quartz,
and mica, bound together in a gritty ferruginous clay.
The formation appears to be one of decomposed sienite,
and is sufficiently compact to require blasting in the excavation.
We descended into the great irregular pit by a steep
path in its side, and saw the miners at work. The process is very rough, and simply this : A vein of quartz, from
three or four inches to only half an inch or less thick, is
exposed in the rock, either by the use of the pickaxe or by
the aid of gunpowder. The workmen then examine the
vein with the naked eye, and if any particles of gold are
detected, they are removed, with the surrounding portion
of matrix, by means of a chisel and hammer. The golddust thus removed is collected by each workman separately in small baskets, and taken to the city, where i t
is treated for the separation of the precious metal, as will
be described presently.
An immense number of quartz veins traverse the rock
in all directions, and in several of them we saw the
compressed flakes of gold in situ. In two or three
instances the metal was in thick lumpy masses, n m l y
the size of an almond. The pit is about one hundred
and twenty feet long, by thirty or forty wide, and about
eighty feet deep in the centre. Its sides are sloping and
irregular, owing to the tracing up of veins for a short
ciistance in different directions. There must bc an
immense n~nount,of waste in this rough process, and no
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doubt the heaps of excavated rock lying about the mouth
of the pit would yield to the experienced miner a very
profitable return.
The mine was discovered in 1860 in the following manner. A shepherd boy, tending his flock at graze on the
creek, picked up a bit of quartz studded with granules of
gold. He took it home to his father, who cmied it to
a b d u to see if he could get anything for it. The
Hindu, true to the instincts of his race, in whom the love
ofgold is an innate quality, at once recopised the value
of the discovery, and gradually, after his own fashion, got
out of the lad's father the exact spot on which the specimen was discovered. His next step was to apprise the
Governor, and the site was at once explored. At a few
feet blow the superficial gravel, the femginous formation of disintegrated quartz and sienite above described
was exposed, and in the veins on its surface gold was discovered. The site was at once claimed as crown property,
and work was forthwith commenced by Government.
The mine has now bcen worked nearly twelve years,
but with several intermissions. For the first two or three
J& it is said to have yielded very abundantly. I t is now
farmed by a contractor, at an annual rental of five thousand rupees, or five hundred pounds. The yearly cost
of working it is set down at another five hundred
pounds, but this is palpably a gross exaggeration. The
profits, it is ~retended,hardly cover rent and working
charges, though the reverse is pretty generally believed to
be the fact, notwithstanding the contractor's solemn proteatations to the contrary, and his bold appeals to God, his
prophet, and all the saints as witnesses to the truth of his
assertions. There is little doubt that the mine, worked
crs it is now even, is a really profitable speculation ; but in
a country such as this, where life and property arc pro-
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verbially insecure, it would Le most unsafe to admit the
truth, for to do so would assuredly provoke the cupidity
of the ruler, whose despotic wi1l:brooks no hindrance in the
accomplishmcnt of his desire, be it just or unjust. Hence it
is that all cla~qcsbelow the nobility, and not a few even
among that favoured class, as a precautionary mfeguwd,
assume an appearance of poverty, and by common consent
~ r o f a n etheir most mcred characters for the support of a
falsehood which is apparent to all.
Under the difficulties of such a position it is impossible
for the stranger to arrive a t an approximcttion to the truth.
But that the mine does pay under the disadvantageous
conditions mentioned, is best evidenced by the fact of its
continued operation. We had no opportunities during
our short stay here of ascertaining the extent of the
auriferous formation, disclosed by the excavation of the
mine. But as the surface g a v e l of the plain north of the
cit#y is of the same ch'zncter as that on the creek in
which the mine is situated, it may be ~re,zsonableto
suppose that the gold-yielding stmtum extends for some
distm~ceunder the alluvium of the plain. If this be so,
K,mdaha.r is clcstinecl to prove a valuable acquisition to
its futtuc pose.wrs Under Europan exploration and
skilled working, it would ussuredly produce an hundredfold of what it hns hitherto done. For in the creek i ~ w l f
only one pit h:w hen dug a t the actual spot on which the
nlct:d wns k t discovend. All the rest of the surf3ce is
vet ~ n t o u ~ h ta11
~ l ,under the existing government of the
country it is destined to nbmain so.
On lt.,?viug the mine wc p 1 ~ 1though the B 3 b Wali
rid* to the shrine of the same name, dculicatcd to the
p t n m s ~ of tK.md:\h;u, for a ricw of the w d h b
valley. tlic mcwt poln~lous and fcrtilc district of the
whole pnwiacc. Fn)in i t s s0un.c iu thc hill3 north-\vest
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of Ghazni, to its junction with the Tarnak at DoGb, it
has thirty-one villages on the right bank, and thirty-four
on the left. They are mostly occupied by Popalzai and
Alikozai Durranis. Though now seen in the depth of winter, the v'alley has a remarkably prosperous and fertile
Wali range by a
look. We returned through the ~b
recently-made carriage-road blasted through the rock, in
the t m k of an old pass a little to the west of the one
we entered by. On return to our quarters, we found
the miners ready with their implements and a small
stock of quartz to show us the process by which they
extracted the gold. The process appeared very simple
<and efficacious. The bits of quartz, ascertained by the
eyesight to contain particles of gold, arc first coarsely
pounded between stones, and then reduced to powder in
rm ordinary handmdl. The powder is next placed on a
reed winnowing tray, and shaken so as to separate the
particles of gold and finer dust from the grit. From the
latter the larger bits of gold are picked out and thrown
into a crucible, and melted with the aid of a few grains of
Loruxjun. When melted it is poured into an iron trough,
previously greased, or rather smeared, with oil, and a t
once cools into an ingot of bright gold. The fine dust
left on the winnow is thrown into an earthen jar furnished with a wide mouth. The jar is then half filled with
water and shaken about a little while. The whole is then
stirred with the hand and the turbid water poured off.
This process is repented four or five times, till the water
ceases to become turbid. A small quantity of quicksilver
is next added to the residue of sand, some fresh water is
poured on, and the whole stirred with the hand. The
water and particles of sand suspended in it are then
poured off, and the quicksilver amalgam left at the
bottom of the vessel is removed to a strong piece of
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cloth, and twisted tightly till the quicksilver is expressed
ns much as it thus can be. 'The mass of gold alloy is
then put into a crucible with a few grains of borax,
and melted over a charcoal fire. The molten mass is
finally poured into the iron trough mentioned, and at
once solidifies into a small bar of bright gold. Such was
the process gone through in our presence. Even in this
there was a good deal of waste, owing to the rejection of
the coarser grit. With proper crushing machinery there
is no doubt the yield would be considerably increased.
This afternoon we receiv;d a post vid KhozdAr and
CalBt, with dates from Jacobabad up to the 28th January.
The courier described the route as almost closed by snow
in S h a and Peshin, where, it seems, more snow has fallen
since our passage over the Khojak. Whilst rending our
papers, General Safdar Ali was announced. He brought
a m r , or present, on the part of the Amir for General
Pollock, as the representative of the British Government.
I t consisted of fifteen silk bags ranged on a tray, and
each bag containecl one thousand Kandahari rupees, the
value of which is about a shilling each.
A north-west wind has prevailed nearly all day, anti
the air is keen and frosty. During the night 1)oisterous
gusts of wind disturbed our slumbers and threatened to
overturn some of the tall trees in our garden. I n the
forenoon we visited the ruins of Shahri Kuhna or Husen
Shahr, the " old city," or " city of Husen." The latter
name it derives from the last of its sovereigns, Mir Husen,
Ghilzai, the second son of the celebrated Mfr Wais, an(\
brother of Mir Mnhmbd, the invader of Persia, and the
destroyer of the Saffair dynasty by the wanton massacre
in cold blood of nearly one hundred members of the
royal family.
The city nTastaken and dcqtroycd by NBdir Shah 111

1738, after a long siege, during which the Afghan defenders displayed such conspicuous bravery that N a i r
largely recruited his army from amongst them, and advanced on his victorious career towards India.
On our way to the ruins we visited the shrine of Sultan
Wais, and examined the g c a t porphyry bowl supposed
to be the begbcring-pot of Fo or Budh. It is a circular
bowl four feet wide, and two feet deep in the centre
(inside measurement), and the sides are four inches thick.
When struck with the knuckle, the stone, which is a
hard compact black porphyry, gives out a clear metallic
ring. The interior still bears very distinct marks of the
chisel, and on one side under the rim b c m a Persian
inscription in two lines of very indistinct letters, amongst
which the words Shuhrydr (or Prince)' JaZdhddin are
recognisable, as also the word i%ribh or " date." The
exterior is covered with Arabic letters in four lines, below
which is an ornamental border, from which grooves con\-erge to a central point at the bottom of the bowl.
JIany of the words in the inscription were recognised as
Pewim, but we had not time to decipher it. General
Pollock had an accurate transcript of the whole preparecl
by a ~ c r i hin the city, and forwarded it, I believe, to
Sir John Kaye.
The keeper of the shrine could tell us nothing about
the history of this curious relic, except that it, and a
smaller one with handles on each sicle, which was carriecl
away by the British in 1840, had been brought here by
Haznt Ali, but from where nobody knows. Possibly it
may have come from Peshfn, which in documents is still
written Foshanj and Foshin.
The bowl now rests against the trunk of an old mulberry-tree in a corner of the enclosure of the tomb of
Sultan Wais. The trunk of the tree is studcled all ovcr
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with huncireds of iron nails and wooden pegs, like the
trees described on the march to Hykalzai. About the
enclosure were lying a number of p e a t balls, chiselled
out of solid blocks of limestone. The largest were about
fourteen inclies in cliameter, and the smaller ones five or
six inches only. Tliey were, our attendants informed us,
some of the balls used in ancient sieges of the adjoining city in the time of the Arabs. They were propelled
by a machine called ma7ljclnic in Arabic-a sort of hdlista or catapult.
From the ruins of the old city we went on to those of
Nadirabad, now surrounded by marshes caused by the
overflow of irrigation canals, and returned to our quarters
by the southern side of the present city, or hhmad Shahi.
The fortifications have lxen recently repaired nnd fresh
plastered, and have been strengthened by the construction
of a series of redoubts, called Khct burj.
12th Fcbrwtry.-We
visited the city this afternoon
with the Snggid and General Safdar Ali. Wc entered at
the Herat gate, and a t the ChArsd turned to the left u p
the Shahi bazaar, and crossing the pmdc-ground, where
we received a %%luteof fifteen guns, passed into the Arg
or " citxdcl," which was our prison-house for thirteen
montl~swlien I n-as here in 1857-58 with Lumsden's
mission. I say prison-Iiouse, because we could never
move outside it but once a day for exercise, and then
accompanicd by a strong guard, as is described in my
" Journal of a Rlission to Afghanistan in 1857-58." From
the citadel we went to see the tomb of Ahmad Shah,
Durrani, the founder of the city, and thence passing out
at the Topkhana gnte, returned to our quarters in the
garden of the late Suclnr Rahmdil Khan.
Tlie main I>aza,ars had eviclcntly h e n put in order for
our rieit. The streets h'd been swept, and the shops

stocked with a very varied assortment of merchandise
and domestic wares, which were now displayed to the
Lest advantage. The sides of the main thoroughfare
were lined with a picturesque crowd of citizens and
foreigners, brought here by their trade ~allmgs. The
demeanour of the crowd was quiet and orderly, and their
looks were expressive of good-will; which is more than
could be said of any similar crowd in the bazaars of
Peshawar, its was very justly remarked a t the time by
General Pollock. As me passed along, I now and again
caught a finger pointing a t me with " Hcighah dai"
("That's him"); and in the C h h f i , where we had to pick
our Kay through a closely packed crowd, I mas greeted
~ i t hmore than one nod of recognition, and the familiar " Jwhasted 8 " (" Are jou well ? ") " Khzish dn~adad"
YOUare welcome"), kc.
The citadel, which is now occupied by Sarclar Mir
Afml Khan, Governor of Farrah, and his family, is in
a very decayed and neglected state, and the court of the
public audience hall is disgracefully filthy. The court
and qu'arters formerly occupied by the mission of 1857
are now tenanted by General Safdar Ali, the Amir's
military governor of the city.
From the citadel me pas3ed through the artillery lines,
a wretched collection of half-ruined and tumbledown
howls, choked with dung-heaps, horse litter, and filth
of every description, and turned off to the Ahmad ShAhi
mausoleum. The approach to it is over an uneven bit of
ground, which is one mass of ordure, the stench from
which was perfectly dreadful. I t quite sickened us, and
kept us spitting till we got out into the open country
again. The tomb, like everything else here, appears
neglected and fast going to decay. The stone platform
on which it stands is broken at the edges, and the steps
('I
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l e d i n g up to it, though only three or four, are suffered
to crumble under the feet of visitors without an attempt
a t repair. The dome has a very dilapidated look from
the falling off here and there of the coloured tiles that
cover it, whilst those that are still left make the disfigurement the more prominent by their bright glaze. Where
uncovered, the mortar is honeycombed by the nests of a
colony of blue pigeons, which have here found a safe mylum even from their natural enemies of the hawk species
The interior is occul)iecl by a central tomb, under which
repose, in the odour of sanctity-though those surrounding
it are anything but sanctifiecl-the ashes of the first and
greatest of the Durrani kings. Near it are some smaller
tombs, the grnvcs of various members of the king's family.
The cupola is very taskfully clecorated by a fine Arabesque
gilding, in which run all round the sides-the dome being
sulq)ortecl on an octagonal builcling-a series of quotations
from the Cudn. These, in the light admitted through
the fine reticulations of the lattice windows, appeared
remarkable fresh and bright, though untouched since their
first production a ccl~turyago. We doffed our hats as
we e~itcredtlie sacred precincts, as our attendants took
off tllcir shoes at the threshold, excepting only the Saggid
and General Safclar Ali and Colonel Taj hfuhammad,
who mere much too tightly strapped in their odd compounds of Asiatic and European military uniforms t o
attempt any such disarrangement of their evidently
unaccustomed habiliments. The mujntuurir, or keeper
of the slirinc-for :tmongst this saint-loving people the
tenant of so grand a tomb could liarclly escape being
converted into so holy a chrtractcr-was quite pleased a t
this mark of respect on our part, and made himself very
agreeable l ~ his
y ~ ~ e l c o mand
c rcatliness to afford information. " I kno~v,"said hc, with a hmty and timid glance

st the shoddcn feet of our companions, " that this is the
manner in which Europeans testify their reverence for
holy places. The officers who visited this tomb when the
British army was here observed the same custom, and
always uncovered the head on entering beneath this roof.
It is quite correct. Every nation has its own customs ;
you uncover the head, and we uncover the feet. I n
either case, respect for the departed great is the object,
and by either observance it is manifested. It is all right."
The old man told us he was seventy-two years old, and
had not been beyond the precincts of the tomb for the
last thirty years. It waa his world. He had not been
as far as the bazaars in all this time, nor had he seen the
tantonments built by the British outside the city. This
sounds incredible, but I don't think it improbable, for 1
know of three or four instances amongst the Yusufzais of
the Peshawar valley, in which old men have assured mc
that in their whole lives they had never moved beyond
the limits of their own villages, not even so far as to visit
the next village, hardly three miles distant. How the
old mujawwir managed to exist so long-for one can
hardly say live with propriety-in this vile stinking corner of this filthy city, is not to be understood except on
the explanation of habit becoming second nature. Both
the confinement and the atmosphere had however left
their mark upon him, and had blanched his gaunt sickly
mmge 'as white aa the beard that graced his tall lank
figure.
From the mausoleum R-e passed through a quarter of
the city which had evidently not been prepared for our
visit. The narrow lanes were filthy in the extreme, the
s h o p were very poorly stocked, and altogether the place
looked oppressed, as indeed it is, by the unpaid, ill-clad,
and hungry soldiery we found lounging about its allcys.
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We were glad to pass out of the Topkhana gate, and once
more breathe the fresh air of the open country.
From what we saw on this occasion, and from what me
heard during our short stay here, there is no doubt that
the condition of Kandahn, as regards population and
prosperity, is even worse than it was when I was residing
here fourteen yeam ago. The oppression of its successive
governors, the frequent military operations in this direction, and the location of a strong body of troops in the
city during the last den or twelve years, has almost completely ruined the place, and has reduced the citizens to
a state of poverty bordering on despair.
The discontent of the people is universal, and many a
secret prayer is offered up for the speedy return of the
British, and many a sigh expresses the regret that they
ever left the countiy. Our just rule and humanity, our
care of the friendless sick, our charitable treatment of the
poor, and the wealth we scattered amongst the people, are
now remembered with gratitude, and e q e r is the hope
of our return. This is not an exaggerated picture, and
speaks well for the philanthropic character of the she*
lived British rule in this province, when we consider
that our occupation of the country was but a m
h
w
aggression. But even if they had never had a practical
experience of British rule, the desire of the Kandnhc*
for the return of our authority and extension of the
British government to their proviuce, is explained by the
glowing accounts they receive from their returning merchants of the prosperity, happiness, and liberty that ~ i i ! ~
in India, whilst they render them more impatient ofthe
tyranny under which they are forced to groan.
Hundreds of families, it is said, have left the city dminb"
the laat ten years, to seek t11ci.r fortune under more
favourable rulers. The city is said to c o u b five
\

L

thousand houses, but fully a third part of it is either
deserted o r in ruins, and the population does not exceed
eighteen thousand, if it even reaches that number. Indeed
it is astonishing how the city holds out so long under the
anomalous circumstances of its government and the illrestrained license of an unpaid soldiery.
I was told by a non-commissioned o5cer of the Corps
of Guides, who was now spending his furlough here
amongst his relations, and whom I formerly knew when
I was with that regiment, that the condition of t,he
people was deplorable. Hearing of our approach, hc
came out to meet us at &fund Hissar, and attended daily
at our quarters during our stay here. Prom him I learned
that numbers of the citizens were anxious to see the
General, and represent their grievances to him ; and that
hundreds, remembering the charitable dispensary I had
opened here during my former visit, were daily endeavouring to gain admittance to our quarters for medicine and
advice regarding their several ailments and afflictions, but
that both classes were prohibited by the sentries posted
round us with strict orders to prevent the people from
holding any communication with us, lest we should hear
their complaints, and what they had to say against our
hosts.
The city is now governed by three sets of rulers, each
independent of the other, but all answerable to the Amir.
Thus General Safdar Ali is the military governor. His
troops are six months in arrears of pay, and make up the
deficiency by plundering the citizens. His nephew (sister's
son), Sultan Muhammad, is the civil governor. He has
to pacify the townspeople under their troubles, and to
screw from them the city dues or taxes. Then there is
Xlir Ali, the son of Sardar Sher Ali Khan, the late
governor, who is himself just, now a t Kabul rendering an
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account of his recent charge. He is a luxurious youth,
clad in rich velvets and cloth of gold, and on behalf of his
father collects the revenues outside the city The consequence of this triangular arrangement is that the people
.are effectually crushed and bewildered. They know not
who are their rulers, and in vain seek redress from one to
the other, only to find themselves fleeced by wch in turn.
As my informant pathetically remarked, "There is no
pleasure in life here. Tlie baz'aar you saw to-day is not
the everyday bazaar. There is no trade in the place.
How should there be any ? The people have no money.
I t has all been taken from them, and where it goes to
nobody knows. There is no life (or spirits) left in the
people. They are resigned to their fate, till God answers
their prayers, and sends them a new set of dm."
Truly their condition is such as to call for pity. I
observed, in our progress through the city, that the people
had a sickly appearance compared with the generality of
Afghans, and \\-ore a subdued timid look, altogether at
variance with the national character. he^ are, as we
heard from more than one source, only waiting a change
of masters. In thcir present temper, anybody would be
welcomed by the Kandaharis, even a frcsh set of their
own rulcrs would afford them a temporary relief; but a
foreigner, whether British, Persian, or Russian, they would
hail with clelight, and their city would fall to the invader
without even much show of resistance, for the garrison
could look for no support from the people they had so
hardly oppressed.
The Government of Kandahar, besides the city and
suburbs, includes about two hundred villages. Altogether
they yield m annual revenue of about twenty-two laks of
rupees to the Amir's treasury. Of this total, about nine
laks arc derived from the city dues and taxes. Almost

the whole of this sum is expended on thc civil aucl
military establishments of the government, so that very
Little finds its way to the imperial treasury. The revenue
is not all collected in cash ; on the contrary, a considerable
proportion is taken in kind, such as corn, cattle, sheep,
and so forth ; and the collcction of much of this last is
avoided, as far as government is concerned, by the issue of
bncls, or banit, on the peasantry and lcmdholders, to the
extent of their dues of revenue.
These bonds arc distributed amongst the civil and military officials in lieu of
wages. They exact their full dues, and extort as much
more as their official influence and the submission of the
peasantry enable them to do. The system is one of thc
worst that can be imagined, leads to untold oppression,
a n d is utterly destructive of the peace and prosperity of
thc country.
During the last two days a number of workmen have
l m n employed in erecting palisades along the sides of
the tank in front of our quarters, and along the cypress
avenues on each side of it, preparatory to a grand illumination and display of fireworks, fixed for this evening, in
honour of the General's anival here. At seven o'clock,
darkness having set in, the performance of the evening
commenced. Thousands of little lamps, which had been
fixed with d a b of mud a t short intervals along the cross
poles of the palisading, were lighted, and produced a very
pretty effect. Innumerable tapering flames reflected their
long trembling shadows wross the placid surface of the
tank, and lighted the long rows of avenue on either side
with a glare of brilliancy, highly intensified by the im~ e n e t n b l egloom of the close-set sombre foliage above,
and the darkneea of the night-enshrouded vista of the
garden beyond. We had not sufficiently feasted our eyes
on this attractive scene, when its brilliancy was thrown
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into the shade by the noisy eruption of a whole series of
" volcanoes," the contents of which shot out in a rushing
jet of yellow scintillating flakes, and h i s h e d up with a
loud bang, that sometimes exploded, and always overturned the volcano. Flights of rockets, roman cmdleq,
wheels, &c., followed, whilst crackers thrown into the
tank scud about its surface with an angry hissiq,
presently plunging into its depths, and anon rising with
a suffocating gurgle jarring ungratefully on the ears, and
finally expiring in the throes of a death-struggle. There
were besides some elephants, horses, and other nondescript
animals, that were fixed in the foremost places, as masterpieces of the pyrotechnist's art, but the less said of then1
the better. They emitted jets of fire and volumes of smoke
from the wrong places a t the wrong moments, so that,
when moved to combat against each other, their clumsy
shells revealed, as they rocked from side to side in their
efforts to fall, the bare limbs of the human machinq
that struggled to support them in their proper positions
against the shocks of the exploding combustibles emlxdded
in their flanks and extremities. Altogether the display,
though a gmnd effort, and perhaps a feat on the part of
the pyrotechnists of Kandahar, was inferior to what one
sees in India, and in any European capital would h
hissed at as a downright failure. The purpose, however,
11~nsnoways affected by the performance, '2nd the honour
was fully appreciated as a mark of good-will and respect
for the Government it was our privilege t o represent.
The next day wns devoted to the final arrangements
for our departure on the morro~r-. Fresh cattle had been
purchased for our camp and baggage, some new servmts
had been entertained, and it way uecessary now to see
that all were properly equipped ,uld provided for their
journey. During t.hc afternoon IVC had n long intervier
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with some Hindu bankers of the city, from whom we
took a small advance in exchange for notes of hand upon
the Government treasury a t Shikdrplir. They had
correspondents a t Herat, Kabul, Shikhrplir, and Amritsar, but not a t &lashhad, Balkh, or Bukhhra. They confirmed what we had heard from other sources regarding
the oppressed state of the city, and the systematic plundering of the citizens that daily goes on, but said tliat
their own community-the
Hindu traclers-were
not
interfere* with. They assured us that the rich furniture
of our apartments was mostly the confiscated property of
Sarclar Muhammad S h d f Khm, the Amir's rebel brother,
who has just been deported to India as a state prisoncr.
With the timidity and suspicion common to their class
here, they spoke in low tones and with uneasy furtive
glances around ; and presently, when the Saggid came in
for his usual afternoon cup of tea, they were evidently
discomposed, and quickly retired on tlie first symptoms
of acquiescence in their departure. Tlie Saggid brought
us some fine nosegays of blue violets, the familiar scent
of which quite perfumed the room. He found me busily
penning notes, and jocularly remarked, "I know you
people aln~ayswrite down everything you see and hear,
and afterwards publish it to the world. Now pray,
Doctor Sahib, what have you been writing about me ? "
This was en unexpectedly home question ; but following
in his own merry mood, I evaded a direct reply by the
remark that his observation was quite correct ; that as
a nation we were given to writing, and that with some
of us the habit exceeded the bounds of moderation and
utility, and was then called a ccccoethes sscrilendi.
" Very likely, very likely," interposed the SaggicZ ; " no
doubt you people write a p e a t deal more than is of m y
mrthly use, but the habit is not without its merits. Now
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you will have doubtless written clo\\-n all about thc
country you have come through, and will know it better
than its own inhabitants." I here observed that, with
the most careful and leisurely inquiries. we could hardly
expect to attain to such perfection. " Nay, but you clo,"
stlid the Saggid ; "you go riding along and come to a
village. To the first man you meet in it you sap, 'JFThat's
the name of this village ? ' He tells you, and then you
say, ' What do you call that hill ? ' and he gives you it8
name. Out comes your note-book, and clown go the
names, and by and by all the world kno\vs that therc is
such a hill near such a village, a fact nobody else in
the country is aware of except the inhalitants of thc
actual locality."
The Saggid mas as much amused by this telling a r p ntentum ud hornimm as we were, and added, " Now, by
way of illustration, I will tell you what occurred to mc
many years ago, when, i
u ts young man, I \vent to Bangalore with a batch of horses for sale. .4n English officer
who spoke Persian askecl me one day about my country,
ancl when I told him the name of my village, 1le turned
it up in his map, and said, ' Yes, I see. There is a place
ncar it called G a d 3 China.' ' No,' said I, ' there is no
such place ncar it, nor even in the country.' 'Thcre
must Ile,' mai~itainedhe. Well, considering I knew my
own country Lest, 1 thought it useless arguing the p i n t ,
so rem'zined silent, allowing him to have his ow-n way.
\\'hen I returned home anci recounted my adventures in
the Deccan, amongst otl~ersI mentioned this circumstance,
with no very flattering allusion to the English officer's obstinacy. ' You are wrong, Shah Sahib ' (the respectful title
by which Saggicls are aclclressed), said two or t h e e voices.
' Ganda China is the briny bog a t tlie further end of the
hollow behind our hdl.' ' Well,' said I, ' I never knew
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thnt before.' So the English ofticer, you see, knew what
I did not of my native place."
In the following conversation the Saggid, to his credit
be i t recorded, spoke most sensibly, ancl with a freedom
from prejuhce for which we were not prepared. He
lamented the ignorance of his own people, and the
jealousy they evincccl of our learning anything about
their country : " As if," said he, "you could not send any
number of Afghans into it, instructed to bring you whatever information you required regarding it." He very
truly observed thnt we knew more of the history and
topography of his countrj- than the most learned native
in i t could ever hope to do in their present state of
benighted ignorance. As an instance, he mentioned a
discussion a t which he was present a t the Amir's court
ahortly before he set out from Kabul to meet us, in which
not n single member present could tell the exact locality of
C'hinaran, of which they knew nothing more than that it
was a n important fort on the Persian frontier in the time
of Shah Ahmad, but in what part of the frontier nobody
could tell.
14th February.--At noon we set out from h h m d i l
Khan's garden, under n salute of fifteen guns from the
artillery, drawn up for the purpose outside the grnte.
Our route led over fields of young corn, burnt yellow by
the recent hard frosts, ancl across a succession of irrigntion streams to the village of Chihldukhtadn, beyoncl
which we came to the Chihlzina. We alighted here, and
ascended the rock for the sake of the view, which, the
weather being fine and clear, was very distinct and extensive over the plain to the eastward and northwestw
I n the former direction, the furthest point seen
was the snow-topped peak of Surghar, on the further side
of which we were told lies the Abistada lake. To the
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north-west is the great snowy range of Shah Bfacsfid,
closing the prospect by a lofty ridge running from northeast to south-west. Beyond it lies the Derawat valley.
On descending we took leave of General Safdar Ai,
who returned to Kandahar with a troop of regular cavalry,
and proceeded in company with the Saggid and Calonel
Taj &Muhammad, escorted by a company of read= infantry, and a party of two hundred and fifty irre,rrular
horse, fine active fcllonrs, very well mounted, and generally well armed. At a short distance we passed between
the villagm of 1Iir B a z k on the left and Gundi&n on
the right. This last is built on a couple of artificial
mounds, and is noteworthy as being the only Shia village
of Parsiwans in the whole province. Beyond these the
road skirts a ridge of rocky hills to the left, and has the
village of RlurghSn some way off to the right, where flo\\-s
the river Argandgb. Further on we came to an extensive roadside p v e y a r d , in which the tomb of the celebrated R l i r Wais, Ghilzai, forms the most prominent object, a3 much from the height of its cupola above the more
humble tombs around, as from the state of its decay and
neglect. Passing these and the adjoining K o h k s h dlage, we camped a mile beyond on an open gravelly patch
between the Kohkardn hill and the river bank, having
marched seven miles from Kandahar.
On approaching KohkarSn, the lord of the manor, S d , w
Nfir Muhammad Khan, came out to meet us, and invited
us to his fort for refreshment; but aa it stood a little way
out of our road, we politely declined, and he accompanied
our party into camp, ~ 1 1 e rhis
e servants presently m i r e d
with trays of food of sorts, and amongst the dishes a huge
bowl of the national cumit, which is, I believe, a close
relation to the sour kraut of the Germans. Sardar Nfir
Muhammad Klian is a son of the late Tymfir Culi Khan,
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own brother of the late IVazir Path Khan, BBrakzai. He
is reputed as being one of the wealthiest of the Afghan
nobles, and has always adhered loyally to the cause of
the present Amir during the long period of his trials and
adversities. During the siege of Herat by the late Amir
Dost ?Juhammacl Khan, he was imprisoned and tortured
by ShbawCiz Khan (who continued the defence after the
death of his father, Sultan Ahmad Khan), on the suspicion
of being a secret partisan of the Dost's. He now told me
that he was a t the time in command of the Herat garriqon,
and that God alone preserved his life. On the fall of
Herat in May 1863, ShahnawL fled to the Persians, and
h
e their pensioner a t TahrBn. His brother, Sikandar
ban, fled to T u r k i s h , and took service with the Russians, by whom he was treated with distinction, and sent
to St Petersburg. Another brother, Abdullah Khan, fell
into the Amir's hands, and being a youth of some parts,
KU sent t o reside a t Kabul under surveillance.
Sard'ar R'b Muhammad Khan had accompanied the
Amir Sher Ali in !a his
and shared his misfortunes. H e spoke in the gloomiest words of the future
prospects of his country, and seemed glad to retire from
the troubles of public life to the solitude and quiet of his
country-seat. He had been here about twenty months,
and seldom irent beyond his own domain. He came out
to meet us with Sardar Blir Afzul Khan's isticbd horn
Bmdahar, but except on such occasions he seldom even
goes to the city.
He is a fine, blunt, and honest Afghan, with prepossessing looks and very hospitable manners. His time is
mostly spent in improving his castle, to which he has
just added an extensive range of stables for the hundred
horses his stud consists of. He is said to possess some
of the best Arab, Baloch, and Turliman horses in the
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country. He waa mountecl on a beautiful Arab liimself,
and by his side rode an attendant mounted on a p 3 t
Turkman of wonderful strength and fleetness, as hhe
proved to us by putting the animal to its full speed moss
the plain.
He told us that this winter w,?s the severest season
known to have occurred during the past twenty yeas,
and, as an instance of its severity, assured us that the
black partridges in his vineyards had d l been killed b~
the cold, numbers having h e n founcl lying dead upon
the snow.
Prom our camp we have a full view of the A r p d 6 b
valley, arid the crowd of villages and gardens along the
course of its river. Numcrous canals are d r a m off £rom
its stream for purposes of irrigation, and for the water
supply of Kanclahar. To the northward the valley extends in a wide upland pasture tract to the foot of the
ridge of hills scprating it from the acljoining KhSkrez
valley. The hills have a very barren look, and are
crossed by several passes practicable
footmen only.
Prom Kuhkardn
marched eighteen miles, and
camped on the roadside between Hanz hiaddad Khan
and Sang His.&. At a short distance from camp we
crossctl L: dccp irrigation canal, and a t once cleqcended a
stcc.1) clay 1)ank into tlic beil of the tirgnnddb river. The
channel licrc is very wicie and llouldcr-strewed, and the
rivcr flo\vs through iti3 centre, and there are I~esidestw-o
little streams, oric under each bank. The current is
strong and stirrup-deep. \\'c found hundreds of wildfowl ancl coolan along the pools bordering the river; and
I went off with Colorlcl Taj lllullnmmad and shot a fentea1 and purse-nccks. The coolan were much too vigilant to allow us to get witliirl range. During the hot\~catlicrrains, this river s ~ ~ c lillto
l s a raging torrent, and

is cjuite irnpwsalle for three or four clays togetlier. The
farther bank of the river is low, and lined by an irrigation canal similar to that on the other bank.
Beyond the river, the road passes through a wide extent of corn-fields and villages, known collectively ,as
Ganzari, and bounding them to the southward is a ridge
of hills called Takhti Sanzari, on which we could trace
indistinctly the remains of ancient ruins.
We cleared the Sanzari lands a t a roadside zirirat, over
the door of \\-liich were fixed some iben ancl markhor
horns ; and leaving the Ashogha canal and vill:~geto the
left, entered on a vast treeless waste, that gently slopcs
up to the Khhkrez range towards the north. We followed a well-trodden path over the pavelly plain in a
south-\vest direction, and leaving the Sufed FtawSn
villages ancl cultivation dong the river bank to our left,
camped a little beyond the Hanz Maddad, and close to a
ruined mound called Sang Hissar.
The h n z , or reservoir, uamed after it3 builder, Maddad Khan, of whom nobody could tell us anything,
is now, like everything else in this country, fast. going
to ruin. It has long been dry,and the projecting wings
from the central dome, .which were meant as a shelter for
the wayfarer, are now choked with the d6l)ris of the
crumbling walls and heaps of drift sand. At the hanz
the road branches--one track goes due west across the
plain to KishkinSkhud and Girishk, and tlie other southw a t to Garmsel by the route of CalS B6st.
ITestward of this point the country w u m w an aspect
:tltogether different from that we have hitherto traversed.
It presents R vast expanse of undulating desert plain, upon
which abut tlie terminal offsets from the great mountain
ranges to tlic north~vitrda~iclei~qtward. The weather
fine ant1 tlic atmosphcrc singularly clear, 11-e were
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enabled to get a very extensive view of tlie general aspect
and configuration of the county.
To the west were the terminal spurs of the Khilirez
range, ending on the plain, and concealing Gom view the
valley of that name, and on which we looked back as we
advanced on our route. To the west and south respectively, the horizon was cut by an arid waste and sandy
desert. Close at hand to the east, between the junction
of tlie ArganclBL with the Tarnak, is the termination of
the Baba IVali range. To its north lies the valley of
the Argandab, running up north-east as far as the eye can
reach in a continual succession of villages, gardens, and
corn-fields, a picture of prosperity strikingly in contrast
with the arid and bare aspect of the country to the south
of the range. In this latter direction the parallel ranges
of Arghasan, Barghana, and Kadani, coursing the N-ide
plateau from nortli-enst to south-west, all terminate in
lo\v ridges that abut upon the Dori river opposite to the
snncl-clifls of the p e a t desert that separates Kandahar
and Sistan from tlie mountain region of Makran.
The angle of junction of the Arganclbb and Tunak
is callecl Doaba. To the south of the T a k k i Sanzari it is
continuous \\-it11 the Pnnjwai district on the banks of the
Tarnak. I t is very populous, and is coverecl with t-illnges and gardens, cclebratcd for the excellence of their
pomcgnntttcs. From Panjwai there is a clirect route
across thc desert to Hazdrjuft. The distance is said to
bc only eighty miles. The desert skirt Gom this point,
along the course of tlie Dori riglit down to the end of
the Lora river on the plain of Shoran-ak and Nushki, is
said to afford excellent winter pasturage for camels and
sheep. This skirt forms a tract some fifteen or twen@nliles wide on the border of the actual sandy desert, and
is at this seas011 occupied l y tlie camps of the nomad
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Achakzai, Ntirzai, and Barech Afghans. It produces
lucerne, clover, carrot, and other wild herbs in profusion
during the spring. Our next stage was twenty-two miles,
to the river bank near the hamlet called, from its adjacent
spring, Chmhma I t is included in the lands of KishU h u d . Our route was by a well-beaten path on the
gravelly plain a t about two miles from the river, towards
which it slightly inclined as we proceeded westward.
To the left of our course, along a narrow strip on the
river bank, are the collection of villages and gardens
known as Bdgh Marez and Shfihmir. Amongst tliem,
conspicuous for its neatness and strength, is the little
fort of Khiishdil Khan, son of the late Sardar Mihrdil
Khan, and elder brother of Sardar Sher Ali Khan, the
recent governor of Kandahar. He has always held
aloof from politics, and spends his life in the seclusion of
his country retreat. On the farther side of the river
the land rises at once into a high coast, formed by round
bluffs that stretch away towards the desert in a tossed
and billowy surface of loose sand.
To the right of our route lay the KishkinAkhud plain.
It supports a very scattered and thin growth of pasture
herbs, amongst which we noticed some stunted bushes of
the camel-thorn and sensitive mimosa. As we advanced
we came abreast of the KhAkrez valley away to the north
across the plain. I t has a dreary and desert look, and
appeared uninhabited. I t has no perennial stream, but is
drained by a central ravine which crosses the plain as il
wide and shallow water-run, called Khfikrez Shela. We
crossed it dryshod a little way short of camp.
Beyond KhAkrez is the Shah NacsGd range of hills, now
covered with snow. The hills are sajd to bc well stockccl
with luge trees, and amongst them the wild or bitter
almond. We were mured that the Poyalzais, who hold
L
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this country, had of late years taken to grafting the
wild trees as they grew on the hillsides with the sweet
and cultivated almond, and with complete success
At the foot of a dark spur branching off southward from
the main range was pointed out the site of the ruins of
hfywand. They are described as very extensive ; m d in
the time of Mahmlid of Ghazni, the city was the seat of
the government of his wazir, Mir H m n . At the head
of the valley, to its north, me the sulphur hot springs of
GarmQba,resorted to by the natives of the vicinity as a
remedy for rheumatism and diseases of the skin.
During the latter part of the march we paased a couple
of roadside hamlets occupied by Hohb Ghdims, and
watered by k4ra streams. There was very Little cultivation about, and the villagers appeared a very poor and
miserable set.
The weather is fine and clear, and the air delightfully
fresh and mild. We are now fairly clear of the hills,
and are entered upon the great basin of the h d a h a r
drainage.
17th Felrruary.-We set out from Chashmtt at eight
A.M., and marched twenty-three miles to Baldakhh by a
good grtzvelly path following the course of the river at about
a mile from its right bank. At about the third mile we
prtssed the liamlet of Nulla Azim, occupied by Mandinzai
I~hSczais,who are astcinadhr of the Saraban Afghans
(that is to say, descendants of an Afghan saint of the
Sartrabrtn division of the nation), and consequently hold
their lands rent free, and enjoy other privileges and
immunities accorded to members of the priest clnss
Beyond this we entered on the Band.Tymllr, a long strip
of villagea and cultivation extending for twelve miles or
so along the right bank of the river, which here flows
over a wide pebbly channel interspersed with patches of

dwarf tamarisk jangal. The soil is everywhere gravelly
and charged with salines, which here and there form extensive encrustations on the surface. Several kdrez streams,
brought from the undulating tract of KhSki ChanpSn to
the north, cross the road at intervals, and a succemion
of irrigation canals led off from the river intersect the
country on either side. The tract derives ik name from
an ancient band or weir thrown across the river in
the time of T y m ~ r . We did not see any signs of this
darn, nor could we learn that any traces of it were still
in existence.
To the north of the Bandi T y m b tract are first the
Miskkez hamlets and cultivation, and beyond them are
the KhAki Chanph hamlets, concealed from view in the
sheltered hollows of the undulating pasture tract of
that name. Away to the north beyond it, between the
KhAkrez and Shah hlacsbd ranges, is seen the GhorSt
valley, in which are the hot sulphur springs of GarmSba
a h d y mentioned. To the north of GhorSt is seen the
Dosang range of hills, that separate it from the Derawat
valley, which drains by a perennial stream to the Helmanci
in ZamindLwar. This is described as a very populous
and fertile valley, continuous to the north-east with tlie
country of the Hazeraha To the north-west of it, a
range of hills intervening, is the Wmhir valley, which
drains to the river of Khhh.
To the south, on the left of our route, the sandy de9ert
abuts upon t-heriver in a high bank of water-worn stones,
in the sheltered hollows between which is a close succession of nomad camps, that extend in a continuous line
for nearly fifty miles, for we marched in sight of them to
within a few miles of CalS BIIs~. The camps were on
shelving banks close upon the river bed, and were seldom
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more than half-a-mile apart. Tlieir unbroken black line
upon the red ground of the a n d y bluffs formed a very prominent object of attraction, and the extent of the cordon
proved the numerical strength of the nomads to far
exceed the limit of what me had supposed their numbers
to be. I counted sixty-three camps in view a t the same
time. The number of tents in each ranged from twenty
up to eighty, but the majority appeared to contain from
forty to fifty tents. If we allow two hundred camps
along the river from Chashma to B h t , and reckon only
forty tents in each, it will give a total of eight thousand tenkq or families; and if we take each family to
consist of five individuals, it will give us forty thousand
as the total of the nomad population massed in this part
of the country. The calculation is by no means exaggerated ; on the contrary I believe it to be under the
mark.
Similar encampments, we are assured, extend along the
desert skirt, where i t abutiq on the channels of the Tarnak
and Dori rivers, right down to Shorawak, and are reckoned to contain a total of not less than forty thousand
tents, or two hundred thousand souls. These nomads include a number of tribes from a11 the hill country between
this and Kabul. They come down from the highlands
with their cattle and flocks during September and October, pass the winter here, and return to their summer
pastures during March and April. Their sheep and
camels find abundant pasture a t this season on the
borders of the desert, and are scattered over its surface to
a distance of twelve or fifteen miles from the river. There
are here and there superficial pools of min-water (called
718war)on the pasture tracts, but generally the eattle are
driven down to watcr a t the river every third or fourtll

day. A couple of centuries ago nearly the entire Afghan
nation were nomds, or, as they are here called, kizhdi
nishin, from their mode of dwelling, and sometimes
sahdrn n.ishin, from the place of habitation.
At about the sixth mile of our march we passed another
roadside hamlet of the MAndinzai IshSczais. Some of the
villagers eame out and took up a position on the road in
front of us, with a M n suspended across the path in a
sheet stretched between two poles hastily stuck into the
ground. We passed under the sacred volume, and received the blessing of its owners in return for a rupee given
to them by the Saggid. Our grooms, with uplifted arms,
made a bound, touched the book, and then their foreheads
and hearts, the while invoking the prophet's blessing.
At about half-way on this march we pmsed the ruins
of an old town and the remains of a fort overlooking
the river. Beyond this the country is bare and desolate.
The soil is either a coarse gravel covered with a thin
jangd of camel-thorn, or it is a spongy clay white with
excess of salines. For many miles here the road passes
through a long succession of salt-pits. Near Ballakhan
we turned off to the left; and camped on a saline tract
close to the river.
A high north-east wind blew all day, and, fortunately
for us, drove clouds of salt dust against our backs, instead of in our faces. The sky became cloudy in the afternoon, and towards sunset gusty showers of rain fell. On
the line of march we were overtaken by a courier from
Jacobabad with our letters and newspapers, and dates up
to the 26th January. We spent the evening in reading
the news of the world we had left behind us.
Next to returning to one's own, there is nothing so
delightful as the receiving intelligence from them. We
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always hailed the arrival of our posts with unconcealed
joy ; and no sooner possessed ourselves of the contents
of one, than we lookedforward to the arrival of another,
with an eagerness that only those placed in similar circumstances could possibly evince.

CHAPTER VI.
18th Februuy.-We marched &om Ballakhan twenqeight miles, and camped on the bank of the river Helmand, close undcr the citadel of Bht. The night proved
stormy,and a good deal of rain fell, rendering the ground
for several miles from camp very heavy and deep in mud.
At two miles from camp, we passed the ruins of Ballaban, on a mound some little way off to the right of the
road ; and a little farther on, the Jbe Mahmand, also to
the right of the road. This tract, as lfar west as thc
KArez-i-Sarkh, is held by the NGrzais, whose camps of
black tents and settlements of reed huts dot the surface
at ~hortintervals. We found large herds of their camels,
oxen, goats, and sheep at graze on the scanty pastures
the surface afforded.
The country here is similar to that traversed yesterday.
Deep irrigation canals, now mostly dry, intersect it in
dl directions, and, crossing the road at short intervals,
present obstructions to the free passage of the traveller.
The soil is everywhere spongy and charged with salines,
yet a considerable extent is brought under cultivation.
The natives cure the land of these salts by first sowing
with rice and then with clover, and after this the soil is
said to be fit for any crop.
For several miles our road led over a succession of
saltrpita and ovens, and lying about we found several
samples of the alimentary salt prepared here from the
soil. It was in fine white granules, massed together in
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the form of the earthen vessel in which the salt had been
evaporated. The process of collecting the salt is very
rough and simple. A circular pit or conical basin, seven
or eight feet deep, and about twelve feet in diameter, is
excavated. Around its circumference is dug a succession
of smaller pits or circular basins, each about two feet
wide by one and a half feet deep. On one side of the
large pit is a deep excavation, to which the descent h m
the pit is by a sloping bank. In this excavation is a
domed oven, with a couple of fireplaces. At a little
distance off are the piles of earth scraped from the surface and r d y for treatment. And,lastly, circling round
each pit is a small water-cut, led off from a larger stream
running along the line of the pits.
Such is the machinery. The process is simply this :
A shovelful of earth is taken from the heap and washed
in the basins (a shovelful for each) circling the pit.
The liquor from these is, whilst yet turbid, run into the
great central pit, by breaking away a channel for it with
the fingers. This channel is then closed with a dab of
mud, and fresh earth washed, and the liquor run off as
before ; and so on till the pit is nearly full of brine. This
is allowed to stand till the liquor clears. It is then
ladled out into earthen jars, set on the fire, and boiled to
evaporation successively, till the jar is filled with a cake
of granular salt. The jars are then broken, and the mass
of salt (which retains its shape) is ready for conveyance
to market.
Large quantities of this salt are used by the nomad
population, and a good deal is taken to Ksndahar. The
quantity turned out here annually must be very great*
The salt-pits extend over at least ten miles of country we
traversed, and we saw certainly several thousand pits.
These saline tracts are not so utterly waste as one
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would imagine. The soil, though curable for purposes of
cultivation, as above mentioned, spontaneously supports
a growth, which is more or less abundant, of artemisia,
saltworts of three or four kinds, camel-thorn, dwarf
tamarisk, and some thorny bushes called karhnna.
These afford excellent pasture for camels, and the oxen
and sheep fattened on them are said to thrive and improve in flesh better than on the hill pastures, which
often produce fatal bowel complaints.
As we went along, I.made an unsuccessful detour after
a dock of coolan I had seen alight some way off to the
right of our route, and came upon some immense herds
of camels, oxen, and sheep, all grazing together in the
vicinity of nomad camps scattered over the country.
The sheep are all of the fat-tailed variety, called gad
here and dumba in India, and appeared of large size and
in excellent condition. They are shorn twice a year, and
the wool fetches the nomad one rupee per sheep. The
milk, cheese, and c u d t is valued at another rupee for
each sheep, and a lamb at rt third ; so that the nomad's
annual profit from his flock may be reckoned a t three
rupees per head of sheep he onns.
I passed close to several tents, and spoke to some of
the men. They did not seem very well disposed, and
stared a t me rather savagely. Colonel Taj Muhammad,
who accompanied me with three or four troopers, hurried
me back to our party, saying these men were not to be
trusted ; and as our party was small, it was not safe to
tarry long amongst them. His hint was not lost, and we
soon left the savages to their native wilds, and speculations as to the booty that had escaped their clutches.
At a little short of halt-way we halted a while at a
mound near some Nfirzai tents, whilst the baggage went
ahead. At n mile to the north is the Nurullnh Khush-
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khba, so called on account of its aridity, the undulatiig
tract being void of water. At about twelve miles north by
west fiom the mound is the Girishk fort, and below it, on
the Helmand, we saw the Dub& mound, and on the
plain to the west the Mukhattar mound, an isolated heap
of ruins, marking the site of an ancient fort. The governor of Girishk is Muhammad Alam Khan, son of the
late Saggid Muhammad Khan of Pahawar, and for
seveld years a servant of the British Government in the
Panjab. A messenger met us here fiom the fort, to SJ'
that the governor was absent in the Zamindhwar district
collecting the revenue, or he would have come out to
pay his respects to the General.
Whilst here, I took out my note-book t o jot down a fev
memoranda of the road we had traversed, and the Saggd,
seeing the movement, jocularly observed, "Now I horn
what you are going to write." "What ? " inquired I,
rather curiously. " People, savages--country, a desert
waste ; what else can you say ? " he very aptly replied.
" But I will tell you something much more amusing than
'mything you have got in your Kandahar book." This
last allusion, I must confess, took me by surprise. I
about to ask where he had seen the book, whcn he anticipated the query. "Yes, we know all about it ; and when
the durbar a t Kabul is dull, your book is produced, and
sets them all a-laughing." " That 's satisfactory," said
I. "Ah ! " he replied, " but you have been very hard upon
our faults." " Come," said I, in self-defence, " I have
not abused you as your writers habitually abuse us."
" Well, no. The argument cuts both ways. Anyhow ae
are no better than you have painted us."
I asked how the book got to Kabul, and learned
that it had been taken there by CBzi Abdul Ciidir, to
whom I gave a copy when he was a Government servant
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at Peahawar. The C h i had learnt English at the mission school in that frontier station, and, possessed of my
book, was now the interpreter of its pages at Kabul. I
attempted to explain that the book was not meant for
Afghan readers, and the Saggid very good-naturedly
helped me out of the difficulty by saying that his people
were now accustomed to the hard words of foreigners by
reading the English newspapers and other books brought
to the country from India. He expressed astonishment at the freedom of criticism allowed to the press,
and could not understand how any Government could
exist under such uncontrolled discussion of its acts.
"You people puzzle us entirely," said he. " No other
Government would permit a public discussion of its acts,
hut you seem to court it. I t is a very bad system, and
encourages disafFection." We endeavoured to explain
that the freedom of the press was characteristic of the
British system of government, and that the channel thus
dorded for the unfettered expression of public opinion
vas one of the greatest safeguards of the Government,
and a powerful instrument in the maintenance of public
order. " I t may be so for you ; you are the best judges
of your own interests. I t would not do for us. The
Government would not last a day under such a system
here." It was now time for us to be on our way again,
MI the stories we were to have heard were reserved for
another occasion.
Our route continued south-west along the course of the
river, the oppoaite bank of which was lined by a black cordon of closely-packed nomad camps. At six miles we came
to Jrlie Sarkh, a little way off to the right of the road.
It is a modern country-house, standing in the midst of
iB own gardens enclosed by high mud w d s , and watered
bp a ktrez stre'un. The late Sardar Kuhudil Khan built
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th$ house as a countrq- residence in 1846, after he had
annexed the Garmsel to Kandahar. It is now occupied
by his grandson, Gul Muhammad Khan, son of Muhammad Sadic Khan, the torturer of M. Ferrier, as is so
graphically described by that traveller in his account of
his adventures in this country.
A little farther on are some hamlets scattered amongst
the ruins of Lashkari Bazar, \vhich originally formed a
suburb of the ancient city of Biist, now lying some six
miles ahead. From this point onwards, in fact, our path
lay through a succession of ruins, with here and there
patches of cultivation between the clusters of decayed
mansions and towers, right up to the fort and citadel of
Biist.
At a few miles from our camp on the river bank w e
passed a roadside shrine, and stopped at the cabin of a
faqir in charge of it for a drink of water. It wm perfect brine, from a small well hard by, yet the mendicant
assured us it was the only water he used, and his sickly
look and attenuated fi,o;ure did not belie the assertion. His
life of penance secures him the reverence of the nomads
of the neighbourhood, and elicited marked respect from
our escort.
We halted a day a t Biist to rest our cattle and prepare
them for the next march, which was to be a long one
across the desert. The delay afforded us the opportunity
to explore the rivers around. From the top of the citadel, which commands an extensive view, we found t h a t
they covered an area of many square miles on the left
bank of the Helmand, and extended over the plain for
seven or eight miles to the cast and north. The citadel
and fort form a compzct mass of ruins altogether s e p u ate from the rest of the BGst city.
The fort is a long prtmlleloptm lyir~gdue north ancl
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south on the river's bank. The walls are very thick, and
strengthened at short &tervals by semilunar bastions or
buttresses. On the inner face they bear the traces of
chambers, and the top all round appears to have supported houses. At each angle is a very substantial circulu bastion, except at the south-west angle, which is
occupied by the citadel. This is a lofty structure on a
foundation of solid red brick masonry, that rises straight
out of the river bed, and is washed by its stream in the
season of full flood. The highest point of the citadel is
about two hundred feet above the bed of the river, and
is run up into a square tower, used app~rentlyas a lookout station.
From its top we got a very extensive view of the .
country, but could not see Girishk, though the fort of
h'adali on the plain opposite to it was distinctly visible.
A more dreary outlook than this station affords could be
found in few countries. Beyond the strip of villagcs and
cultivation on its farther bank, and the collection of
hamlets and walled gardens in the angle of junction
between the Hclmand and ' ~ r ~ n n d dnothing
b,
is to be
seen but a vast undulating desert tract, limited towards
the south by a bold coast of high sand-cliffs.
The southern portion of the fort, in which the citadel
stands, is separated from the rest by a deep ditch some
forty feet wide, and running east and west. The eastern
half of this division is fortified against the rest of the
fort, and contains the remains of several large public
edifices. The most noteworthy is a fine arch built of red
bricks set in ornamental patterns. The arch is of broad
lancet shape, about sixty feet high in the centre, and
&-four feet across from basement to basement on the
level of the ground. The arch extends due north and
south, and from thc ornnniental designs and Arabic chn-
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racters on the fapdes fronting the east, it was most probably the portal of the principal mosque.
The western half of this division is occupied by a lofty
artificial mound, on the summit of which stands the cib
adel. Through the whole depth of this mound is s1111k
a very remarkable well, closed above by a large cupola
The well is built very substantially of red brick and
mortar, and is descended to the very bottom by 3 s p d
staircase, which, in the upper part of the shaft, opells
successively into three tiers of circular ehamben, that
look into the shaft through a succession of arches in its
circumference. In each tier are four chambers circling
the well, and communicating with each other by arched
passages; and at the back of each chamber, away from
the well shaft, is an arched recesa
The depth of the well is about 130 feet, and its dkmeter 18 feet. We found the bottom dry, and coverd
with a thick layer of ddbris, sticks, and rubbish. Some
labourers were set to work to clear this away ; but as at
a depth of four feet therc was still only d6bris, the work
was discontinued, and we mounted u p to the open air
again. The well was evidently fed from the river by
some subterranean channel, and its waters rose and fell
with that of its stream, as was indicated by the different
appearance of the bricks in the lowest part of its shaft.
The chambers opening on the well were no doubt usd
as a cool retreat in the hot weather ; and that the well
was used for the supply of the citadel is evidenced by
the rope-marks worn into the bricks on the lower edge
of the openings.
The rest of the fort interior extends away to the northward. Its area is covered with bricks and pottery, but
shows no traces of builclinp. I t is of the same width g
the citadel divisions, but six or seven thes mom in
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leugth. The citadel rises out of the river bed ; hut the
west face of the whole fort is separated from the river,
which here makes a bend to the west, by an intervening
etrip of land. The whole fortification is surrounded by
a wide ditch and covered way. There is a g,zteway in
the east face, just beyond the interior ditch, separating
the citadel from the rest of the fort, and there is another
gate opposite to it, fronting the river. The citadel was
entered by a m a l l gate in the centre of its southern face.
Each gateway is protected by outflanking bastions.
Altogether, the place appears to have been a very strong
and important frontier fortress, and commanded the approach from Sistan by Garmsel ton-wds Kandahar.
The General got a party of workmen together, and
made some small excavations in different parts of the
citadel ; but our s h y was too short to admit of any
extensive exploration of this kind. Several bits of glass
and china of superior manufacture were turned up, and
two or three " fire altar" Sassanian coins mere also
found. The china was of two different kinds : one, the
common material with the familiar blue designs ; the
other a coarse-grained material, coated with a glazed
trust of mother-of-pearl appearance, and pale lilac hue.
Some fragments of glass goblets and bowls were found,
and attracted our attention as being far superior to
any manufacture of the kind now to be found in this
,or the adjacent countries, or India itself. One in partieular I observed formed part of a large bowl : the glass
was h e , clear, and thin, and ribbed with bands of a rich
chocolate-brown colour.
B6st or Bost is the site of a very ancient city. Malcolm,in his "History of Persia," says it is identical with
the ancient Abeste; and he states that in A.D. 977,
when Sebuktaghin was at Ghazni, it was in the posses-
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sion of one Tegha, who being expelled, applied to Sebuktaghin for aid, and was by him reinstated, on condition
of paying tribute. Tegha failed to do so, and was consequently suddenly attacked by Sebuktaghin, the perfidious Tegha effecting his escape. This Sebuktqhin
was a ghuldrn, or body-soldier of the refractory Bukhan
noble Abustakin, who settled and founded Ghazui. At
this period the Indian prince Jaipd was King of Kabul,
and Kulif, the SAmhi, was Prince of Sistan.
Erskine, in his " Life of the Emperor Babur," mentions
that B h t was besieged, A.D. 1542, by the Emperor
Hum6yh, on his advance against Kandahar, n-ith a
Persian army, and the fort surrendered to him. Previous
to this, in A.D. 1498, the same author states, the fort of
Bdst was captured by Sultan Husen Mirzd, Uikarrr,
when he set out from Herat, his capital, against his rebel
son, Khusran, at Kandahar. He was obliged, however,
to retire from Kandahar, and to give up this fort; but
he found in it supplies sdiicient to provision his whole
army, and enable them to retrace their steps comfortably.
Bdst was finally dismantled and destroyed in A.D. 1738
by Nadir Shah, when he advanced against Kandahitr on
his way to India. In all these sieges, the fort alone, it
appears, was occupied as a strategetical position ; the city
and suburbs had remained a mass of ruins, in much the
same state aa they are now, since the desolating invtwion
of Changhiz in A.D. 1222.
I n the present century, Kuhudil Khan, having annexed G m s e l t o his principality of Kandahar in 1845,
had some intention of restoring the fort of Bbst, and had
commenced the repair of its walls. Rut the jealousy of
Persia, and other troubles nearer home, put n stop to the
work ; and he died in 1855, before he could carry out
his original design. The site is well placed to comm~m~l
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the approach through Garmsel, and is sufficiently near to
d o d efficient support to Girishk, twenty miles higher up
the river on the opposite bank.
Our camp here was pitched right on the river bank,
immediately to the south of the citadel. The channel is
from 250 to 300 yardq wide, between straight banks
about twenty feet high ; but the stream a t this season is
only about eighty or ninety yards wide, on a firm pebbly
bed. I t was forded in several places opposite our camp
by horsemen going across in search of fodder. The
water reached the sadtlle-flaps, and flowed in a clear
gentle stream. By the aneroid barometer I made the
elevation of this place 2490 feet above the sea.
Whilst here, a courier arrived with our post from
India, with dates up to the 1st February from Jacobabd. q T e now learned, for the first time, and to our
no small surprise, that our party had been attacked, and
our baggage plundered, by the rebel Brahoe on our way
through the RIiloh Pass. How the false report originated
it was not difficult to surmise, considering the troubled
state of the country a t the time of our passage through
it, and the readiness of the Indian newspapers to chronicle
exciting news from the frontier statea. A courier aLqo
anived with letters for the General from Sir F. Goldsmid,
dated Sihkoha, 2d Febru'ary. His party had arrived there
the previous day, after a trying march from Bandar
dbbas, crossing en route a range of mountains on which
the cold was aa great as that we experienced in Balochi'stan,the thermometer sinking t;o 5" Fah. This courier,
through +orance of the route we had taken, proceeded
by F a m h and Girishk to Kandahar, whence he was put
on our right track, and hence the delay in his arrival.
20& Februay.-CulB
BGst to Hazhjuft, forty miles.
Re set out a t 6.45 A.ar., and pnssing some villages and
M
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and walled gardens, proceeded in 3 S.S.E direction, along
the left bank of the Helmand, which here divides into
several channels, separated by long island strips. At three
miles we came to the ArgandBb, where i t joins the Helmand, a t a bend the latter river makes to the westward,
opposite an abrupt sandhill bluff.
The angle between the point of junction of thesc tao
rivers is dotted with clusters of reed cabins, mud huts,
and walled vineyards, belonging to different tribes, such as
the NGrzai, Achakzai, Barakzai, Barech, Uzbak, and others.
The ArgandAb, or Tarnak, aa it is also d e d , floTs
close under thc cliffs of the sandy desert to the south,
and joining the Helmand a t its sudden bend to the westward, appears to receive that river as an , d u e n t , whereas
itself is rtxlly the confluent. Its channel here is v e q
wide and sandy, showing marks of 3 considerable backwater in the flood season. As we saw it, the Arewd6b
here has a shdlow gentle stream, about forty yards wide,
and only two feet deep in the centre. The water flows
over a snnrly bottom, and, like the Tarnak a t Ktmdahar,
is very turbid.
Beyond the river we rose on to the desert skirt through
a gap in the sandhills, and then winding round to the
S.S.lV., proceeded over a dreary waste of sandhills and
hollows. At a mile from the river the road divides into
two branches. That to the right follows the course of
the Helmand, and passes straight across ridge and gully,
whilst that to the left sweeps round over an undulating
sandy waste called Nim-chol, or "half desert," and at
twelve miles joins the first a t Gudar Burhana, where is a
ford across the Helmand to the ZItraa district of Girishk.
Our baggage proceeded by the former route ; we took
the latter, and got a good view of the dmert skirt. I
made a detour of a few miles to the south in quest of

Yome Lustard I had marked in that direction, and was
surprised to find the surface covered wit11 a by no means
sparse jangal. There was a great variety of plants ancl
bushes fit for fuel, and a thin grass was everywhere
sprouting from the loose soil of red sand. A species of
tamarisk called taghaz, and a kind of willow callecl
I&&, were the most common shrubs. The latter is
burnt for charcoal, which is used in the manufacture of
gunpowcler. The small species of jujube and a variety
of salsolace~were also observed, but the p e a t majority
I did not recognise at all.
I could now understand the reason of this tract being
the winter resort of the nomad tribes of Southern Afghanistan. It produces a more varied and richer vegetation
than the wide plains and bleak steppes of the Kandahar
basin, and the hollows between its undulations provide
a shelter from the keen wintry blasts that sweep the
plain country with blighting severity.
As far js the eye could reach, south, east, and west,
was one vast undulating surface of brushwood thinly
scattered over a billowy sea of reddish-yellow sand. I
galloped some way ahead of my attendant troopers,
and found myself alone on this desolate scene, with the
horizon as ita limit. Though the surface was scored
with a multitucle of long lines of cattle-tracks trending
to the river, not a tent was to be seen, nor any living
creature ; even the bustard I was following vanished from
my view. I reined up a moment t o view the scene, ancl
suddenly the oppression of its silence weighed upon me,
and told me I was done. A reverie wm stealing over
me, when presently my horse, neighing with impatience,
broke the current of my thoughts, and turned my attention to the direction he himself had faced to. Appearing over a sandhill in the distant rear, I saw n lioruema~i
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urging his horn towards me, and waving hia arm in thc
direction of the river. Not knowing what might be up,
I galloped off in the direction indicated, and we shortly
after met on the beaten track which had been follo\red
by our party. An explanation followed, and he chidingly
informed me that we had got too far away from the
main body. "We ourselves," he said, "never think of
going alone into these wastea The wandering nomads
.are always lurking after the unwary traveller on their
domain, and view him only zw :t God-send to be stripped
ilnd plundered, if not killed. God forbid that any evil
should befall you. Our h d s are answer for your
snfety." With this mild reproof, he proposed we should
hasten on, which we forthwith did, and overtook our
party in the wide hollow of Gudar Burh6na Beyond
this wc ascended a high ridge of sand, and turning off
the ronil to the right, mounted one of the hummocks
overlooking the Helmand, and alighted for breakfast
nt cightCcn miles from Bilst, and nearly half-way to
II~uiIrjuft. A l ~ a x l ~ ~ lour
i i l ~bag3zge with the infantry
i ~ o r pnswd
t
on dlcnd.
From our elevated position we got an extensive view
of tlic p ~ plain
t to the northward. Nddali and Cali
liiist ~vcn.inclistinctly visible to the north and north-east
rcsl)c~ctivoly,nnd nwny to the west was seen the black
isi~llltc~il
Lilldi hill c;dlcd also Khanishin, the only hill to
lbrb sce.11 ill tlic \\.hole prospect. Immediately blow us
11t~\vc~rl
t 1 1 still
~ strenlu of the Hclmand, and on its oppo*itc lriuk Iny tlic populous 'and well-cultivated tract of
It is iiiclurlcvi in the Girishk district, md is
fl.r*cllyirrigitcd f k ~ mcm:~lsdran-n of from tlle Helmand
~ ~ l 1nilt.s
u c nlmvc the position of B&L Its
\.illtqtts t~rcKhdnch, Z l h , Surkhdazd, S h a h m d h , a d
Aluill ('idit ; t l i ~liwt in the & ~ t i o n of Haz;Lrjuft.
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The air was delightfully pure and mild, the sky without
a cloud, and the noonday sun agreeably warm.
Our
simple fare, cold fowl and the leavened cakes of wheat
bread called ndn, mashed down with fresh water, was
enjoyed with a relish and appetite that only such exercise
and such a climate combined could produce. An attendant with a stock of cold provisions and a supply of water
always accompanied us on the march, and we generally
halted half-way on the march for breakfast on some convenient roadside spot. Our host, the Saggid, always
joined us at the repast, and generally produced some
home-made sweetmeata as a bonne bouche at the close
of the meal. We enjoyed these a1 fresco breakfasts
thoroughly. The cleanliness and excellence of the Afghan
cookery made full amends for the want of variety in
the fare. The simple food was, to my mind, far prcfenble and more. wholesome than the doubtful compounds prepared by our Indian servants in imitation of
the orthodox English dishes that commonly load our
tables in India In the roasting of a fowl the Afghan
certainly excels. In their hands the toughcst rooster
comes to the feast plump, tender, and juicy, and
with a flavour not to be surpassed. The secret lies in
the slow process of roasting over live embers, with a
free use of melted butter as the fowl is turned from side
to side.
At one P.M., after a rest of an hour and forty minutes,
we mounted our camels and set out again on our route.
For an hour and a half we followed a beaten track across
a billowy surface of loose red sand, and then passing a
ruined hostelry called h b S t , entered on a firm gravelly
tract, thickly strewed with smooth black pebbles, and
perfectly bare of vegetation. We crossed this by a gentle
slope down to the Hazhjuft plain, and at four P.M.
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c:amped close on the river bank a little beyond a terminal
bluff of the sand-cliffs bounding it to the south.
The H&juft plain is a wide reach between the river
and a great sweep southwards of the desert cliffs, and,
as its name implies, contains land enough to employ a
"thousand yoke" of oxen or ploughs. It is coursed in
all directions by irrigation canals drawn from the river,
and contains four or five fortified villczges, around which
are the reed-hut settlements of various dependent tribe%
HuArjuft is the jd.@r or fief of AztM Khan, Nanshirwhni Raloch, whose family reside here in the principd
village of the district. It is a square fort, with towen at
each angle and over the g~teway. The Khan himself
rcsicles at K h a r h , of which place he is governor on the
part of the Kabul Amir. The other forts here are hcld
hy the Adozai and Umarzai divisions of the N h i
Afghans, who are the hereditary owners of the soil.
In all this march there is no water after crossing the
~ i r p n d d b . Our infantry escort were much exhausted by
tlic length of the journey, and fairly broke down some
miles short of its end. We passed several of them lying
on the roadside completely prostrated by thirst, and
they were unable to come on till we sent out water to
them from H d r j u f t . They had started with ,an ample
supl)ly for the whole m'vch, but, with the improvidence
rhxractcristic of Afghans, had wasted it before they got
11nlf thro~ightlic journey, nnci hcncc their sufferings.
Thc journey might be divitlc(1 in two stngcs of eighteen
n~ltitwenty-two miles, making Gudnr
on the
river bank the halting-place. In the hot sewon this
\\-auld be absolutely necessary, ~therwisethe long exposure to the burning sands urould be destructive alike to
man
bcnst. The rlevntion of H&rjuft is 2360 feet
n1)ovc tlic s.;rln.

The most remarkable features of the Hazkrjuft plain
rue the wide extent of its cultivation, rand the vast num-

ber of ruins scattered over its surface. Some of these
rue of ancient date, and others bear the traces of fortifications raised upon artificial mounds, but the majority
are evidently merely the remains of the t e m p o r q settlements of the migratory tribes, who shift allout from place
to place according to their pleasure, or, as more frequently is the case, through force of feuds amongst themselves, and disagreements with the lord of the manor.
In examining the arrangement, size, and disposition of
these crumbling walls, one sees that they differ only
from the existing temporary settlements around in the
ICES of their roofs and fkonts. These are formed of
basketwork frames of tamarisk twig^, coated on tho outside with a plaster of clay and straw mixed together,
and are easily transportable, though the necessity for
this is not apparent, as the material of which they are
mde is found in any quantity all along the river course.
Our next stage was fourteen miles to Rlian Pushta.
The road follows a S.S.W. course, and diverges somewhat from the river. It passes over a level tract of rich
alluvium, everywhere cultivated, and inkrsectecl in every
direction by irrigation canals, now mostly dry.
At three miles we passed the Amir Biland ziumt,
ensconced in a tamarisk grove. It is dediwted to the
memory of a conquering Arab saint, mid to be a son or
grandson of the Amir Hamza. Hard by is a village of
the same name, and further on are the two little forts
of Warweshdn. On the plain around are scattered a
number of hut settlements of the Nbrzais. They are
named after the chiefs by whom they were foundeci, or
by whom they are now ruled. Two of these are named
Muhammad Ghaus, and others are Aslam Khan, Ujwar,
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Khan Muhammad, Fatu Muhammad, Sardar Khan, AL
Lambad, &c. Each settlement comprised from 120 to
250 huts. Beyond d l these is the Kushti village, and
then Mian Pushta.
I struck off the road, ;and followed the windings of thc
river for some miles. Its northern or right bank rises
directly into high cliffs, that mark the coast-line of the
great K&h desert. In all the extent from HuArjuft to
the Khanishin hill, the alluvium is all on the left bank
of the river. The right bank in this course rises a t once
up to the desert.
On my way dong the river, I crossed a succession of
deep and narrow water-cuts running in a south and
south-easterly direction. Some of them proved difiicult
to cross. The channel of the river is very wide, and is
fringed on each side by thick belts of tamarisk jangal.
This extends all dong the river course into Sistan, and
in some parts assumes the proportions of a forest. The
river itself flows in a clear stream, about a hundred yards
wide, close under the right bank. The bed is strewed
with great boulders, and water-fowl of every kind swarm
in its pools. I found an immense flock of pelicans,
geese, and ducks all together in a space of a couple of
miles. I shot two or three pelicans with No. 2 shot, but
they carriecl away the charges without a sign of discomfort.
Turning away from the river, I came to a &rat dedicated to Sultan IVais, or Pir Kisri. It is held in great
veneration here, and is shaded by a clump of very fine
and lnrgc pcrtl(1clh trees (S((7i.r bnbybnica), growing on
t lic si(lc5 01' n dccp irrig:ltion c n ~ l n that
l
flo\\rs by it.
1:1.( 1111 7lin11 l'nslitn IVC marc.lied eighteen milcs to
4,1,.11.
( ) I I I * s n l l t ~ ~j-aq S.S.W. over a long stretch of
I
- I
~r~~c~~.t.nptcrl
now and again by patches of
1,

l
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rn~llel-thorn, mlsolaceae, and other pasture plants. The
alluvium here narrows considerably in width, and the
desert cliffs approach to within a couple or three miles
of the river. Shortly after starting, we came to the
B b b b d settlement. It consists of about a hundred
huts of " wattle and dab," belonging to Adozai Nhzais.
Some of the huts were formed of the wicker frames of
tamarisk pithes before mentioned, supported on sidewalls, and closed by another a t the roar ; but most were
h i d e s thatched with a long reed that grows abundantly
along the river's course.
A little farther on we passed a ziarat or .shrine,
shaded by a clump of trees, close under the desert bluffs
to our left. High up in the perpendicular face of one
of these cliffs we observed a row of three tall a c h e d
openings. They appeared of regular formation, and no
means of approach were traceable on the cliff, nor could
anybody tell us anything about them. At about midsay on the march we pksed t h e ,turreted and bastioned
little fort of Lakhi. Around it are ranged a number of
thatched-hut settlements of the Adozai and Alizai ti&Z3iS Each settlement, of which there were five or six,
is protected by its own outlying towers. Each settlement
consists of from thirty to forty huts, ranged on each side
of a wide st.reet, and in each the towers stand, one a t
w h end of this.
I struck off the road here, apd followed the river
course for some miles. Its bed is nearly a mile and a
half wide, and covered with tamarisk jangal, camel-thorn,
and reeds. I found some herds of black cattle nncl a
few camels a t graze, ancl noticed, by the drift sticking to
the trccs, that the hot-weathcr flood of the river must bc
at least twelve feet above its present level, and fill the
whole channel. Water-cuts and weirs occur a t frequent
,
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intervals, and water-milk w e found on most of them;
but they are only worked in the cold season.
Gun in hand (for I had been shooting wild-fowl along
the river), I entered one of these wicker cabins, out of
curiosity to see the interior, and found three men coiled
up in their felt cloaks or khoscti, lazily watching the
working of the mill. Neither of them moved more than
to turn his eyes on me with a blank stare, and my
sakim alaikum only drew on me a h d e r gaze. " Have
you no tongue ? " said I, addressing the semblance of
humanity crouchecl nearest the entrance, as his uplifkl
eyes and dropped jaw confronted me. A simple nod
answered in the affirmative. " Then who are you?"
This loosened his tongue. " Pukhthn," said he, boldy.
" What PukhtGn ? "-" N6nai." " What N h m i ? "" Adozai." " What Adozai ? " - " Sulemhn KheL"
" Where do you live ? "-" There," with a jerk of the
head in the direction of the river, utterly indifferent u
to whether he were right or wrong. " What's that you
nre grinding ? "-" Wheat."
This waa enough for me, and I paused to give him
an innings, the while looking from one to the other.
Neither volu~lteereda word to my expectant glances;
so with a Da h7?~uddepa am4n (to the protection of
God), Afghan fashion, I left them to their indolent ease
i ~ n dstolid indifference. Proceeding some way, I f a d
trbout to see if either of them had been moved by curiosity to come out and look nftcr us. Not a bit of it;
they had not moved from their comfortizble lairs.
This incident filled me with surprise, because these
men could never have seen a European before, considering we are the first who are known to have tisited this
portion of Garmscl. I expressed my astonishment to
C(~lone1Tnj Mull;tmm,ld, wlio had accompanied me,
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ollserving that the stupid unconcern of the millers had
surpriwd me much more than my sudden intrusion upon
their retreat had incommoded them. He explained their
impassibility on the ground of their being mere country
bumpkins. " Besides," said he, glancing a t the chogha
or Afghan cloak I wore (for though we were walking,
the morning air was suficiently cold to render such an
outside covering very acceptable), " from the way you
went at them about their tribes, they most likely took
!-ou for a Kabul Sardar." However flattering the allusion, it did not satisfy my mind ; and farther on in the
march, after we rejoined the main party, we met another
instance of the boorish independence characteristic of the
Afghan peasantry.
,AE we passed their several settlements, the people
generally crowded to the roadside to view our p'zrty,
and we usually gzve them the saldm, w-ithout, however, eliciting any reply. On this occmion the crowcl,
v1
each side of a narrow roadway, were quite close
to us; and as they took no notice of our saiXm, the
k g g ~ dremonstrated with them for their want of civility, and gave them a lecture on the sin of neglecting to
reply to such ixxluttttion. His harangue made little impression, and, for the most part, fell upon deaf cars.
One man did say Starai m a sha, equivalent to our " I
hope you are not tired," and liis neighbour stretched out
his fist with a significant cock of the thumb, anti an inquiring nod of the head, a gesture which amongst thesc
untutored people is used to signify robust health and
fitness, but the rest did not even rise from their squatting postures.
They mere hardy-looking people, but have repulsive
fwtum, and are very dark complexioned. Some of
their yo11ng women we snitv were fairer and comely, but
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the old dames were perfect h a p , minkled and raged.
Their dress is of a c o m e home-made cotton called
h r b h , and consists of a loose shift and trousers, the
latter generally dyed blue. The w d t h of these people
consists in corn and cattle. The former is exported in
large quantity across the desert to N h h k i and Kh*
for the Balochistan markets.
Our camp at S u f h is close on the river b k .
Throughout the march the country is covered with
ruins, which exceed the present habitations in their
number and extent.
From Sufjr we marched fourteen miles to Bnnddu
Jumd Khan, where we camped on the river h n k
During the first half of the march our route wns southwest away from the river, across a wide alluvial tract,
which extends eight or ten miles southward before it
rises up to the desert border, here forming a wide semicircle of low undulations, very different from the high
cliffs on either side of it. During the latter half of the
march our route was west by south to the river bank.
At about five miles we came to the extensive'ruins of
Sultan Khwajah, in the midst of which stands a lofty
fortress larger than that of Bht. On the opposite or
right bank of the river, crowning the top of a prominent
cliff, is a solitary commanding tower of red brick, now
apparently deaertcd and in decay.
At five miles farther on me came to B a n f i Tdd
Khan, a poor collection of some hundred and fifty wattleand-dab huts, in the midst of ruins of former habitations,
and vincyarcls without vines. There are several of
tllese bcci,cidir (plural of the Arabic bandar, a port or
market-town) on this part of the river, each distinguished by the namc of its presiding chief or that of its
founcier .
*

B A N A D I R jUMA TO L A N D 1 ISHA CZAI.

I Sg

There is considerably less cultivation in this part of
the country, and a large portion of the surface is a saline
waste covered with camel-thorn and saltworts. The
i-tion
canals too are met a t more distant intervals.
The river bed here is fully a mile bro'd, and is occupied
by long island strips of tamarisk jangal, abounding in
wild pig, hare, and partridge.
From our camp, looking due south across the b n d d i ? .
m h or bay of alluvium, we got a distant view of HarLoh hill in the sandy desert. It has a good spring of
water, and is on the caravan route from N h h k i to Rfidk.
Straight to our front, or nearly due west, is the Khankhin hill or Koh Landi, so named from the villages on
either side of itq isolated mass.
So far we have had fine sunny weather since leaving
Bht, and the air has been delightfully mild and fresh.
The crops are everywhere sprouting, and give the
country a green look. But the absence of trees (except the small clumps round distant zia~ats, and the
janpl in the river bed), and the vast number of ruins,
tell of neglect ancl bygone prosperity, and are the silent
witnesses to centuries of anarchy and oppression, that
have converted a fertile garden into a comparatively desert waste.

24th Febmu;cy.-Banddir Jumh Khan to Landi IshLzai, fourteen miles. The country is much the same
a that traversed before, but the desert c l f i rapidly
approach the river, and considerably narrow the width
of the alluvium on its left bank, ancl finally slope off to
the high sandy ridge that, projecting ikom Koh Khanishin, abuts upon the river in lofty perpendicular cliffs,
and turns its course to the north-west.
At a few miles from camp we passed over a long
strip of perfect.ly level ground, covered to redt~esswith
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little bits of broken pottery, but without a trace of n-alls
or buildings. Beyond this, at about half-way on the
march, we passed the Baggat collection of huts, occupied
by Popalzais. I struck off the road here down to the
river, and was surprised to find it much wider and
deeper than in any part of its upper course as fm as we
had seen of it. The Helmand here appears quite navigable, and flows in a broad stream, in which art! several
small islands, covered with a dense jangal of tamarisk.
On the opposite or right bank, the desert cliffs,
hitherto abutting direct on the river in its course fiom
Hazhjuft, now recede fiom it, and leave a gradually
expznding alluvium, on which are seen corn-fields,
villages, and huts, and extensive ruins. In a northerly
the
direction, beyond this alluvium, extending as far
cye can reach east and west, is a vast undulating desert
waate. It is called Shand, or "the bcul.cn," and is continuous with the deserts of K h h h and Kcaddah. The
wllole tract is described as without miter, and but
scantily dotted with jangal patches. It is drained by a
great ravine (mostly dry except in the rainy s e w n )
ccillcd ShandG, which empties into the Helmand opposite Khanisllin. Vh9t herds of wild we9, it is said, arc
always found on this waste, which in the hot season is
unbearable to any other animal.
Immense numbers of wild duck, geese, cr~mes,herons,
and pelicans were feeding on the river and in the p o l s
along its course. I stalked close up to s large flock of
the last, and fired into the crowd Several hundmk
rose heavily and flew off, but two were observed to tlq
l)cl~intl, nntl ~ ~ r c s ~ l ~alight
t l j - lo~ver down the river.
T:orron-i~lq the rifle of o~it. of my attendant troopers, I
': l l l o ~ \ - c ~~IICQC,
l
and sl~ortl\-nftcr found them in a pool
1%
~iclrli.: rl-nlicd rill t llc alert.
Covering the nearest
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at about eighty yards, I pulled an uncommonly hard trigger, and, to my disgust, saw the mud splash a t least sixteen
feet on one side of the mark. The weapon was a doublegrooved rifle, manufactured a t Kabul on the pattern of
those formerly used by the Panjab Frontier Force, and
had an ill-adjusted sight. It is to be Ilopecl, now that
the Afghans are our friends, that this was an exceptional
fipecimen of their armoury.
Returning from the river, we joined the main party
near a dismantled w t l e called Sultan Khan. It had
been neatly and strongly built, and was destroyed, we
acre told, many years ago by the Barechis in some
intestine feuds with their partners in the soil of Garmsel.
It is a pitiful fact that the ruins in this country, from
their extent, and superior construction, and frequency,
constantly impress upon the traveller the former existence here of a more numerous population, a greater
prosperity, and better-established security than is anywhere seen in the country ; whilst the wretched hovels
that have succeeded them ~9 strongly represent the
poverty, lawlessness, and insecurity that characterise the
normal condition of the country uncler the existing
regime.
Near the castle is a ziarat, and round it an extensive
graveyard, which attracted attention on account of the
blocks of white quartz, yellow gypsum, and red sandBtone covering the tombs-all entirely foreign to the
vicimity. They had been brought, we learned, from thc
Karboh hill. As we rode along in front of the column,
a startled hare dashed across our path ahead. My gun
was at ''the shoulder " a t the time (for I generally
carried it in hand for any game that might turn up on
the route), but it was instinctively brought to "the
present," and fired on the instant. " Ajal! " sighed the
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Saggid, " who can resist fate ? " " Yarrnh khkrir k g huh dai " (" Verily, this is sport"), exclaimed Colonel
Taj Muhammad, his eyes sparkling with delight. " Bhrak
aUah !" (" God bless you !'I) cried a trooper as he urgd
forward to pick up the victim from the road. Poor
puss was quite dead as he held her aloft, and many were
the congratulations on the accident that averted an ill
omen.
The Afghans are extremely superstitious, and blindly
believe in dl sorts of signs and omens. Amongst othen,
a hare crossing the path of a traveller is comidered a
prognostic of evil augury, and the wayfarer dways t~
back to whence he came, to start afresh under mom
auspicious conditions. On this occasion the sudden
termination of the w e e r of poor puss short of cross*
the rocad mas hailed as a happy event, and averted thc
misgivings of our scrupulous attendants ,zs to what the
future held in store for us.
Our camp was pitched close to Landi, a compact lit.tlc
square fort with a turret at each angle. Under the pm
tcction of its walls is a hut settlement of a b u t one
hundred and fifty wattle-anddab cabins, occupied I,!.
IshSczai Afghans. The weather \vas dull and cloud!.
throughout the day, and a t sunset a storm of wind ant1
rain from tllc north-west SIS-eptover our camp.
From Lnndi Ishdczai we mmcllcd twenty-two miles to
the river bank, a little beyond CalS Sabz, on its oppite
shore, our course k i n g nearly due west. At the thin1
mile we cleared the cultivation and entered on the undulating tract sloping up to the sandy ridge3 extending
Ixt~vecnthe Koh Kh'misllin and the river. The Foung
thorn,11-c ~~~~~~vc.11, \\-:IS blightcd yellow in p a t pteha
1 t 11P f r o s t :inti snows of 1 s t month. Snow
falls
t ! ~ ; ; rc'cio~l,l ) ~ i ttllis winter llaving bew an unmudl~
-!)

1)1\

severe one, it lay on the ground to the depth of a span
for several days.
The land as it slopes up to Khanishin, which is fully
twelve miles from Landi, is very broken, and stands out
near the hill in long lines of vertical banks, that in the
mirage assume the appearance of extensive fortifications.
The hill itself is perfectly bare, and presents a succession
of tall jagged peaks, that extend five or six miles from
north to south. Between it and the river the country is
cntirely desert, saudhills and ravines succeeding each
other for a stretch of twenty miles fro111 east to west.
The surface is mostly covered with a coarse gravel or
grit of dark reddish-brown stones, but in some parts i t is
a loose sand of bright orange-red colour, and in others is
caked into rocks of granular structure. Here and there
are scattered thick jangd patches of desert plants similar
to those seen on the route from B h t to HazArjuft. They
afford excellent camel forage, and a good supply of fuel.
At about half-\\-ay we crossed a deep and wide hollow
running down to the river on our right ; and passing over
a second ridge of sandhills, at sixteen miles crossed a
veq- deep and narrow ravine of pure red sand, without a
boulder or stone of any kind to be seen in it. Beyond
this we halted on some heights overlooking the river for
breakfast, the baggage meanwhile going ahead.
The weather was all that could be desired. A clear
diy, mild sun, and pure fresh air proved the climate to
be delightful a t this season. A few gentle puffs of a
north-west breeze, however, now and again raised clouds
of sand, and showed us what it could do in that way a t
times.
The view from this elevated position is extensive, hut
it is dreary in the extreme. The sandhills, backed by
the hre, scorched, black mass of Kh-shin,
are all that
N
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the southern prospect presents, whilst t o the north a c m
the river lies the wide waste of the Khiish desert.
Below us winds the Helmand with its islets of tamarisk thickets, and beyond i t spreads the dluvium, which
here shifts from the left to the right bank, with its cornfields, villages, and ruins. The chief village is Khanishin to the eastward ; the hut settlement of NdnAbAd lies
to its north, and Dewalkn to its west. Further westward, near the ruins of a large fort, is the GhulQmAn
hamlet, and then CalS Nan (Newcastle), beyond which is
the CalS Sabz ruin, so named fiom the green colour of
the mound on which it stands. The whole of this tract
belongs t o the IshBczai Afghans, amongst whom are
settled a few Baloch families of the Mammaasid or
Muhammad Hassani tribe; and even now, in its b t
season, wears a poverty-stricken, parched, and neglected
look.
Proceeding on our way, we reached the river bank
in an hour and a half, and camped midway between
CalA Sabz and Taghaz, both on its opposite bank. This
march resembled that from Bdst to H&juft.
Not
a sign of habitation or water exists aftcr clearing the
Landi cultivation, nor did we meet a single traveller,
.
nor see any s i p of life in all the route.
There is another road along the river bank to the
midway hollow above mentioned, but it is difficult on
account of ravines and the broken nature of the ground.
A third route goes round by the south of Koh Khanishin, but i t is six or seven miles longer, and without
water.
There is no habitation on our side of the river, nor
cultivation, nor even a ruin ; and what could be the
use of the Calii Sabz, or Green Fort, on its commanding
mound immediately on the river, it is di5cult to

imagine. Our supplies were all brought from the villages on the opposite shore, and our people forded the
river stirrupdeep, or up to the girths, in several places.
The river here is about two hundred yards wide, and
its banks are low and overgrown with tamarisk jangal.
The evening set in cloudy, and at nine o'clock a
heavy thunderstorm with lightning and rain burst over
our camp. I t lasted an hour and a half, and then swept
southwards to the sandy desert.
Hence u-e marched twenty-three miles to Me1 Gudar,
and camped on the river bank, near the ford of that
name, just where the river makes a deep bend to the
south. Our route generally was 8.8. W., now and again
stnlilng tlie river at its successive turns or bends to the
south.
For the h t six or seven miles the ground wm very
deep in mud, owing to the rain last night. In some
parts our cattle sunk up to the knee in it, and could
with difficulty extricate themselves from the hire. The
road from the south of Koh Khanishin here joins the
main route, and as the land rises in that direction, it is
dry and firm under foot.
At about half-way, we struck the river at one of its
many bends, directly opposite the fort of Malakhan,
which occupies a high mound overlooking its right bank.
It is advantageously situated, and has a lofty citadel.
Dunng the British occupation of the country, it was
held by a detachment from the Kandahar garrison. The
citadel was destroyed and the fortifications demolished
in 1863 by the Amir Dost Muhammad, because he found
that every governor sent to this frontier post became
rebellious on the strength of the fort. The place is now
quite deserted, and offers another sad instance of the too
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truthful saying, that everybody who comes here destroys
something and goes his way.
A couple of miles or so beyond this, at another bend
of the river, we came to the hut settlement and cultivation of Deshd, belonging to the ~sh&zais. It is the
only habitation me have met with on this side the river
since leaving Landi. A little farther on we passed
through some widespread ruins of towers and houses,
the ground between which was red with bits of broken
pottery. In some parts it mas perfectly flat, and gave out
a hollow sound as our horses tramped over the surface,
conveying the idea that we were riding over concealed
vaults. At two miles on from this, we camped on the
river bank, opposite a dense jangal of tamarisk and
millow trees.
Our next stage was thirty-six miles to L a n a Barechi,
where we camped on the high bank of the river close to
the fort. 'Our route, at first 8.8.W., led through a wild
uninhabited jangd tract for the whole distance. The
road is a well-beaten track, and passes across a succession of deep bays or reaches of spongy saline alluvium,
and for the most part follows the course of the river, thc
short bends of which now and again come close up to
the road.
The reaches are scparated from each other by promontories of the desert, which stretch forward up to
the river bank. At about eight miles we came to a
solitary mound on the Abdullahabad reach or bay. I t
is called Sangar, or "the breastwork," and is said to
be the first place seized from the NGrzai by the celebrated Baloch freebooter, Abdullah Khan, after whom the
country is now named. This notorious robber was the
chief of a small party of Sanjar&ni Baloch nomads, who

are said to have come here from the KharAn and Ndshki
district8 in the troublous times following Nadir Shah's
devastating march through the Garmsel in 1738. He
pitched his tents here, and, with the aid of other Baloch
mercenaries of different tribes, succeeded in ousting the
Ndrzai possessors after many encounters. During his lifetime he held all that portion of the left bank of the river
extendmg fiom Me1 Gudar to Rbdbgr, as the summer
pasture tract of his tribe, and annually, on the return
h m winter quarters in the desert, contested its possession with the Nhzai. Many tales are told of his
prowess and lawlessness, but in a country where every
man is a born robber, and acknowledges no other right
but that maintained by might, his deeds of valour resolve themselves into petty successes against, and gradual encroachments on, the lands of individual nomad
camps numerically weaker than his own, and distracted
by intestine feuds that prevented a combination to expel
the intruder. The plundering habits of these Baloch,
and their constant hostilities with the neighbouring
Afghan nomads, led to the abandonment of the Garmsel
route fiom Kandahar to Sistan, and the country soon became a den of thieves, and the refuge of outlaws of all the
surrounding provinces, who attached themselves to t.he
Baloch chief as mercenaries and dependants.
From San,w our path veered to the S.W., and, after
a few miles, passed round the projecting desert cliffs by
a narrow path between them and the river brink, and
brought us into another bay or reach, called KhwAjah
'Ali, fiom a mound and ruined tower in the midst of a
sheet of broken pottery tha$ covers its surface to redness.
Whilst riding over this, we observed, as on a former
occasion, that the ground gave a hollow sound under our
h o r n ' feet, as if it were vaulted. Excepting the tower
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mentioned, not a wall nor vestige of any other building
was discoverable above the flat surface.
Having come sixteen miles, we halted a t this tower
for breakfast; and took the opportunity to satisfy ourselves that there was really nothing to see here, except
that the river bank on this side is high and vertical, and
its wide bed full of tamarisk and willow forests, on the
edge of which are the fresh prints of wild pig in the soft
soil.
Prom this alluvial bay we passed into a similar one,
by a very narrow path between the river brink and the
abrupt cliffs of a promontory of the desert. I t is called
Dashti Hadera, or " the plain of the graveyard," and is
about two miles across. Here, too, though no traces of
walls or mounds were visible, the surface was coloured
by the bits of red tile and glazed pottery thickly strewed
over the level ground. Beyond this we rose on to the
next promontory of the desert, and passed an extensive
graveyard, from which the plain below derives its name.
From this elevation, the flat surface of which is a
coarse gravelly sand bare of vegetation, we got a wide
view of the desert, extending away to the south, as far as
the eye could reach, in an uubroken waste of sandy
undulations. We descended the farther side of this by
a long sandy gully, and entered on the Pulhlak allu\-ium,
a reach similar to those b e a d y passed, but wider.
Here we passed the ruins of the Pul&lak huts, destroyed in the spring of 1869 by the usurper Muhammad
'Azim Khan, when he took this route to Persia, a h his
defeat at Ghazni in January of that year by pre-Amir
Sher 'Ali Khan. PulAlak is said to be an abbreviation
of Pul 'Ali Khan (the bridge or boundary of 'Ali Khan) ;
but who 'Ali Khan was we could not clearly learn.
The ex-Amir, Muhammad 'Azim Khan, halted here to

recruit his band of followers on the young growing crops
and what supplies the place afforded. But meanwhile
Sharff Khan, the Nahroe Baloch of Sistan, being suspicious of 'Azim's designs, suddenly marched from Burj
Alam, surprised 'Azim, and put his followers to flight.
He then received the fallen Amir as a refugee, and
misted him as far as Mashhad on his way to the Persian
capital. The unfortunate Barechi settlers, having been
plundered by each in turn, left the country to join their
clansmen in Shorawak, and their homesteads are now
almost obliterated in a wilderness of jangal.
Beyond this, rounding some desert cliffs, we entered
the alluvium of Landi Barechi, and camped' on the high
river bank close to the fort. There is a good deal of
cultivation here, and the level ground is dotted all over
nith little sandheaps topped by clumps of tamarisk, or
bushea of a species of caroxylon and other salsolaceae,
which have been the cause of their formation. We had
not seen this appearance before, and the number and size
of thcse mounds attracted our attention. They are
formed by drift sand collecting about the roots of scattered bushes, and gradually, as its quantity increases by
k h additions, raising them above the general level of
the plain. Some of these mounds are eight or ten feet
high, and of a blunt conical form. Landi is a small
square fort, with a turret at each angle, and around it
are some two hundred wattle-and-dab huts of t,he Barechi
Afghans. The river here flows in two or three streams
between long island s t r i p of tamarisk jmgal.
I shot a large blue-backed and black-headed seamew
here. The ,dl fell into the stream, and drifted to the
0pP0s;tesbore; but my servant, a native of Kandahar, retrieved it, fording the river with the water up to his neck.
The stream was very still, and of clear blue colour. Here
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also I got specimens of the black cormorant, a grebe,
and a small diver much resembling it, and another bird
with similar features, but with a serrated bill, hooked at
the tip.
The weather was more or less cloudy all day. T o d s
sunset rain set in, and continued in a steady soaking
drizzle far into the night. The evening temperature
outside the tent was 54" Fah. By the aneroid, I calculated the elevation of this place at 1950 feet above the
sea.
At the last stage, one hundred and fifty of our cavalry
escort were sent back to Kandahar ; and at this place
we parted with our infantry escort and their commandant, Colonel Taj Muhammad, Ghilzai, as me are soon to
enter Sistan territory, now in the possession of Penia
I was sorry to lose the Colonel's society, for he generally accompanied me on my deviations from the beaten
track, and proved himself a very agreeable and intelligent
companion. He obtained his promotion for good senice
at the siege and capture of Herat in 1863 under the late
Amir Dost Muhammad Khan. He is one of the most
intelligent and least prejudiced Afghans of his c l m I
have met with, and in our rambles together gave me a
fund of information regarding his people and the portions of the country he had visited. Like d Afghans, he
was a keen sportsman, and with a common smo~th~bore
military musket, of the now nearly extillct Brown Bevs
pattern, made some remarkably good "pot s h o b " at
eighty yards, considering his ammunition wcrs home-made
gunpowder, and roughly-rolled pellets cut from pencils
of lend.
He took leave of us with m i i y sincere expressions of
r y r c t at our stq):~r : t~ion, and co~umitted us to " thc
~ r u t wion
~ t of Gocl \vi t l ~d l sorts of good wishca for our
"
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welfare and prosperity. Towards those he treats as his
friends, the Afghan can make himself very agreeable,
and in this phase his character is of the most winning
kind. His straightforward friendliness, his independent
bearing, and freedom Gom flattery and obsequiousness,
coupled with unbounded hospitality and unceasing attention to the wants of his honoured guest, are sure to
captivate the stranger, and blind him to the fact that he
has a dark side to his character, and that a very trivial
circumstance may serve to d,isclose it.
However, on this occasion, as the even tenor of our
friendly 'relations was happily unmarred by a single
codretemps, i t is not for me in this place to enlarge
on the proverbial fickleness of their character, nor to
disclose the wolf that lurks in the Afghan heart. It is
enough to speak of our friends as me find them ; and in
this light i t is but fair to say, nothing could have excelled the genuineness of the cordiality that marked our
conduct tow,ards each other during our association on
h s march through the province of Kandahar.
28th Febmutry.-Landi Barechi to RGdbAl; seventeen
miles ; route, W.S.W. After clearing the Landi cultivation, our path led under some projecting desert clfis, on
the most prominent of which are the ruins of a small
fort, which, from its elevation, must command a wide
prospect of the country on the east and west.
Beyond this, crossing the RGdbSr canal, we entered a
wide gulf or reach of level land. It is now a perfect
wilderness ; and in its centre, on a low mound, are the
ruins of LSt CalS, of the history of which nobody could
tell us anything. The surface around is strewed to rednees with bits of broken pottery, bricks, and glazed ware.
Farther on, our path still skirting the desert cliffs on
our left, s-e passed the ruins of Karbhak or Garshdsal),
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and then veering towards the river on our right, crossed
a bare pebbly tract down to Rddbh, where we camped.
The pebbles on this tract, which is formed by the
sinking of the desert in low undulatiom towards the
river, are smooth, and close-set in the clay soil. They
are of a dark brown colour, and in the morning sunlight
shone with the lustre of frosted silver. Not a particle of
vegetation was seen in this tract, though beyond it, in
the vicinity of RGdbajr, there is a considerable extent of
corn-fields, and a scattered growth of tamarisk and other
trees.

CHAPTER VII.
29th Febrzu~q 1872.-Rzidbh consists of two small
forts, about half-a-mile apart, on the left bank of the

Helmand, which here flows in a full deep stream nearly
two hundred yards wide. The channel, which is about
a mile wide, is fringed with a dense jangal of tamarisk
and willow trees bordered by belts of tall reeds.
Each of the forts is surrounded by its own collection
of hut settlements and corn-fields. One of them belongs
to I m h Khan, who resides at Chkburjak, on the right
bank of the river, lower down its course ; and the other
to Kama Khan, who resides at Bandar, still farther west,
on its left bank. Both these Baloch chiefs are brothers of
the late Khan, Jah6n Khan of Chakansirr. !heir father
wru the late JAn Beg, son of the celebrated Abdullah
Khan, Sanj&i, whose history I have already referred
to. Their permanent location in this country only dates
from the early years of the present century, when, about
the year 1810, they were settled here by the Barakzai
king-maker, Pata Khan, as a makeweight against his
rival neighbours the Nfxzais. This remarkable man,
there is little doubt, aimed at supplanting the tottering Saddozai dynasty on the throne of Kabul in his
o m person.
As Wazir of Shah MahmGd, he not only
brought in these Baloch colonists as a military element in support of his cause on this frontier of the
kingdom, and on the border of his own patrimonial
estate at Nadali near Girishk, but appointed his own
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brothers to the charge of the most important provincial
governments of the country.
His cruel death in 1818, after his successful repulse
of the Persians from Herat, though it cut short his
own career, precipitated the downfall of the Saddozais,
and hastened the transfer of the government to his own
family ; and thus was matured the scheme of his life,
which the Pates had decreed he himself should not accomplish.
RfidbAr is reckoned the limit of Garmsel to the west.
Farther on in that direction, the desert wastes on either
side bounding the valley of the Helmand gradually
diverge from each other, and the country opens on to the
plain of Sistan. That portion of the Helmand valley
called Garmsel, or "the hot tract," extends fi-om H a z h juft to RtidbAr, a distance of one hundred and sixty
miles from east to west. I t is bounded on the north
and south by vast desert wnstes, noted for their aridity
and destructive heat during six months of year. Towards the river they form high coast-lines of sand-cliffs
and bluffs of shingle, that confine its valley within welldefined limits.
Owing to the peculiar arrangement of these lateral
barriers, it, is difficult to assign a general width to the
valley, nor is it easy to describe it as a whole. The
most notable features of the valley are its division into
two nearly equal parts by the Koh Khanishin, and
the transference of the alluvium from one bank to
the other on either side of it. Koh Khanishin itself
stands an isolated mass of sharp, bare, black, jagged
peaks about five milcs south of the river ; but between
it and the stream, on which it abuts in tall cliffs, is interposed an elevated strip of the sandy desert some sixteen or eighteen milcs across, as already described,
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To the eastward of this point the alluvium is all on
the left or south bank, and presents a succession of wide
bays or reaches, bounded in that direction by corresponding sweeps or curves of the desert coast-line. On
the opposite side there is no alluvium whatever, the
desert cliffs rising straight from the river bank.
To the westward of Khanishin the alluvium is mostly
on the right or north bank for some fifty maes. It the11
shifts to the opposite bank for about the same distance,
and beyond RcidbAr lies on both sides of the river. The
width of the alluvium varies considerably between one
and six miles in the different successive reaches or bays.
The valley everywhere bears the marks of former prosperity and population. Its soil is extremely fertile, and
the command of water is unlimited. I t only requires a
strong and just government to quickly recover its lost
prosperity, and to render it a fruitful garden,' crowded
with towns and villages in unbrokcn succession all the
way from Sistan to Kandahar.
The present desolation and waste of this naturally
fertile tract intensify the aridity and heat of its climate.
But with the increase of cultivation and the growth of
trees these defects of the climate would be reduced to
a minimum, and the Garmsel would then become habitable, which in its present state i t can hardly be considered to be.
Under a civilised government there is not a doubt
the Garmsel would soon recover its pristine prosperity,
and then this part of the Helmand valley would rival in
the salubrity of its climate that of the Tigris at Baghdad. It has been, as history records, and as its own
dent memorials abundantly testify, the seat of a thriving and populous people, and it still possesses all but the
main requisite for their restoration. When the curse of
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anarchy and lawlessness is replaced in this region by the
blessings of peace and order ; then Garmsel will once
more become the seat of prosperity and plenty. But
when can one hope to see such a revolution effected in
this home of robbers and outlaws ? The advancing
civilisation of the West must some day penetaate to this
neglected corner, and the children's children of its present inhabitants may live to hear the railway whistle
echoing over their now desert wastes.
From R t i d b l we marched twenty-eight miles to Cals
JBn Beg, and camped in a tamarisk forest on the river
bank. Our route was nearly due west along the course
of the river, and for the whole distance passed through
a quick succession of ruins, the remains of ancient forts,
cities, and canals.
The first ruins are those of Pushti GBo, close to Rfidbh. Amongst them is traced the course of a great
canal called Jbe Garahasp. It is said in ancient times
to have irrigated the southern half of the Sistan plain,
but the accuracy of this statement is doubtful, for we
failed to trace it in oui onward progress. The main
channel is said to have run from Rtidbk to Fdkti under
the name of BalbBkhan, and to have given off numerous
branches on either side.
Between these ruins and the river bank a long stsip
of corn-fields extends for seven or eight miles, and
amonpt tllcm are scattered numerous sand-drift hillocks, topped by clumps of tamarisk trees. Beyond this
cultivation the country between the desert cliffs and the
river bank presents a bare undulating surface closely set
with smooth brown pebbles. Here and there between
the successive ruins are low ridges dotted with tamarisk trees, now budding into foliage.
At about the sixteenth mile we came to the ruins sur-
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rounding Cals MAdari PzldshLh, or "the foot of the
king's mother." The fort itself is in fair preservation,
and appears to be of much more recent date than the
ruins that surround it. I t is said to have been the
residence of the mother of Kai Khusran. At about eight
or ten miles beyond it are the extensive ruins of Kaikobad, a city named after its founder, the h t of the
K+ni sovereigns, and subsequently said to have been
the capital of Kai Khusran. Two tall dilapidated towers,
at some three hundred yards apart, are pointed out aa the
site of his palace, and the fenestered curtain walls projecting from them towards each other give an outline of
the palatial court. These ruins are all of raw brick, and
wear a very ancient look, and prove the astonlghing
durability of the material.
I diverged from the route to explore the ruins, and on
the uneven surface covering decayed walls and the
foundations of houses found fragments of red brick, but
saw none of the arched roofs so common in the more
modern ruins, or those of the Arab period. The palace
extended quite to the river bank, and across it on the
opposite shore are the ruins of a compact town round a
central fort raised on a low ,artificial mound.
The ground about these ruins, which extend for five or
six miles along the river bank, is very uneven, being
thrown into irregular ridges and mounds by accumulations of sand upon the debris and foundations of walls,
kc. Owing to this superficial covering we saw no
broken pottery or glazed ware, as in the other ruills
previously passed.
A few miles farther on we came to our campingground, an open strip of sand in the midst of a belt of
tamarisk forest, close to the river and the Calfi Jajl Beg.
This last is a ruined fort of much more recent date than
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the ruins of Kaikobad, and derives its present name h m
the fact of the Baloch chief, JBn Beg, having been on one
occasion driven to seek shelter within its protecting
walls from the attacks of the Nkzais, whose lands he
had invaded. He seems to have made good his stand in
this country, for his family now occupy all the river tract
from RGdbk to Chakansh.
J a n Beg was the son of the Abciullah Khan, Sanjnrani Baloch, previously mentioned, ancl appears to have
rivalled his father, whom he succeeded, in the violence
and lawlessness of his character, and the obstinacy
with which he contested the Ntrzais for the possession
of the pasture tracts on this part of the Helmand course
He left three sons, named Khan Jahfin, NunwBb, and
Isl&m, who a t the commencement of the present century
had spread themselves over the alluvium on the right
bank of the river from Ishkinak and Husen6bA.d up to
the vicinity of Chakansbr, a9. ppctlds-nishin, or " dwellers
in lmoths." The palris, or booth, is a movable cabin
formed of wickerwork walls, and thatched with reeds
Each of these chiefs had a number of dependants or subjects, consisting of various Baloch tribes. Their number
amounted to several hundred families, and they were
coll'ectively styled taw&, or bondsmen. They cultirated
sufficient land for the supply of their immetiiate wants,
and for the rest, were mainly occupied in tending their
her& of camcls and flocks of sheep, in plundering their
neighbours, and in protecting themselves from reprisals.
Their permanent location in fixed abodes in this
country dates from the time (18 10) that the Wmir Fata
Khan, BBrakzai, settled the three brothers in their respective possessions, namely Kh&n JahBn at Chakandr,
Nunwab at Bandnr F&kti,and Islam a t Rbdbh. These
places are now held severally by their respective sons,
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lbrahim, K a d , and I m h , and they constitute an important party in the political divisions of Sistan. They
hold all the lower course of the Helmand from RGdbAr
to its termination in the HBmbn, and the couutry on its
nght bank up to Kaddah ancl Khdsh, formerly possessed
by the h'hzais. They are a very turbulent and predatory
people, and habitually plunder their neighbours, and
often organise raids across the Persian frontier. The
best commentary on the life these people lead nrm
afforded by the reply of a native to some inquiries I
made regarding the perilous'adventure of If. Ferrier in
Garmsel with h d Khan in 1845, so graphically described in the twenty-seventh chapter of his "Caravan
Journeys.'' " Who cares to know," said he, " what befell
a wandering Fslrangi in this country a century ago ?
Adventures such as you describe are of daily occurrence
here, and nobody takes note of them except the actual
participators."
1st Ma~ck-CalS JSn Beg to Chkburjak-fourteen
miles ; route, west Ly north, over a bare gravelly desert,
dotted here and there by the ruins of forts and to\\ms for
the first half of the distance. Beyond this the surface is
undulating, and covered with brown pebbles that glistened
with a silver lustre in the morning sunlight. On the
alluvium on the opposite side of the river we observed
the ruins of a large fortified town called Ishkinak.
Around it are the huts and fields of the Zabardmt
Balochi. Westward of this are the cultivation and settlements of HasenSbScl, belonging to Imim Khan of C h k burjak. They extend in a long narrow trip of corufields and huts between the river and the desert cliffs
bounding the alluvium to the northward.
At about half-way we were met by Sher Muhammad,
son of Imih Ifhan. He wa.9 attended by thrrc or four
0

.
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horsemen, and came to excuse his father's meeting us on
the plea of ill-health, but invited us on his part to camp
a t his fort. We acquiesced in the arrangement, and he
consequently hurried back with the intelligence. Meanwhile we dismounted a t a roadside mound to breakfast
and let the baggage get on ahead. From this elevation
we got a view of the top of the Sarhadd mountains,
three days' journey across the desert due south. These
mountains are described as well watered from numerous
springs, and the valleys as covered with groves of the
date-palm. To the west of them is the Baloch district of
Ishpi, in which rice is largely cultivated. Away to the
distant west we saw, but indistinctly, the Nihbandh
range, running north and south, and closing the Sitan
basin in that direction.
From this we went on dong the river bank, and camped
on a sandy spot in its wide channel, directly opposite
Chhburjak, on i h farther bank. This is a square fort,
with towers a t each angle, and is a recent construction,
'dating only from the time of Aluhammad RazQ,the k-,
bandi chief of Sihkoha. The river is here easily forded
stirrup-deep a t this season. '~oon after our arrival in
camp 1ma;m Khan sent us a feast cooked in Baloch fashion,
but as we had but recently breakfasted, we were not yet
prepared to appreciate the merits of the savoury-smelling
c m a and kabhb, nor to test the digestibility of the
three different kinds of bread loading the trays, vk,
fritter, pancake, and muffin.
We here learned that Sir F. Goldsmid's party had
lwcn in this vivinity S O I ~ C rl:~!-s ago, and an Afghan
~)ric-.t clr.c.ril)inq their doings to the Saggid, not h o w I l ) t ~11:1t11is Piishto R ~ ~ C C Pw;is
I ~ understood by us, *id
I 1 1 :r
I I I ic.l.ousl\~~
plaint ivc voice, " Yes 1 the Fam@
1,
I ~ i , r r ~n,i l 1 1 f11t.r hare goue. They
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to the top of every high mound, nnd put telescopes to

their eyes. They have seen all our country inside and
out, and made a map of it. God only knows what will
become of us now ! " A quiet hint from his friends
warned him, and he took care not to commit himself
further, and ~resentlyretired to the Saggid's tent.
Later in the afternoon the Saggid came to our tent
to consult with the General as to the advisability of
removing the couriers we hacl left behind at the several
stages through Garmsel, for the transmission of our posta
to and from India, ss he had received reliable information that our reception in Sistan would not be an agreeable one. He considered that the safety of these men,
in their isolated posta on the Sistan border, would be
jeopardised, and thought it best that they should be
removed to the more direct and safer route from Kandahar by Girishk to E'arrah. A messenger was consequently despakhed with orders for the several troopers
to return to Kandahar, and by the same opportunity a
letter was sent to the governor of that city, instructing
him of the new arrangement made for our posts. Of
the correctrless of the Saggid's views, and the wisdom of
his action in this matter, we later on hacl proof, as will
be mentioned in its proper place.
From Chkburjnk letters were sent off to Mir Alan1
Khan, Persian governor of Sisk~n,and to Mirza Rl&sbm
Khan, Persian commissioner, announcing our arrival,
and intimating our proposed route to Burj Alam. At
the same time, owing to the disquieting reports we had
received, it was clecideri to send on our spare tents to
the next stage a t Bandar.
We ourselves followed next morning, but we had
hardly cleared out of camp, when one of our men returned to say that the KEirw&nb&hi,SAlih Muhammad,
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in charge of our peshkhdju~d, or advanced camp, had
been stopped by an armed party fiom the Bandar fort,
and ordered to return', but the KkwhbAshi refusing,
the camels were halted till he could hear fiom us. The
messenger was sent back with orders for him to remain
where he was, and we proceeded. Presently after, another horseman was seen approaching us in hot haste.
He turned out to be a Persian, and came on the part
of Kamdl Khan of Bandar, to apologise for the ccrnt~.etemps regarding our baggage, and to a s u r e us of a
welcome reception. With the liational volubility and
hyperbole, he almost persuaded us that we would he
treated as honoured guests, and be furnished freely with
all our camp required. I t was not long, however, before
our doubts were settled ; for though camped close. under
the fort, the chief neither came to see us, nor showed us
the smallest attention, whilst, on the contrary, supplies
were withheld on oue pretence a d another till late in
the evening, and then doled out sparely a t their own
price.
Our route from Chfirburjak was nearly due west, and
for the first few miles crossed a sandy tract covered with
dwarf mimosa and tamarisk. The caked sand and clay
on this tract was evidently a deposit fiom the river
floocls. Between this and the desert cWs is a strip of
bare pebbly ground. We followed this for some d e s
along the course of a very ancient canal, which formerly,
it is said, irrigated Trdkii, and all the country to the
town of Zirrah. I t is called J b e Karshasp or Garshasp,
but appears to be quite distinct from the canal of that
name met at Rhdbilr. It is said to have been excavated
by Garshasp, the grandson of Jamshed, and ancestor of
Rustam. I t is of considerable size, and is furnished
with numerous cross-cuts opening into the main channel
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at a certain height, and meant to carry off the overflow
in seasons of the river flood.
Beyond this we passed the ruins of a small t o m , and
then came to the Bandar or T&kb.canal, a recent cutting
dating from the time of Muhammad Raz&, Sarbandi.
We crossed it by a rustic bridge, and turning to,the left
through some tamarisk jangal, rose on to the desert, which
here projects towards the river in a succession of tall

eMa
From this high ground we got an extensive view of
the Sistan plain and the alluvium on the right bank of
the river, which gradually widens to the northward into
the proportions of a plain. The Helmand is seen to
make a sudden turn a t Bandar, and to flow north-west
in a very tortuous course. A drearier prospect one could
not wish to see. To the south is the great sandy desert,
hose bare surface cuts the horizon as does the ocean.
To the west lies the wicle plain of Sistan, a flat, bare,
pebbly tract, i h e uniformity of which is only broken by
the ruins that here and there stud the surface. To the
northward winds the Helmand, in a wide channel
crowded with tamarisk forest. Beyond the river
stretches a widening strip of alluvium, the characteristic features of which are its conspicuous ruins, backed
by desert cliff's, which here too cut the horizon in one
vast line of unbroken waste. Descending from this elevated strip of desert, we entered on the Sistan plain, and
at a mile or so came to Bandar Fort, where we camped.
Bandar, for this country%is a strong place. It consista
of a fort within fortified walls, which are loopholed,
and furnished with bastions for a flank fire. The whole
place is very neatly built, and appears to be of recent
construction, the outer walls particularly.
From this we marched fourteen miles, and camped in
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tamarisk jangal on the river bank near a clay bridge
called Daki Dela. After clearing the corn-fields round
the fort, our route wlrs northerly dong the river courw,
by a beaten track on the verge of a wide, level, bare
pebbly plain, that extends many miles to the westward,
without any sign of habitation or cultivation.
On the opposite side of the river, the alluvium up to
the desert cliffs appears entirely deserted, and for some
miles is covered with the ruins of an extensive city
called Rffr. At our camp the river flows in two streams,
divided by a long island strip of tamarisk jangal. Both
streams were forded hy our horsemen to collect the
kwta (a species of cypcrus) p as fodder for our cattle.
I t grows here in abundance, and is the principal fodder
of the cattle in this country.
During the afternoon, Shamauddin. Khan, the son of
Sardar Ahmad Khan of &h, arrived in camp. He is a
fine young man, and, ;ts one result of his visit to India
in 1869 (he was in attendance on the Amir Sher Xli
Khan when he \vent to Amballah for his conference with
Lord blayo), hm adopted the European style of drw.
The Saggid, alluding to documents, &c.. for the busines
on hand, asked him if he had come fully prepared. "Oh,
yes," said the young chief eagerly, his e y a brightening
a t the query ; " we are nll ready." "How do you mean?"
inquired the Sttggid, doubtful from his manner ss to
whether he had h e n properlv understood. " We hare
sharp swords, and keep our powder dry," was the unexpected reply. The several different tribes occupying t h i ~
country have been so long at enmity against each other,
that they never think of moving across their respective
borders unless ~ r o v i d e dto meet all contingencies, and
consequently, in the present state of excitement amongst
them, his queation elicited the most nntural reply.

A COURIER ROBBED.
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Whilst our visitors were with us, the Saggid's servant
reported the arrival of a messenger from Kamiil Khan a t
Bandar. The Saggid went out to see him, and presently returned with the packet of letters we had despatched for India by courier from CalA JSn Beg, and
the following story :-Our courier had been attacked and
plundered by robbers beyond Rddb&r. They took his
horse and arms from him, but did him no personal
injury. He walked back with the packet committed
to his charge tied round his waist under the clothes,
and on arrival a t Bandar, was so foot-sore and fatigued
that he could not come on. Under these circumstances
he revealed himself to Kamdl Khan, and made the
packet over to him for transmission to us. Such w;ls
the my, and we considered ourselves fortunate in the
restoration of the packet; for a t Chhburjak we were
informed that Sir F. Goldsmid had left letters to await
General Pollock's arrival, but that the Persian official
there had sent them to the Persian Governor a t NasirThat the letters had been left wk subsequently
satisfied ourselves, but as to what became of them we
could never learn.
From Daki Dela we marched twelve miles, and
camped on the river bank a t a place called Ghabri HAji,
from the tomb of some pilgrim in the vicinity. Our
route was nearly due north, across a continuation of the
plain traversed yesterday. At about half-way we came
abrerrst of the ruins of Cal& Fath or CalA Pat, on the
opposite side of the river, and a little farther on we
crossed the track of a very ancient canal, called YakhAb.
It starts from the river below the ruins, and strikes across
the plain in a westerly direction. The ruins of CalA Fath
are very extemive, and present some very large buildings, besides the lofty citadel which occupies the sum-
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mit of an artificial mound in their midst. The ruins
extend over several miles of country, and are backed by
the cliffs of the IChhh desert. They are mostly of clay
and raw brick, but red bricks of a large size are alm
said to be found amongst them. The city was the
capital of the last of the KayAni kings, and is said t~
have been finally sacked and dismantled bj- Xaclir Shah
about a century and a half ago. The citadel has been
recently repaired, and is now garrisoned by a party of
Penian troops, but there is no cultivation, nor other
habitation in the vicinity. It is merely held as a dt q outpost, and its occupation as such only dates from
the last month.
A little beyond this, emerging from a belt of tamarisk
bordering the river, a party of fifty or sixty horsemen,
all gaily dressed, and bristling with armour of sorts,
camc across the plain towards us. The Sagid forestalled our inquiry by the intimation that they were
some Afghan chiefs who 1vere come to welcome us.
115th this satisfactory assurance we proceeded, and presently, ,arrived a t a few paces from each other, all by
common consent dismounted simultaneously. Then follo~veda very confused and promiscuous greeting, with an
amount of cordiality and friendship quite unlooked for,
considering we were perfect strangers. Our friends
seemed to act on the principle of "shaking a hand
wherever they saw one," and, doubtless, under opposite
colidi tiolis, \vould be equally ready as the proverbial
Irisl~illanto " Itit a head wherover they saw one." At
all events, from their martial array, they were quite prepared to act on a contingency rendering such a measure
necessary. .
MTe were no sooner dismounted than we \\-ere envrlop(1 in n cro\vd' of Afghans and Baloclii, welcoming
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anybody and everybody in their own rough and homely
fashion. One seized my hand with a "Jor h t g ? " ("Are
you well?" or, " How d'ye do ? "), but before I could reply
it was ,gabbed by another with a similar interrogative ;
from him it was snatched by a third, who was quickly
deprived of its possession, and cut short in his " Kzish
cimndid " (" You are welcome," or, " Glad to see you ") by
a burly fellow elbowing his way through the crowd with
p t bustle and roughness. He merely gave a tug and
a toss, with " Sctggid &rn dai? " (" Which is the Saggid ? "), and passed on ; and I hurried after him, glad to
escape from my surroundings-a true case of " save me
from my friends."
The Saggid presently restored orcler, and introduced us
to Sardar Ahmad Khan, Ishdczai Afghan, the lord of
Lash ; and Sardar Ibrhhfm Khan, S a n j d n i Baloch, the
lord of Chakansur or Cliakn&f~r; and M a r d h Khm,
N6rzai Afghan of Farrah, formerly Yar Rfuhammad's
agent in Sietan. The usual compliments were then
quickly exchanged, and mounting, we proceeded on our
way together. Presently we struck the river bank, and
following its course opposite a long island strip for a
mile or two, camped on the verge of the hard gravelly
desert plain, close to a belt of tamarisk jangal.
In the afternoon Sardar IhrShfm Khan called on the
General, 'and took his leave of us, tis he croascs the
river to be amongst his own people a t night. He is a
thorough barbarian, slovenly in dress, loud in voice, and
rough in manner. He has coarse repulsive features, and
a very unhealthy sallow complexion, the results of a long
life of dissipation and debauchery. His coming out to
meet us is, we are told, a great compliment, for he is
very proud of his independence, and has never done as
much honour to any Afghan king or other potentate.
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He is very popular amongst his people on account of his
liberality and courage, but is said to be subject to fits of
insanity, brought on by the excessive abuse of charras,
or the resin of Indian hemp, an intoxicating drug which
is a very fruitful source of madness in India
On these occasions he shuts himself up in a tower of
his fort with one of his wives and a couple of African
slave boys for a week a t a time, his only guards being
a number of savage dogs he keeps for hunting the wild
boar. His son, Khan JahAn Khan, now has the management of his affairs, as the father's fits of dissipation quite
unfit him for the conduct of his business. The immense
quantities of snuff he uses quite muddle his brains in
the intervals when they arc not deprived of intelligence
by drugs. We did not discover until after he had left us
that he was the actual murderer of the unfortunate Dr
Forbes when he was his guest in 1842.
I learned from an eye-witness, now in the service of
the chief of L&sh (whose mother is the murderer's sister),
that the murder was quite unpremeditated, and ails
committed in a freak of intoxication. It appears that on
the eve of the melancholy occurrence a party had been
arranged for shooting wilcl-fowl on the lake in the
morning. The host and murderer, with a party of
attendants, accompanied their guest to the lake, and all
appeared in very good spirits and on the best terms.
The wild-fowl were found too far from the shore, and the
t h i n , or bulrush float used by the fowlers, was brought
forward to carry Dr Forbes nearer to the game. Gun in
hand, says my informant, the confiding stranger took his
seat on this raft, and was being poled out into the clear
wntcr hy onc of the attendants. When only a fewyards
from thc shore, the murderer and his victim were conV I - Y ~ I mc>rrily
I ~ ~
: and the latter, laughing, o h m d that
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the unsteady motion of his little bark did not promise
him a succes~fulbag. The former, now buddenly changing his tone, took his loaded rifle from an attendant, and
pointing it a t Dr Forbes, laughingly exclaimed he would
make a very good target. The doctor, not expecting any
foul play, laughed, and said no doubt he would. At this
moment the fatal trigger \t.m pulled, and the unfortunate
gentleman rolled into the water, shot through the heart.
Seeing hat he had done, the murderer, lbrShim Khan,
is described as having burst into a paroxysm of insane
laughter at this tmgic conclusion of the stranger's career.
His body was soon after recovered from the water, and
the valuables removed from it. The corpse was then
decently interred on the river bank, and no indignity
was perpetrated upon it, as has been stated by some
partien.
The murderer, it appears, had been in a more or less
intoxicated state for some days previously, and, a t the
time he committed the crime, was under the influence of
&n-as or bhang. Such is the account I received ; and
though it in no way exculpates tlle criminal, it dives&
the tragedy of much of the horrors the commonly current
accounts h,d eoloured it with.
The weather a t this stage wa.5 altogether different from
any we previously or subsequently experienced in this
country. During the day the sky was overcast with
clouds, and the air wm still and oppressive. Towards
m s e t a strong south wind set in, and a t nightfall
increased to a gale for an hour or so. On ifs subsidence
the atmosphere became close, warm, and oppressive, and
r host of musquitoes and midges invaded our tents. In
the flood season they are said to be a perfect plague in
the vicinity of the river and the shores of the lake.
Our next stage from this wai9 nineteen miles to Burj
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'Alam. The route, at first northerly along the river
course, gradually diverged from it to north-west by a
beaten track acroas a bare pebbly tract. The country
presents nothing worthy of note, except the wide extent
of ruins on the opposite side of the river during the first
few rnilcs out from camp. Beyond them to the east the
prospect is intercepted by thehigh coast of desert chi%,
and in the opposite direction, me cross the wide plain to
the west, is bounded by the Nihbandan range of hills,
which to the south we connected with the Sarhadd
mountains, and to the north with those of Farrah.
Our new friends, Sardar A h m d Khan and Mardin
Khan, with their respective followers, accompanied us
on the march. The former was handsomely h e d in
the Afghan costume, and mounted on a richly caparisoned
Persian horse. He joined us shortly after we had started,
and galloping up from the rear, saluted the General with
a very well pronounced " Good morning," and merrily
observed that he had learned the expression from
Conolly more than t h i r v years ago. He spoke in high
terms of that officer's merits, and said their friendship,
when he was here, was like that of brothers.
He recounted various excursions he had made in
Sistan with Captain Conolly and Sergeant Cameron, and
expressed his pleasure in again making the acquaintance
of Englishmen after so long an interval. He said he
viewed us in the light of brothers, and hoped we would
consider him in the same relation, and in token of this
new bond of brotherhood, he stretched out his ,urn and
shook hands with us. His manner is very quiet, snd
with somewhat of the polish of the Persian s h u t it, and
\TRY strnng~lyin contrnst with that of his countryman,
ll:lrtl:t~llillnn, who, with the characteristic roughnes of
t l Ir \ f ~ 1 1 n l soldier,
1
~ v mloud ancl blustering in his manner,

and, though thoroughly well disposed, never hesitated to
"call a spade a spade," regardless of time and place.
This latter character was in the service of Prince
Kamran a t Herat a t the time that Major Todd was
political officer there. He wm subsequently Y k Muhammad's revenue collector for Sistan, and had his headquarters at Kimak, where he married a Sistani lady, who
now resides a t his home near Farrah. Later, he took
service with the Amir Dost Muhammad, and was
appointed commandant of a party of Farrah irregular
horse, a post he still holds under the Amir Sher 'Ali.
He bears the character of being a brave and successful
soldier, and is mid to have been engaged in most of the
fights on this fro~itierduring the past half-century, and
carries the scars of some of them on his body. Though
now an old man, he is remarkably active, and rules his
men with a well-dreaded sternness.
We found both our companions incredibly ignorant
of everything outside their own country and its immehate politics, and even with these they were not so well
acquainted as one would expect them to be. Their
knowledge of geography was of the scantiest ; of history
they knew simply nothing; whilst of European politics
their ideas were of the haziest kind. "Who are these
Prtk who have defeated the French ? " said Mard41l
Khan. "Outside Islam we only know of three nations to
the west--the English, French, and Russians. But now
people talk of the Pnlss : who are they ?-where do
they come from ? They must be a great nation if it i$
true they have defeated the French."
Having been enlightened on these points as much as
he was capable of being enlightened, he exclaimed with
provoking simplicity, " I see I they are neighbours of the
Rdss. Of course they are the same nation."-"Not
a t all,"

-
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said I in explanation. " Then they are brothers, for
their n'lmes 'are evidently of one stock." It was useless
arguing the point, for any further explanation would only
have h e n received with s~ispi~ious
incredulity, so the
conversation w r l ~turned. " Hut tell me," said my companion cor~fidingly,still hankering after the old topic,
" is it true that there is such a country as J;LJ@ dunyd ?"
(the Kew IVorlcl). " There is no doubt about it; we call
it America," said I. " And is it true that they hare
rebelled against your government, and set up an independent government of their own ? "-" That 's an old story
now," I replied. " Then it is true. Where do they live 1
Is their country near Farangistan 2"-"
You would not
understand if I tolcl yoq," said 1, tiring of the interrogation ; " their country is straight under our feet on the other
side of the world." " U hanla !" ( " S o ! " ) exclaimed
my astonishcci friend, opening his eyes to the widest
nith a stare of disbelief. Here, glad of the opportunitJ.,
1 gallopecl off to the General's party, which had reined
up a little in atlvanct: to look around for a site to breakf a t on.
Some water-worn banks a little to the right of our
route were selecteci. From them we looked down on a
beautifully cleiu blue slicet of water in a deserted
channel of the Hclniand clclt;~. I t was evidently very
hallow, for crililes found a footing far from tlie shore,
and pcliciiils tiloug its edge m c d i l y watched the approacl~
of unwary fish. This channel in upwards of a mile mlde,
'and its bnnks, whicli consist of firm clay some sixty feet
high, are marked by successive rows of water-lines, at no
great height above the present pool, thus indicating that
the channel carries a flood a t certain seasons. The banks
on both sides are bare of vegetation, and are much furrowed and worn by surface drainage.

We had come twelve miles before we halted, and proceeded four more before we descended by a gently sloping gully into a wide circular basin, which formerly had
formed a back-water in connection with the deserted
charnel above mentioned, hut which now presented a
dry, fissured, and caked suface of bare clay, set around by
water-marks rising-in lines one above the other to a height
of some twenty feet.
\Ye went across this basin towards a clay bluff projectingon to it. As we approached near it a large party
of horsemen, much to our surprise, suddenly shot out from
behd its cover towards us, and reined up to await our
arrival. They formed the isticbal party sent out by
Sharif Khan, Nahroe Baloch, to meet and conduct us to
hu fort of Burj 'Alam.
The party was headed by his son 'Ali Muhammad, n
handsome youth dressed and shaved in the Persian
fashion, and consisted of about sixty horsemen, all armed
with rifles slung a t their backs. It was the first we had
seen of tho Persians, for most of the party belonged to
that nation, and they certainly looked a fine body of men,
and were well mounted. The ceremony was very well
arranged, and the sudden dash forward frou their concealment was managed with good effect, as it was meant
to do.
As we came up, 'Ali Muhammad moved his horse forward, and, with a slight inclination of the body said,
"Ahtocil shuma?" (" How do you do ? "). The greeting
was responded to in the same manner and language, and
then both parties, mingling into one, proceeded without
further ceremony or delay.
Passing over a ridge of bare pebbly ground, from which
Emak Fort was seen four miles to the north-east, we
descended into a great hollow, level with that just left
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behind. I t extends for many miles to the south-west as
a low-lying plain, or lacustrine hollow, bordered to the
south by a coast-line of high clay banks. This is the
Hhmlin of Sishn : the name in Persian signifies a level
desert plain. We crossed it in a northerly direction, and
passing an extensive graveyard, a little farther on came to
our camp, pitched close under the walls of Burj 'Nun.
The graveyard occupies the base and slopes of a clay
ridge on the left of our path, and dates only from the
commencement of the present century. A couple of
domed mausolha on the crest of the ridge mark the tombs
of 'Al,am Khan, the founder of the Kahroe colony in
Sistan, and of llis son, Dost Muhammad, the brother of
the present chief, Sharif Khan. The other ,o;mves xe
different from any we have hitherto seen. Over each
grave is built an oblong platform or block, lying north
and south. The material is raw brick neatly plastered
with clay, a d on the upper surface is the figure of 8
coffin. The climensions of these structures are apparently
uniformly six feet by three high, and two and a half
wide. They appeared carefully kept, and gave the cemetery a neat look.
This is the fi~xtvillage we have come to in Sistan
proper, which it seems is limited to a very small area,
We were much surprised, on leaving camp this morning,
to hear our coilipnriions say that we should enter Sistan
by-and-by, being under the impression that we had
already done so on passing beyond Rbdbk. In reality
however-o
we are told-we only entered Sistan to-day
where the islickil of Sliarff Khan met us; the country
beyond to the south being called, on the east TriLkG, and
on the west Zirrah, which sinks rapidly to the south.
I n this restricted sense Sistan is a very small country, and
only com1)riuesthe low-lying lacustrine basin, or HBmdn,

that lies between the Naizar on the north and the cliffs of
the Zirrah desert on the south, the delta of the Helmand
on the east, and the Smhela ravine on the west.
During the afternoon, Sharff Khan, the chief of the
Nahroe Baloch settlecl in Sistan, paid us a visit. He is
a tall, well-built, handsome man, and was richly dressed
in the Afghan fashion. His manners are polished for
Baloch, the result evidently of his residence a t Tehran,
where he has spent several years as a political prisoner
or & ~ u c . He is now, under the rule of the Persians, the
most important, though by no means the most i d u e n tial, chief in the country. In deference to his Persian masters he has adopted the Shia doctrine, and most of the
tribe have in this particular followed the lead of their chief.
He has also married his daughter to Ali Akbar, the eldest
son of Hashmat-ul-Mulk Mir 'Alam Khan, the Persian
governor of Sistan.
The Nahroe Baloch, of whom
Sharif Khan is the present representative, are cornpardtioely modern settlers in Sistan. About the beginning
of the present century, the KayAni chief Bahriim Khan,
being pressed by the Sanjartritni Baloch on the one side,
and the Sarbandi and Shahrki on the other, called in the
aid of the Nahroe Baloch under their chief 'Alam Khan,
and settled them on the south borders of Sistnn as a check
upon the encroachments of the others.
'Alam Khan was the son of Mirza Khan, chief of a
shepherd tribe dwelling in the Nahroe hills north of
Bamptir. He came into Sistan with no great gathering,
and was granted the lands of G6d, CalA Nan, Burj 'Alam
(restored from ruins and named after himself), and two
or three other villages, as military fiefs. 'Alam Khan, on
the subsequent decline of the Kayhni family, declared
his independence, and on his death was succeeded I)y hi^
son, Dost Muhammad. This latter died in 1857, and
P
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ww succeeded by his brother, Sharif, the present chief.
They were all Sunni Muhammadans, and exercised a
subordinate influence on the politics of the country till
the arrival of the Persians. But now, since their occupation of the country, they have become Shia Muhammadans, and attained to the foremost importance in
the country, though numerically they are the weakest
party.
Burj 'Alam is a walled town built on the slope of a
high clay bank that here bounds the hollow to the northward. The walls are crenated and loopholed, but, from
the situation of the town, the houses in the upper part
are commanded over the walls from the low ground to
the east. The houses are crowded together in a COjumble of domed huts, and are overlooked by the citadel,
built on an eminence a t the north-west angle. The town
is said to shelter four hundred families.
6th March.-Burj 'Alam to lY&silAn, six miles. After
clearing the walled vineyards and corn-fields about our
camp, we came to a great canal flowing westward, and
in parts overflowing, between raked banks a t twelve or
fourteen feet above the level of the plain. We followed
it a short distance, and then turned to the north-east,
over a promontory of high clay banks covered with
pebbles similar to those seen in the desert, and again
descending to the low land, picked our way amongst
bogs and pools to the banks of the canal at Kimak, halfway on the march. The pools, formed by overflowings
from the canal, were swarming with all sorts of wildfowl. Disturbed at their busy morning meal by our
:ipproach, tlicr rosc in dense clouds t h a t darkened the
sky, nnd, 11-l-llirlinyo~erhcnclin rapid flights, filled the air
~ vt11
i n i l ul11-cI:II. I ~ f 'cli<c.ortl:~ntsounds, hcnnl far above the
-Ircll\t-.
I . I I I - I ~ - . , # 1 1 1 4 1 11111~1'r~c.:itio~l~
of 9111' cs:lmpfollomew
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as they floundered and struggled in the passage of the
canal.
We ourselves were ferried across on the native tdtgn, to
a narrow landing directly under the walls of the Kimak
fort, at a spot where, for a short distance, the stream
dows flush with the plain, though both above and below
it it flows between raised banks considerably higher
than the general level of the surface. The tdtin is a very
c l m y raft or float, constructed of bulrushes bound together in bundles, and strengthened by tamarisk stakes.
It derives its name from the tdt, or rush, of which it
is made, and is about eight feet long by three wide, and
one and a half deep. The ends of the bundles of rushes
are at one end coiled over and pegged to the upper surface by long wooden pins, and the body of the raft is
strengthened by cross ribs of tamarisk above and below,
fastened together through its substance by cords passing
beheen the bundles, which are arranged lengthways,
whilst the form is secured by long tamarisk staves
fastened a t the sides, as is shown in the annexed sketch.

There were only two of these rafts a t the ferry. Ourselves and boxes were ferried across on them on successive trips, and the rest of our camp and escort forded the
etream a little lower down, where the water reached to
the necks of the men. Each raft could only accommodate
two passengers and two small boxes, with one man to

2
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pole it a m the stream. We each sat upon a box, and
the acight of all sunk the raft to the level of the water.
We were obliged to sit perfectly still in the centre to
prevent a capsize, a catastrophe that was more than once
threatened in our short transit by the clumsy move
ments of the wherrj-man with his pole. After landing on
the other side, we p
d round the w& of Kimak, and
through some small orchcuds and vineyards to the banks
of the canal a little farther up, where we halted to
11-atch the pasage of our bag,Te and escort.
The whole of our party comprised about a hundred and
thrty honemen, sixty or seventy camels, more than half
that number of mules and lW,a;tge-l>onies, and about
thirty footmen. The camp equipage was more or lesw wetted, and several mishaps occurred, but no serious 1w
or accident ; and in three hours and a half the whole of
our party \\-ere szfelv across the Kohak ~ z n n l or,
, as it is
here called, ~ ~ ~ d x r i(mother
kb
of the water). Where
we crossed, the c m d is between thirty and forty yards
wide; it is said to have an average depth of nine feet
here, and is only fordable in two or three places. The
ford a t Kimidi was very narrow, and most of the mishaps
that occurred were owing to the cattle getting off the
direct line into deep water.
The Kohak canal, as its name implies, is taken off the
Hclmand above a weir thrown across the river at that
place. In reality it clmins the river into its own channel
to the extent of diverting its stream, for very little, 3t
this se:uon, escnpx over the river, and the river bed
beyond it is a mcrc succession of stagnant pools, that
censc fitr short of rcncliing the pool, or lake marsb,
into which the Helmnncl in its ordinary course disemI)O@C~. The cnnd traverses the plain westward, and
gives off some largo t,rauche$, which me unfordable.

From these an intricate network of smaller canals
branch off, and rarmfy the whole country south of the
Naizar, fertilising it to an extraordinary degree.
Kimak is a small village enclosed within crenated and
loopholed walls, and protected by a citadel at the southwest corner. It is the residence of Sherdil Khan, the
brother of S h d Khan of Burj 'Alam, and is now held
by a party of Persian soldiers. They certainly seem to
have established themselves here pretty strongly, for I
observed that they thrashed the people very freely right
and left, with an amount of submission on their part I
was not prepared to see. The fact is, Persian rule is
so stern, and their punishments so severe and so horribly
cruel, that an unusual amount of oppression and violence
are endured by the serfs before they are goaded into
resistance.
From Kimnk, leaving the ridge of clay mounds h u e d
Atashgah half a mile to our left, we proceeded northeastwards, and at three miles camped at Whiliin, a
mall village, around which are some Baloch huts. Our
route all the way led over corn-fields flooded with water,
and we had to pick a path to avoid the deep mud.
Due north of our route the Koh Khojah hill appeared
on the horizon, an isolated block of black rock of no
p t height. The general aspect of the country is a
vast gently undulating plain, diversified here and there
by low sandhills, and bounded towards the east by high
desert cliffs, that now and again come into view.
The authorities at W b i l h made themselves as disagvreeable to us as they could short of actual violence.
They not only would not provide our camp with supplies
themselves, but prohibited the people from selling to
U,and went so far as to turn back some loads of fodder
dready purchased and being brought to camp by some
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of our campfollowers. The Saggid's Afghans coda
not brook this conduct on the part of those who stood in
the position of hosts towards us, and a s c d e ensued
between them and some of the village people. The
occurrence was a t once seized upon by the opposite party
as a subject of complaint ; but the Sqgid, to cut the
matter short, had his four followers soundly flogged on
the spot, and returned the loads of straw purchased in
the village. Our cattle for the day were put on short
rations, eked out with what they could pick up on the
plain. This is our disagreeable recollection of IVBsilia
A more agreeable remembrance is kept alive by the
appropriate-name of the place, which signi6ea in Arabic
"the meeters." It wo19 here we had the pleasure of
meeting Major Ewan Bean Smith, who arrived towards
the close of the day from Sir F. Goldamid's c m p at
Banjh, and learning of the safety and welfaxe of their
party ; for though letters had been passing between our
camps,
we had on more than one occasion hcard dwquieting rumours concerning the security of our fiends.
So we met a t last, notwithstanding the "rude bar" in
our progress through the Garmsel ; and, to turn from the
serious to the frivolous, gained full credit for what had
been unanimously conceied aa the most telling of the
riddles exchanged between the two camps, the one in
question having been propounded to explain the cause of
delay in our arrival in Sistan..
Next day we marched twelve milea to Nashabad, rrnd
camped on the plain north-west of the fort. Our route
was northerly, over a level country, more or leas extensively
cultivated, and freely irrigated by numerous water-cuts.
The soil is light and sandy, and is described as extremely
Riddlr What is the came of delay in our joining you in Sistan 1
m y . There is a Rhd& in the way.

fertile in the production of cereals and melons. In some
parts the land seemed to have received a deposit from
river floods.
At about midway on the march we crossed a strip of
waste land, the surface of which presented a very remarkable appearance from the action of a high wiud that
prevails here a t certain seasons. The soil, which was a
compact sand, had been scooped into long wind-swept
refts, all from north-west to south-east. The edges of
these were as clean and sharp as if they had been dressed
with a chisel, and on passing the hand across them, left
the conviction that they could inflict an ugly wound on
the shins of the unwary traveller stumbling against them.
A few tamarisk bushes dotted the surface here and there,
with small patches of camel-thorn and saltwort, and by
their bend and direction of branches evidenced the violence and persistence of the wind that had so cut the
surface into striae.
Beyond this we passed some ruins of villages and a
miserable hamlet called Kandhak. I t is only interesting
in a historical point of view as being the scene of a
desperate fight and terrible slaughter of the Shahrki
rebels in the time of Shah Tyrnh, Durrani. Towards
the close of Shah Ahmad's reign, the Shahrki tribe, in
the perpetual revolutions characterising the normal condition of this province during centuries past, had, by
continual encroachments on the lands of their neighbours
the Kayhi, contrived to gain the ascendancy in the
politics of the country, and Shah Tymh, on succeeding
to the throne of Afghanistan, just a century ago, appointed their chief, Mir Beg, governor of the province.
W Beg, Shahrki, was killed about the year 1777 in
a petty fight against the NGrzais a t RGdbk, and the
government of Sistan was then restored to the hereditary
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chief, Aialik Bahrdm, in subordination to T p i i r ' s governor of L h h , an Afghan noble named Zamiin Khan,
Popalzai This joint authority failed in its purpose, and
the Shahrki, rebelling aapinst the K a y h i , defied the
authority of the king. Tymh consequently sent a force
of Afghans under Barkhurdjr Khan, Achakzai, to reduce
them to subjection. This he did by the victories of
Ktmdhak and Mykhftna, the, ferocity and slaughter
attending which are commemorated in the popular songs
of the country to the present day.
Farther on from K a n d h k , at about a mile from
N h b a d , we were met by an bticbal party of sixty
horsemen, headed by Haji Asad Khan, before whom
were led a couple of yadak, or fully caparisoned horses.
He holds the rank of yd&&l or captain in the
service of the Prince-Governor of K h o r m n , by whom
he hm been deputed to this country expressly for the
purpose of carrying back a reliable account of the real
state of affairs here. Major Smith introduced us successively, and the Y d z k h i on filch occasion nearly bowed
himself over the horse's side. There was a momentary
p u w , and the11 the Persian, with the nationd facility,
freed himself of some choicely-expressed commonplaces,
which, under the circumstances, would have been better
usaid, for they sounded so much like irony. He hoped
we haci made a pleasant journey and found all we
required, when he well knew we had not. He hoped we
should find everything to our comfort and satisfaction,
when he mas certain we should not ; and so on. The
ceremony of introduction over, we went on together in
a mixed crowd to the south face of the fort, and then
dong the side of its ditch up the west face to our camp,
pitched on the plain a few hundred yards beyond the
north-west corner of the citadel.
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In the course of the afternoon, Khan Baba Khan,
H&h of Herat, now in the service of the Amir of
Ghazn, the Persinn governor of this country, called for
Liipursi (a ceremonial visit to inquire of our health and
aelfare). H e is a stout middle-aged man, with decided
Tatar cast of features, but, contrary to the type, has a
long bushy beard and mustaches. His manner was cold
and i m p ~ i l ~ land
e , he performed his part of the ceremony in a thoroughly perfunctory manner.
Aware, probably, that we were unprepared to receive
his visit with the requisites demanded by Persian etiquette, he was accompanied by some attendants bearing
his calyhn or smoking apparatus, and the essentials for
tjrewing tea. A slight hint paved the way to their introduction, and our visitor puffed and coughed, and
coughed and puffed, until it was time for him to depart.
From his stoutness of body, the effort appeared more
laborious than any pleaawe the habit could afforci him,
for he seemed sometimes almost to lose his breath, whilst
kads of perspiration stood upon his forehead. I had
never before nor since seen the calybn produce such
marked effects.
His visit was followed by that of the son of the Persian Commissioner, Sartipiaurval Mirzii Rl&tdm Khan,
on a similar errand. He was a pale-faced, beardless
youth, of timid and reserved manner, but intelligent
anvenation. With him again we sipped tea according
to rule, a n d in due course he took his leave, and, following his predecessor, went from our tent to visit the
Bfghan Commissioner. After their departure, a servant
of the Amir of Ghazn arrived with a few oranges and
m e lumps of sugar on the part of his master, and he
wno followed by another bringing back our requisition
fampplies on payment for the same, with a verbal re-
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quest that a detailed list of our party and each item required might be submitted. This was done, and meanwhile our cattle and followers remained without food all
day. Late in the evening, after we had retired to rest,
another messenger arrived with an intimation that the
supplies were ready for issue inside the fort ; but it was
too late to get more than a modicum of fodder for the
cattle.
Nasirabad, under the Persian rule, has been estabblished as the capital of Sistan. It is the residence of
Mir Alam Khan, chief of Ghazn, who has been appointed the Persian governor, with the title of Hushmatul-Mulk, and is the headquarters of the Persian authority
in this country. Its garrison is stated a t eight hundred
sarbdz or Persian infantry, two hundred horse, and eight
guns. The town or shahr (city), as i t is here called,
is merely the original village of Nasirabad enclosed
within fortified walls surrounded by a ditch. They
have evidently been very recently constructed, and
are meant more for show than for real defence.
Adjoining the north-west corner of the town, but distinct from it, is the citadel, which is a strongly-builL
mud structure, with eight turret bastions on each face,
and a covered way between the ditch and glacis. The
curtains between the bastions are high, loopholed, and
crenated.
Near the north-west angle of the citadel, on the verge
of the ditch, and at no distance from our camp, is one
of these windmills so common in and so peculiar to this
country. It was evidently out of repair, and the mournful creaking of its flanges, as they were revolved by the
midnight breeze, effectually deprived us of sleep during
the hours of darkness. This sort of windmill, or &he
bhb, as it is called, is scientifically though very roughly
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constructed, in adaptation to the prevalent wind in this
region.
It consists of two parallel mud walls, running north
and south ; one of these, usually the eastern wall, is
curved round so as to nearly close the northern face,
leaving only a gap three or -four feet wide between i t
and the opposite wall ; the southern face, on the contrary,
is left completely open. In the centre, on the ground
between these walls, are placed the millstones ; the upper
one working on a pivot fixed in the centre of the lower
one by means of an upright pole fixed in its upper
aurface, and playing above through a hole in a great
beam that rests transversely on the tops of the side
walls. This upright pole or mast is furnished with
wings or paddles, made of light frames of wood fixed
perpendicularly, and along their outer halves covered
with bands of reed matting or wickerwork, which form
flanges to catch the wind and turn the mill. The following horizontal and vertical sections will illustrate the
plan of these mills.

--

H h n W Section.

Vertical &tion.

The wind enters a t A, marked in the horizontal section, and turning the flange opposite, brings round the
next, and so on, and escapes a t the wide southern opening. In some parts of the country these mills are adapted to work horizontally for the raising of water, but we
did not see any of these.
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The qeather had been cloudy throughout the day,
and a t night a cold north-west wind set in, and the
thermometer sunk from 78" Fah. at three P.M. to 40"
Fah. a t daybreak. The elevation of Nasirabad is about
1520 feet above the sea.

CHAPTER VII.
8th March. -Nasirabad to Ranjitr, six miles, and halt
two days. After passing along the north face of the fort,
our route went north-east across a jangal of tamarisk,
more or less flooded by overflowings from a great canal,
which me crossed twice by rustic bridges thrown across
projecting piers formed of alternate layers of clay ancl
fagots. The pools between which we picked our path
were swarming with wild-fowl of all sorts. The
ground of the road was so soft and deep in mud that it
gas impossible to get within range of them, and we thus
lost aeved specimens that were quite unknown to us.
Beyond this strip of flooded jangal we turned eastward across an open plain towards Sir F. Goldsmid's
camp, pitched close to the south of the village of Banjbr,
and at half a mile or so from the tents were met by an
isticbal sent out more Persico from the camp. It was
headed by Major E. B. Smith (who came on yesterday
born Nasfrabad), preceded by two led horses, or yadak,
imd comprised the several members of Sir F. ~oldsmid's
party, namely, Major Lovett, RE., ancl Messrs Thomas,
Bowyer, and Rozario, supported by a party of thirty or
forty of the Mission servants mounted for the occasion.
With them we proceeded to the camp, and, pending the
arrival of our tents, alighted under the Union Jack flying
from a movable flagstaff, guarded by a few Persii~n
sentries, in front of the principal tent, where we were
received by Sir F. Golcbmid.
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Bordering the wcst of our camp is a great sheet of
water, crowded with vast numbers of water-fowl of all
sorts. It is formed by the overflow of a great canal that
branches off from the Kohak Rtid, or MddariSb (which
we crossed at Kimak), and pasing Banjtlr, goes on to
Jalalabad, and irrigates the country north of the Atashgdh
ridge near K h a k .
Due west of our camp, standing out very distinctly
on the plain, at twenty miles off, is the Koh Khojah. It
is an isolated black block with a flattened summit
Major Lovett, who has visited it, tells me it is about four
hundred feet above the level of the plain, and of a hard
crystalline black rock resembling b d t . The rock is
divided into two main portions by a central gorge, and
there are many ruins of mud and stone on its summit,
and also a large reservoir excavated in the rock. The
lower slopes are covered with banks of hard compact
clay. Until four years ago this hill was surrounded by a
reed-grown swamp of muddy and saline water, two or
three feet deep, and was approached from the shore by
passages cut through the reeds, either on foot or on the
native t&in propelled by a pole. It now stands in the
midst of a desiccated marsh many miles from the nearest
water. This is owing to the droughta that have prevailed in this country during the past three or four years,
and the consequent drying up of the marshes formed by
the overflowings of the two lagoons formed by the commingling of the waters of the several rivers that converge
to this point, as will be more fully described further on.
Koh Kho.jnh is also cnllecl I<olii Zlll or Zor and Jcohi
Rustam, and from nncirnt times has nfforcleci an asylum
for ~.chtrc.:lt to t l l ~lrri~~cc.:
of thc c o u n m \ ~ ~ l i cI n
) ~ C C S C ( ~by
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have taken refuge 111 this stronghold, where he held out
seven years against his troops, who were ultimately
obliged to retire through pressure of famine.
Banjk is a flourishing village of about four hundred
houses. It originally belonged to the Kay&ni tribe, but
during the past half century has been in the possession
of the Sarbandi, and now only contains four or five
families of the original tribe. I n the possession of one
of these families, we were informed, there is a very
ancient scroll or tztmdr, in a language not now known in
the country It is supposed to be a record of the ancient
history of the people at the time when they were fireworshippers. It is said to be held in great estimation,
and is not to be purchased for gold ; its existence indeed
is denied by the reputed owners for fear of their being deprived of it, as they were of some valuable records in this
uuknown language by Prince Hamran of Herat, when
he invaded the country in the early part of the present
century. He is said also to have carried off some illuminated tablets, and an ancient copy of the Cur611 and
other Arabic manuscripts.
During our stay here the weather was more or less
cloudy, and a strong north-west wind blew with unabated
force. It is the most prevalent wind in this region, and
during the hot season blows without intermission for
four months, and is, from this circumstance, called blidi
d o biat,or "wind of a hundred and twenty (days)." I t
usually commences about the nun roz, or vernal equinox,
and continues to the end of the harvest, or about the
20th July. To the prevalence of this wind is attributed
the absence of trees from the plain country, and this is
easily understood, unless, as in the gardens about some of
the villages, the trees be protected by walls or other
means of shelter, for the violence of the wind is of itself
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sufficient to wither the blossoms and destroy fructification.
In our experience of it the mind n-as a cold cutting
blast, with the force of a moderate gale. I t commenced
on the day of our arrival a t Nasirabad, on the 7th instant,
anci continued daily till we crossed the Sistan border into
LBsh territory, six days later. It generally commenced
soon after sunrise, subsideci somewhat a t midday, and
gradually recovered its force after sunset. It owes
its cause, apparently, to the rarefaction of the atmosphere by the rays of a hot sun playing upon the ~ a s t
sandy region to the south, anci its coldncss a t this sewon
is derived from the snowy mountains of Ghor, \\-hence it
proceeds. In the hot season it raises clouds of =nd, that
obscure the sky and prove extremely injurious to the
eyes.
Prom B a n j h we got it very good view of the Nihb'md6n range of hills bounhng Sistan on the west. I t is
marked about mid\i-ay by a deep valley or glen, which
conveys its drainage after rains into the lake north-west
of Koh Khojah. Towards the north the range appears
coritilluous wit11 the Farrah mountains, and towards the
south with those of Sarhaclcl. The elevation of BanjSs
is about 1580 feet above the sea.
11th ,1f(c1.~?~.-Banj8r to Bolay, seven milcs, and
halt a day. Thcse villages are hardly five miles apart
by the direct route, but our path turned from north to
cast and then clue north again, in order to avoid the deep
muci of the floocicci fields, which are liere irrigated by a
number of considerable canals. Within tlie first three
miles from 1Snnjiir we forded two, with tlie water up to
tllc sacidle-flaps, uilcl cronseii three othcm by rustic bridges.
Beyond thesc we crosseci, in an easterly clircction, n strip
of wiuci-scool)cclsnn(1,sin~iiarto that ahcnclp ciescribecl on

BOLA X

24 1

the march to Nairabad, and a little farth'er on passed
It is a strong
little fort, surrounded by hut settlements of the Tokhi
G h h i s and other Afghans. The fort itself is now
garrisoned by Persian sarbhz. Across the plain, at about
three miles to its west, is the fortified village of Shythvak.
It formerly belonged to the KAyLnis, but hm for the past
half century been in the possession of the Sarbandis. In
the opposite direction, away to the east and south-east,
ia seen a vast mass of ruins, that cover several square
miles of country. We could learn nothing more regarding them than that they are in the vicinity of Casimabaci
and Iskil.
From Dih Afghan our route turned north, and at a
couple of miles brought us to Bolay, which consists of
two open villages close to each other. We passed these,
and camped on a bit of hard, flat, mind-swept, and bare
ground, s few hundred yards farther on. At a fe;
miles across the plain to the eastwarcl are the extensive
ruins of ZAhidsn. They extend as far as the cye can
reach towards the north-east, and are said to be continuous with those of DoshAk, about nine miles from the
Helmand.
These ruins, with those of Pulki, NiidAli, and PeshAvardn, are the most exte~sivein Sistan, ancl mark the
Bites of populous cities, the like of which are not to be
found at this preseot day in all this region between the
Indus and the Tigris. Their melancholy solitucles now
merely exist as the silent memorials of the destruction
wrought by that "Scourge of God" Tamerlane. This
Tatar inrader, whose real name was TymGr, is said to
have been wounded in the ankle by an arrow at the
siege of Doshfik, from the effects of which he became
permanently lame. Hence the epithet Zung added to his
the village of Dih Afghan to our right.

Q
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name-Tymir
Zung, or " Tymlir the lame," our Tamerlane.
According to local tradition, the Tatar was so enragg
a t the opposition he experienced here, that he destroyed
every city in the province, massacred its people wholesale, and reduced the whole country to a desolate waste ;
and it has never since regained its former prosperity.
Kinneir, in his "Memoir of the Persian Empire," supposes the ancient Zarany of Ptolemy to be the same as
DoshBk, or more properly Ddshdk, as I was informed
by a native, from the ten branches of the canal which
mere a t this spot taken from off tlie Helmand.
Zamny, or DoshBk, was the residence of PhGb bin
Leth, the founder of the Sufari dynasty of S j s b , who
made it the capital of his kingdom about 868 A.D. It
was ultimately sacked and destroyed by Tamerlane in
1384 A.D., and has ever since remained a desolate waste
of ruins, amongst which stands the modern town of
Jdalabad, which a t the commencement of the present
c e n t u ~ ywas the seat of the Kaydni chief Bahriim Khan.
It is now in the possession of the Sarbandi, Bahdm$
son and successor, Jaldluddin, having been finally driven
out of Sista~iin 1839 by Muhammad Kez5 Khan, their
chief, whose scat was Sihkoha.
We halted a day a t Bolay, owing to some difficul~
and delay on the part of the Persian governor of Sistan
in providing camels for our party. During our stay
here the north wind blew with unabated force, and
swept the ground wound our camp as clean as a board
I observed that the hard clay soil was striat.ed in 10%
lines from north to south by the persistent action of this
\\.ind, and we found some plants curiously affected in
their growth by the same cause.
Some wormwood, saltworts, and a species of zizy-

phus, here called hvcir, were all growing prostrate on
the ground, with their stems and twigs projecting only
in the direction of the wind. The thorny branches of
the zizyphus formed long slender trails recumbent on
the ground, and here and there formed fresh attachments
by little shoots striking root into the soil. These plants
are very sparsely scattered, and only rise six inches or
so above the surface, whilst not a single bush or tree
is to be seen on the plain.
Koh Khojah and the Nihbandhn range are seen very
distinctly to the west of our position. The first stands
out boldly on the open plain, and the other bounds the
prospect beyond it. The horizon towards the north is
marked for many miles east and west by a continuous
line of black columns of smoke curling up into the air,
and forming a vast stratum of dense obscurity. The
explanation of this great conflagration is that the natives
at this season annually set fire to the reeds and rushes
belting the borders of the pools or lagoons, in order to
make way for the fresh shoots on which their cattle
pasture.
From Bolay we marched twenty-eight miles in a
northerly direction, and camped amidst the ruins of Sil~ hwhich
, form but a small portion of the vast extent
of ins collectively styled Pesh6~arSn.
Our route, at first across a bare, hard, wind-swept flat,
aftenvards led across a rough, wind-scourged, sandy tract,
evidently n deposit from floods, on which was a thin
jangal of tamarisk and saltworts. Farther on, passing
the ruins of a village called Kohak, we came to a thick
belt of tall tamarisk jangnl, and followillg it for half-anhour, at about the tenth mile turned to the left into it
to a large canal, now dry, where we halted for breakfast. The bushes in this jnngnl are marked at about
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eighteen inches from the ground by a line of dnft and
shreds of dry scum of confervae and similar n-ater-weeds
caught in the branc:h~,and all directed from north to
south, and indicating a rush of waters draining in that
course.
The canal, which we were told had been dry for four
years past, is called RGdi Jahinibsd, or " the river of
Jahanabad." I t runs from Jahanabad on the Helmand
midway between Kohak and Jalalabad, to the Roll
Khojah. We found some pits of yellow putrid water in
its bed. They were apparently used for watering cattle,
as there were drinking troughs formed of loosely laid
bricks attached to each. In the dry mud of the a n a l
we found some large mussel shells, and its banks mere
overgrown with tall reeds.
Proceeding from this, and l a v i n g behind us the village
of Rirldan to the right and that of Cali N'm to the left,
the last habitations on this border of Sistan, we at four
miles came to the NuizSr, which forms the boundq
between Sistan and HokSt.
The Naizhr, as the name implies, is a belt of reeds md
rushcs. I t extends for many miles east and west, md
connects the pool or lagoon of the Helmand with that of
the Farrah Rtid by a strip of swamp. During the past
four years this swamp has been clry. Where we crossed
it the belt is about six miles wide; its reeds had h e n cut
nnct burnt t.o the stumps, and its soil was desiccated, and
marked by beaten tmcks over the stubble.
Previous to it3 desiccation this swampy tract used to
be crossed by the natives on foot or on horsehqck, or on
the tCtin rafts already described, by passages cut through
the dense growth of reeds. Usually the swamp FU
covered to the depth of a foot or so with a thick muddy
watel; undrinkabl~saline ; but in flood peasons its height

rose to three or four feet and inundated the country to

the south. I n some parts where we crossed the Naiziir
the reeds had not been cut or burnt, and they rose to a
height of ten or twelve feet in impenetrable patches.
Away to the right of our path tall pillars of smoke rising
from the burning reeds filled the sky with clense clouds
of obscurity. Vast herds of horned cattle, described as of
a superior breed, are fed on the young shoots that sprout
h m the burnt-down reeds.
Beyond the N a k l we entered on a wide waste of
solitude, a very embodiment of desolation and despair.
The surface was everj-where thrown into small tumuli
of soft spongy soil, here and there white as snow with
saline efflorescence, and strewed all over with recl bricks
belonging to old graves, many of which were sufficiently
preserved to be readily traceable. Going across this
weird tract in a north-westerly direction, we presently
came to the wilderness of ruins known as Peshiiwdn,
and marching amongst them for five or six miles, camped
near a cluster called Silydn, with the fort of Pesh&war&n
bearing due west a t about three miles. Beyond the fort
is seen a solitary, low, round-backed hill called Kohi
Ghhch, in which sulphur is said to be found. To the
south of this hill is the lake or lagoon of the Parrah Rbd,
which empties into it on the east side of the hill, whilst
the Hafit Rtid empties into it on the west side of it.
The Naizk, which we crossed midway on this day's
march, extends up to this lake along the southern border
of the PeshA,wariin ruins. I n the opposite direction,
towards the east, it extends up to the lake or lagoon of
the Helmand, which is described as much larger thau
that of the Parrah Rbd, being about twenty miles long by
twelve broad. It is formed by the convergence a t one
spot of the rivers Helmand, Khosh, and Khusph. In flood
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semons this lake overflows and joins that of the Farrah
Rfid, over the Naizkr belt we crossed, and fills the whole
of the reed-grown swamp down to Koh Khojah. If in excessive flood, the waters then flow into the Sarshela, which
is a channel along the western border of the ancient lacustrine bmin, and thus find a passage to the Zirrah marsh,
a deep hollow away to the south of Sistan. Such floods
rarely occur now-a-days, and all this southern tract has
been dry as long as the memory of man goes back.
We halted a day at this place, and took the opportunity
to visit the fort of Pesh8wardn and the other principal
ruins around. I t is quite beyond my power to describe
these ruins, which cover many square miles of country,
and are known by different names for the different
groups, such as SilyiLn, Dih IIal4n, Kol Rlhnit, kc.
Suflice it to say, that the readily hstinguishable mosques
and colleges, and the Arabic inscriptiom traceable on the
fapades of some of the principal buildings, clearly refer
their date to the period of the Arab conquest, and further,
as is evidenced by the domes and arches forming the
roofs of the houses, that then as now the country was
devoid of timber fit for building purposes. The most
remarkable characteristic of these ruins is their vast
extent and excellent preservation. The material and
style of architecture are both equally good, and in some
pa^ are so little damaged that they could be easily
restored with an ordinary outlay of capital and labour.
Passing amongst the ruins are the traces of several canals,
and one of these, which has recently been restored by
the chief of HokSt, now brings a strerun of good water up
to the SilySn ruins for the irrigation of some land in the
vicillity, which it is proposed to cultivate so soon as the
country recovers from its present state of mmchy m d
discord.

The great extent of these ruins, which cover an area of
about six miles by eight, leads to the suspicion that they
are not the remains of one and the same city existing in
ita entirety throughout their extent, but rather the outgrowths of successive cities rising on the ruins of their
predecessors upon the same spot. We were unable, however, to trace any differences in the appearances of the
several groups to bear out such a suspicion On the
contrary, they so exactly resemble each other that any
one group may be taken as representative of the others.
In this view these ruins do certainly represent a most
flourishing period in the history of this country.
The ruins of Peshiwarhn resemble in point of architecture those of Zahidan and Cali Fata, but differ from
those of KaikobAd, which are evidently of much older
date, though amongst them are found some structures
dating from the Arab .period.
On crossing the Naizar me passed out of Sishn, or the
district known by that name, in the restricted application
of the term current at the present day. Its limits have
been already mentioned, and I may here state that i t is
about sixty miles broad from north to south, and about
one hundred long from east to west. Within this area
the general aspect of the country is a wide undulating plain of a light sandy soil, singularly bare of trees,
except on the borders of the two lagoons, which are
£ringed with forests of the tamarisk, whilst the swamp
connecting them is crowded with s dense growth of tall
&a
Surrounded as it is by desert wastes, this district of
Sistan presents a very populous and highly cultivated
area Its territory is divided between four distinct tribes,
who are now under the rule of the Persian possessors of
the country since their occupation of it seven years ago.
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Previous to 1865, when this district formed an integral
portion of the Afghan kingdom, these several tribes were
constantly warring against each other, and encroac&a
upon the lands of the weaker party.
The tribes above alluded to are the Sistrtni, Sarbandi,
Shahrki, and Balocb They are distributed very unequally over. about sixty villages, avera,,-ing 250 houses
each, and their dates of settlement in the country also
differ very considerably.
The most ancient inhabitants, and apparently the
original possessors of the country, are included in the
Sistani tribe, which at the present day consists of n b r i ginals and representatives of various tribes, who have
been thrown together and incorporated here by successive
waves of conquest and revolution during many centuries.
Much obscurity hangs over the ori,@nal Sistani ; but their
ruling family have long been knon~n~under
the appellation
of Kaydni, as the hereditary princes of the country, rrnd
are supposed to trace their descent to the ancient kings
of the period whcn the seat of government of the Persian
empire was in Sishn. Tradition is at variance on this
point, as I \lTm informed by an intelligent native of the
country. According to the commonly accepted account,
the Kay&ni family are the lineal descendants of Kaikobad, the founder of the I<ay&nidynasty in the romantic
age of Z&1 and his son Rustam, of whose birth and
principal exploits S i s b was the theatre. Other accounts
assign their descent to Yktcllib bin Leth, the potter of
Sistan, who, turning the times to his own advantage,
usurpcd the government of Sistan, and in 868 A.D.
founded the Sufari dynasty, which was finally extinguished in thc person of Kulif, when Mahmhd of Ghazni
coriquered thc country towards the close of the tenth
centiu-y. 13e this i
u it may, the KaySnis were the
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dominant family in Sistan up to the commencement of
the present century, and their chiefs figure prominently
in the history of Khorawn during the first half of the
precedmg century, memorable for the decline and fall of
the Persian empire of the Suffairs, the invasion and
devastation of their country by the Afghans under Mir
MahmGd, the son of M h Wais, Ghilzai, and the rise of
the conqueror, Nadir Shah, whose death in 1747 u7as
followed by a redistribution of the may of Central Asia
between the Cajars in Persia, the Uzbaks in Bukhara,
and the Afghans in Khorztssan.
It was during the revolution attending the revolt of the
Gbais and Abdalis, and the establishment of Kandahar
au an independent principality, under their leader Mfr
\Tab, Ghilzai, in 1810, that the Kaj-4ni chiefs of Sistan,
who had heretofore held their lands and titles under
h m s from the Persian kings, first threw off their allegiance to the throne of Persia. During the successive
invasions of Persia through Sistan in 1720-21, under
Mir AiahrnGd, the son and successor of Mfr Wais, the
Kay6ni chief Malik Asadullah was the independent
ruler of Sistan, and he accorded the invading Afghans
an unopposed passage through his territory.
About this periocl a cousin of the Sistan chief above
named, one lllnlik Mahmdd, profiting by the confusion of
the times, issued from his desert-@ home, and quickly
seized the adjoining district of Khorassan. Having
secured Ghayn and Tabbas and Herat, the successful
adventurer next captured Mztshhad and subdued Nishabor
and SabzwAr, at the very time that his Afghan namesake
and rival wm prosecuting his successes against the Persian capital.
The unprecedented success of the Afghans now roused
the jealousy of the KayBni, who, fearful of thcir ascen-
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dancy, hurried to Ispahan to support his lawful sovereign against the invader. His loyalty, however, waa not
proof against the ready concessions of the Afghan ; and
Malik Mahmtid being acknowledged by l l i r Mahm6d in
the independent possession of his conquests, hastened
back to Mashhad and assumed the crown and title of the
Kayhni. His enjoyment of the purple was neither long
continued nor peaceful ; for he was presently opposed by
the rising soldier Nadir Culi, and, after successive contests, was finally captured by him and executed, together
with a younger brother named Muhammad Ali, at Nishabor in 1727. On this, Nadir reinstated the former chief,
Malik Asadullah, in the government of Sistan, and with
him sent back Mahmdd's family and belongings to their
homes.
Asadullah shortly after died, and was succeeded by
his son Mdik Husen. He soon follom-ed the example of
his neighbours, and revolted. Nadir then appointed his
own nephew, Ali Culi, governor of Sistan, and he proceeded with a strong force to subdue the refkctory chief.
On his approach, Malik Husen and his brothers, Fath
Ali and Lutf Ali, took refuge in the island-fort of Koh
Khojahj and there held out against Nadir's troops for
several years. They were finally conciliated, and took
service under Nadir, but not until their country h d
been devastated, and their own power thoroughly broken
by the importation from Persia of the Sarbmdi and
Shahrki tribes as feudal colonists.
On the death of Husen, his son, Malik Sulemh, succeeded to the chiefship of the KayAni family, but his
authority was of a doubtful nature, and limitecl to the
north-eastern portion only of the district. On the pnrtition of the empire following on Nadir's death in 1717,
Sistan was incorporated in the Durrani mollarchy founded
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by Shah Ahmad, and Malik Sulem&nwas recognised as
its hereditary chief, and his position strengt.hened by a
matrimonial alliance with the new king, the Afghan
sovereign taking his daughter t o wife.
The alliance does not appear to have brought any
material advantage to the position or authority of the
KayAni family, and in the intestine struggles constantly
waged between them and the new settlers they gradually
succuml~d to their superior force. Sulemdn was succeeded by his son, Afdik B a M m , a t Jdalabad. He was
tm pressed by the Sarbandi and Shahrki, that he called
in the aid of 'Alam Khan, Nahroe Baloch, whom with
his following he settled at Kimak, Burj 'Alam, kc., as a
check upon the encroachments of his enemies. This
measure appears to have given offence to Shah TymGr,
the son and successor of Shah Ahmad ; for on his accession to the throne of Afghanistan in 1773, he deposed
the K a y h i , Rlalik Bahrtim, and in his place appointed
thc Shahrki chief, lllr Bey, governor of Sistan. This
chief was killed four yertrs later in one of the many
faction fights that seemingly form a part of ordinary life
in Sistan, and Bahrdm was then restored to the chiefship
and government of Sistan, in subordination to the Afghan
governor of the adjoining district of L b h or Hokdt.
This arrangement did not work well, and the Shahrki
soon rose i n revolt against BahrLmYs authority, and
T p G r in consequence sent a force of Afghans under
Barkhurdar Khan, Achakzai, to reduce them, a task he
performed very effectually, as has been before mentioned,
by the viotories of K a n d h k and Mykhitna. After this,
weakened as they already were by the encroachments of
their enemies, the Kaydni influence rapidly declined, and
was at length reduced to a nullity by the family dissensions that led to the estrangement of BahrBm from his son
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and successor, Jdduddfn. Rlitlik Jalhluddh was the
last of the KayAni family who exercised any authority
in Sistan. He appears, to have been a very disolute
character, and was in 1838 expelled the country by the
Smbandi chief Rluharnmd RitZa. Kamran, the Herat
prince, reinstated him iu the following year, but he was
again driven out, and for a while found an asylum with
the chief of Ghazn. Hence he returned some years later
to Sistan in beggared circumstances, and died in obscurity,
leaving a son named N h i r Khan, and his son Azim
Khan is now in the service of the Persian governor of
the country. Malik JalBludclin had a brother named
Hamza Khan. He left three sons-namely, Abbh now
residing in Jalalabad, Gulz&r in BaMmab,d, and 3iali.k
Khan in some other village. These are the representatives of the ancient KayBni family, and, viewing their
present condition, one may truly exclaim, " How the
great have fallen I " Their immediate relations hardly
number twenty families, and the whole tribe does not
exceed a hundred familiw, who are scattered about the
district, mostly in very poor circumstances.
The rest of the Sistan tribe were formerly the serfs or
~ubjectsof the KayAni, and they now hold the same
position under the other dominant tribes of the country.
They are styled generally dihcdn, or peasant, and
comprise representatives of various tribes, such as Tatars, Mughals, Turks, Uzbaks, Kurds, TQjiks, converted
Gab-, and Persians. They are principally employed in
agriculture, cattle-herding, fishing and fowling, and the
various handicrafts, cmci are a very poor and simple
people. They are said to be deficient in courage and
energy, and in respect to their military qualities, are
hcltl in littlc estimation by the other tribes amongst
\\.horn they arc clistributed as vass;~ls. Those of them

we saw in our progress through the country appeared
an inferior race physically, and had sallow unhealthy
complexions.
The Sarbandi and Shahrki arc described as divisions of
the Nahnai tribe, and their settlement in Sistan dates
only from the time of Nadir Shah, by whose orders they
were transported hither from Burujurd near Hamadftn.
The Sarbandi are reckoned at ten thousand families in
Sistan, and the Shahrki at an equal number, scattered
over Sistan, Gh&zn, Kirmkn, and Lk.
The Sarbandi were at f i s t settled at Sihkoha, Ward l , Chiling, and other villages on thc south of the
Ucimu'n, under their chief Mir Cambar. He was succeeded by his son Mir Kochak, and he by his son
Muhammad Razsl, in whose time the tribe doubled their
posses%ions by encroachments upon the lands of the
Kay6ni. Mir Khan succeeded his father, Muhammad
RaA, and was in turn succeeded by his eldest son, of the
m e name, about the year 1836. This Rluhammad RazA
drove Malik Jalhluddh, KayLni, out of Sistan, and
becoming independent at Sihkoha, was recopised as the
most influential of the local chiefs in the country.
These were Ali Khan of Chakanstir, son of Khan
dahan Khan, Sanj&i
Baloch, a dependant of Kandahar, H h h b Khan, Shahrki, at Dashtak, and Dost
Muhammad Khan, Nahroe Baloch, at Burj 'Alam, both
dependants of Hcrat.
In the beginning of 1844, after thc evacuation of
Afghanistan by the British, Kuhndil Khan, the chief
-of Kruzdahar, returned to his principality from his
retreat at Tehran, and on his way through Sistan
received the submission of the Sarbandi, Shahrki, and
Nahroe chiefs above mentioned. In the following year
he annexed the Garmsel as far as Rfidbh to Kandahar,
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and was in treaty with Muhammad RuA for a more perfect establishment of relations The negotiations were prolonged for a couple of years, and then fell through owing
to the death of that chief in 1848.
Kuhndil was at this time diverted from his projects
against Sistan by the menacing attitude of Yar Muhammad at Herat, and in the meantime Muhammad Raih
waq succeeded a t Sihkoha by his son Lutf Ali as a
rlcpendent of Yar AIuhammad, who supported him with
n contingent of Hcrat troops and Afghan officers posted
a t Sihkoha, Dashtak, Burj 'Alnm, Kimak, and other
places.
The deccased chief's brother Ali Khan, who was in the
service of Kuhndil a t Kandnhar, in the following year
set out for Sistnn to oust his nephew, and furnished by
lcuhndil with an army of six thousand men under the command of his brother Afuhclil for the purpose. The army
was joined by the Nahroe and Sanjahni Baloch chi&
wit11 their respective contingents at the R G d k frontier ;
Sihkolia nTns captured, Lutf Ali seizecl and deprived of
fright, nncl his uncle, Ali Khan, establishe<lin the governnici~tof Sistan on the part of Kuhndil Khan,
then
his son Sultan Ali to tlie Persian court to secure
drkl,~tc~d
tlic S11:rli's npproral and suppo1.t.
Y;ir Iluliaillmnd, finding the country thus taken h m
Irinl, sct out from Hcrat to attack Ali Khan ; but on
:~n.i\-:11 at Tiwli W:L~ sudtlcnly taken seriously ill, and died
011 tlrc vny l w k to his capital in 1851.
111 t1rc colifusinn follou-ingon this event, Ali Khan threw
cbif his t l r ~ l ~ ~ on
i i ~Kandah:ir,
l ~ ~ i ~ ~and sent an envoy to
t110 rc)urt of l'rmin with a tender of allcgi'mce. His
I1\cls\rjilsclr \\.:1s n-cll wccivcd, and returned with presents
I I I I ~ It l ~ rI'ci\i:tn 11;lgs ns 3x1 emblem of his allegiance.
,\li li111111 Iloistcrl tlw flag on his fort at Sihkoha, and

then sent his sons as hostages to ~ n s h h a din 1853. A
few years later, after the siege of Herat by the Persians,
Ah Khan proceeded to Tehran, where he met with a digtinguished reception, and his loyalty was further secured
by a matrimonial alliance with the royal family, a daughter
of the Prince B a M m , the Shah's cousin, being given to
Im in marriage.
In the spring of 1858, he returned to Sistan with his
Persian bride and a military escort ; but the new regime
introduced by him, and the interference of his Persian
companions in the internal affairs of the country, soon
led to a general revulsion of feeling against him and his
foreign supporters ; and a plot, headed by Taj Muhammad, the brother of the deposed Lutf Mi, was formed
to get rid of him and his myrmiclons. The Sistnni were
raised in revolt, and, in a night attack upon Sihkoha,
iZli Khan was surprised and slain by his nephew Taj
lIuhammu1. His Persian supporters were then driven
out of the country, and Taj X1uhamm:ul assumed the
government as an independent chief in 1858. The Persian Government n-m restrained by treaty engagements
from c a v i n g out their purposed measures of retribution ;
and Taj AnIuhnmmad on his part expressing r e p e t for the
mishap that befell the Persian princess (she was slightly
wounded in the head in her attempts to protect her
husb,md), and pleading excuses in justification of his
conduct against his uncle, was pardoned. Subsequently,
through the medium of Mir 91am Khan, the Persian
governor of Ghazn, he mas conciliated and won over to
the Persian interest ; and in 1862, when the late Amir
Dost Bluhammd Khan advanced against Hcrat, he,
fearful of losing his independence, and preferring allegiance to a distant master than to one close a t hand,
appealed to the Persian Government for protection, as a
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Persian subject, against the Afghan, and cleputed his
brother Kuhndil to the Persian court in e m & of his
professions.
In the following, year Dost Muhammad, having restored
Herat to his kingdom, died there on the 9th of June in
a ripe old age, and was succeeded by the appointed heir,
the present Amir Sher Ali Khan. He hastened to
Kabul to take up the reins of government ; but ere he
reached the capital commenced those plots and divisio~ls
that presently involved the country in a long-foreseen
anarchy and bloodshed
A t this juncture Taj Muhammad's envoy to Tehran
returned to Sistan, accompanied by some of the principal
Persian o5cers who, on a former occasion, had come to
the country with the late Ali Khan. The chief of these,
Sartip Salih hiuhammad, not finding the Sistani quite
so amenable as he had wished for, suddenly broke off his
relatiom with them, and hastily retired from the country
to Ghazn, vowing condign vengeance on the part of the
Persian Government.
The Sarbandi chiefs, now fearful of the consequenca,
deputed one S o M b Bey, a trusty agent, to the Kandahar
governor, deprecating his neglect of Sistan affairs, and,
as a part of Afghanistan, seeking protection against the
encroachments of Persia. This was in 1864, at a time
when the new Amir hnci his hands full of more important
and more pressing troubles that threatened the very
existence of his throne, and the affairs of Sistan were
consequently left to adjust themselves as best they could;
but an envoy, Ahmad Khan, ICSkar, was sent with the
returning agent to reassure the people and learn the true
state of affairs.
Taj Muliamlnad, now finding that there was no hope
of support from Kandahar, again deputed his brother

.
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Kuhudil to Tehran. He was here detained as a hostage ;
and a Persian army invaded Sistan, and took possession
of the country in the name of the Shah in 1865. I n the
sPrini of 1867 Taj Muhammad was deposed and sent
prisoner to Tehran, and Mir 'Alam Khan of Ghayn was
appointed Persian governor of the district, with the title
of Hashmat-ul-Mulk.
With the deportation of Taj Muhammad ended the
influence of the Sarbandi in Sistan. Under the Persian
rule the power of the local chiefs has become centred in
Sharif Khan, the Nahroe Baloch, u7ho has risen from an
ins~gnificant position entirely by his Persian connection.
The Shahrki tribe, who were brought into Sistan at
the same time as the Sarbandi, were first settled under
their chief, M r ChBkar, at Dashtak, Pulki, Wlisilh, and
other villages on the HBmun. Mir ChLkar w7msucceeded
by b son Mlr Beg, and he by his son Mir Hbhim, in
whose time their possessions were considerably increased
by encroachments on the lands of the rapidly declining
Kaydni. Mir Hhhim was succeeded by his son Mir
Mahdi, and he by his brother Mlr Muhammad 'Ali, who
is now a hostage at Tehran. The tribe occupy twelve
or fourteen villages, and number about three thousand
families in Sistan.
By some accounts, the Shahrki are said to be a section
of the Muhammad Hassani or Mammassani division of
the Brahoe tribe ; and accordmg to local tradition, they
were driven out of Sistan by the invasion of TymGr, and
sought refuge in the adjoining province of Kirman.
Tymtir's son and successor, Shah RGkh, collected their
scattered families, and located them at B w j a r d , near
Rdm, in Persia, where they were known by the name of
Shah Rukhi or Shahrki. From this they were re-settled
n
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in Sistan and the adjoining districts of Kirman and LQr
by Nadir Shah, at the same time that he transported the
Sarbandi from the same locality near Hamadan to Sistan.
The Sarbandi are supposed to be the descendants of the
ancient Persians or Gaban (or Guebres), and in Persia
occupied the lands adjoining those given to the Shahrki
Their name is said to be derived from that of the locality
occupied by them.
Such, in brief, is a history of the several tribes now
occupying Sistan. Their rival interests, and their constant struggles for ascendancy one over the other, sdiciently account for the anarchy and confusion that have
characterised the normal condition of this country during
the past century, or, in other words, .since the death of
Shah Ahmad, Durrani The decline of the government,
commencing in the reign of his successor, Shah TymGr,
and ending in its overthrow in the succeeding reign of
Shah Zaman, and the subsequent transference of the rule
from the Saddozais to the Barakzais in the time of Shah
Mahmtld, was not without its influence on the political
condition of Sistan; and we find that the province,
which was incorporated as an integral part of the empire
established by the founder of the Durrani monarchy,
gradually, on the decline of the paramount power, lapsed
from its allegiance, and, perforce of the l o d circumstances at the time determining, became divided into
more or less independent chiefships, which, for the
furtherance of their individual interests, attached themmlvest as dependencies of the nearest provincial governments, of Kandahar on the one side and Hemt on the
other. Anci such cnntiaued to be the political relations
of the country until the Persian occupakion of Herat
i 1 5 . After the ensuing Persian war, and the evacuaI i o n o f ITcl.:i t tci~itorvl y the Persians, the Sitan chiefs
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continued more or less under the influence of Persian
intrigue, a course in which they were encouraged by M.
KhanikoFs mission in the spring of 1859 ; and the
result of their dealings with the Persian court, as already
detailed, ended in their invasion and annexation of the
country in 1865.
Of the ancient history of Sistan we have no connected
record. Such notices of the country as are met with in
the pages of various authors are very few, scant in detail,
and separated by wide intervals of time. Malcolm's
"History of Persia " contains a full account of the early
Persian dynasties, and the country of Sistan, or Zabulistan, as it was also called, is frequently mentioned as
the theatre of their military exploits.
For the Persians the country has a peculiar interest,
a8 being the birthplace and home of their legendary hero,
the renowned Rustam, son of ZA, the fifth in descent
from the Persian Jamshed by a princess of Sistan. ZAI,
sap the authority above quoted, married RddAbah,
daughter of Mehrhb, king of Kabul, and of the race of
Zohlrk. Their offspring, Rustam, was cut out of her
side when stupefied by drugs, according to the secret
imparted to ZAl by the GrifEn of Elburz. The romance
of this hero's life is as varied as it is improbable, and
affordsan untiring theme of delight to the Persian storyteller and his auditors. His fame is the subject of song
in every d a g e , and there is hardly a hill in the country that does not possess a spot sanctified by tradition
as the scene of some of his many exploits and f e i h
against dragons, demons, or genii, and other such figures
of fancy.
Later mention of this country is found in the pages
of the historians of Alexander's Asiatic conquests, under
the name of Drangia, so designated from its principal
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river, the Drangius, now called Helmand or Hemand,
whose course Alexander followed in his progress eastward, probably through the Garmsel. On the return
march of the Macedonian army from India in 325 kc.,
this country was traversed by the force under the co111mand of Craterus.
The Rev. J. Williams, in his "Life of Alexander the
Great," following the account by Arrian, states that
whilst Alexander himself took the route parallel to the
littoral, and the fleet voyaging under command of Nearchus, which led across the desert of Gedrosia, the modem
Makran, to Carmania or Kirman, Craterus had already
proceeded "with the elephants, the heavy baggage, the
feeble, the old, and the wounded, and with three
brigades of the phalanx," towards the same destination, through the fertile countries of the Arachosi and
Dranp.
In this march it is probable that Craterus folloxed
the ancient caravan route between India and Persia,
which led from Dehra Ghitzi Khan on the Indus, to
Kirman and the Persian Gulf by the Tall Chhotiyali
road to Peshin and Kandahar, and thence by the valley
of the Helmand to Sistan, and onwards by the Nihbandan road to Kirman. At this period the country must
have been in a much more flourishing and populous condition than it is now.
The rule of the Greek satraps was followed, 226 A.D.,
by the dynasty of the house of Sassan, which commend
with the reign of Ardshir Bhbakb. Under the Shapori
sovereigns of this family, Sistan appears to have been a
flourishing seat of the Zoroastrians, since most of the
coins now found in the country belong to this period.
The S a m dynasty fell before the rising power of the
Arabs, and ended with the death of Yezdijird, the last
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sovereign of that house, who, fleeing to Sistan before the
conquering Arabs, ultimately escaped to Marv, where he
was murdered, 651 A.D., by a miller with whom he had
taken refuge. During the two centuries of Arab rule,
Sistan appears to have attained to the highest state of
prosperity, and to have enjoyed a stable and just government, as is evidenced by the character and vast extent
of the ruins pertaining to that period.
About the middle of the ninth century the Arab rule
in Sistan was replaced by that of the Sufhi dynasty, of
native origin. Sccording to Malcolm, to whose excellent
History I am indebted for most of my information on
this interesting country, the founder of this dynasty,
Y h b bin Leth or Lais, belonged to a family of potters
of Sistan. In youth he abandoned the peaceful calling
of his ancestors for the more exciting life of a robber,
and in 851 A.D. took service with one Salih bin Nasr,
who had usurped the government of Sistan. Proving a
man of parts, he was appointed by Salih's successor,
Dirham bin Nasr, to the command of his army, and
Boon made use of his position to usurp the government
for himself, establishing his capital at Doshak. Ip 868
he added Herat, Kirman, and Shiraz to his possessions,
and a couple of years later extended them to Kabul in
one direction, and Nishabor in the other. He was sue,ceeded by his brother, Amir bin Leth, who was made
prisoner by the Tatar Ismail Samani, and sent to Baghdad, where he was executed in 901. With him fell the
S u f i dynasty, but his descendants continued to hold
Sistan till it was taken from Kulif, the last prince of the
Leth family, by Mahmdd of Ghazni, towards the close of
the century.
In Mahmdd's time, Sistan, ns described by Ibn Haukid, was a most flourishing country, and the lower course
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of the Helmand as far as B b t presented an uninterrupted succession of populous cities, whilst the county
as far as Zirrah was intersected by numerous great
canals that rendered the land proverbially fertile. At
this period, too, Sistan was noted for the existence of a
gold-mine, which, after yielding a rich store of the precious metal for many years, was suddenly swallowed up
and its site obliterated by an earthquake. Tradition
points to no particular spot as the locality of this mine,
and at this distance of time, with our scant knowledge of
the country, it is useless to speculate on the subject, particularly if we bear in mind the fact that the limits of
Sistan in the time of Mahmdd, were far more extensive
than they are at the present day.
At that period, now eight centuries ago, Sistan comprised all that extensive region drained by the several
rivers that converged and emptied their waters into the
hbmu'n or "lake basin " of Sistan and its accessory the
marsh of Zirrah. According to Ibn Haukal, who wrote
in the reign of Mahmdd, this extensive region was
known under the names of Zhbulistan and Sijistan or
Sisbn, and comprised the whole of the southern portion
of the present kingdom of Afghanistan, or all that portion not included within the limits of Kabulistaa It
included the districts of Ghazni, Sibi, Shg, Maatung,
and Peshin to the east and south, and those of Zamindawar, Ghor, Ghayn, and Nih on the north and west*
The term Sijistan or Sistan applied commonly to the
whole of the region thus bounded, and Zabulistan was
restricted to its northern parts, whilst the southern were
also known by the name of Nimroz, and included the
modern Sistan, which represents but a trivial portion of
the area included in the Sakistan of the Greeks and the
Sapstan or Sijistnn of the Arabs. Further, the whole
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Sijistan country is included in the more extensive region
of Khorassan, which comprises all that elevated mountain tract bounded by the valley of the Indus on the
east, and that of the Oxua on the north, the salt desert of
Kindm and Yazd on the west, and the sea of O d n on
the south.
At the present day it is difficult to define the precise
limits of Sistan. The old name of Sagestan or Sijistan it
appears applied to the great basin of the hydrographic
system that centred in the ancient lakes, and which is
represented by the plains of Kandahar and the valleys
connected with it through their drainage. It extends
eastward to the vicinity of Ghazni, and southward to the
plain of Shonwak; whilst to the northward it includes
the valleys of the Argand4b and Upper Helmand, called
Zaminddwar, and farther westward those of the Farrah
river and the Hanit RGd or A h k a n d , which chains
the Sabzawk, or, as it is commonly written, Ispzh
Istrict.
The modern name of Sistan is applied only to the actual
bed of the former lake that at some remote prehistoric
period occupied the south-west portion of Afghanistan,
and is besides limited par excellence only to a small
portion of its area in the immediate vicinity of the present
lakes or lagoons formed by the disemboguement of the
several rivers converging to this point.
Of this limited area, c d c d hiimdn, the boundaries have
already been described. The more extended area of the
great lacustrine basin is clearly marked by a bold coastline of desert cliffs. Those on the north and east borders
are formed by the prolongation westward of the Kandahar
steppes, and on the south and south-east by the cliffs and
bluffsof the great sandy desert of Balochtan, whilst to
the south and west its borders are formed by the hill-
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skirts of the Sarhadd and Bandan mountains respectively.
The coasts thus indicated present a very irregular
outline, ranging from two hundrcd to four hundred feet
above the level of the lacustrine basin, and towards the
west and north form long estuaries represented by the
valleys of the Helmand, Khitsh, Farrah, and H d t rivers.
The basin itself extends upwards of two hundred miles
from north to south, that is, from the Farrah mountains
to those of Sarhadd, and presents a remarkable variation
in the level of its surface. Its northern portion, occupied
by the two lagoons formed by the convergence in it of
the several rivers draining thereto and the intervening
and surrounding swamps, is separated from the southern
and much lower portion by a tract of elevated waste
land, which presents a coast-line similar to that bounding
the whole basin, but of much inferior elevation.
Where we saw this coast-line, in the vicinity of Burj
Alam, it evidently formed the boundary of a long-deserted
delta of the Helmand, the present hhwu'n, and stretched
across the plain from east to west, presenting an irregular
fmnt of clay banks and bluffs from sixty to eighty feet
high. Towards the west the land sinks to a wide channel
called Sanhela, or "head ravine." It runs north and
south from the hd~mdnnem Koh Khojah to the Godi
Zirrah, or " Zirrah hollow," which occupies the southern
portion of the lacustrine district.
In seasons of excessive flood, when the lagoons and
surrounding swamps are overfilled, the superfluous waters
find a passage through the Sarshela to the Godi Zirrah,
the lowest hollow of which is, except in seasons of drought,
occupied by a swamp similar to that of the Koh Khojah.
We ciicl not visit the Zirrah hollow, and consequently did
not see the swamp said to exist there. We were informed,
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however, that, like the swamps in the northern portion
of the h i n , it had been dried up owing to the drought
of the last four years.
The desiccation of these swamps and the reduced size of
the existing lagoons may point to the manner in which
the original lake diminished in size and gradually dried
up, the main cause in both cases being a diminished
volume in the streams terminating at this point. In the
general aspect of the country we observed no indications
of any cataclysm by which the waters were drained off
born this basin. The deposits brought down by the
Helmand and other rivers entering at the north of the
lake raised its bed in this direction, and displaced the
waters farther south ; and it is not difficult to understand
how they might have been entirely dissipated by the
pmcaa of evaporation, for they appear to have been spread
over the surface in a shallow sea, without the aid of other
muses that have obtained during the historic period.
Were the Helmand and other rivers allowed to empty
into the hdmdn the full volume of their floods, they
would again cover the whole basin with an uninterrupted
sheet of water bordered by swamps, as is now the case in
a small portion only of its northern part, but subject to
variation in extent and depth by the effects of evapomtion and other causes.
It is probable that the basin has never been thus submerged during the period that the region draining into
it has been an inhabited country. The ruins now existbg on the surface of the lacustrine bed are evidence in
support, whilst the enormous quantities withdrawn foi
purposes of irrigation, and the vastly increased surface
thus exposed to evaporation, aided by the drylng effects
of the north-west wind, which prevails here for nearly
half the year, are of themselves sufficient causes to explain
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the limited area of the present lagoons and marahea
These owe their continued existence to the hot-weather
floods, otherwise the rivers are mostly exhausted by evaporation and diversions for irrigation before they reach
the hhmu'n, whch, after all, can only be viewed as the
receptacle for the hot-weather floods, for during several
months of the year the rivers, with the exception of the
Helmand, are completely exhausted by the . causes indicated long before they reach the Mmu'n. Even the
Helmand, since the Persian occupation of the country,
has been diverted from its course at Kohak, and carried
off in the MSdariAb channel to irrigate the country
south of the Koh Khojah, as has been before mentioned.
To return, however, to the history of the country.
On the downfall of the dynasty of Mahmdd of Ghazni,
Sistan, in common with the rest of Khorassan, fell under
the sway of the Afghan princes of Ghor, and under their
empire maintained its former prosperity, until the Mughal invasion under Janghiz Khan in 1222, when it was
laid waste by his destructive hordes of TAthm. The
country had scarcely recovered from the shock of this
invasion, when (A.D. 1383) Tymdr the Tit& swept over
it with his ruthless hosts, and reduced it to a state of
utter ruin and desolation. His son, Shah Rukh,
attempted to restore its prosperity, but effected no more
than the settlement of a few thousand Persian colonists
on its devastated lands. About eighty-five years after
Tymdr's invasion, Sistan fell under the power of his
descendant, Sultan Husen, Bykam, whose capital. was
at Herat ; but it appears to have been still a neglected
country, abandoned to the robber tribes thrown together
here by the convulsions of the age.
On the establishment of the Saffavi dynasty in the
beginning of the sixteenth century, Sistan became settled,
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and to some extent recovered its prosperity and population gradually under native chiefs descended from the
ancient ruling family, and holding their patents from
the Persian kings of the SafTavi dynasty. But on the
destruction of this dynasty at the hands of the Afghans
of Kandahar, it once more became the sport of the conqueror ; and in 1737 was reduced to its present state of
ruin and desolation by Nadir Shah, the AfshaYr robber,
the usurper of the Persian throne, the invader of India,
and the author of the massacre and plunder of Delhi
in 1739.
After the death of this great conqueror in 1747, the
vast empire he had brought together under his sovereignty, from the Jumna to the Tigris, rapidly fell asunder,
and, after many vicissitudes of fortune under the conflicting aspirations and interests of a host of claimants, was
ultimately partitioned between the Cajars in Persia, the
Uzbaks in Bukhara, and the Durranis in K h o m a n ,
The division was a natural one, geographically, politically,
and ethnologically; the elevated plateaux and desert
wastes of Persia for the Irani, the fertile pIains and wide
steppes of Turkistan for the Uzbak TBtAr, and the mountain fastnesses and tablelands of Khorassan for the
Afghan. Each in his own limits was the rightful lord of
the soil, and each waa separated from the other by
natural geographical boundaries, which came to be recognised also as the political limits of the three new nationalities of Central Asia
Thus Persia, with its Shia population and organised
form of government, was separated from Afghanistan and
its Sunni population, with their patriarchal form of
government, by the long strip of desert extending &om
K h a n in the south to Maahhad in the north, and forming a belt of division between the highlands of Irani
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Khorassan and the more extensive region of that name
known by the national appellations of Afghanistan and
Balochistan, whilst each was separated respectively from
the slave-hunting Turkmans of Khiva and the priestridden Sunni bigots of Bukhhra by the saline deserts of
Sarrakhs and Marv on the one side, and the Afghan
states of Bulkh and the river Oxus on the other.
In this division of Nadir's empire, Sistan, a s much
fiom natural geographical position as from political necesity, became incorporated with the new kingdomof Afghanistan, and it has since continued to form an inte,ml part
of the Durrmi monarchy until its recent annexation and
occupation by the Persians.
The climate of Sistan is decidedly insalubrious, and
unfavourable alike to the healthy growth and comfort of
both man and beast. The seasons are characterised by
extremes of heat and cold in the summer and winter.
Sand-storms, extremely injurious to the eyesight, are of
frequent occurrence in the spring months ; whilst in the
autumn a hot steamy vapour, rising fiom the evaporation of the summer floods, pervades the atmosphere, and
to the plague of gnats and mosquitoes adds the pestilence
of malarious fevers.
Sheep and cows thrive upon the rank pastures bordering the marshes ; but horses and buffaloes cannot live in
the country for several months of the year, owing to the
worry of myriads of gnats and stinging flies.
The natives of the country are of inferior physical
rievelopment, and the common people remarkable for
their repulsive features nnd personal untidiness. Most
of the people we saw about the villages had unhealthy
sallow complexions ; and I observed a marked prevalence
of chlorotic anemia from chronic disease of the spleen.
The common diseases of the country are fevers, ophthalmic
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affections, rheumatism, and small-pox. The principal
employments of the people are agriculture and breeding
cattle. Some families are occupied solely as hunters,
fowlers, and fishermen, and others live exclusively by
h a n d i c d , as weavers, cobblers, potters, kc. During
the cold season immense numbers of wild-fowl, swans
(here called ch or ghzi), and pelicans are trapped and
shot for their feathers and fat, which fetch a high price
in the Kandahar market.
The language current in Sistan is a mixed dialect of
Persian, in which are found many Pushto, Baloch, and
Turki words ; but amongst themselves the several tribes
speak their own mother tongues, as the Afghans Pushto,
the Baloch Balockki, the Sarbandi and Persians Persian,
and so on. Our short stay in this country and the unfavourable conditions of our relations with the people,
prevented our learning much concerning their manners
and customs or their language and its affinities.
Some native words applied to localities from some distinguishing characteristic appear 'to belong to an ancient
stock, and afford a field for speculation to the philologist.
Such are Biring Hissar, or " the fort on a mound " (Arabic,
hissir = fort, and Sistani, bi~ving= mound) ; Biring Kaftar,
or " the mound of hyaenas" (Persian, kaftar = hyaena) ;
Daki Tir, or " the arrow (straight) ridgeJ' (Sistan, dak=
ridge, and Persian, tir = arrow, and, metaphorically,
straight) ; Daki Dela, or " the cyperus reed-ridge,"
(Puahto, dela = cyperus grass) ; Chaknh Sbr, or " the fort
of birds " (Brahoe, chak = bird ; nd, sign of genitive ; and
Arabic & = a fort), so named probably from its situation
at the spot where wild-fowls and swans have from time
immemorial been yearly snared and hunted ; Sih Koha,
or " the three hills " (Persian, sih = three, and koh. =
hill) ; Chilling or Shilling, (the place of) "bursting " or
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" overflowing," probably from its situation where the
Mm.rin or lake overflows and bursts its barriers (Brahoe,
chilling = bursting, and shilling = overflowing) ; Gddor

" the hollow " (Persian, god = lap or hollow), &c.

#

Other
suggestive words, the names of villages in Sistan, are
Bolay, Warma, Banjk , Iskil, Kh adang, Kechytin, Laff,
Kimak, Shitak, Pulkf, Jazinak, Tiflak, Ishkinak, S a m ,
&c. Many villages are named after their founders, and
generally they are found to occupy the sites of more
ancient towns. These modern names in many cases serve
to fix the dates of the new settlements or the restoration
of old ruins.
For example, the present Jahhnabad, built on the site
of Biring Hissar, is named after Khan J a h h , Smjarani
Baloch, who restored the ruins of the old fort and repeopled the town at the commencement of the present
century.
Similarly Burj 'Alam, the " tower " or
" citadel " built by 'Alam Khan, Nahroe Baloch, also
about the commencement of the present century ; Jaldabad, amongst the ruins of Doshak, named after Jalauddin, K a y h i ; Bahrhmabad, named after Malik Bahdm,
the Krtyhni chief during the last quarter of the precdng
century ; Sharif Khan, the village built by Sharif Khan,
Nahroe Baloch; Nasirabad, the town of Nasir Khan,
K a y h i ; Burj Sarband, the citadel or castle of the
Skbandi; Burj Afghan, the castle of the Afghans.
Ziihidhn retains the name of the ruins amongst which it
is situaked. The name means "monks," and is the
Persian plural of the Arabic zahid, a monk ; perhaps in
the Arab period it contained a monastery or Muhammadan college, and hence the namc.
The study of these local names is full of interest, and
not without advantageous results. I believe if the
inqulry were fully followed up, it would confirm the
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statements of history, and prove that the present population are, with the exception of the K a y h i and their
Sistani subjects, only immigrants since the period of
Nadir's usurpation of the throne of Persia ; and further,
the inquiry, by tracing the genealogy and traditionary
accounts of the chiefs after whom the villages are named,
would enable us to form a toIerably correct idea of the
progress of the population of the country since the
period of its devastation by the Tatars under Tymh,
and serve as a guide to the illustration of its local history
and politics.

C H A P T E R IX.
15th March.-Silyh to Lhh, eighteen miles, and halt
two days. Our baggage proceeded by the direct route
northward across the ruin-covered plain. The road is
three or four miles shorter than that followed by ourselves, and passes the shrine of Saggid IcM, the lofty
dome of which overtops the surrounding ruins, and is a
prominent object in the midst of their desolation.
We ourselves made a detour to the westward, and
visited the ruins of Kol M M t , where we were told we
should find an inscription to the following effect, viz."Kol MWt k h h h 4 ba aari Ah o guzar.
'Abaeh zamzam o kh4khaeh hama ear.
Agar khwlhi jamsli KBba W 4 b i biram be rngejidi Kol MMt ba

wacti sahar.

Chaf chaf chafri ch&r, chapi dasti chop haft khumi zsr."

Which, translated into English, runs thus-" Welcome
Kol MBrdt on the very high road and passage. Its
water is that of Zamzm (a celebrated well at Mecca), md
its earth is all gold. If you desire to enjoy the beauty of
the Khba (the square temple at Mecm), go to the mosque
of Kol M M t at daydawn. Chaf chaf chdri chafdr ( a n t
words), on the left of the left hand are seven jars of
gold." On arrival at the ruins, however, nobody could
point out the inscription ; and after wandering amongst
the buildings
- for some time in a fruitless search of it, we
proceeded on our way rather disappointed at our failure,

and confirmed in a suspicion that the inscription kncl
the wealth enigmatically alluded to were alike mere
myths.
The mosque of Kol Miinit is a large building, and still
retains some very fairly preserved plaster moulding on
the fapdes of its portal. The designs are in Arabesque,
and worked into sentences from the C u r h in the ancient
Cufic character. Adjoining the mosque are some quadrangular buildings, said to be the remains of colleges.
The cloisters were easily traceable ; and in one of the
vaulted chambers we found, in a recess of the wall, imprinted on the plaster, a masonic design of crossed
triangles and stars.
After clewing the ruins we struck on the high road
between HokSt and Sistan, and following it in a northeast direction for four or five miles, a t half-way came to
Khyrabad, were we alighted for breakfast in some ruins
h a d by.
Khpbcrd-the abode of welfare and goodness-is a
sad contradiction to the import of its name, for a more
dreary, poor, and unhappy place we have not seen in this
country. It is the first inhabited spot we have come to
since crossing the Sistan boundary a t Naiztir, and is merely
a dilapidated castle containing twenty or thirty houses of
Popalzrtl Afghans. Outside the walls, within gunshot
range, are a few fields of corn, irrigated from the small
water-cut from the Farrah river, which flows a couple of
d e s to the north-west of the fort. Around it the plain
is thickly dotted with tall ruins, which, on the opposite
side of the river, are m m e d together in the form of a
considerable town. These ruins are called KoghSh, and
;ue situated a t the foot of a low hill called Koh Ghtich,
on which we were told there are the ruins of numberless
smelting furnaces and heaps of iron slag. The hill overs
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looks the pool or hCirn4n of the Farrah river from the
north.
The ruins around Khyrabad have a very peculiar
appearance. E a ~ hhouse is detached from the others, and
stands apart by itself, and all are built on exactly the
same model. We examined several of them, and finally
took refuge in one of them for breakfast from the keen
blasts of the north wind, which swept over the plain with
considerable force. Each house consists of two lofty
walls strengthened by buttresses, and running north and
south parallel to each other at a width of about twenty
feet. The front faces the south, and is open ; the rear
faces the north, and is closed by a high wall connecting the
parallel side ones. In its upper half, towards the western
side, this rear wall presents a vertical gap two feet wide
and about eight feet deep from above downwards.
The open front facing the south presents two stories.
formed by a vaulted 'arch thrown across betn-een the two
side walls for their whole length, about thirty feet from
north to south. The interior below the arch formed the
dwelling-house of the occupants, and was furnished with
several little recesses in the sides of the walls. These
evidently served the purpose of cupboards and shelves for
donlestic utensils and stores. The lower surface of the arch
was generally found stained with soot, indicating that the
fires were burnt on the floor. No means of ventilation
or light were traceable except through the open front,
The stage above the arch was unroofed, and, when these
buildings were peopled, was occupied by the windmill
peculiar to this country, and which has already been
described. This explains the reason of the narrow gap
in. the upper part of the rear wall. These buildings are
all built of raw brick, and are in many instances remarkably well preserved, apparently in the actual state of
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demolition in which they were originally left. The following diagrams represent the b n t , rear, and side view
of these curious buildings.

Front 5.

Rear N.

Sirlea E. and W.

Beyond Khyrabad we struck the Farrah river, near
the ruins of Sum* on its opposite bank, where it sweeps
round the high desert cliffs to the south-west. We
followed up the stream in an opposite direction, and
passing through the ruins of Luftan, amidst which are
the remains of two forts of evidently different dates,
came to a wide basin formed by the talus of the river,
snd camped on its left bank, directly iopposite the fort
of Ldsh, which occupies a remarkable position on the
verge of a sheer cliff about four hundred and fifty feet
high. I t rises straight up from the river bed, and in
the flood season its base is washed by the swollen stream
of the Farrah river. The name is derived from the
situation, for in Pushto lCish or Icih signifies a cliff or
precipice.
During our stay here we visited the fort, and were
very hospitably received by its chief, Sardar Ahmad
&an, Ishbzai, the lord of Hokitt. His family have
only been settled here since the beginning of the present
century. In the time of Shah Ahmad, Dmani, an
ancestor named KamA Khan separated from the tribal
chief, Madad Khan, at Kandahar, and took service as
a mldier with Tymh Mirza at Herat. He left a son
named Rahmdil, who was a man of no parts or influ-
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ence ; but his son, Salih Muhammad, became the
favourite and confidant of ~ymiir'sson, Muhammad,
and followed him in his varied fortunes for many
years.
When Mahmud succeeded to the throne of Kabul
in 1810, he gave this district of Hokdt in military fief
to his faithful servant, on whom he had bestowed the
title of Shah Pasand Khan. At this period the district
had hardly recovered from the state of desolation to
which it had bees reduced by the invasion of TymGr
Lang, and was merely the winter resort of Afghan
nomads of the Ishdczai and Nhzai tribes. The new
owner quickly rebuilt the fort of L&sh on the site of
it former ruins, and also founded the fortress of Jliwen
on tihe plain, three miles off, on the opposite side of the
river. He also restored the ruins of Cald Koh and some
other important forts.
Later, when Mahmdd's misfortunes, crowding fast on
each other, drove him Gom Kabul, and afterwards lost
him the sovereignty in Herat, he found a refuge here
with his formcr trusty adherent, and lived in quiet obscurity for some years, till, on the invitation of his rebellious son, Kamran, he returned to Herat in 1829, and
shortly &r died there, under suspicious symptoms, called
cholera.
Salih Muhammad died, at the ago of seventy years, in
1850, having taken an active part in the political revolutions that mark the history of the Herat frontier during
the half century. His son Abdurrasa died during his
own lifetime, at Fmuh, where he had found an asylum
with the governor against the hostility of Yar Muhammad ; and his son Ahmad Khan, the present Sardar, who
resided at Cal& Koh, succeeded his grandfather in the
chiefship; and after Yar Muhammad's death, in the
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following year, moved his headquarters to Lbh, his
brother, Samad Khan, holding the fortress of JGwen.
Lash is a strongly situated little fort, and commands
an extensive view of the surrounding country, and a
more desolate prospect it is difficult to imagine. On
either side are vast arid deserts abutting upon the valley
of the Farrah river and the HokSt basin in high cliffs
of bare clay, whilst the low lands between, as far south as
the eye can reach, present a dreary waste of ruined towns,
dilapidated forts, and obliterated water-courses. The
only objects varying the monotony of the dismal scene
are the hills closing the view towards the north.
Formerly this district contained twelve flourishing
villages, and in the winter months was crowded with
the camps of nomad Afghans, but since the Persian
occupation of Sistan, and the hostilities waged against
the invaders during the past six or seven years, the
country has suffered great loss, and is, in fact, almost
depopulated. Seven of its villages have been abandoned,
and their inhabitants, to the number of four thousand
families, been forced to erni,mte to Sistan as Persian
subjects, in order to avoid the raids made from that
quarter, whilst the Afghan nomads have entirely deserted
the country, owing to the losses suffered by the forays
upon their cattle from the same direction.
Jdwen is a strong little fortress, built on the wide
talus formed by the alluvium on the left bank of the
river. Its w a h are solid and substantial, and are surrounded by a deep ditch. These two forts and CalA Koh
are the chief strongholds of the HokAt district, which in
former times was evidently very populous and highly
cultivated, as is testified by the ruins of towns and
castles that meet the eye in every direction. They are
of far superior construction to the wretched mud hovels
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of the villages now existing in the country, and, in their
state of demolition and desolation, are reproachful memorials of the invasions and revolutions that have, during
successive centuries, reduced a fertile and populous
country to a thinly-peopled waste. The ruins in their
character resemble those of Pesh&warh and Zahidan,
and are evidently of Arab origin ; but amidst them here
and there are found less artistic and every way inferior
structures, plainly of nlore recent date.
The ancient road between Kandahar and Herat
passed through Sistan and HokBt to Farrah and S a b k
or IspzBr, and was the route always followed by invading
armies, on account of the abundant supplies it furnished,
aa well as from the necessity of securing the subjection
of its people before the direct route by Girishk could
be safely adopted. The incursion of Tynlh completed
the destruction commenced by the irruption of Changhiz, and the subsequent invasions of BBbar and Nadir
again destroyed the partial restorations that time had
effected.
The former, in 1522, captured and dismantled the
important fortress of Hok or 6k, from which the district
takes its name ; HokBt being the Arabic plural of hok,
and applying to the district of which it was the capital,
just as GhaynBt applies to the territory of which GhQn
is the capital. The latter, more than two centuries
later, when marching against Kandahar, destroyed all
the principal forts on his route from Farrah through
Sistan and Garmsel up to Bust; and from this period,
about 1737, up to the present time, this country has
remained in much the same state of ruin that it was left
by Nadir. Hok&t possesses all the requisites for a very
prosperous little chiefship, so far as the natural conditions of the country are concerned, for its soil is
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fertile, and water abundantly a t command; but it
pines under the curse of anarchy, and groans under
the load of its oppressions. The district is about sixty
miles from east to west, and about fifty from north to
south. Its boundaries axe Hardt or Adraskand river on
the west, the Calh Koh and Farrah hills on the north, the
Iihash desert on the east, and the Naizhr on the south.
From its position on the frontier between the Mughal
and Persian empires, this district has suffered the full force of the revolutions and political vicifisitudes marking
the history of those rival sovereignties, and consequently
has never thoroughly recovered from the havoc wrought
by the Tatars ; and its present state of desolation is only
the consequence of the long period of anarchy and misrule that have characterised the history of this region
since the downfall of the Arab dominion. Of the capabilities of the soil, and the commancl of water, the
existing memorials of former populous cities are sufficient evidence; and, under a strong government and
edghtened rule, there appears no reason why it should
not once more become the fertile and prosperous country
it is known to have been.
18th March.-Lhh
to Panjdih, six miles. This was
a sorrowful day for us all. We had sent our baggage
across the river during the forenoon, and were about to
follow a t midday, when a courier arrived from Kandahar vi& Farrah, bringing our post from Peshawar
with dates up to the 16th February. The joy produced
by the receipt of these eagerly-looked for budgets, containing as they did letters from those we hold near and
dear, and news of the world we had left behind us, was
on this occasion sadly shocked by the mournful intelligence of the aslsassination of the Viceroy of India on the
8th February, a t the hands of a convict in the Anda-
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mans. The news of Lord Mayo's death cast. a gloom
over our party for many days, and for some of us the
calamity was invested with a peculiarly painful interest,
from the fact of our having known the perpetrator of
the tragedy for many years as a well-conducted and
loyal servant of the British Government. He was an
Afridi Pathan, and had during several years done good
service as personal ~ r d e r l yto successive Commissioners
of Peahawar, and, through the inflexible administration
of our law, was condemned to transportation for life for
the murder, within British territory, of a fellow clansman in satisfaction of a blood-feud ; both being natives
of independent territory.
His name was Sher 'Ali, and, like all Pathans with a
,gievance, he was deterred by the few of neither God nor
man in seizing an opportunity for revenge ; and thus it
happened that, by an extraordinary accident, the head of
the Government fell a victim to his sense of injury, India
plunged into mourning, and the country deprived of one
of its most popular and able governom
Leaving our camping-ground, we forded the river a
little below the LSsh fort. I t flowed in a clear quiet
stream, about sixty yards wide, over a firm pebbly
bottom ; the water reaching half-way up the saddle-flap
Beyond the river we passed through a wide pebbly gully
round the western face of the fort, and gradually rose on
to a strip of the desert, which here projects up to the
river bed in a promontory half a mile wide. From this
elevation we got a good view of the Jdu-en fort cmd the
luin-covered basin of the Farrah river; and descending
from it, passed north-west over its alluvium, and camped
in the midst of the ruins of a considerable town close to
the little castle of Panjdih, on the right bank of the river.
In the cliffs of the desert bounding the alluvium on

our left we passed a couple of caves said to have been
originally inhabited by he-worshippers. I dismounted
to explore them, and found that they extended for a considerable distance under the - cliff. They are very low
roofed, and divided into numerous passages by thick
p i i formed of the clay soil. The ceiling is very
roughly cut out in the shape of a vault, and the hard
clay is charred with soot. The floor is covered with
human footprints, but farther in is marked by the pads
of the hyznas or wolves. The caves could accommodate
thvty or forty people according to the estimate of my
native attendants.
From Panjdih we marched sixteen miles to Khdshkrodak, or "the dry rivulet," and camped in its wide bed a
little off the high road, and on the edge of a thready
stream trickling down its centre, amidst an abundant
growth of a tall ciarse pasture grass called kerta.
For the first half of our mmch the road crossed a wide
sweep of alluvium, and then, at a bcnd of the river called
'Kfnodnrez, rose on to the desert, which here abuts upon
it in high bluffs. The river flows in a brisk stream, that
winds tortuously over a wide channel full of thick jangal, in which the tamarisk, willow, poplar, and acacia are
the most prominent trees.
The desert stretches away towards the south-west in
a great undulating waste of firm gravelly soil, thickly
covered with pasture plants, now sprouting into leaf, and
here and there dotted with shallow pools in thc hollows
of the surface. It supports great herds of wild asses and
gazelles, and swarms with lizards, snakes, and scorpions.
Hares, foxes, and wild cats abound in its coverts, and in
our passage over it we found numbers of bustard, sandgrow, and plover of sorts.
Formerly this desert waste used to be frequented by
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nomad Afghans, but they have abandoned its pastures
owing to the anarchy and insecurity that has prevailed
here during the last ten years or so. As me found it,the
whole surface is covered with pasture herbs and bushes
suited for camels, horned cattle, and sheep. The principal plants are a dwarf mimosa called chughak, the
wormwood, spiny astragalus, caroxylon, and other saltworts, called here &nu, shorai, and zncai, a species of
ephedra called horn, two or three kinds of caryophylh,
and a woody shrub bearing yellow flowers and thick
fleshy leaves, and having a three-winged fruit. It is
called mQkoi in Pushto, and ghtch in Persian, and is considered excellent food for camels and sheep. Its wood
also furnishes good fuel.
Khbshkrodak is a wide and deep ravine with high
banks of stiff clay. It drains the CalA Koh hills, and
running across the desert plain in a southerly direction,
joins the Farrah river some way below L b h . Where the
high road crosses it the banks are shelving, and present
loose blocks of conglomerate rock, but the bed is a stiff
clay charged with salines.
Our next stage was fifteen miles across the plain, first
north-west and then north, to Calfi Koh, or KAh, as it is
usually pronounced, a t the foot of a range of hills running east and west, and connecting those of F a d on
the north-east with those of Bnndan on the southwest.
Cala Koh is the principal of a collection of fortified
villages that extend for many miles along the foot of the
hills The others, from east to west, are Shdsh, Fareb,
CalA Payin, and Jfirg. Interspersed amongst them are
the ruins of scveral villages and forts that have been
demohhed by different invaders. Cnld Koh,
was
the raidence of the present chief of L b h up to 1851,
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was dismantled in 1863 by orders of the late Amir Dost

Muhammad Khan, as a punishment for the contempt of
his authority shown by its chief, Sardar Ahmad Khan,
I s b i , the present lord of Hokfit.
Since the fall of the Saddozai famdy this chief had
always maintained an independent attitude towards the
Barakzai rulers of Kabul and Kandahar, and was favoured
by the isolation of his position in resisting their attempts
to reduce him to submission. He was, moreover, estranged
from them by reason of a blood feud existing between the
Gmrlies, Ahmad Khan's grandfather, Salih Muhammad,
having taken part in the cruel butchery of the Wazir
Fata Khan, the brother of the Amir Dost Muhammad
Khan. On the occasion of Dost h1uhammadysmove upon
Herat he summoned Ahmad Khan to his camp at Farrah,
but this Afghan noble, mistrustful of the Amir's designs,
and fearful of losing his independence, hastily left his
domain and took refuge with the Persians at Mashhad.
Consequently the Amir detached a force under his son
Sardar Muhammad Sharif Khan to destroy Calfi Koh and
plunder the district. The fort has remained in a dismantled state ever since.
The land about Cal& Koh is irrigated from streams
brought off from the Parrah river, and produces wheat
and barley abundantly. The soil is very highly charged
with salines, and in wet weather the roads are almost
impassable by reason of the depth of mud. We had to
& a small patch of land that had been flooded by a
break in the bank of an irrigation canal, and found the
mud knee-deep and very tenacious. Many of our baggage
cattle fell in it, and were extricated with considerable
trouble.
We found the midday sun here had unusual force.
The thermometer in our tents rose to 92" Fab. at three
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P.M., and sunk to 52" Fah. a t daylight. The height of
this place above the sea is about 3100 feet. Along the
water-courses grows in abundance a strong thorny bush,
much resembling the barberry, but different from it. Its
local name is s a g angdmk, or " dog's grape."
From CalA Koh we marched fifteen miles in a westerly
direction, and camped on the bank of the H d t Rlid, the
bed of which we found quite dry, though water in sufEciency was found by digging a few feet into its gravelly
soil. Our route skirted the hills to the right, and pasing through a gap in them, opened on the wide basin of
the Hanit river, which is a dismal wilderness without a
trace of habitation or cultivation. The surface is covered
with a thick growth of tamarisk bushes, caroxylon, and
other saltworts, carthamus, wild almond, ghich, and a
profuse variety of other plants, but the hills about are
perfectly bare.
At the castle of Jurg we took leave of Sardar Ahmiad
Khan, who had accompanied our party since we first met
on the march from Daki Dcla to Cabri Haji. H e and
his party then went on to pay their devoirs a t the shrine
of I d m a h i d , a t the foot of a hill a couple of miles
ahead. It is called Reg Rawd?~,from the "moving sand"
on its slope.
A little later we ourselves were obliged to follow their
path, owing to the land in our front being impasably
deep in mud from the overflow of an irrigation stream.
Imhn ZAhid we found to be a collection of fifteen or
sixteen wretched huts round the shrine of that saint, and
hard by are a few date-palms of stunted growth. Overlooking all, a t a few yards to the north, is the reg r n r t ~ h
hill with its covering of loose red sand, which exactly
resembles that we met with in the desert bouuding the
Garmsel on the south, and from which l d t y it has
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probably been drifted here at some remote period, for
there is no similar sand anywhere in the vicinity.
The sand fills a wide concavity on the southern slope
of a bare rocky ridge detached from the CalS Koh range,
and forms an isolated mass, as remarkable from its position as from the sounds it emits when set in motion. As
we passed on, our late companions on the march toilfully
plodded their way up the sandy slope to the summit of
the hill. Their steps set the loose particles of sand in
motion, and their friction, by some mysterious acoustic
arrangement, produced a sound as of distant drums and
music, which we heard distinctly at the distance of a mile.
The sounds were not continuous, but were only now and
again caught by the ear, and much resembled those produced by the Eolian harp, or the wind piaying on
telegraph wires. These sounds are often emitted by the
action of the mind on the surface of the sand, and at
other times without any 'assignable cause. The phenomenon has invested the locality with a sacred character,
and visitors to the shrine consider their devotions incomplete till they have toiled up the sands and repeated their
prayers on the hill-top. There are similar collections of
m d on other hills of this range some miles farther on,
as we observed in the next march, but they are divested
of interest to the natives since they produce no sound.
At the HarGt river we found the sun hot, and a south
wind blowing all day produced a sensible change in the
climate. The bed of the river where we camped presented a shallow pebbly bed with low shelving banks,
and the soil on either sitle was covered with great patches
of white saline efflorescence. This river, after leaving
the Ankdarmh valley, forms the western boundary of
HokSrt, and the hills bounding its basin to the west,
joining the Nih Bandtin range farther south, form the
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western boundary of Sistan. Beyond this range, to the
west, is a long strip of desert, called Dashti N4ummed,
which extends north and south, and forms the limit
between Afghanistan and Persia,
22d March.-Harht
RGd or river to Chfihi Sagak,
twenty-four miles. Our route was westward, by rr welltrodden path, across a wide basin covered with thick
jangal of two kinds of tamarisk, called gaz and tdghaz,
interspersed amongst a profuse growth of caroxylon,
salicornia, spiny astragalus, wild almond, carthamus,
mimosa, artemisia, Syrian rue, blue iris, tulips, and other
bulbous plants, and various species of herbs.
Beyond this we passed through an interrupted chain
of hills trending north and south, and entered on an
unciulating surface covered with a profusion of pasture
plants, of which the asafetida is prominent from its
abundance. This plain is called Arwita, and extends
northwards up to the Ch&hi Shor, or "saline well" hills,
beyond which, through the valley of the HarGt river, it
joins the Anhrdarrah glen.
Crossing this, we passed through a gap in the Regoh
hills, so named from an isolated drift of sand on the
southern slope of its principal ridge, similar to that of the
Reg RawSLn already described, and entered on another
pitst~replain called Damdam. The Regoh hill is of red
granite, and the soil of the plain is a firm gravel strewed
with bits of cellular lava, with here and thcre some
remarkable outcrops of white quartz resembling cairna
Near one of these, on the roadside, we found a number
of burrows or trenches, roofed over with the branches of
Lushes growing around, and covered over with soil.
Each was only large enough to contain a man lying full
length, and must have been entered feet foremost, as
there was but one opening, and it only admitted of this

mode of entry. They were formerly used as shelter from
the weather by the shephercls tending their flocks here;
but these pastures have been abandoned by the Afghan
nomads for many years, owing to the insecurity of the
country, although the whole tract up to ChAhi Sagak is
their recognised pasture limit.
This, road too, which from remote times has been
the caravan route between India and Persia, by Kandahar and the Bolan on the one side, and Lftsh and
Birjand on the other, has long been abandoned as a trade
route, owing to its unsafety, and the risks from plundering bands of Sistanis and Baloch on the one hand, and
Afghans and Ghhynis on the other.
At about midway on the march we haltcd a t the
Chdhi Damdam for breakfast. It is a wide-mouthed
well or pit at the foot of a low hill, the southern slope of
which is covered with a mass of loose red sand llke
Regoh and Reg Raw&, but of smaller size, and contains
some coffee-coloured water of most uninviting appearance,
but it was free from smell, and not bad tasted
Beyond this we passed through an interrupted ridge
of hills, the highest of which, away to the south, is called
Tagi Atashkhana, and is said to produce fLint stones, and
then sloped gently down to the Dashti Nfiummed, or
" desert of despair," which is the great boundary between
Afghanistan qnd Persia.. I t is here about six miles wide,
and runs north and south between parallel ranges of hills.
The surface is covered with a profusion of excellent
pasture plants and asafetida in great abundance. I n
former times it used to be the common grazing-ground
for the cattle of the Afghan tribes in the vicinity, from
Sistan, HokBt and Farrah ; but owing to the border
disputes between the Persian and Afghan governments
it bas been deserted for several years, and its pastures
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are now the hunting-ground of marauding Bdoch ant1
Afghans, who harry the country from all sides.
Though h'ardly six miles wide where we crossed it, this
belt of desert is said to expand considerably tow,lrds the
north and south, and in the former direction extends up
to the limits of Mashhad. On its farther side we ca~llped
a t the outlet of a gully draining the range of hills dividing Afghanistan from Persia, near a well called Chiihi
Sagak, or "dog's well." I t is the farthest point claimed
21.9 Afghan territory in this direction, and is a mere
camping-stage, without a vestige of habitation or cultivation ; in fact, there are no si,m of such in all this tract
west of ImLm a h i d . The name of the well is applied in
n disparaging sense, and very appropriately too, for its
water was the worst we had anywhere met with on the
whole 'of our long march. The liquid hardly deserved
the name of water, for it waa a thick, muddy, putrid
brine, which it was impossible to drink disguised in any
way: We tried it with tea and coffee and brandy, but
neither lessened its salt taste, nor conceded its smell of
sulphureted hydrogen, and we were content to do without. Our cattle one and all refused it, and the only ones
who used it were some of our baggage-servants, with
stomachs stronger and instincts weaker than those of the
b r u t . they drove.
The land rises gently dl the way in this march, and a t
ChLhi Sagak is about 1100 feet higher than a t H d t
Rbd. The weather was mild and cloudy a.ll day, with
occasional north-westerly breezes. We saw a number of
gazelles on the line of march, and fresh signs of wild
asses, a herd of which had been startled out of sight by
our baggagen ahead.
23d March.-Ch&hi Sagak to Duroh, twenty-eight
miles. At first our route was westerly up the course of

1

a winding drainage gully, flanked on each side by low

hills of friable slate, in the clefts and hollows of which
were scattered a few pistacin trees (the MinjaL of the
Afghans), here called bannah, and shrubs of the wild
almond and barberry.
At about the sixth mile we reached the watershed,
and ascended an adjoining eminence for a view of the
country. Towards the north and west the prospect was
obstructed by hills, but to the south and east we obtained
an extensive view of the great desert of Ghayn and
Kirman, called Dashti Lbt, and the wide plan of Sistan,
on either side of the range we were crossing. Each bore
a striking resemblance to the other in the vast extent of
level surface unrelieved by any more attractive objects
than great patches of saline encrustation on the one side,
and long silvery streaks of water on the other.
By the indications of the aneroid barometer, I estimated the height of this watershed at 3870 feet above the
sea Beyond this we crossed a hilly country drained by a
number of wide pebbly channels that converge towards the
south. The principal of these are the Rddi ushtur ran,
or "the camel-track river," and the Ru'di ma, and both,
though now quite dry, bear traces of the action of considerable floods at certain seiwons. Their beds and banks
supported a thin growth of tamarisk and other bushes,
and here and there their channels were obstructed by
huge blocks of granite rock.
On the west of the R ~ d Mfl
i rises a high hill called
CalA Koh, from the resemblance of its summit to a fort,
and i t . name is applied to the whole range, the digerent
peaks of which are distinguished by their several distinctive appellations. The scenery amongst these hills is very
wild and rugged. Great ridges of bare rock close the
view in every direction, whilst the hollows between the
T
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lesser heights present a very broken surface, dotted here
and there with thorny bushes, as rough and hardy looking
as the rocks amongst which they grow.
Beyond Rtidi Mfl we passed through a gap in the C&I~
Koh range, and entered a circular basin enclosed by low
hills of grey granite. Its soil is a firp gravel, and the
surface abounded in tulips, orchids, lilies, and other
bulbous herbs. From this we passed into another similar
basin, in which we found some'cattle a t graze, the b
t
we have seen since leaving Sistan ; and beyond it emergd
on to the Duroh ju'lga, where we camped at the foot of
the hills, close to the village of that name, the first we
have come to in Persia.
The climate here is notably different fiom that of the
country we have left behind. During the day the air
waa delightfully mild and balmy, and at night fresh
bracing. In crossing the CalB Koh range, we have in
fact entered a different country. The change too is
observable no less in the characteristics of its pople than
of ita climate. The people here are much fairer bed
than the Afghans, are differently clothed, and appear a
more orderly community.
Duroh is a flourishing little village surrounded by cornfields and walled gardens. It is supplied with water h m
a spring in the hills hard by, and is protected by a
couple of fortified towers on some rocky heights overlooking the village. Below it is a wide sandy mine, and
beyond lies a long level valley extending north and south
between hills, and covered with a profusion of pasture
herbs, on which we found some large herds of cattle at

graze.
E'rom Duroh we marched twenty-seven miles in a northwesterly direction to Husenabad, where we camped. For
thc iimt sixtccn miles our path led
across

the valley, and then followed up the course of a drainage
gully bounded by hills of chlorite slate, through which
at intervals projected masses of a dark close-grained
granite. The soil of the valley is a firm gravel, thickly
carpeted with plants in great variety. The ghich, wormwood, wild rue, and asafetida were remarkably abundant, but the caroxylon and other saltworts found to the
eastward mere here altogether absent.
We halted for breakfast at the mouth of the gully,
where is an artificial cistern called Ch6hi Bannah, from a
few b a n d trees (Pistacia sp.) growing close by, and
on the glistenmg chlorite mounds around found the
mild rhubarb in some quantity. The gully winds a good
deal, and narrows as i t ascends, but the slope is gradual and
the road not difficult. On the skirts of the hills on either
side are a number of small heaps of clay produced by the
disintegration of the rock ; they are of different colours,
as ash grey, bluish, fawn colour, and white, and from their
bright hues form an attractive feature in the general scene.
At about three miles we came to a watershed called
Gudari Mesham. Its elevation is about 4900 feet, and
the ridge is composed of white magnesian limestone,
which is almost entirely bare of vegetation.
On our way up this pass we met the first travellers it
had been our lot to see or pass on all the road from Kandahar westward. They formed a small party of about
twenty men, with double the number of asses and
bullocks, and were on their way from Birjand to Sistan
for grain, like Israel of old from Canaan to Egypt, for
the famine was sore in the land. They were very poor
and submissive-looking people, and,,to our surprise, bowed
respectfully as me pmsed. We had been so accustomed to
t h e independent bearing of the Afghans, and their haughty
indifference towards strangers, that we were unprepared
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for this voluntary mark of deference. One of their
party, who lagged in the rear, appeared from his patchwork frock and h o l u t e looks to be a member of some
order of religious mendicants, and, on seeing us, a t once
assumed the air of impudent defiance it is the privilege
of his class to exhibit. As we approached he still kept the
road, and shouted with stentorian voice, " Hacc !Hacc !
A m ! Gushnaarn ! Bakhshi KhwECi !" (or, " Just one !
just one ! God ! I am hungry ! the portion of God !"),
the while stretching out his hands for contributions.
Another noteworthy circumstance about these travellers
was the fact of their being for the most part disarmed.
None of them carried guns, and only two were armed
with swords. I will not attempt to explain this custom
of travelling unarmed, being insufficiently acquainted
with the conditions under which the people live, and the
internal state of the country. I may observe, however,
that it explains the facility with which Afghan, Baloch,
and Sistan maraudera harry the country, and carry off
ita people into slavery in Afghanistan. I was informed
on reliable authority, that most of the slave girls employed as domestics in the houses of the gentry at Kandahar were brought from the outlying districts of Ghayn.
Beyond the watershed, our path sloped down to 8
wide upland plain, similar to that of Duroh, and, U e it,
extending from north to south. We skirted the hills
along its eastern border for some miles, and then turned .
off to the Husenabad fort in the centre of the plain.
The fort is a very neat little structure of apparently
recent construction. At each of ita four corners is a
round bastion, and over the gateway is a turret ; on each
of two sides are neat rows of domed huts close under
the walls, and around are some corn-fields, but no trees
nor gardens. The water here is from a kirez, or, as
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the subterranean conduits are here called, can&, and
though clear and fresh to look at, is so briny as to be
almost undrinkable; yet the people use no other. We
halted here a day, and during our stay got our supplies
of water from a sweet spring at the foot of the hills across
the plain to the east. Its site is marked by the ruins of
an ancient castle called Calhta Caimhb.
The plain of Husenabad is a wide pasture tract of light
gravelly soil, covered at this season with a bright green
carpet of short grass, on which we found some large
flocks of goats and sheep at graze. Standing on the
open plain, a couple of miles to the north-east, is the old
fort of Husenabad. It appears in very good preservation, though it has been abandoned for some years owing
to the d q m g up af its water supply.
Since we crosued the Afghan border at Ch&hi Sagak,
the weather has been more or less cloudy, frequent
showers have fallen, and occasional storms have burst
over the hills, topping the higher ones with a coating of
snow. The climate here at this season is very delightc
ful. The air is mild, light, and fresh, and the sun
shines with an agreeable warmth, very different from the
oppressive heat of its rays in Sistan. The elevation of
Husenabad is about 4480 feet above the sea In winter
its climate is'described as very severe, owing to the cold
blasts of the north wind that sweep across the plain.
26th March.-Husenabad
to Sarbesha, twenty-nine
miles. We set out under a cold and cloudy sky, and
proceeding in a north-westerly direction across the plain,
and over an upland pasture tract, at about seventeen
miles came to the Abi Ghunda Koh, a large pool of
fresh water fed by a strong spring situated at the
entrance of a gully in the hills.
On our way over the plateau we passed a number of
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Elydt tents, dotted in threes and fours over the surface,
and saw large flocks of goats and sheep. Some of the
women came out of their tents with platters of burning
sipand, or Syrian rue, the spelanni of the Afghans, and
harmul of the Indians, and raced across the mead, shout!"
ing in very unfeminine tones, " Put bidih, gush( c r Give us money ; we are starving ! "), and a chorus of
other complaints, which happily were easily appeased at
the cost of a few kr&ns. These women, and some of the
men who accompanied them, were neither young nor
good-looking, but they had hardy features, and tough
bronzed skins, and appeared to me physically inferior to
the Afghan nomad, and certainly poorer.
Seeing these people scattered widely in their tents,
and considering the nature of their country, overrun as
it is by interrupted hill ranges affording concealment to
the robber, one can easily understand how a dozen horsemen, suddenly dashing out from their shelter in the hills,
could surprise one of the small camps, and carry off its
women and children before succour could arrive. Pormcrly these frontier Ely&ts used to be regularly hunted
by the Afghan and Baloch, and sometimes even the Turkman, their cattle carried off, and themselves sold into
slavery. Of late years, however, this miserable species
of raid haa been put a stop to. But the ElyAt of G h a p
very seldom venture beyond the protection of the fi-ontier
forts, such as Husenabad. Their wealth principally consists in goats and sheep, the former particularly, and
also camels.
Immense flocks of go& are reared on the rich pastures
of this elevated region. They are almost all of a black
colour, with long c o m e hair that hangs in matted
tangles. We noticed that most of the goats were sheding a very soft light-brown down that grows at the
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roots of the hair. It adhered in flocks to the matted
tresses of hair, and was easily picked off. Some flocks
I gathered were extremely soft and fine and downy, and
seemed to have been shed with the outer skin, for dry
acales of cuticle were caught in its meshes.
This down is picked off and collected under the name
of h r k , and is used in the manufacture of a soft, warm
woollen stuff known by that name. This kurk is made
up into the cloaks called chogha, jubba, kc., and the
h e r kinds fetch a high price. The camels and sheep
shed a similar down, and the materials manufactured from
them are called respectively shuturi pashniina and barrak
pashmina. The coarser kinds of all three materials are
called pattu', and somewhat resemble baize in texture.
We alighted at the Abi Ghunda Koh for breakfast.
Its preparation proved as =cult a task as its discussion
afterwards was a disagreeable duty. A steady rain had
set in, and squally gusts of wind from the south whirled
dnfts of its drenching showers upon us with unmitigated
persistence, in the poor shelter afforded by the lee of the
rocks around. Our Persian servants were, however, quite
equal to the occasion, and speedily produced a number
of hot dishes from the stores concealed in the recesses of
the capacious bags of their
with more facility
than we experienced in their disposal.
The rain had washed the rocks, and brought out their
bright colours with unusual distinctness, and the mounds
of amygdaloid trap and speckled granite shone out handsomely. For three miles onwards from this pool our
route followed the course of a drainage gully, the surface
of which sparkled with bright-coloured stones ; fragments
of green, red, and brown trap, light blue and pink water
agates, cellular lava of cream, orange, and chocolate hues,
and masses of a striated and starred rock of rust colour,
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resembling iron ore, with sharp angular h b m e n t s of
" pepper and d t " trap, strewed the path everywhere.
At the top of the gully me rose suddenly by rr narrow
path over a great ridge of granite on to a small gap
called Gudar Ghanda Koh. I t forms the watershed
boundary between the Husenabad and Sarbesha plateaux,
and is about 6885 feet above the sea, the aneroid on its
summit figuring 22-91. The descent on the'othcr side
is by a long slope, skirting some low hills to the left
down to the great Sarbesha plateau, which we croased
at its southern extremity, and camped at the vlllage h m
\vhich it takes its name.
In our route over this pass we found a good deal of
wild vegetation in the hollows of the hills. The principal plants were the wild almond and tamarisk, dwarf
ephedra, camel-thorn, and the ghich, also caroxylon, wild
rue, artemisia, orchids, crocus, and other similar plants
We halted a day at Sarbesha, owing to the inclemency
of the weather, and saw enough to prove that its winter
must be a rigorous season. Rain fell more or less continuously during our halt here ; the air was cold, raw, and
cheerless, and wintry blasts of a south wind howled over
the wide plateau in dismal tones quite in keeping with
the bleak and wild nature of the country. During our
stay here two couriers overtook us with posts &om
Peshawar. They arrived within a few hours of each other,
the one with Peshawar dates up to the 26th February
from Jacobabad vid C a s t and Kandahar, and the other
with dates from the same place up to the 1st March by
the direct route of Kurram and Ghazni to Kandahar.
Sarbesha, or " wilderness head," is an open village of
350 domed huts at the foot of a high detached hill. It
is named fmm its position at the head of a g m t wilderness or waste, that extends away to the north-west for
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many miles as an open plateau bounded by bare hills.
It is the residence of the &it or governor of this frontier
M c t , who came to meet us at Husenabad. His name
is S q g i d Mir Asadullah Beg, and he has the power to
cut off noses and ears at discretion, and to mutilate in
other forms, but not to deprive of life. He discharged
his special duties towards us with no unnecessary grace,
and left no more notable memorial of his character than
his steady devotion to the calylin, which he kept going
throughout the march, lighting and relighting its replenished bowl I am afraid to say how often, but much
oftener than could be good for anybody.
The Sarbesha plateau, though yet d r e w , bleak, and
wild in the transition state from the snows of winter to
the balmy airs of spring, is not always the waste it now
looks.
In summer its wide surface is clothed with the richest
pastures, on which vast flocks of goats and sheep find
sustenance, and covered with the tents of ElyAt tribes
occupied with their care, whilst the numerous villages
now barely discernible in the sheltered nooks along the
hill skirts bursts into full view with the budding of the
, d e n s amongst which they are nestled. The climate of
this region is dmcribed as most delightful and salubrious,
but the winter is rigorous. If the appearance alone of
the people be taken as the test, they certainly speak well
in its favour, for they are remarkably fair, robust, and
healthy-looking as a whole. They appear to be a prosperous and peaceable community, being well clad and
well conducted. They are principally employed in the
manufacture of woollen carpets of the kind called chlin,
but those produced here are of inferior quality.
Our next stage was twenty-two miles to CalA Mdd,
where we camped close to the village, under the ruins of
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an old fort. Our route was in a north-west direction
along a beaten track skirting the Sarbesha hill a t first,
and then across a small plain enclosed by hills. I t is
called Bayaban-i-Hanz, from a reservoir of water in ita
centre. After marching nine miles, we halted at this
reservoir for breakfast. It is a masonry cistern covered
by a dome, and flanked on each side by a couple of vaulted
chambers for the shelter and refreshment of wayfarers.
Similar reservoirs are common on all the highroads
throughout this Persian province of Khorassan, and are
found generally a t intervals of four or eight miles. They
are called cibarnbdr, or "water store," and are all built
on the same plan, though not always provided with
the flanking chambers. The cistern is mostly stocked
from the surface drainage after rains, and consequently
some of them are often found dry. Many, however, are
fed from natural springs, or fiom some adjoining subterranean conduit, called kdrez, and contain a constant
supply of generally sweet water. They are sometimes
built as an act of charity by the piously disposed, but
most owe their construction to the actual requirements of
the country, and the interest of the local governors or
chiefs. Without them, indeed, travelling would be almost
impossible in this region, for the villages are so far apart,
and the hill spring so far away from the beaten track,
that neither man nor beast could support the privation
conveniently.
Beyond the reservoir our path continued across the
plain towards some broken country and low ridges of
rock that separate the Sarbesha plateau from the valley
of M6d. On our passiige over this ground we saw
several villages in the nooks of the hill range bounding
the Sarbeaha valley to the northward. The principal of
Bed& and Shfka, are prosperous and populous-
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looking places, surrounded by h i t gardens just now
beginning to bud.
Mdd or M6d is an open village of neatly-built domed
houses, situated below a mound occupied by the ruins of
a castle, and at a short distance to the south-east are the
more recent ruins of a considerable square fort. The
later was dismantled some fifteen years ago, when this
district passed into the possession of the reigning dynasty
of Persia The ground around its walls is now occupied
by zirishk or barberry plantations, the h i t of which
is made into preserves, and largely exported into the
interior in the dried state.
The village of Mdd is only half-peopled ; many of its
houses are deserted, and others are fallen to decay. This
is partly owing to the emigration during the past three
years of famine, but principally to the insecurity of the
country during the past century. It is only within recent
years that the country has enjoyed immunity from the
forays of Bdoch, Afghan, and Turkman robbers, who
dto harry their villages, and carry off their cattle and
people.
Mbd is situated at the top of a long and narrow valley,
that slopes rapidly to the south-west down to Birjand.
The valley to the northward is separated from the
western prolongation of the Sarbesha plateau by a low
ridge of sandy hills, and is bounded to the south by a
high range of snow-covered hills called BAghrin. This
range consists of chlorite and slate, and its baae is studded
by a close succession of villages, castles, and hamlets,
surrounded by gardens and watered by springs, all the
way down to Birjand.
During our stay here the weather was cloudy, cold,
and wintry, and the scenery, singularly wild naturally,
now bore an unusually inhospitable aspect. The valley
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and lower heights have only lost their winter snows dming the present month, and the highest elevations are
=id to keep a more or less scattered coating of snow
throughout the year. For three months the whole
county is covered deeply with snow, over all the
more elevated region between this and Duroh, but 0x1 the
lower level of Birjand it does not lie so long.
From Mbd we marched twenty-five miles west by north
down the slope of the valley to Birjand, where we
camped outside the town under the walls of the castle
occupied by the governor. The valley hm an average
width of less than four miles, and itrs surface slopes up
to the BAghr&n range of hills, forming its southern
boundary. In the opposite direction its hollow is m u pied by a drainage ravine. The soil is a f k n gravel,
from which were commencing to sprout a variety of
herbs, such as wild rue, orchids, tulips, kc., and a thin
grass in abundance. No trees are seen on the plain, but
the hill skirt to its south is fringed with a close succession of fruit gardens and vineyards, amongst which are
nestled numerous villages, castles, and country-houses
The principal villages are, from east to west, Chfikan,
Nanfiris, Banjar, and Bahuljird. Their gardens produce
the jujube, barberry, apricot, peach, plum, apple, mulh m y , kc., kc., and give the place a look of prospexiv
and plenty, strangely in contrast with the wild character
of the country and the bare aspect of its hills. Those to
the south, below the snow-streaked summit of the range,
present a bare glistening surface, and are set at their
banes by a succession of mounds, very prominent objects
of attraction from their bright hues of green, blue, and
Orange, evidently formed by the disintegration of the
chlorite and schistose slates of the range, which altogcther wear a richly metalliferous look. There is said

to be a copper mine in this range, some ten or twelve
miles south-west of Sarbesha. It was worked in the
time of the late Mirz6 Hamza,. governor of Mashhad,
but was abandoned four or five years ago, owing to the
expenses exceeding the yield of ore.
To the north the valley is bounded by a low ridge of
bare sandy hills, scored in every direction by sheep
walks. Through a gap in the ridge, which gives passage
to the Mitd ravine, we got a good view of the Sarbeshs
plateau, which here stretches away in a wide upland to
the hills closing the prospect towards the north, where is
situated the district of Algh6r.
Proceeding from the dbarnbhr where me halted for
breakfast, we marched down the valley in sight of Birjand, at its lower end, and at three miles came to the
village of Bojd. In Yar Muhammad's time, it wa9 the
residence of the Afghan revenue collector for the district
of Ghayn. It is now a decayed and nearly depopulated
collection of some eighty houses, on the slope of a ridge,
overlooking corn-fields and fruit gardens, that cover the
here widening valley up to Hajiabad, a couple of miles
farther on. This last is a neat country-house, standing
in its own grounds, and is the residence of the mother
of Mir Alam Khan, the present chief of Ghayn, and
Persian governor of Sistan. She is said to be a very
clever and wealthy old lady, and exercises considerable
influence in the government of the province.
Away to the south, on the open plain, is another
similar country-house, the summer residence of Mir
Alam, the son. I t stands in the midst of an ornamental
garden, and commands a wide view of the surrounding
country. At about a mile from Birjand we were met by
an &icbal party, and conducted to our camp, pitched
outside the town under the malls of the palace of the
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governor. The party was headed by a little boy, Hydar
Culi, the youngest son of the chief of Ghayn. He ffas
preceded en r2gh by two led horses, and attended
by eight horsemen. Though only eight years old, he
rode a high horse both positively and figuratively Hith
the composure and savoir faire of one of mature ym
His eldest brother, Sarbang Ali Akbar, who, during his
father's absence in Sistan, manages the government of
the province, excused his absence on the plea of illhealth. We halted here three days.
In our march this day we have descended abut 1200
feet, the elevation of Birjand being 4880 feet, and that
of Mdd 6100 feet above the sea. There is a senrdble
difference in the climate, the air here being de1ighth.d~
pure, mild, and light, and the sun's rays agreeably w ~ n n .
The nights, however, are yet cold, and keen gusty winds
circle about the lower part of the v d e y , which foma
wide basin in the hills. The summer here is described
as a temperate and salubrious season, and the winter mild
in comparison with the more elevated regions of the district. Snow lies on the ground from one to two months,
and during the past minter, which has been a severer
one than any for the last m e e n years, fell in o ~ ~
quantity.
Birjand, the modern capital of the district of G h a ~
or C a p , is an open town of about two thoumd h o w ?
and is protected by a fort on some rising ground on the
west side. On the south side is the palace of the gorernor, enclosed by fortsed walls, and on some &dad
mounds to the north are three or four towers in a state
of d c c v . T h e town ]Ins a very neat and
lonb. and it.; people appear t o Ilnre altogether escaped
t 1 ) ~I ~ T ~ ~ - ~ofI T the
P
famine that hn-.
0"
Otber
I ~ : ~ L : - . . ~ I I ml,ntr~-.
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m u of the people were remarkably well dressed, and
seemed comfortably off. The population is estimated at
twelve thousand, which is, I think, considerably over the
real number.
Birjand is the centre of a considerable trade with Kmdahar and Herat on one side, and KirmAn, Yazd, and
Tehran on the other. It is also the seat of the carpet
manufactures, for which this district has been celebrated
horn of old. These carpets are called cdlln, and are of
very superior workmanship and of beautiful designs, in
which the colours are blended with wonderful harmony
and incomparable good effect. The best kinds fetch very
high prices, and are all bespoke by agents for the nobles
and chiefs of the country. The colours are of such delicate shades, and the patterns are so elaborate and tasteful, and the nap is so exquisitely smooth and soft, that
the carpets are only fit for use in the divans of oriental
houses, where shoes are left without the threshold. The
best kinds are manufactured in the villages around, and
those turned out from the looms of Duroshkt NozAd,
enjoy a pre-eminent reputation for excelleace.
The Ghayn district consists of nine buldk or divisions,
each of which contains from twenty to thirty villages
and a great number of m z r h or hamlets. The bzilhk
are Nih, Zerkoh, Khusp, N 4 r j h (includes Sarbesha and
Bijand), SunnikhAna, Algh6r or Arghol, Ghay11, Nimbulhk and ShahwB. The population of the district was
formerly reckoned at thirty thousand families, but what
with losses by death and emigation during the famine, it
doea not now contain half that number.
The natural products of the country are very varied.
The low-lying plains of Khusp produce wheat, barley,
millet, beans and pulses, excellent melons, and all the
common vegetables, such as carrots, turnips, beetroot, kc.
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Cotton and tobacco are also grown, and fruit gardens and
vineyards also flourish. In the higher plains of Birjand
and Ghayn, saffron is extensively cultivated, and the
silkworm is reared with success. Here too are found
large barberry plantations, and almost all the orchard
fruits common in Europe. At higher elevations in the
little glens amongst the hills are extensive vineyards and
fruit gardens, whilst rhubarb grows wild on the hill, and
asafaetida on the plains almost everywhere.
The industrial products are carpets, woollen materials
called kurk, pushminu, and pattu', silk raw and manufactured, and felts called namad. These with dried
fruits, asafaetida, and wool are all exported in greater or
less quantity. In return are imported corn from Sistan,
kimiz (scarlet dye) from 13~kharaby Herat, indigo from
India by Kandahar, sugar refined at Yazd fiom the
Indian raw sugar, postin or fur coats (mostly sheepskin) from Herat, rice, spices, tobacco, and European
hardware from Tehran, as also calicoes, prints and broadcloths.
The Ghayn district is an elevated mountain region,
separating the waste area of western Afghanistan from
the wide tract of similar and more perfect desert on the
adjoining border of Persia. Towards the north-west it
is continuous through the highlands of T-dn and Tabbas
with the rest of the mountain system of PersianKhorassan,
as represented by the highlands ?f ZBwah on the one
hand and Turshiz on the other. Between its hill ranges
it supports a number of wide plateaux and fertile valleys,
that mostly trend from north-west to south-east, and
range in elevation from four thousand to seven thousand
feet above the sea.
To the south it is separated from Kirwan and Sistan by
the Dashti LGt, or " Desert of Lot." To the east the

Dashti Nfiummed, or " desert of despair," intervenes
between it and the districts of HokAt and FarrSh. On
the west it is separated from Yazd and Kash&n by a vast
salt desert called Daryfii Kablr, or " the great ocean," or
simply h v i r or kabir. Towards the north, at Yunasi, a
narrow arm of this salt desert cuts the mountain chain
from west to east, and spreads out into the desert of
Khaf, where it joins the Dashti NAummed on the south
and the deserts of Herat and S'arrakhs on the north.
The inhabitants of GhAyn&t, which is the name by
which the district is known, are of various races and
tribes, claqsed under the collective appellations of Arab
and Ajam, or those of Arab descent and those of foreign
descent. The former appear to have been settled here
since the time of the Arab conquest, and have for several
centuries furnished the ruling chiefs of the country. The
present chief belong3 to this tribe, and the rule of the
country has descended in his family since the establishment of the Saffavi dynasty. Formerly the residence of
the family was at Ghayn, but in the time of Nadir, the
chief, Mlr 'Ali, transferred his headquarters to Birjand.
He was succeeded in the rule by his son BIir Alam, and
he by his son AIir Asadullah, both of whom were subjects
of the Durrani kings. On the break-up of this dynasty,
Mir Asadullah became independent to all intents, and tts
such took his part in the political struggles between the
Cajar and Afghan for supremacy on this contested frontier, that characterise its history since the commencement
of the present century.
During the period that Aleahyttr Khan, Asafuddaula,
was governor of Khormsan on the part of Persia, the Cajar
king, finding his designs against Herat frustrated by the
action of the British Government, resolvecl on accomplishing piecemeal what he was prevented from effccting by a
u
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co?~p
de ~ n u i;~and
i his governor of Khorasan, during the
thirteen years of his rule at Mashhad, brought under s u b
jection all that portion of the province lying to the north
of the latitude of Herat, viz., the districts of Turbstain,
Turshiz, and Tabbas, as the fruits of his successi~e
campaigns on this border. Asafuddaula twice marched a
force for the subjugation of Ghayn, and each time unsuccessfully. On the first occasion, in 1835, shortly after his
installation in the government of the province, the chief,
Mir Asndullsh, retired to Sishn, and, as an Afghan subject
depenclcnt on Herat, sought the aid of its ruler. The
Prince ICamrAn sent his wazir, Yar Muhammad, with a
contingent of Herat troops to the aid of the fugitive
chief. And these, joined by the Sistan m y under
Muhammad Razd, Sarbandi, defeated the Persians at Nih,
and restored lllir M u l l a h to his rule in Ghrrpn as a
dependent of Herat. On the second occasion, a couple of
years later, Mfr Asdullah, on the approach of the Persian
troops under Bluhammad 'Ah, son of Asafuddaula,
abandoning his province, repaired to Herat for aid in its
recovery. Yiu Bluhammad furnished a contingent of
Herat troops, who defeated the Persians in a battle
fought at Sih CdS, and reinstated Asadullah in the
govcrument of Ghayn. In the succeeding siege of Herat,
however, Ghnyn wm annexed to Persia, and the chief, Nir
Asadullah, and his son, Mir Alam, the present chief, were
taken prisoners to Mashhad. On the retreat of the
Persian army from Herat, and the restoration of peace on
this border, they were restored to Ghayn as Persian
subjects ; and the father dying ahortly afterwards, was
succeeded in the government by his son 31ir Alam, who
during his s h y at Mashhad and Tehran was reconciled to
the change of mmten by conciliatory treatment and very
advantageous terms of allegiance. Mir Alm, who is now

Persian governor of Sistan, with the title of Haahmatul-Mulk, is a very popular governor here, and hrts the
character of being an energetic and liberal-minded man.
He pays no revenue direct to the Persian Government,
but is held responsible for the maintenance of the royal
troops employed in his province, and, further, sends an
annual tribute to the Shah. I n other respects he is
pretty much of an independent chief in his own limits.
He has taken advantage of the troubled state of
politics in Afghanistan ever since the British occupation
of the country, not only to extend his possessions up to
their natural limits, but to cross the Perso-Afghan border,
and take possession of Sistan on behalf of the Shah of
Persia Up to the death of Yar Muhammad in 1851,
all the border districts of Ghayn, includil~gSunnikhana
and NArjun as far as Bojd, were held rts dependencies of
Herat, and Afghan revenue collectors were posted in the
frontier villages, such as Gizik and Bojd, on the part of
Par Muhammad. On the death of that ruler, and during
the succeeding changes and struggles that led to the occupation of Herat by the Persians in 1856, these border districts fell away from the control of the Herat Government,
and lapsed to their rightful lord, the'chief of Ghayn. The
transgression of the border into Sistan was effected at a
later period, during the anarchy that convulsed Afghanistan on the death of the Amir Dost Muhammad, and
the accession of his son, Sher 'Ali, to the throne.
Mh Alam is now the most influential and wealthy chief
on the Khorassan frontier of Persia. His power and
independent action, it is said, have rendered him an
object of jealousy and suspicion to the prince-governor
of Mashhad, who is also governor of the whole province of Khomwan ;and neither conceals his hatred and distrust
of the other. The Ghayn chief, however, is strong in
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his position, and the policy he is carrying out gains him
the support of the court of Tehran. He has three sons,
namely, 'Ali Akbar, aged eighteen years, who, with the
title of Sarhang, resides at Birjand, and carries on the
government during his father's absence in Sistan ; lUir
Ismhil, aged fourteen years, who is now on a pilg-age
to KarbalS ; and Hydar Culi, the little boy w-ho officiakd
in the honours of our reception at Birjand.
The other tribes included under the term Ajam m
mostly Persians, with a few scattered families of Turks,
Kurds, Riughals and Balochs. They constitute the d
population, and are employed in agriculture and the
tending of cattle. Physically they are a fine people, with
light complcxiom and hardy features.

CHAPTER X.
ApiZ.-Marched
from Birjand to Ghibk or Ghfnk,
eighteen miles. The weat,her, which during our stay at
Birjmd had been delightfully mild and balmy, now
changed and became bleak and stormy. During the night,
a strong east wind blew in eddying gusts that threatened
the stability of our tents. I n the forenoon it changed
to the west, and towards sunset veered round to the north,
and closed the evening with a storm and heavy rain.
We had been promised a relay of camels at this place,
and up to the last were deceived by false assurances of
their being ready at the time appointed for our departure. But as they were not produced at the time agreed,
and we had seen enough to shake our faith in the ready
promises of their immediate arrival, it was decided that
we should leave our large tents and heavy baggage here,
to be brought on after us so soon as the promised camels
should be provided, and proceed ourselves with the small
tents and mule carriage, according to the original intention.
At noon, therefore, we set out in light marching order,
and after passing clear of the town, crossed a wide ravine
that comes through it towards the west, and entered on
a wide plateau that gently slopes up towards the east,
in which direction it is continuous with the Sarbesha
valley. Our route across this was in a north-easterly
direction by a beaten track skirting the base of a high
ridge of mountains that close the plateau towards the
west. At about eight miles we rose over some low
%
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mounds of fissile slate covered with red marl that project
on to the plateau, and beyond them, crossing the deep
boulder-strewn ravine of Ishkambh, followed the highroad between the villages of BGjdf on the right and Ishkambk on the left, and passing a roadside iibambcir, at
a couple of miles farther on reached the hamlet of Mahiabad, near the entrance of a deep gorge in the hills, and
halted awhile to let the baggage get on ahead.
The rise from Birjand to this, though gradual, is considerable-8 50 feet as indicated by the aneroid-and from
its elevation we got a good view of the Bagrh range of
hdls to the south, and the great tableland that forms the
prospect on its north, in which direction it is bounded
by the Mhninabad range of hills, that separate it from
the Sunnikhana and Alghor districts. This extensive
tableland descends considerably towards the west,and
is divided unequally into the valley of M6d and plateau
of Sarbesha by a low ridge of rocks that run from east
to west. The drainage of the whole surface is conveyed
by the FakMb6d ravine through the town of Birjand
down to the Khusp river, which is lost in the great
desert of the west. We crossed this ravine on leaving
canip, and saw that it received the Mdd and I s h k a m ~
ravines as tributaries.
The general aspect of this tableland, bounded on d
sides by hills, is singularly wild, and at this season its
climate is bleak and inhospitable. A cold north wind
swept down from the hills in numbing blasts, and howled
over the wide waste dismally. Beyond the three little
castellated hamlets in our vicinity, not a vestige of habitation or cultivation was anywhere to be seen. Yet in
summer, we were assured, the now deserted pastures are
covered with nomad tents, and swarm with teeming
flocks of goats a11ri sheep and camels.

MAHIA BAD.

3x1

Aiahiabad, like Btijdi and Ishkambk, is a collection
of eighteen or twenty miserable huts, protected by a small
mtle. Like them, too, it is almost depopulated by the
effects of the famine, which still presses sorely, notwithstandmg the imports of grain from Sistan In hlahiabad,
only four families are left out of its original population
of fifteen families. The rest have either died of starvation, or emigrated in searcll of food. The remnant who
still cling to the village are miserably poor, and carry
starvation depicted on their features. Their lot now is
undoubtedly a cruelly hard one, and in the best of times,
could not have been a very favourable one, for the soil is
sterile, and composed for the most part of the debris of
trap and granite rocks, that strew the surface with sharp
an,dar stones ; whilst the water uupply, which is from
a pool fed by a klirez, is so bitter and saline that it is
barely drinkable. We tried same tea prepared with it,
and that was all, for it was impossible to drink it even
thus disguised.
On the plain opposite Mahiabad, and a little distance
from Btijdi, is a singular conical hill called mlirkoh, or
"serpent hill." It looks like a volcanic crater, and
stands out alone by itself. We could not learn that the
name had any reference to the existence or not of snakes
upon it. Beyond Mahiabad our path entered the hills,
and followed the windings of a wildly picturesque defile,
the general direction of which is northerly. On our way
up the gorge, which widens and narrows alternately, we
passed the castellated hamlets of Pisukh and Piranj,
each occupying an eminence overlooking the road, and
at about the fifth mile reached the watershed, at a narrow
pass called Gudar Saman Shdhi. Its elevation is about
7020 feet above the sea, and 2140 feet above Birjand.
The ascent is considerable all the way, and the road very
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rough, with sharp angular blocks of trap strewing the
surface. Here and there the hard rugged rocks appmsh
and narrow the path, so as to render it difEcult for the
passage of laden cattle. In the pass we overtook our baggage, which had left camp at Birjand at ten ~ . u , m dit
did not all arrive in our camp at Ghibk till past nine P.M.,
the cattle being much exhausted by the march.
Beyond the watershed, the road slopes gently to a little
dell full of vineyards, orchards, and fruit gardens; and
farther on, crossing a deep boulder-strewn ravine, passes
over a flat ridge of slaty rock down to the glen of Ghibk,
in which we camped at a few hundred yards below the
village, a strip of terraced corn-fields intervening. This
is the roughest and most difEcult pass we have seen in
all our journey so far ; and it was the more trying both
to man and beast by the inclemency of the weather. A
cold north wind blew down the pass in chilling gusts,
and a t six o'clock, just as we had alighted on our amp
ing-ground, a heavy storm of rain broke over us a d
drenched everything, so that it was with ficulty wegot
a fire lighted to warm ourselves till the arrival of our
baggage, which did not all come up till three how
later, owing to the men having lost the path in the dark.
We halted here the next day to rest our cattle, a d
were so fortunate as to have fine weather, with a delight
fully clear and fresh atmosphere, which endded
thoroughly to enjoy and appreciate the climate a d
scenery of this really charming little eyrie in the hills, of
which our h t experience was so unfavouraMe. Our
camp is pitched at the bottom of a narrow dell hnlf 8
mile (lur \lrcst of Chibk, \\.l~icll is a romantic little
vill:lqc~picturc.;qncly pcrcllcci 011 tllc summit and slopes
o f :I 11101111(1 :it it< tol). From tlic mitlst of the huts, rising
1 1 1 I . I I I I ~ \1 1~
1 ~ 1 . . ,t:,11(1, o l ~ ttheir rrof;Cctiugcmtle, nowin

a 93X1 state of decay, as indeed is the whole village.
Around it are crowded together vineyards and fruit
gardens on the terraced slopes of the hills, whilst the
dell itself is laid out in a succession of terraced corn-fields,
freely watered by sprightly little streams.
The situation is a charming one in this wild region of
barren hills and rugged rocks, and in summer must be as .
%-cable and salubrious a residence as in winter it is
bleak and inhospitable. The elevation of o w camp at
the bottom of the dell is estimated at 6650 feet above the
sea, and that of the village itself about a couple of hundred
feet higher. I n winter, snow falls here very heavily, and
the people are shut up in their houses for fully two
months. The main range of mountains rises several
hundred feet above the elevation of Ghibk, and runs
from north-west to south-east, throwing out spurs on
either side, that enclose a succc~sionof glens oc narrow
valleys draining east and west. The Ghibk valley is one
of these, and is continuous towards the west, through the
gully of the ravine we crossed on approaching it, with the
glens of Arwi and Zarwi, the drainage of which ultimately reaches the U u s p river, to be lost on the sandy
desert of Yazd. The main range has different names to
distinguish its several portions ; thus at Ghibk it is called
Alghor or Arghol, to the north of this it is called Saghi,
and to the south Saman Sh&hi. The Alghor range gives
its name to one of the principal divisions or bulrik of the
Ghajn district.
The Alghor bulzjk is said to cont.ain upwards of three
hundred villages and hamlets and farmsteads (mazrd),
mttered about in nooks and dells amongst the hills.
Armi and Zarwi are amongst the largest of the villages.
We visited these during our halt here.
They are
very yicturescluely situated in adjoining dells only two
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or three miles off, and each contains about two hundred
houses. They have a neat and prosperous look, and are
surrounded by vineyards and orchards and small patches
of corn cultivation. Ghibk is a smaller village, and
contains about seventy or eighty houses. Alghor is the
chief town of the bulbk, and is said to contain three
hundred houses. It is the residence of the agent of the
governor of the district, &fir 'Alam Khan. All these
villages have suffered more or less severely during the
famine, and some have become entirely depopulated. The
population of Ghibk was formerly nearly four hundred
souls. I t now only contains about two hundred and fifty.
During last year fifty-three persons, we were told, had
died of starvation, and the village has further lost thirty
families who have emigrated to Sistan.
From Ghibk we marched eighteen miles, and camped
at Sihdih. Our route was generally north by west, up
the course of a drainage gully, winding amongst hills, and
passing from dell to dell up to a watershed formed by a
spur from the S&ghi range on our right. It runs east
and west, and is about 6750 feet above the sea. The
hills are of disintegrated trap overlaid by a soft friable
slate, the surface of which has crumbled into a marly
soil. Vegetation, though there are no trees nor large
bushes, except in the gardens, is more abundant than
the wild and rugged look of the hills would lead one to
expect. We noticed camel-thorn, ephedra, asafetida,
rhullrtrb, wormwood, tulip, crocus, bluebell, and other
similar plants and grasses, along the line of march.
Beyond the watershed the road slopes gently along the
course of rr long drainage gully, which winds through a
gradually widening county with hills on either side, and
at about twelve miles enters the Sihdih valley, an open
plateau extending east and west for thirty miles or so.

In the first few miles from the watershed we passed in
succession the villages of N o k h h , Chhhikan, and Pistakhan on the left, and Shghi and Husenal~adon the right.
The country between the hills is much broken by low
mounds, all more or less ploughed up 'and sown with corn.
The extent of this cultivation indicates the existence of
a much larger population than we see in our passage
through the country. The fact is, they are concealed
from view in the secluded nooks and glens of the hills
around, each of which has its own farmsteads and
hamlets, with their vineyards and fruit gardens. The
hits produced here are the plum, apricot, jujube, apple,
peach, quince, almond, mulberry, kc. The chief crops
are wheat and barley, and the common vegetables are the
carrot, turnip, onion, cabbage, beet, kc. In summer
the hill paatures are resorted to by nomads with their
flocks of goats and sheep and herds of camels. Snow
still lies on the higher ranges, and patches are found in
the sheltered hollows lower down. The hills abound in
game, such as the mlirkhor and ibiz (both species of
wild goat), and the wild sheep. The leopard, hyaena,
and wolf are also found on them, but not the bear. The
country generally is devoid of trees, but supports an
abundant gr0wt.h of pasture plants and bushes suitable
for fuel. We here found the surface covered with the
wormwood, and a dwarf yellow rose with a dark purple
centre. It is called khulora, and afford3 a good pasture for
cattle. I observed it all over the county as far west as
KirmSnshaw, and generally in company with the wild
liquorice.
Sihdih, aa the name implies, is a collection of three
villages on the plain to which they give their name. Only
one of them is now inhabited, the other two being in ruina.
Very superior carpets are manufactured here, and they
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seem to fetch &o very superior prices, to judge h m
those asked of us for some specimens we had selected.
The fact is, the natural propensity of the merchants to overcharge the stranger, particularly the Britisher, who is
always supposed to travel about with untold ~ e a l t h had
,
been stimulated by the very liberal ideas of our Persian
servants as to their own rights of perquisite or nawldkhil,
as it is termed ; and prices were a t once doubled or
trebled, to the detriment of all parties, for we refrained
from purchasing as freely a.3 we would with fair dealing,
the merchants lost an opportunity of ready profit, and our
-servants, the cause of the whole mischief, received but
diminished returns, rts the fruit of their greed and
chicanery.
Our Afghan companions, who well knew the market
price of these carpets, and had come prepared to lay in 3
stock of them for transport to Kandahar, were so disgusted a t the be-fmdni, or want of conscience, on the
part of the Persians, that they altogether refused to treat
with them on the terms, and contented themselves by
leaving an agent to purchase what they required after
our departure, when prices would return to their normal
rates. The evils of dastdrl in India are bad enough so
far as they affect the foreigner, but here, under the name
mud4khi1, they are ten times worse. The dccstrir5 or
customary perquisite taken by servants on all purchases made by their master through or with their
cognisance, is usually limited to an anna in the rupee,
or six and a quarter per cent,, but the mud&kI~il,which
may be rendered, " all that comes within grasp," has no
recognised limit, and ranges high or low, according to the
conscience of the exactor and the weakness of his victim.
With us, as our subsequent experience proved, it ranged
from ten to three hundred per cent., and was an imp&-
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tion from which, under the circumstances of the case, we
could not escape.
The Sihdih ju'lagah or plain is a fertile valley running
east and west, and presents a number of castellated
villages along the hill skirts on either side. Its soil is
light and gravelly, and in the vicinity of the villages the
surface is covered with long strips of corn cultivation.
The general slope of the land is to the west, in which
direction it drains by a wide ravine that ultimately joins
the Khusp river. The water of the Mrez on which our
camp was pitched proved too brackish to drink, and we
were obliged to send to another khrez beyond the village
for a fresh supply. The weather here was very changeable. North-westerly gusts of wind raised clouds of
dust, and drove it in eddying drifts across the plain, till
a thunderstorm with a smart fall of rain cleared the
atmosphere, and allowed the sun to shine out a while
before setting for the day.
We heard different accounts here of recent raids by the
Turkmans, but the accounts were so conflicting that we
could make nothing of them, more than that these slavehunting freebooters were really on the road and somewhere in the vicinity. The people have such a terror
of them that they cannot speak of them without evincing fear, and running off into extravagances as to their
ferocity and irresistible prowess.
From Sihdih w-e marched ten miles to Rtim, and
camped on the sloping bank of a brisk little hill stream
draining westwmd, at a short distance from the village.
Our route waa mostly northward across the plain, but for
the last two miles, on entering the hills, was north-eastward. Rdm is a miserable little village of seventy or
eighty huts, clustereci around a crumbling castle on the
very brink of a hill torrent of no depth or width. It now
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only contains thmty families of wretchedly poor people,
who have so far struggled through the great pressure of
the famine. Last year, we were told, forty of the people
died of starvation, and between twenty-five and thirty
families emigrated in search of food The remnant were
so reduced and broken-hearted that they were unable to
bury their dead decently, and merely deposited the
bodies in shallow pits covered over with loose soil. I
observed some broken skulls and human bones in the
little stream washing the walls of the village, and n o t i d
that the whole air of the locality waa tainted with
putrid odours from the insu5ciently covered graves
From Rbm we marched tmenty-two miles to' Ghaj-n, and
halted there two days. Our route for the first few miles
was north-emterly up the course of the Rbm rivulet, and
then northerly over a hdly tract, gradually rising up to a
watershed at seven miles. The ridge runs east and west,
and is about 6550 feet above the sea, and 964 feet
above Sihdih. The rock is of friable brown slate, here
and there crumbled into clay. The ascent up to the pass
is very gradual, over a hillocky hollow between high
hills. The surface is everywhere ploughed ,md sown
with corn, and abounds in a variety of weeds, c m w ,
tulip, anemone, and other plants. We saw no villages,
but the cultivation indicates their existence in the
secluded nooks and dells around. The morning air
was dehghtfully fresh, a hoar-frost whitened the ground,
and our march was enlivened by the clear song of the
nightingale and the familiar notes of the cuckoo.
The view from the watershed is very picturesque, and
looks down in the distance upon the valley of Ghayn,
which stretches east and west beyond a long vista of
irregular hills of bare rock, flankeci on either side by a
high range streaked with snow at the summit.

The descent from the watershed is by a narrow stony
path on the steep slope of the hill, down to a winding
ravine a t its foot. We followed this for some distance,
passing three little hamlets with their orchards, saffron
gardens, and mulberry plantations in successive little
glens, and a t about five miles from the watershed came to
Kharwaj, a flourishing village of eighty or ninety houses,
on the terminal slopes of a spur that causes the gully
draining this hollow to make a considerable sweep.
Toe people of thia village are Saggids, and appear ;cry
comfortably oE They are well clad, and present no
eigns of suffering from the famine. Both the men and
women have remarkably fair complexions and ruddy
cheeks, and what surprised me more was the decidedly
Tatar cast of their features.
From this we went on down a narrow glen, that, widening gradually, a t last expands on to the valley of G h a p
by a long and gentle slope, half-way on which is a roadside dbambcir fed by a &re2 stream. Before us lay a
crowded mass of fruit gardens and mulberry plantations,
all in full foliage, and above them rose aloft the highdomed mosque of Ghayn. We passed amongst these
walled gardens, and skirting the fortifications of the town,
camped on a small rivulet a little way to its west. As
me cleared the gardens we came upon a crowd of the
townspeople, collected on the roadside to see us pass.
They were remarkably well dressed, and conducted themselves with commendable propriety and decorum. Most
of them bowed civilly as we rode past, and many raised
the hand to the head in military style, whilst a venerable
old priest with a flowing beard as white as the turban
under the weight of whose capacious folds he was buried,
standing apart on a slight eminence with half a dozen
acolytes clad in white, offered up a prayer to avert any
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evil that this first visit of Europeans to their t o m might
entail. The plaintive trembling voice of the old man,
echoed by the shrill tones of his young disciples, struck
me
peculiarly impressive, but they were unheeded by
the crowd, who were much too deeply absorbed in the
novel spectacle presented by our party to their eyes for
the first time. We were assured that nre were the first
Europeans who are known to have visited this town, and
the statement is supported by the fact that all our maps
of the country were wrong aa to its proper location,
Ghayn being placed to the south of Birjand, whereas the
reverse is the case.
Ghayn has a very decayed look, and quite disappoints
the expectations raised by the first sight of its gardens
and lofty mosque. The town covers a considerable
extent of ground enclosed within fortified walls, now
everywhere in a state of dedy. The area within the
walls is capable of containing from eight to ten thousand
houses, it is mid, though at this time only about fifteen
hundred are occupied, corn-fields and wrciens occupying
the intervals between the ruins of its former mansions
A prominent object of attraction in the town is its lofty
domed mosque, which in outward appearance is in k e e p
ing with the general look of demy pervading the locality.
Its walls, which are supported in their perpendicular by
buttress arches built against them laterally, are dangcrously cracked from top to bottom, either from original
defect of architecture or from the effects of earthquakes
The population is estimated at about eight thousand,
amonpt whom are many Saggid families, and others of
Arab origin. The mass of the people, however, appear
to be of Tatar origin, as indicated by the very marked
traces of that typical race in their features.
Silk and saffron arc produced here in considerable
1

quantity, and a variety of fruits. The asafoetida grows
wild in great abundance all over the plain, and rhubarb
on the surrounding hills. The asafetida is of two kindsone called knmd-i-gad, which is grazed by cattle and used
as a potherb, and the other kamd-i-angbza, which yields
the gum-resin of commerce. The silk is mostly ~ e nto
t
R i d n in the raw state, but a good deal is consumed a t
home in the minufacture of some inferior fabrics for the
local markets. The carpets known by the name of this
town are not made here, hut in the villages of the southern
divisions of the district.
G h a p is the name of a very ancient city, supposed to
have been founded by a son of the blacksmith KLwBh of
Ispahdn, the hero of the PeshdLdf kings, who slew the
t p n t ZiihLk, and whose leather apron-afterwards
captured by the Arab SBd bin WacBss-became the standard of Persia, under the name of darafshi Khwcini, or
the " KAwLni standard." It was studded with the most
costly jewels by successive kings, to the last of the
Pahlavi race, from whom it was wrested by the Arab
conqueror, and sent as a trophy to the KhUif 'Umar.
The son of KLw&h was named K k i n . His city, the
ruins of which are here known as Shuhri Gabri, or "the
Gabr (Guebre) city," waa built on the slope and crest of
a hill ridge overlooking the present town from the southeast. The hill is called " Koh I m h J&far, and is
covered with the remains of ancient buildings, and large
reservoirs excavated in the solid rock. The city, nccording to local tradition, w;t9 sacked and destroyed by
HalAkd Khan, the son of Changhiz, and the present town
afterwards rose on the plain a t the foot of the hill in its
stead. I n the days of its prosperity this new city must
have been a very flourishing and populous centre of life.
The environs for a considerable distance are covered with
X
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extensive p v e y d s , in which are some handsome tombs
of glazed tiles and slabs of white marble, elaborately
carved and inscribed. The valley of G h a p is a wide
plain extending east and west between high mountains,
the summits of which are still covered with snow. A high
snow-streaked range closes the valley towards the west.
It is called Koh Bkm, and trending in a north-westerly
direction, connects the elevated tablelands of Sarbesha
and Alghor with those of Bijistan of the Tbn and Tabbas
district. Its eastern slopes drain into the G h a p valley,
where its several streams form a considerable rivulet (our
camp is pitched on its shore), which flows past the tom
to the eastward. To the northward, the Ghayn valley is
separated from the plains of Nimbuldk and GGnAb$d by
a low range of bare hills over which there are several easy
passes.
4860 feet above the
The elevation of ~ h a is~ about
n
sea, or much on the same level as that of Birjand, and n
little higher than that of Bijistan, from both of which i t
is separated by tablelands of considerably higher elevation.
The climate of Ghayn is described as temperate and
salubrious during spring and summer, but Meak a d
rigorous during autumn and winter. During two or
three months of winter the roads over the high land
between this and Birj~udon the one hand, and Bijistm
on the other, are closed to all traffic by the depth of snow
then covering the hills. Ghayn, like Birjand, appeam to
have escaped the horrors of the famine, for me saw no
traces of it3 effects amongst the people, who appeared a
fine healthy and robust race, of mixed types of physiognomy, in which the Tatar characters predominated
During our stay here, the weather, though fine and sunny,
was decidedly cold, and a keen north-west wind swept
down from the hills in stormy gusts. The t+mpenturc
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of the air ranged from 35" Pah. to 75" Fah., and rendered
warm clothing not only agreeable but necessary.
From this place, it had been arranged that we should
proceed to Turbat Hydari by the direct road through
NimbulGk and Gbn&ba, but a very fortunate accident
determined us to follow a safer route, particularly as in
our unprotected state-the
Persian authorities having
hled to furnish our party with any escort-we were unprepared to face any unnecessary risk.
On the day after our arrival here, the Afghan Commissioner, Saggid Ncir Muhammad Shah, sought an inter-view with General Pollock, to consult about our onward
journey, as he had received alarming accounts of the
dangers on the road it was proposed wc should follow.
At the interview the Saggid introduced an old acquaintance of his, one Haji Mullah Abdul Wahid, a merchant
of Gizik in the Sunnikhana district. Hearing of our
amval in this country, he had set out for Birjand to see
the Saggid, but finding our camp had left the place,
followed and overtook us here. The Haji was an asthmatic old gentleman of nearly seventy years of age, and
had seen more prosperous times than fortune had now
dotted to him. By way of preface he mentioned that
he had caahed bills for Colonel Taylor's mission a t Herat
in 1857, and claimed acquaintance with me on the score
of having met me a t Kandahar with Major Lumsden's
mission. He expressed great respect for the British,
and assured us it was only his good-will towards us, and
interest in the welfare of his countryman the Saggid,
that had prompted him to dissuade us from pursuing
the route he had heard me proposed taking. "This
route," said he, "is beset with dangers, and God alone
can extricate you from them. You may escape them in
NimbulGk and GdnibM, but in the Reg AmrAni beyond,
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you must fall into the hands of the Turkmana. They
are known to be on the road, and not a week passes
without their raiding one or other of theju'lagah between
this and Turbat." He told us he knew them well, for
he had himself been carried off prisoner by them a t the
time of Yar Muhammad's death, and was ransomed a
few months later, together with six or seven hundred
other Afghan subjects, by his son Syd Muhammad. He
described the Turkmans as being very well armed with
rifles and double-barrelled guns, and as never charging in
parties less than fifty, and sometimes with as many as
five hundred. They respect no class, nor sex, nor age,
except the Arabs, and sell all they capture in the markets
of Khiva, only killing the very aged and infirm, and
those who offer resistance. They have been in this
vicisity for the last three weeks, and have u h d y
cnrried off from one hundred and sixty to one hundred
and eighty of the peasantry of G h a p . Their favourite
routesare by the Dashna-i-Gharcdb in NfmbulGk, and the
Reg AmAni to the north of GGnAbbl.
He most strongly and repeatedly urged us, as we
valued our own safety, not to trust ourselves on the plains
of GGnllbdd, and advised us to follow one of the more
western routes, where we should have the protection of the
hills, amongst which the Turkmans fear to entangle themselves. The good old Haji's arguments were so just, and so
clearly and strongly ,advanced, that, left as we were to our
own resources, there was no hesitation in changing our
course, and adopting a safer route through the hills bordering the dangerous tract on the west ; and our friend wss
satisfied that his journey from Gizfk, which is sixty m i l e
north-cast of Birjand, over an elevated plateau dotted
with villages, was not altogether fruitless, since it afforded
him the happiness of diverting us from a d m p u s
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route, and the pleasure of experiencing British generosity and gratitude, for the General did not allow his good
senice to pass unrewarded. The old man took leave of
us with genuine expressions of good-will and friendship,
and heaxtily commending us to the protection of God,
warned uq to be unceasingly on our guard against the
cunning and treachery of the Persians. " Be very careful," said he in a mysterious whisper, " how you drink
the tea and coffee they offer you. Many of our people
have died with agonising stomachaches after partaking
of this refreshment at their hands."
9th April.-Ghayn
to Girimunj , twenty-two miles.
Our route was north-westerly, seven miles across the
plain, which is covered with asafetida in profuse abundance, to the little castellated hamlets of Shermurgh at
the foot of the hills.
We halted here for breakfast near a kdrez stream of
intensely brackish water. Here a noisy dispute occurred
between our baggagers and a party of eight or ten armed
men, who came after them from Ghayn in hot haste and
tempers to match, with a couple of Persian officials,
whose &,pity it was pretenclecl had been offended by
our miraklwr, or "master of the stables," having hired
some asses for our baggage without a reference to them.
They made a great disturbance immediately in front of
where we were seated, pulled each other about, lavished
pidr sot'chtas and cabr khhldas on all sides, and would
not be appeased though the mi&
uncovered his
head to them, kissed the frothy lips of the irate Persian,
and offering his beard as sacrifice, entreated his forgivenean Even our mihmanddr, Ali Beg, wm as useless in
this emergency as he had proved all along the march;
and the offended officirtls, aa heedless of his presence as of
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ours, defiantly threw off our loads, and triumphantly
marched off with the asses we had hired.
Had the Persian authorities made the arrangements
they were in duty bound to do for our proper escort and
treatment, this insult could not have occurred. We
were even left to provide our own escort on a road acknowledged to be unsafe for travellers, and received
such scant assistance that it wm with difliculty
matchlockmen were collected to escort our party on this
march. On starting from G h a p it was arranged that
we should take the route by Nogh4b and Asadabd,
skirting the hills on the western border of the Nimbulfik
plain ; but after proceeding a short distance, some scouts
sent out to examine the passes returned, and from their
reports it was deemed advisable to turn off into the more
westerly route through the hills.
From Shermurgh our route continued north-westerly
up the course of a wide drainage gully, bounded on the
left by the snow-streaked B&rmrange, and on the right
separated from the Nimbuldk plain by a low rocky range
bare of vegetation. At eight miles we reached a watershed called Gudari G6d, and on the way up to it passed
a bend in the hills to our left, in which we saw the villages of Nogirift, Razdumbal, and Mahanj. The elevation
at the watershed is about 6075 feet above the sen From
it the descent is gradual, by a path that winds amongst
ridges skirting the base of B h and its continuation,
Koh Rehud, and crossing the Rddi Mj4n Py&, traverses
a hill slope stretching down to the Nimbuldk plain up to
Girimunj. The My4n P y h rivulet is a brisk stream that
drains Rehud to the Nimbulcik plain, and of considerable
size. Girimunj contains about two hundred houses clustered round a central fort, and is situated a t the entrance
to a picturesque glen, in which are seen the villages of
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Dihushk and BuznSb6d with their rich orchards and
vineyards. The Nimbullik plain presents a wide valley,
extending from north-west to south-east some thirtyfive miles by twelve wide. On its surface to the northward are seen the villages of SilSyhni, MahyAm, and
Khidri It is separated from GhhbSd by a long curving
range of hills, through which are several passes. The
hill range is called MysGr, and the passes, from south to
north, are named Dahna Gharciib, Mugri, Rijing, &lSghor,
and Dahna Sulemh. The first and 1 a t are the routes
commonly taken by the Turkmans.
Shortly after our arrival in camp, a party of matchlockmen arrived from Dashti PySz to warn Girimunj that
Khidri had passed on word to them to be on the alert, as
two hundred and fifty Turkmans had this morning swept
across Glinsbid, and taken the road to Kakhak, which
is our stage beyond Khidri. The news created a considerable stir in the village, and the people w m e d us to
be on the alert during the night, and to continue our
route by the hills to MunawSj, and on no account to
venture into the open plain. At sunset Sir F. Goldsmid
and General Pollock went round our camp, and posted the
matchlockmen whom we had hired from the village to
protect the approaches during the night, as it was thought
we might possibly be attacked by them. We ourselves
looked to our arms, and at a late hour retired to rest
prepared for an alarm. Morning dawned, however, and
no Turkman was seen, and we were inclined to think
they were a myth, but for the lively fear and strict caution
of the peasantry, which warned us of the necessity of

vigilance.

From Girirnunj we marched fifteen miles to m ash ti
Pyh. Our route was north-west along the Nimbuldk
plain, skirting the Isfy6n range of hills (a continuation
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of Behud) on our left. Out of deference to the Turkmans,
we marched in a compact column with the baggage, a
party of thirty matchlockmen leading the advance, and
a similar party following in the rear.
At a few miles from camp, we came upon the fresh
marks of horseshoes across our path. They were followed a little way on to the plain, and unhesitatingly
pronounced to be the tracks of Turkmans who had come
to reconnoitre our position during the night.
Our Afghan companions, who had some practical knowledge of these people about Herat, were satisfied on this
point, and described to us their mode of attack, and how
it behoved us to defend ourselves ; whilst Haji Abdullah,
Shahrki, a venerable old chief of Sistctn, who had joined
Sir I?. Goldsmid's party at Kirman, and used often to
entertain us with selections from his stories of traditional
lore, propounded in most classical language and with the
purest accent, in tones delightful to the ear, and with a
captivating manner, was no less convinced of the necessity for caution, and forthwith turned his camel a little
closer to the hills, and manfully followed the course of his
own selection in solitary dignity, holding his rifle all d y
charged with both hands across his lap, and keeping his
sharp eyes steadily fixed in the direction of the plain.
We passed two roadside &nmb&r and three or four
little hamlets at the foot of the hills, then crossed a hill
torrent, and rising over an upland, at the twelfth mile
came to Khidri, a flourishing village of two hundred
houses, buried in fruit gardens and mulberry plantations.
We halted here for breakfaat, whilst the baggage proceeded to Daahti PySz, four miles farther on, at the top
of the upland rise.
We halted two days at Dashti P y h , in hopes of the
heavy baggage we had left at Birjand here overtaking
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us, But as it did not arrive, and our Persian mihmandtir
told so many and such contradictory lies about it-his

k t report, told us with the coolest effrontery only at
Khidri, assured us that we should find all awaiting us at
this place, Dashti PyL-we were faip to proceed, leaving
it to overtake us farther on.
Dashti P y h is a flourishing village of three hundred
houses outside a dilapidated fort, which is also crowded
with habitations, and all around are extensive fruit
gardens and vineyards. f h e town is situated at the
entrance to a wide glen, formed by a bend in the IsfyAn
and Koh SyBh hills to the west. It contains several
flourishing villages, of which MunawAj and Buthkabad
are the chief, and the ruins of an ancient city called
Jahul Fars, the capital of Isfandyk.
13th April.-Dashti P y L to Kakhak, sixteen miles.
\re were to have marched yesterday morning, but at the
last moment the order was countermanded, as the Persian
9nt;hmanddr refused to consent to our moving unless Sir
F. Goldsmid gave him a written arid sealed paper exonerating him from all responsibility in case of accident or
injury on the road. He stated that he had received
intelligence from his scouts that from two hundred to
four hundred Turkman horse had been seen last evening
on the plain a t two fnrsakhs or parmangs (about eight
miles) from the Bhlhghor Pass, and that they may to-day
be expected to raid GGnhbhd to Kakhak or this valley
of NimbulGk to-day. The day passed, however, without
our seeing anything of them, and our only consolation in
the delay was in the unfavourable state of the weather,
which set in damp and chill with drenching showers,
and the new information we gathered regarding the socalled Turkmass, of whom we have heard so much and
seen so little.
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These mould-be Turkmans are in reality Tymhi horsemen, lately in the service of Ataullah Khan, their tribal
chief. This man was one of the chiefs of the Tatar tribes
settled about Herat since the invasion of Tymur Lang or
Tamerlane, and named after that devastating conqueror.
In 1857, when the prince-governor of K h o m n , Sultan
MurAd JfirzA, H h w a l h n a t , of Mashhad, attacked
Herat, this chief, with his following, joined the Persian
standard. On the retreat of the Persian army h m
Herat territory, Ahullah, by way of reward for his services, and compewtion for the compromise his conduct
had brought about, was transported, with four hundred
families of his tribe, to tlie Kohi Surkh district of Turshiz, and granted the villages of Kundar, KhdiliiM,
Dihnan, Majdi, S m u j d f , Bijingar, and Argi, in military
fief for their support.
During the famine last year, these men, becoming hard
pressed for food, threw off the restraint of their chief,
and took to the more congenial occupation of plundering
the caravans from Herat to Tehran, and were soon joined
by other adventurers and robbers, who grow in this
country like mushrooms on mould Their depredations
led to such wide-spread complaint, that the governor of
Mashhad sent the Imami Juma to inquire into the conduct of the tribe, redress complaints, and restore the
plundered property. Ahulluh, hearing of this, himself
fled and joined the robbers, but was conciliated, and
persuaded to tender his submiasion a t Mashhad. The
subsequent conduct of his people, however, who waylaid
and murdered a party of government officials on their
way across Reg A d n i towards Tabbas, has still further compromised their chief with the Government, and
Ataullah is now a close prisoner a t Tehran, and i t is s u p
posed will answer with his life for the conduct of his
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tribesmen. This history, interesting in itself, is eminently
characteristic of the state of society and weak government on this frontier.
Our route from Dashti Py& was W.N.W., ascending
a long upland or chol separated from the GdnBb&dplain
on the right by the Laki ridge of hills, and from the
Munhwij glen on the left by a broken chain of hillocks.
Passing a roadside ctbambdr about half-way, we halted
at the sixth mile at a willow-fringed tank near the
picturesque little castle of Sihdkri for breakfast. Here
we found some fine elm and walnut trees. The rise is
about 900 feet above Dashti Pyhz, and affords an extensive view of the NimbulGk plain and country to the
southward. Our baggage, with the escort of hired
matchlockmen, went on ahead, and we followed an hour
and a half later.
Onwards from this, our route was N.N.W., through a
narrow winding gorge bounded by low hills of slate and
magnesian limestone, in which we found some fossil
bivalves and oysters. A gradual ascent of four miles
brought us to the Gudari Kakhak, a narrow watershed
pass that marks the boundary between the districts of
Ghayn and Tabbas. Its elevation is about 6838 feet
above the sea, and 1408 feet abovc Dashti Pyhz. It is
closed for two months in winter by snow, and in wet
weather is difficult for laden cattle, owing to thc loose
marly soil becoming a deep slippery mud.
The descent is gradual, through a long drainage gully
receiving branches on either side down to a wide boulderstrewn ravine with high banks, which opens on to the
G h h b i d plain, near Kakhak. At three miles down the
gully we came to an cibambdr, where a road branches
off to the left direct to Kakhnk over the hills, but it is
difficult for laden cattle. At t h s spot, too, a branch
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gully comes down from the right

I n it is said to be a
copper-mine, which has been abandoned for some years,
owing to the vein being lost. We noticed that the surface was strewed with stones of a bright greenish blue
colour, as if coated with acetate of copper.
The hill slopes on each side of the gully are cultivated
in terraces, and irrigated by streams led along their
brows ; and on our way down, we passed several black
tents of i l y d families occupied in the preparation of
cheese and the peculiar round balls of that substance
known by the name of cu'j-u't. At the lower part of the
gully we turned to the left out of it, beyond the castellated village of Mullahabad, and at a mile farther on
came to our camp, pitched on an open gravelly surfawe
near some gardens at a short distance from h k h a k .
This is a flourishing town of about four hundred houses,
surrounded by fruit gardens and corn-fields, and protected
by a citadel. A prominent object of attraction is the
mausoleum erected to the memory of Sultan RIuhammad,
a brother of Imam Razi, the saint of RIashhad. I t
stands on a commanding eminence, and has a handsome
dome of glazed tiles, the bright colours of which are set
off to the best advantage by the whitewashed portals of
its groundwork. Ferrier, in his " Cara~~an
Journeys,"
mentions this place as being the site of one of the most
bloody battles ever fought between thc Afghans and
Persians. I t occurred in 1751, when Shah Ahmad's
(Durrani) Raloch allies, under their own chief Nasir
Khan, defeated the Persians and dew their leader, 'Ali
Aiurdd Khan, governor of Tabbas, who came here to
give them battle. By this victory Tabbas was annexed
to the Durrani kingdom.
A finer sight for a fair fight could not be found. The
ground dips down to the wide plain or jlikrgah of Jun-

abad in an uninterrupted slope, and affords a splendid
field for the use of cavalry, as is expressed in the name,
applied generally to the succession of valleys or plains
that characterise the physical geography of this country.
Jrilagah is evidently the diminutive form of jlilangah,
which means a plain suited to military exercises, or any
level ground for horsemanship.
Kakhsk seems to have suffered severely during the
famine, but the accounts me received as to the extent of
loss were so contradictory that it was impossible to get a t
the truth or an approximation to it. Numbers of beggars,
sickly, pale, and emaciated, wandered timidly about our
camp, craving in piteous tones a morsel of bread. Poor
creatures ! nobody cares for them, even the small coins
we give them are snatched away by the stronger before
our eyes. Truly if fellow-feeling makes wondrous kind,
fellow-suffering makes wondrous unkind.
14th April.-Kakhak
to Zihbud, sixteen miles ; route
nearly due west, h g g i n g the hill range on our left, with
the great Gfinhblid valley down to the right. The
centre of the valley is occupied by a succession of considerable vllluges, with gardens, vineyards, and corn-fields,
watered by numerous kcirez streams. To the east it
communicates through a gap in the hills with the great
desert of Khiif, which extends south-east to Ghoryhn and
Herat. To the uorthward it is separated from Bijistm
on the one hand and Reg Amr&ni on the other by a low
range of hilly ridges or tappd, over which are some
easy passes on the direct route through the valley.
At Kakhak we parted from the mihmanddr appointed
to accompany us on the part of the governor of Ghayn,
and were joined in the like capacity by Muhammad Ali
Beg, the &bit or ruler of GGn6bhd. He is a very
ferocious-looking man, with square bull-dog features, and
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a heavy coarse mustache, that completely conceals the
mouth, and curls over the short-trimmed wiry whiskers,
all dyed bright orange with henna. His manner, however, is very quiet and friendly. He welcomed us to
the Tabbas district, and promised we should receive very
different treatment from that we had experienced a t the
hands of Mir Ali Khan of Ghayn. He had heard of his
conduct; considered he had acted host very indifferently ;
reckoned he would be called to account for it by the
Shah ; thought that the prince-governor of Mashhad
would profit by the opportunity to injure him ; and, for
his own part, hoped he would come to condign grief.
Our new host proved an agreeable companion, and
spoke very sensibly, with a remarkable freedom from the
bombast and gesticulation the modern Persian so much
delights to display. I learned from him that he was
connected with the Shah by marriage with a sister of
the Queen-mother, and that he had been on this fiontier
for many years. In the time of KBmrftn of Herat, he
accompanied Mir Asadullah of Ghayn in his retreat to
Sistan, and spent two years a t Chilling and Sihkohc~
More recently, four years ago, he met Y6c1ib Khan at
Mashhad, and subsequently his father, the present Amir
Sher Ali, at Herat. He made some pointed inquiries
regarding Sistnn and the boundary question, but on finding they were not acceptable, adroitlfturned the conversation to the more ephemeral, and perhaps to himelf more congenial, topic of wines, their varieties and
qualities ; and his familiarity with the names at least of
the common English wines and spirits not a little surprised me. He expressed concern a t finding that we
were travelling without a store of these creature comforts,
and very good-naturedly procured us a small supply of
home-distilled srrack from GtinSbftd. It proved very

acceptable, for our own supplies had been long since
exhausted ; and Mr Rozczrio,who superintended our mess
arrangements, cleverly converted it into very palatable
punch, of which a little was made to go a great way.
But to return from this digression to our march. We
had set out with the baggage in a closely-packed column,
with matchlockmen in front and rear, and ourselves with
a dozen horsemen leading the advance, for the dread of
Turkmans was still upon us. We had proceeded thus
about seven miles, passing the castellated hamlets of Iddo
and Isfydn in picturesque little nooks of the hills on our
left, when we turned a projecting spur and suddenly
came upon a wide ravine, beyond which were the gardens
and poppy-fields of Cal&t. Leaving the baggage to proceed ahead, we turned off up the course of the ravine to
a clump of trees a t its spring-head for breakfast. Our
sudden appearance and mnrtial array, for we were five or
six and twenty horsemen all more or less armed, struck
the villagers with a panic. Five or six of the boldest
advanced into the mulberry plantations and fired their
matchlocks a t us, but the rest, shouting "Alalman! ulaman! " " Raiders I raiders ! " scrambled up the steep slopes
of the slate hill backing the town as fast as their limbs
nlould carry them. A bullet whistling by our mihmandcir
with a disagreeably close " whish," sent him and his two
attendants full gallop towards the village, vowing all sorts
of vengeance on the pidri sokhtas, who could mistake
their own governor and a party of respectable gentlemen
for the marauding Turkmans, on whom be the curse of
'Ali and Muhammad. Ourselves meanwhile proceeded
towards the clump of trees ahead. Here we came upon
a watermill. The people occupied in it, disturbed by the
firing, rushed out just in time to be confronted by us.
If the devil himself with all his host had faced them, they
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could not have evinced greater fear, nor more activity to
escape his clutches. There were four of them, a l l dusty
and powdered with flour, and they were up the hillside
in a trice, going on all fours, so steep was the slope, like
monkeys. The sight was absurdly ridiculous, and sent
us into fits of laughter. Anon the fugitives stopped to
take breath, and turning their heads, looked down on us
with fear and amazement expressed on their faces. W e
beckoned them, called them, and laughed a t them. They
only scrambled up higher, and again looked down mistrustfully a t us. Presently our m ~ i h m n d hrejoined
~
us
with two or three of the villagers, who looked very crestfallen a t this exposure of weakness, and excused themselves as well they might on the grounds of the frequent
raids by the Turkmans they were subjected to. On seeing us in friendly convefse with their fellows, the
startled millers slided down from their retreat, rand
brought with them m a peace-offering some rhubarbstalks, the plants of which covered the hillside. A
general dispensation of krans and half-krans soon put us
on the most amicable terms, and restored a thorough
confidence.
The scene was altogether too absurd and unexpected
to suppress the momentary merriment it produced, yet
it furnishes a subject for melancholy reflection, as illustrating the state of insecurity in which these people live.
Another fact of a yet more painful nature revealed by
this amusing incident was the frightful state of deuohtion and poverty to which this village had been reduced
by the combined effects of famine and rapine. The alarm
produced by our sudden appearance had brought out the
whole population on the hillside, and a t a rough guw
they did not exceed eighty men and women, and n o t a
ainglc child was seen amongst them. On resuming our
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march we passed through the village. It contains about
two hundred and fifty houses, but most of them are untenanted and falling to decay. The people were miserably poor and dejected, and looked very sickly. yet
the village is surrounded by gardens and mulberry plantations, which, in their spring foliage, give the place an
air of comfort and prosperity by no means in accordance
with it8 r e d condition.
Caldt, indeed, like many another village our journey
brought us to, in interior condition quite belied its exterior appearance. I may here state in anticipation, that
in all our march from Ghayn to the Persian capital we
hardly anywhere saw infants or very young children.
They had nearly all died in the famine. We nowhere
heard the sound of music nor song nor mirth in all the
journey up to Mashhad. We passed through vdhge
after village, each almost concealed from view in the untrimmed foliage of its gardens, only to see repetitions of
misery, melancholy, and despair. The suffering produced
by this famine b d e s description, and exceeds our untutored conceptions. In this single province of Khorttssan
the loss of population by this cause is estimated at
120,000 souls, and over the whole kingdom cannot be
leas than a million and a half.
Beyond Caldt our path followed the hill skirt in a
north-west direction. The surface is very stony, and
covered with wild rhubarb and the yellow rose in great
profusion, to the exclusion of other vegetation. We pmsed
the villages of Sdghi, Kochi, Zaharabad, and Shirazabad,
and then crossing a deep ravine in which flowed a brisk
little stream draining into the central rivulet of Ghdbttd,
prrssed over some undulating ground to Zihbad, where we

camped.
1 5th April.-Zihbad

to Bijistan, twenty -eight miles,
Y
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and halt a day. Our route was' N.N.W.; skirting the
hill range on our left by a rough stony path. We passed
in succession the villages of Bred, &urn, and Sinoh,
each continuous with the other, through a wide stretch
of fruit gardens, mulberry plantations, poppy beds, and
corn-fields watered from a number of brisk little hill
streams, and looking the picture of a prosperity which
our experience has taught us is very far from the d t y .
A little farther on, at about the eleventh mile, we came
to Patinjo, and halted for breakfast under the shade of
a magnificent plane-tree in the centre of the village.
Proceeding hence, we continued along the hill skirt, and
at about four miles entered amongst the hills that c l m
the G~nAbAdvalley to the northwmL We gained their
shelter in a somewhat hurried manner, owing to cr false
alarm of Turkmans on the plain flanking our right. JVe
had continued to hear all sorts of fanciful and exaggerated reports of these gentry, founded undoubtedly on a
basis of fact, and were consequently kept alive to the
chance of a possible encounter with them. On the present
occasion a cloud of dust suddenly appeared round a spur
projecting on the plain about two miles to our right.
Our mihmandcEr reined up a moment, looking intently
at the suspicious object, and shook his head. At this
moment the cloud of dust wheeled round in our direction. " Ya Ali I " he exclaimed. " They are Turkmans
Get on quick into the hills ;" and so saying, he u n s l u q his
rifle, and loaded as he galloped. A few minutes brought
UA all to the hills, and ascending some heighta overlooking the plain, we levelled our glasses a t the cause of our
commotion. After a good deal of spying and conjecturing, we discovered, to our no small chagrin, that we
were no better than our friends of Calst, for our wouldbe Turkmans were no other than a flock of goats and

sheep, grazing along the hill skirts for protection against
surprise by those very maraudem.
Our road through the hills was by a winding path,
over ridges and through defiles, everywhere rough and
stony, and in some parts very wild and rugged.
After passing the castellated village of Kdmih we came
to a very dficult little gorge between bare rocks of trap,
and farther on reached a watershed called Gudari Rddi,
or "the pass of the tamarisk river." It runs north and
south, and is about 5 150 feet above the sea. The descent
is gradual, by a long drainage gully between gradually
diverging hills. At five miles from the watershed we
turned to the left across a wide gravelly waste to Bijistan,
where we camped near a sarae outside the town. As we
approached camp, along the eastern side of this waste,
we had the pleasure of seeing a long string of camels
with our heavy baggage from Birjand converging to thg
same spot on the western side.
Bijisth is one of the principal towns of the Tabbaa
district, and contains about two thousand houses surrounded by gardens. It is a charming spot in this wilderness of barren hills and desert wastes, and lies at the
base of an isolated ridge of hills, beyond which, to the
west, is seen, down m a hollow, portion of the great salt
desert of Yazd and KhhAn. It is called Kavir, and its
surface is of dazzling whiteness from saline encrustations.
The people here have suffered dreadfully from the
famine, and have lost nearly all their cattle from the
same cause. Our camp is surrounded by crowds of beggars, famished, gaunt and wizened creatures, most sorry
objecta to behold. Boys and girla, of from ten to twenty
years of age, wan, pinched, and wrinkled, whine around
us in piteous tones all day and all night, and vainly
call on Ali for aid. " Ahajo! (for AghE j&n) gushna
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am, yak puli siyah bidih !" (" Dear sir ! I am hungry ;
give me a supper ! ") is the burden of each one's prayer ;
whilst " Yd AZZ-6-6-i !"resounds on all sides from those too
helpless to move from the spots doomed to be their deathbeds. These prolonged plaintive cries in the stillness of
night were distressing to hear, and enough to move the
hardest hearts. To us these frequent evidences of such
fearful and wide-spread suffering were the more distressing from our utter inability to afford any real relief.
Poor creatures 1 there is no help for them. Hundreds of
those we have seen must die, for they are past recovery
even were relief at hand.
The district of Tabbas comprises the divisions or bulhk
of Ghn&bAd,Khkhak, Bijisan, Th, and Tabbas. The
last contains the capital city of that name. The whole
district has suffered fearfully during the famine by death,
emigration, and raids. Some of the smaller hamlets
have been entirely depopulated, and many vdlages have
been decimated. We heard of one village in the T h
butdk, in which,not a man nor child was left, and only
five old women remained to till the ground, in hopes of
some of their people returning. It is not quite easy to
understand the cause of the famine in these parts, for the
villages are mostly well watered and their fields fertile..
17th April.-BijistAn
to Yunasi, twenty-sig: miles.
The weather during our halt at BijistBn was close and
oppressive, and on the eve of our departure set in stormy,
with violent gusts of wind from the south. At daylight
this morning a sharp thunderstorm with hail and rain
burst over our camp, and continued with violence for
nearly' three hours.
Our route was in a N.N.E. direction, down a long s l o p
ing steppe, with interrupted. hill ridges on either hand,
down to the kuvir or " salt-desert," which here projects
'

an arm eastward to join that of Herat. At about the
twelfth mile we passed the village of Sihfarsakh, at the
foot of a white marble hill to the right; and at three
miles farther on halted at a roadside libambhr for
breakfast. On the way to this we passed a small camp of
Baloch gypsies-a very poor, dirty, black, and villanousl o o w set. The vegetation here differs from what we
have seen in the highlands of Ghayn and Ta%bas, and
resembles that we observed on the plains of Cal6 Koh.
The characteristic plants are ghich, wormwood, wild
rue, caroxylon, and other saltworts, the wild liquorice,
and a variety of flowering herbs, such as gentian, prophet
flower, malcomia, and other crucifers, kc.
At four miles farther on, passing amongst some low
hills, we left the fortified village of MCirandez a couple of
miles to the left, and entered on the wide waste of the
kavir; and at another four miles reached the village of
Yhasi, where we camped. The sun shone hotly here,
and a strong north wind blowing all day m e d the
atmosphere with clouds of saline dust, very trying to the
lungs and eyes. On approaching the town, a number of
its people, headed by an athlete wielding a pair of huge
wooden dumb-bells, came out to meet us, and merrily conducted us to our camp. Yunbi is a collection of about
two hundred and fifty houses round a central fort, and
possesses a commodious sarm built of baked bricks. It
stands on a small river flowing westward into the desert,
and marking the boundary between the districts of
Tabbaa and Turbat Hydari. There are no gardens here,
and a singular absence of trees gives the place a very forlorn look, quite in keeping with the aspect of the desert
around The place haa been almost depopulated by the
famine. Ydnasi k about 2860 feet above the sea.
Our next stage waa dbdullahabad, twenty-five miles.
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After crossing the river or RGdi Kavir by a red brick
bridge a little below the town (there are said to be seven
similar bridges across the river in different parts of its
course), we went across a wide lacustrine hollow, the soil
of which was light and powdery, and white with saline
efflorescenee, and at half-way came to Miandih, " the
midway village," and halted at its dbambdr for breakfast. The village consists of perhaps a hundred domed
huts, ranged outside a square fort fast f a g to decay,
and has a vertical windmill similar to those used in
Sistan, only made to work with an east wind. The
desert here runs from east to west between high hill
ranges, and is almost bare of vegetation beyond the wild
rue and liquorice, and a coarse grass growing in tufts,
with here and there strips of camel-thorn and salsolaces.
Along the line of march we p w e d several roadside
graves, the last resting-places of famine-struck travellers
hastily buried by their companions. Wild beasts had
pulled out the bodies from three or four of these shallow
pits, and scattered their bones and clothes upon the road.
Thousan& upon thousands have been so put away, or
left to rot on the roads where they lay. Their place
knows them no more, and but too often none are left to
reck their loss.
From Miandih our route continued in an E N . E
direction over a wide plain covered with a scanty
pasture, on which we found large herds of camels, oxen,
and asses at graze. They belong to Baloch nomads of
the Mirza JahAn tribe, and are tended by small unarmed
parties of their herdsmen. We have all dong noticed
that the p m t r y of Persian Khorassan, unlike those
of ughanistan, are d l unarmed. This is the more s u Pising m a new feature on the scene here warm us
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that we have come into the country which from time
immemorial has been the hunting-ground of the real
Turkman. The whole plain is dotted d over with
hundreds of round towers as places of refuge from
these marauders, and they serve also to convey a very
lively idea of the insecurity of the country. These
towers consist of a circular mud wall about twelve .
feet h h , enclosing an empty roofless space about
eighteen feet in diameter, and are entered by a small
opening on one side, only large enough to admit of
entmnce on all fours. On the appearance of the
raiders the shepherds or husbandmen desert their flocks
and fields, and rush into these refuges till the enemy
has disappeared. The Turkman has a lively dread of
firearms, and a very wholesome respect for all armed
travellers. He always gives these towers a wide berth,
and only attacks the unwary and unarmed. From all
we heard of them, they must be sorry cowards before a
worthy foe, and heartless tyrants over their helpless
captives. Those who used formerly to raid this
country, and who do still occasionally as opportunity
offers, belong to the S M c and SSlor tribes, whose seat
is in the territories of Sarrakhs and Marv. With the
Takka Turkmans of the latter place, they habitually
harry all this country up to the very gates of Maahhad.
In 1860, the Persian Government sent an expedition
against the strongholds of these miscreants. Though
the Persian troops were driven back with disastrous
loss, they managed to inflict considerable damage upon
the enemy, and for several yeam their inroads upon
this frontier were put a stop to ; but in thc disorganisation and laxity of authority produced by the famine
they have again commenced their wonted forays, and
during the last three years have, it is said, carried off
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nearly twenty thowand Persian subjecta from Mashhad
district alone, for the slave markets of Khiva and
Bukhara During the pressure of the famine, we an?
told, the citizens of Mashhad used to flock out to the
plains on purpose to be captured by the Turkman, preferring a crust of bread in slavery to the tortures of
a slow death under the heedless rule of their own
governors, who never stirred a finger to alleviate their
sufferings or relieve their necessities. This species of
voluntary exile soon grew to such alarming proportions
that the Mashhad authorities were obhged to post
military guards to prevent the citizens from leaving
the city.
At about ten miles from Miandih we came to the
ruins of a, very extensive town, called Fyzabad, and
beyond them passed the modern village of the same
name. It is a remarkable place, and consists of a
compact little town,sunk below the level of the ground, .
surrounded by a deep ditch, and ramparts but little
raised above the general level of the plain. Within
are many trecs, the tops of which only are seen above
the ramparts. Here the road turns due north to A b
dulhhabad, four miles &tint, leaving the new fort of
Husenabad standing boldly out on the plain away to the
right.
At Fyzabad we were met by an kticbdl party of thirty
or forty horsemen, headed by Haji Agha Beg aud
Muhrtmmd Karim, expressly deputed to meet UB by the
prince-governor of Mashhad and Husen A l i Khan, the
governor of the town. They received us in a very
polite and friendly manner, and conducted us to a garden
house on the skirts of the town, where, as we entered
its gate, a couple of sheep wcre sacrificed on our path,
with such haste and clumsiness, that ourselves and fol-

lowers were sprinkled with the blood spurting from their
severed throats. The quarters prepared for us were
tastefully furnished in the Persian firshion, and on a carpeted platform, under the shade of some fine mulberry
trees, and on the edge of a sparkling little stream, we
were refreshed with iced sherbets and trays of sweeti
meats, accompanied by the inevitable calycin and coffee.
We halted here a day, and received a post from India
with dates from Peshawar up to the 20th March. The
packet came by the route of Kurram and Ghazni to
Kandahar, and thence by Farrah, Herat, and Ghoryh to
thia Our Afghan friends have certainly earned our
gratitude for the promptitude and safety with which
they have maintained our postal communication with
India. Our weekly budgets fiom that side have seldom
failed to reach us punctually, notwithstanding the rapidity of our movements, and the diEculties and dangers
of the road on this side of Kandahar, where no post
is established. In this respect, at all events, Afghanistan
may favourably compare with Persia, where there are no
proper established posts at all. Sir F. Goldsmid's party
had only received two posts sincc we joined them in
Sistan-namely, one at Banjar, and the other only
yesterday as we set out from Yunasi. It came vd?
Mashhad, with dates from Tehran to the 8th March,
and London of 14th J a n u q .
Abdullahabad is a charming place, and, like most
Persian villages, lost in a maze of gardens and vineyards. Through its centre flows a clear hill stream,
and to its south stands a strong little castle, now in
a state of decay, like all the other fortifications we
have seen in all this frontier. It appears as if they had
all been dismantled on purpose to prevent the people
from entertaining any thought of revolt, and to
'
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deprive them of the temptation to rebellion that such
handy strongholds might give rise to.
During our stay here a party of a hundred horsemen,
under 'Abdul Husen Khan, grandson of the celebrated
Karai chief Ism Khan, arrived here fiom Maahhad as
escort for our party. With them came a messenger to
Sistan, bearing a jewelled sword and letters of commendation fiom the Shah for Mir 'Alam Khan, the
governor of that newly acquired province.
20th April.-Abdullahabad to Turbat Hydari, thirtytwo miles, and halt two days. We set out at four
A.M., and pursued a generally north-east course over a
wide upland pasture tract towards the Asgand range
of hills, which stretch across the plain from northwest to south-east. A lofty mass away to our left, and
separated from the rest of the range by an intervening
chain of lesser hills covered with a furrowed surface of
white marl, is called Koh Fighan, or "the hill of
lamentation," and is said to be the site of Rustam's
retreat for mourning after he had unwittingly killed his
son Sohrab.
At eight or ten miles out we passed the villages of
Doghabad md Salmidasht, on the left and right mpectively, and farther on, passing over the undulating plain
of MahBwaldt, alighted at a kcirez stream for breakfast.
As s steady rain had set in, we pitched a bell-tent for
the more comfortable discussion of this repast, for which
our appetites were well whetted by the morning ride of
twelve miles. Our escort of Karai horsemen meanwhile
dismounted and scattered themselves over the hillocks
They are a remarkably h e body of men, and
excellently mounted, but are indifferently armed, and
are wanting in the dash and elasticity so c h - h t i c
of the Afghm trooper. On the march they diverted
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themselves and us too with a display of their horsemanship and mock fights. Their movements appeared to
me alow, and the firing at full galop harmless, particularly when, in reheat, the fugitive loads, and turning
round in the saddle, with a wide sweep over the horizon, discharges his rifle in the direction of his p u u e r .
Against a European armed with a revolver the Khorassan horseman would have a poor chance of escape.
They are wonderfully hardy, however, both man and
horse, and accomplish incredibly long marches, carrying
their own and horses' food and clothing, with little inconvenience. Our new companions, Haji Agha Beg and
the peshkhidwat Muhammad Karfm, entertained us, in
truly Persian hyperbole, with amusing accounts of the
Turkmans, and never failed to enlarge on the prowess of
the Persian cavalry against them. The Haji, as a piece
of the latest news from Mashhad, informed us of the
capture of eight hundred of these pidr soma (burnt
fathers), and the release of upwards of a thousand
captives they were carrying off, by a brilliant display
of military tactics on the part of a son of the Hi&m d t a n a t . The Turkmans, he told us, had entered
the Burdjnurd lands through the Darband pass, and
were allowed to proceed well ahead unmolested, when
the pass behind them, which it seems is the only
route of ingress and egress, was occupied by a party
of the Mashhad troops. On the return of the raiders
with their plunder and captives, they were suddenly
attacked in front and rear, and killed and captured,
for exchange, to the number of eight hundred.
" The heads of
the slain," said he, "have been
brought in for exhibition at the gates of the city.
You will see them on reaching Mashhad." This was
welcome news to me, for I was anxious to obtain a
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few skulls of this race for the collection of my learned
friend, and distinguished anthropologist, Dr Barnard
Davis, and therefore availed myself of the opportunity
to engage the interest of our companion in procuring me
a few specimens. "Any number is at your service,"
replied he with charming readiness. " How many, and
of which kind, do you require ? " I naturally inquired
what the different kinds were, and presently learned
that some were merely stuck on a lance, and dowed
to bleach intact in the sun, and that others were prepared so as to preserve the features. I n these last,
the bones of the skull were smashed by blows with a
wooden mallet, and the brain, soft parts, and fragments
withdrawn'through the neck. The interior was then
stuffed with straw, and the intenwent allowed to dry
over it. " Thanks I " I said ; " I should like two of each
kind, and shall esteem it a great favour if you d
procure them for me." " Ba chasm-Mzir !" (" By my
eyes-present I " or " With all my heart I ") They are
ready," was his prompt reply. " They are yours. I d
bring them to you myself so soon as we reach the
city." This was very satisfactory, and I congratulated
myself on my prospective good fortune. But to anticipate the sequel. I did not then know the Persian
character so well as I do now, and was consequently
completely deceived by the Haji's specious politeness
On arrival at Mashhad, we found the whole story was
a myth, only created for our amusement. There had
been no l~rilliant exploit against the Turkmans, nor
was a single head, stuffed or bleached, procurable.
So much for Persian veracity.
At a couple of miles from Turbat Hydari we were met
by the governor of the district, Haji Mirza MahmGd
Khan. He was attended by twenty cavaliers, and
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preceded by a couple of yadak, or led horses, handsomely caparisoned. He is a remarkably handsome man,
with very polished manners, and was richly dressed.
He received us with graceful civility, and conducted
our party to the residence prepared for us in a garden
adjoining his own quarters.
Our road passed through a long succession of gardens
and orchards and villages, and finally led through the
main bazar of Turbat, which is full of life, and well
supplied. It consists of two main streets crossing at
right angles, and covered in by a succession of domes
b d t of red brick. Altogether it is the most flourishing place we have seen on this frontier. Turbat
Hydari is picturesquely situated on the bank of a
deep and wide ravine, in the midst of lofty hills, and
is surrounded by a cluster of villages, each embosomed
in luxuriant orchards, mulberry plantations and vineyards Its elevation is about 4562 feet above the sea,
and it enjoys a delightfully salubrious climate. During
our stay the weather was unpropitious, and rain fell constantly, with only brief intervals of sunshine, and the
air xrrs damp, chill, and ram. In winter, snow lies deep
for a month or six weeks.
The town derives its name from the mausoleum of a
Bukhara saint buried here, and is the capital of the
district of the same name, which comprises the divisions
or buZu'k of MahLwnlAt, Turbat, ZSwah, Khttf, Azghan or
Asgand, %yak, and Rdkh. Previous to the famine this
district wrrs one of the most populous, fertile, and prosperous places in Persia, but it has suffered fearfully in
the dearth of the last three years. Owing to deaths
and emigration its population has been reduced by twenty
thousand, and several villages are now deserted. It is
reckoned it cannot recover its losses for another gener*
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tion. Formerly, the silk crop alone in this district p m
duced an annual profit of forty thousand turnam, or
about eighty thousand dollars, but the yield now is less
than a tenth of that amount. Formerly, too, born fifteen to twenty thousand pilgrims, mostly fkom Bukhara,
annually visited the shrine here, but the famine has
quite put a stop to this source of wealth.
Turbat is the headquartera of the Karai, a tribe of
Tatar origin, whose settlement here dates from the time
of Tamerlane. They subsequently became dispersed in
the successive revolutions and conquests that for centuries
convulsed this region, and their lands were left more or
less waste and depopulated. Nadir resettled seven
thousand families of the tribe in Turbat. On his death,
Shah Ahmad annexed the country to Afghanistan, and
secured the good-will of their chief, IshBk Khan, by 3
liberal policy of protection and favour. On the decline
of the Durrani dynasty, and the extension eastwards of
the Cajar rule, this district, and the adjoining principality of Mashhad, wrested from the unfortunate Shah
Rokh blird, were restored to Persia. The K m i , however, proved very rebellious subjects, and took a leading
part in the successive revolts marking the earlier years
of the Cajnr authority on this border. In 1816, Ishtik,
and his son Husen 'Ali, were executed at Mashhad by
Muhammad Wali Mirza, the governor, and another son,
bluhammad Khan, placed in the government of the
district.
He too evinced a very dubious loyalty during the sub
sequent operations of Persia against Herat, and in the
rebellion of the Salk, Hassan Khan, some years later.
joined his standard against the Shah. In 1849, Sultan
MurScl Mirzd, Hisamussaltanat, having recaptured
Maehhad, executed the S a l k and his son, and sent a
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number of the Karai and Kurd chiefs who had sided
with him as prisoners to Tehran. Since that time the
power of the Karai has steadily decreased, and now,
under a Persian ruler of the district, they are reduced to
a complete subjection.
23d A+.--Turbat
Hydari to Asadabad, twentyeight miles. Weather showery all day, cold and cloudy.
We left Turbat rrs we entered it, through its b d r , and
passing round ita ditch and fortified walls, followed a
good road leading due north over an undulating gravolly
plain covered with rich pasture. At the eighth mile we
psssed a roadside dbarnbdr, and at two miles farther on
reached the foot of the hills, and ascending a narrow
drainage gully, at a mile farther reached the crest of
a ridge of chlorite slate. Its elevation is 5920 feet
above the sea, and 1358 feet above Turbat Hydmi, and
dords a very fine view, which, though much obscured
by clouds, is sufficient to convey a correct idea of the
wild and picturesque combined in the scenery of these
mountains. Descending into a deep little hollow, bright
in the verdure of its spring vegetation, we passed the
village of K h i h PByin, and rose up to the sarae Kistkat, where we took refuge from the rain, and smoked
ourselves dry at blinding and suffocating fires, raised
with the stable litter strewing its interior.
On our way up to this we found several human
skeletons strewed along the road, and I dismounted to
pick up a tolerably bleached skull in my path. " Why
burden yourself with that ? " exclaimed he who had
promised me the Turkman heads ; " the road ahead is
white with them, and you can pick up any number,
much better and purer." The one I held was certainly
not as clear of i t . contents as it might have been, so I
threw it aside and remounted ; and calling up one of my
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own servants, directed him to pick up two or three perfect skulls as he went along towards camp. As events
proved, I might have saved myself the trouble, for we
did not see another skull on all our road fiom this to
Tehran. So much again for Persian veracity.
Opposite the sarae is a collection of thirty or forty
mud cabins, and overlooking it fiom the north-west is
the snow-topped and cloud-beshrouded Redxir mountain,
with its bare slopes and rugged heights. We set out
from the sarae in a steady set rain, and ascending a
narrow gorge, in forty minutes reached the Gudari Bedar,
on which are three observation towers for watching the
movements of the Turkmans on theju'lagah RGkh below
to the northward. This pass is over a watershed ridge
of chlorite and trap rocks running east and west, and
forming the boundary between the bulu'k of Turbat and
that of Rbkh. Its elevation is 7135 feet above the
sea, and 2573 feet above Turbat, and from it ,is obtained a full view of the ju'Zugah R6kh running east and
west.
The descent, at first steep, leads through a turfy dell,
in which we found the wild rose, barberry, prickly mtngalus, tulips, lilies, and a multitude of other herbs, with
here and thcre arms and legs of human skeletons stmwing the path, and at about four miles emerges on the
plain at the little castle of Shor Hissjr. We crossed the
jhlagah due north, and passing a new red brick rabbi
or post-house about half-way, at eight miles reached
Asadabad, and camped on a gravelly slope covered with
fresh sprouting rhubarb. The weather was cold, chill,
and damp, and a strong north-west wind, with the thermometer at 4 6 O Fah. at two P.M., intensified its severi9-.
Asadabad stands 5790 feet above the sea, and 1228
feet higher than Turbat. Its vegetation is very back-

ward ; the corn has hardly sprouted above the ground,
and the fruit trees have not yet expanded their buds.
Quarters had been hastily prepared for us inside the
fort, but we found them so filthy, and the stinks so disgusting, that me preferred to face the stormy elements
in our tents. The entrance gate of this fortified village
is of very peculiar construction, and similar to some
others we have seen on this frontier. I t consista of a
circular opening closed by a great millstone about a foot
thick and six feet in diameter, which rolls back into a
side casement. Owing to the scarcity of timber, large
slabs of slatc or millstone grit are commonly used as
doors for houses and gardens in this country. Asadabad
was only built some ten ycars ago, by Asdullah Mirza,
one of the princes of the blood royal. There are eight
or ten other fortified villages seen from it on thejzilaguh
or jdhjah. The wild sheep (kwh m. and mesh f.) and
wild goat (tukku m. and buz f.) abound on these hills.
Here, as at Turbat, specimens of each, shot in the vicinity, were brought to our camp as dainties for our table.
Our next stage was thirty-four miles to Sharifabad.
Weather cold, cloudy, and windy, with alternating
showers, mists, and sunshine. Route northerly, up a
gentle slope to the foot of a hill range running northwest to south-east, then, passing between low marly
hillocks, ascends a steep ridge of chlorite, to the Gudhari
Rukh. Elevation, 6962 feet above the sea, and 1172
feet above Asadabad, six miles distant. The descent
I d down a long winding defile, flanked by bare rugged
hills of chlorite and trap and granite, and then, at four
miles, passing through a narrow gorge between high perpendicular hills of green and red rocks, emerged on to
the valley of Rabsti Sufed. This gorge is only about
forty yards wide, and perhaps five or six hundred long,
Z
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for our horses walked through it in six minutes, along
clear little rivulet that flows in its midst.
The crest of the hdl on the right of this gorge is
topped with the ruins of an ancient fort called Calaedukhtar. It looks down upon a domed chamber built
of very solid masonry on the plain below, and called
Darocsh-khLna. Tradition assigns the fort as the retreat
of some ancient king's beautiful daughter, whilst a devoted suitor pined away in unrequited love in the domed
chamber. At the foot of the hills to the left are two
or three similarly domed chambers. They stand on
separate little mounds, and are called &itash Lndah, or
" fire temple." Farther out on the level stands an old
same, and on a ridge of hill at the farther end of the
valley, to the left, is the village of Rabdti Sufed. It
is the first we have seen with flat-roofed houses. This
little valley communicates westward with the Nishabor
plain, and is constantly infcsted by Tymuri and Turkman robbers.
Beyond this we crossed a low ridge, and passing down
a long turfy slope, halted for breakfast on a patch of
fresh green sward, close under Kdfir Cd4, a small castle
on the summit of an isolated mound, which appears to
be of artificial construction. Though strongly situated,
the village has, it is said, been several times swept clerar
of its occupants by the Turkmrtns. During the last year
they have made repeated raids in this direction, and have
carried off most of the people belonging to Sebzar, a
small fortified village in a nook of the hills about two
miles to the S.S.E. Some years ago a large body of
Turkmans, in collusion with the Tymuri H a z d of
Turbat Shckh Jhm, were returning by this may from a
foray to Nishabor, when they were overtaken by troops
sent out from Mashhad to intercept them. A huge
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number of them fell into the hands of the Persians, and
received punishment, not according to their deserts, but
according to the necessities of the case. Thus the
Tymuri, who are accounted subjecta of the Persian
Government, were put to death with the most horrible
cruelties. Some were put out of their misery at once
by having their throats cut or their heads chopped off,
some were cut to pieces limb by limb, and others were
ripped up and disembowelled, and many were impaled
or doomed to a lingering death of torture, pegged to
the ground by a stake driven through the belly.
The real Turkmans, on the other hafid, were aent to
Mashhad, and there retained as hostages for exchange
with Pcrsian subjects carried off by their brethren in
other forays. As a rule, the Persians seldom kill their
Turkman captives, for fear of retaliation on their own
captive fellow-countrymen.
The KBfir Cald hollow is closed to the westward
by a ridge of red clay hills, in which is a mine of
very pure white rock salt. It is quarried extensively
for the Mashhad market. On the gravelly mounds
slurting this ridge we found the burrows of n large
p x i e s of rat, called m&hi Sultdnya. A couple were
shot by one of our party, and measured about a foot
from the snout to the root of the tail, which is short
and bushy. The head rcscmbles that of the beaver, and
has long incisors. The colour of the fur is a yellowish
grey, inclining to brown. Their burrows are very extensive, and render the ground unsafe for the movement of
horses.
From this the road continues to slope towards the
north, and passing over an undulating tract of red marl,
drops on to a wide valley or plain, the ju'lagah Bewajan,
which is bounded on the north by a snow-topped moun-
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tain of the same name-a terminal prolongation to the
south-east of the Nishabor mountain. The Bewajan
plain is dotted with a number of fort-villages, whichare
remarkable from the absence of gardens or trees about
them. The plain presents a gently undulating p&urecovered surface, and extends for many miles east and
west and forms a long, narrow strip of tableland between the deserts on either side. To the eastward it
drops suddenly, by a very broken surface, on to the
Sarjnm district, which presents a wide waste of redclay
hummocks, of no use whatever but to provide concealment end shelter to the Turkman. To the south of
Sarjnm is seen a great snowy mountain, on which there
is said to be n glacier. It is continuous to the northwest with the Turbat Hydari range of Asgand, and to
the eaatward separates Turbat Shekh J4m from Bhkharz
To the north-east Sarjam is continuous with the desert
of Sarakhs and Marv, and is the general rendezvous
of the Takka, S d c , and Sdor Turkmans. To the
westward Bewajan drops on to the plain of Nishabor
on the one hand, and the kavir of Yunasi, through
which it is continuous with the waste of Pul Abresham,
on the other. Bewajan is the route by which the Marv
Turkmans invade Nishabor and Sabzwar, and the country
up to Shahrdd, where they meet their brethren of the
Yamdt and GoklAn tribes.
We crossed the Bewajan plain in s N.N.E direction,
and passing the fortified village of Sh&h Tughi-which,
what with Turkmans and famine, had been reduced to
only three miserable families, who longed to escape the
burthen of its desolation, the &aid of Turkmans, ad
the thoughts for their daily bread ; but there was none
cheer them, nor to relieve them, nor cven to commiserate them-rose gently up to some low ridges of slde,

trap, and granite, &wards a ruined tower that stands
on the edge of a muddy pool. At this point the caravan
route from Tehran vid Nishabor joins that fiom Turbat

to Sharifabad and Mashhad. We here turned to the
right, and descending into the secluded hollow in which
stands Sharifabad, camped near its sarae. This is a commodious and substantial building, erected by Ishhk Khan,
hrai, when t
h town formed the frontier of his territory in this direction.

C H A P T E R XI.
25th April.-Sharifabrui to Mashhad, twenty-four miles
Weather cloudy and showery, with occasional ghpses
of sunshine. We set out at seven A.M., ,and proceeded at
first north-east then north, up and down over a succession of rich pasture-grown ridges, by a good military
road, that exposed rocks of friable slate a n d a come
granular granite abounding with great flakes of glistening mica.
At about six miles we crested the Tappa Salam, or
" ridge of obeisance ;" and got our first view of Ifashhad
i mucadcEas, "the holy,'' with its gilded shrine and
blue-domed mosque overtopping the rich foliage of its
gmdens-a pleasant oasis in the centre of a wide desert
plain. Our road companions and Persian attendants,
straining their eyes in the direction of their loved city,
muttered a prayer, and bowed reverently and low.
In fine weather, the view of the city and the mountaius beyond it must be a very pretty sight. Pilgrim
go into ecstasies a t it, and run ahead of their canvans to get an earlier glimpse. The ridge is covered
with graves, and mall heaps of stones to which are tied
long shreds of many-coloured cloths-the altars misedby
pilgrim devotees. On the prment occasion, owing to the
misty weather, our view of the place was but indistinct,
wllilst the hills beyond were hidden in the haze.
Beyond the tappa, we passed down some granite
slopes to the wide bed of a clear little rivulet, and
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following it awhile, at half-may to Mashhad halted for
breakfast on its turfy slope, where we pitched i couple
of bell-tents for shelter from the rain. Whilst here, the
British agent, or Wukil uddaula, arrived from 3fnshhad
to pay his respects to Sir F. Goldsmid and General Pollock, and with him came an Armenian merchant, a cunning fellow, evidently with an eye to business, in which
no doubt he acquitted himself eminently to his own
satisfaction. He had a small supply of English bottled
beer, which, on the faith of its name, we were as glad to
get as he was to part with. Our subsequent experience,
however, proved it to be but a very sorry imitation, and
horn or when it came here, if it ever did come here, we
did not discover.
Besides these arrived a merchant of Peshin, one Sayyid
R a m Shah, who came out to meet his kinsmen the
Afghan Commissioner, Saggid NGr Muhammad Shah,
and to give and learn the latest news, and also a couple
of Persian officials to warn us of the grand preparations
made for our reception and the order of our procession.
This intelligence necessitated a change from our travelling costume to the more imposing habiliments of official
uniform. Our passing baggage was stopped, and the
transformation effected as we set out afresh in a provoking set shower of rain.
A short descent brought us to a muddy river draining
eastward in a noisy stream a foot deep. We crossed its
boulder-strewn bed, with a hill of granite on the right
and left rear, and going across the plain, reined up a t
Turogh saqVae. Here Sir F. Goldsmid, with his party,
proceeded ahead to meet the isticbal sent out to meet him,
and some minutes later, two field-officers of the Persian
army rode up to conduct General Pollock and the Afghan
Commissioner to meet the isticbal sent out for their
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honourable reception, all according to programme and
the strict rules of Persian etiquette.
The Persian officers were dressed in European military
costume with the Persian hat, and in their g e n e d king no way differed from European gentlemen. Each
was, however, attended by a calyan bearer, who, on a
nod from his master, lighted the tobacco, and urging his
horse forward, handed its long tube to him,and following
close in rear, awaited another nod to receive it back.
Our friends smoked nearly the whole way, and very
obli,aingly offered us a whiff. The "weed" is the
finest-flavoureh in the world, but the fashion of inhaling
its fumes so constantly cannot but prove injurious to the
lungs. As we rode along exchanging commonplace remarks, I observed that the plain mas an uncultivated waste,
dotted towards the east with numerous Turkman towera
On approaching the city, both our processions coalesced,
and formed a very gay cavalcade of about three hundred
horsemen. The costumes of the Persian cavalry were
very varied, and generally handsome, and the types of
physiognomy were not much less so, whilst the horses
of all were the most divergent in blood and bone. Altogether, the cortdye formed a crowd very interesting to
look at and study, but very difficult to describe ; and I
will, therefore, not attempt to do so, lest I confound Kurd
with Karai, and DAghistani with DainghAni, and Cajar
with them all.
We entered the city at the D a r w ~ a eK h a y A h i
PAyfn, or the " Gate of the Lower Avenue," and proceeded up the avenue to the railings of the court of the
holy shrine of Imrlm Razrl. Here we turned off to the
right, through some narrow lanes and covered -,
into a cemetery completely choked with tombstones, and
emitling a very disagrceablc effluvium, dank, mouldy, and

strongly sepulchraL Beyond this, turning to the left, we
regained the avenue on the farther side of the shrine,
where it is called Khayrlbhi B16, or " Upper Avenue,"
and presently alighted at an ornamental garden, where
tents had been pitched for our accommodation.
The avenue is a very fine street, broad and straight
from east to west. Down its centre flows a stream
brought from the Dorfid river, and on its sides are rows
of tall, shady, plane-trees. In fine weather it must be .
an interesting and agreeable promenade, to the foreigner
especially, if only to study the variety of the Asiatic
races to be met in its bazm ; but as we traversed its best
portion at a season of continued rain, its fancied delights
pale before the recollection of its black mud and offensive ,
odom-too real to be easily forgotten. The shops and
suraes on either side the avenue presented a busy scene,
though nowhere crowded, nor did the people evince any
curiosity or commotion at our appearance amongst them.
I was surprised to find many of the people quite fair and
ruddy, and hardly to be distinguished from Europeans
in this respect. They were, I was told, merchants from
Bukhara. Some veritable Turkrnans, too, were pointed
out to us at one of the saraes as we passed, and a couple
of them at the entrance smiled with an expression of
good-natured curiosity, as they found themselves made
the objects of our attention. They were light?ruddy
complexioned, and large-limbed men, with thick short
beards, and a distinct trace of the Tatrtr physiognomy
in their high cheek-bones and small widely-parted eyes.
l'he expression of face was agreeable than otherwise, and
betrayed none of the well-known ferocity of their nature.
There are nearly a hundred of these men detained in this
city as hostages for the good behaviour of their tribe.
They are allowed full liberty within certain quarters of
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the town, but are not allowed to pass beyond the gates
They are said to abuse their liberty pretty freely by conveying intelligence to their tribe, of caravans irnd travellers arriving and departing from the city.
We halted a week at Mashhad, and on the day following our arrival and that preceding our departure, paid
ceremonial visits to the Prince-Governor, Sultan A l d
AIirZa, uncle of the Shah, from whom he has received
the title of Hidmussaltanat, or " sword of the state," for
his services at the siege of Herat in 1856. His palace is
situated at some little distance from the garden allotted
to us, and on each occasion we mere conducted to the
august presence with a minute observance of all the
tedium of Persian etiquette. At the hour appointed for
our departure, a couple of tall Turkman horses, richly
caparisoned, were sent over from the Prince's stables for
Sir P. Goldsmid and General Pollock. These, with our
own h o r n , and a long file of servants, were ranged outside the gate of our garden ; and as we mounted, the latter
fell into two lines, Indian-file, one on each side of our
path. They were about fifteen men on each side, dl
dressed in their own best, or, as I suspect was the case
with most of them, in borrowed clothes. At all events,
they looked very decent people, and were hardy to be
recopised as our grooms, tent-pitchers, and valets, so
complete and sudden mas their metamorphosis. With
these men leading the \ ~ ~ aand
y , ourselves in full-dress
uniform, our procession cut a very respectable figure.
Jl'e proceeded leisurely, guided by the measured paces of
our conductors, who each and all, with hands folded in
front and heads slightly bowed, looked as solemn and
lugubrious aa sextons at a funeral.
Arrived at the palace gate, we dismounted, and were
ushered into an outer court paved with flat red bricks

and enclosed by high blank walls. Here we drew indiarubber goloshes over our boota, and advanced through an
inner court to the reception room, in which our host was
seated. At the threshold our goloshcs were removed
and taken charge of by our servants, and stepping in we
each in turn, without doffing our hats, saluted the PrinceGovernor in military style. He was seated, hat-on-head,
in a chair at the farther end of the room, and, without
rising, merely motioned us to the chairs ranged on either
side his own at right angles. The usual inquiries as to
our health were dispensed with, I presume, because the
court chamberlain had called on us the previous afternoon for ? d l @rsi, that is, t o ask after our state; and
instead thereof, the Prince, so soon as we were seated,
asked the name and rank of each of us, and then started
the conversation with a string of inquiries regarding our
journey up, and maintained it for some time on varioue
topics, proving himself a remarkably well-informed man.
The room of our reception was richly carpeted with
splendid Birjand carpets and magnificent floorcloths of
purple satin. During the visit a number of servantsone for each visitor and the host-marched
in successively with loads of sherbet, coffee, tea, and ices, and
between each tour another set of servants marched in
with a calyan for each of us. The cups were of very
superior china, and the spoons of solid gold. TheJinjaw
of coffee were richly jewelled with pearls and emeralds
md rubies, set in a delicate filagree of gold. The calyans,
too, were mostly costly, the jnrs being of Sevrer, china,
decorated with French pictures, whilst the bowls were of
solid golcl, studded with brilliants and pearls, and the
mouthpieces of gold studded with turquoise. No two of
them were alike, and yet all were alike costly, enamelled,
and jewelled. The Prince is reputed to be one of the
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most wealthy men in the country, and one of the most
stingy. He has done nothing for the starving poor during the famine, and the suffering and loss has been something frightful. He himself reckoned the loss of population in Khorassan alone at 120,000 souls, and the
British agent here informed us, that of 9000 houses in
the city, not one half were tenanted. The picture he
drew of the suffering here during the winter was
Hundreds died in their cellars and huts, and in the lanes
and passages, from sheer cold and want of food, and
remained unburied for weeks.
I n this respect, however, the Hisamussaltanat is no
worse than the rest of those in authority in this country ;
for, from the Shah downwards, it is said not one has
moved a finger to deviate the general suffering. The
consequence is, the country has lost a million and a half
at least of its population, and cannot regain its former
prosperity for a full generation to come.
We paid a third visit to the Prince-Governor, and
spent the afternoon with him in the garden adjoining
his palace. We mere here received under a marquee,
erected over a carpeted platform, and the same course of
ceremonies and refreshments were observed as on the
other occasions. In this garden we saw a Turkman tent
of the kind called khargdh. It is of circular shape,
about eighteen feet in diameter, and dome roofed, and is
built up of lattice-work frames of mood, fixed together by
leather thongs, and is protected from the weather by a
covering of thick felta The whole takes to pieces, and
forms rz single camel-load.
On this occasion the Prince spoke at length regardmg
our experiences in Sistan, and the conduct of the EIashmat-ul-mulk, and alluded in very plain terms to the rapid
encroachment of Russia upon the countries of Central

Asia, and the inevitable consequences of her aggressive
policy in that direction. Khiva he considered as doomed
since the base of Russian operations had been changed
from the side of the Aral to that of the Caspian. The Jafar
Bai section of Yamut Turkmans had already been conciliated, and they would help to win over the others.
Further, he laid stress on the sympathy and support the
Russians would receive from, the captive Persians in
Khiva and Bukhara, whose numbers are not far short of
fifty thousand.
On the last occasion of our visiting the Hisamussaltanat,
we were all photographed in a group, with himself in the
centre, by a Persian who had learned the art in Constantinople. He might have learned it better at Tehran,
though, considering the locality, his work was creditable.
We were obligingly presented with a copy each, as a
memorial of our visit, which I may say is remembered as
the most agreeable portion of our long journey. We had
been favoured with a distinguished reception, were accommodated in a delightful garden swarming with nightingales, whose clear strong notes resounded on all sides
night and day ; and enjoyed as much of the society of the
Prince as circumstances admitted of. Our treatment here,
notwithstanding the irksome forms of Persian etiquette,
and the pride that prevented a return visit, was, after our
experiences in Ghayn and Sistan, very gratifying ; whilst
the assimilation of the terms of social intercourse to those
of Europe--tlo d8erent from the absurd prejudices and
caste obligations we had been accustomed to in Indiawas done a subject for congratulation. But as every good
has its counteracting evil, so it was with us in this last
case ; and we more than once had cause to wish that our
Persian servants, in place of their unbounded freedom in
the matter of dressing and eating, were bound by the
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same rules as our Indian servitors. We might then have
been spared the mortification of seeing our shirts and
trousers airing on their peraons, and our meats and
drinks disappearing ere they had been well tasted.
Mashhad, the capital of Persian Khorassan, is a considerable commercial city, and the point of convergence
of the caravan routes between Persia and India and
China, through the countries of Afghanistan and Turkistan respectively. I t covers a great extent of ground,
surrounded by fortified walls several miles in circumference. Much of the intramural area is occupied by gardens m d extensive cemeteries I n the latter the graves
are closely packed, and contain the remains of pilgrim
devotees who die here, and of the faithful in all parts of
the country, whose last wish is to mingle their ashes with
the sacred soil in which lie those of their loved saint,
Formerly from thirty to forty thousand pilgrims annually
visited the shrine of ImAm RazB, bringing in many cases
the bones of their dead relatives for interment under the
shadow of the sacred dome; but since the famine the
number has considerably diminished, and hardly exceeds
ten or twelve thousand.
Mnshhad i mucctddas, or "the holy," is one of the
principal places of Muhammadan pilgrimage, the others
being Mecca munnmra, or "the enlightened ;" Karbalh
rnztah, or " the exalted; " Najafa ul ashraf, or "the most
noble ;" and Bukhara sharZf, or "the noble." Like
these centres of Islamite piety, it too is a sink of vice
and immorality of all sorts the most de@ng,
and its
baths and bazars swarm with swindlers and gamblers,
who, with a curious perversion of conscience, combine
devotion with debauchery.
Amongst the special industries of this place is the
manufacture of ornamental vaaes, goblets, tables, pipes,

and other utensils of domestic use, from a soft blue slate
or steatite, which is quarried in the hills to the south of
the city. Some of them are very tastefully engraved,
and they sell at a remarkably cheap rate. Cooking-pots,
kettles, kc., are made from this stone, and they stand the
h e well.
This is the headquarters of the turquoise trade, the
mines of which are in the adjoining district of Nishabor,
and we had hoped to obtain some good specimens of the
gem ; but they were either not shown to us, or had
been already bespoken by the agents for merchants in
the trade. We saw better stones at ShikArpbr in Sind
than any they showed us here, and at more reasonable
prices. I suspect we owed our disappointment to the
irrepressible greed of our servants for their customary
mudakhil. They certainly required some such means of
increasing their incomes over and above the fixed salaries
they received from us, in order to enable them to gratify
their expensive tastes in the matter of dress. The MirzA
(secretary) was particularly conspicuous for the variety
of costumes he delighted to disport in. At every place
we made a halt at, he appeared decked out in a new suit
of clothes. One day he would wear a coat of purple
broadcloth and Angola trousers, then a suit of black broadcloth; and here, where our stay was more prolonged, each
day produced a new dress, and it was a puzzle to find
out where he got them from, and how he paid for them,
for they must have been all expensive, particularly one
which struck us as very hanhome. I t was a coat of blue
broadcloth, trimmed with gold braiding and lined with
squirrel fur.
During our stay at Mashhad the weather mas more or
less cloudy, and showers and sunshine succeeded each
other at short intervals. Our garden residence provcci
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very damp and chill, and we all suffered more or less in
health from its effects. The winter here is described as
a cold season, owing to the winds that sweep the plain,
on which snow lies for three weeks or a month. The
summer heats are sometimes tempered by cool breezes
from the north, but are more frequently intensified by
radiation from the deserts around. The elevation is
about 3180 feet above the sea.
3d May.-Mashhad
to Jhgharc, or J h c , twenty
miles. Our heavy baggage and tents had been sent on
yesterday to Nishabor by the route of Sharifabad and
Cadamgah. We set out at eleven AM., and going up the
KhayhbLni Bala, left the city by the gate of the same
name, and proceeded across the plain in a 1V.N.W.
direction, with a low range of hills to our left. Standing
out from it, close together, are two hills of granite called
Koh Nucra, and Koh Tilh, or the silver hill and gold
hill respectively, from a traditionary belief that they
contain, or did contain, those metals. Across the plain
to the right is a high mountain range that bounds the
Mwhhad district to the north. Coal is said to be found
on it; and a great mass towering above the rest of the
range was pointed out as Cdht-i-Nadiri, a celebrated
mountain fortress supposed to be impregnable. It was
for some years the depository of the treasures Nadir
brought with him from India.
The plain in our front represents a wide flat of mostly
uncultivated land, and is traversed obliquely by a aingular line of tall towers, which we learned on inquiry were
fortified watermills on the course of the stream that is
led off h m the Donid river for the water supply of the
city. At about ten miles we reached the foot of the
hills, dong which are scattered a few villages, and by a
rough stony 'went crested a low ridge called Tappa

Salam, and from it got an excellent view of the city and
the great Mashhad plain, which extends away to thc
eastward as a desert flat so far as the eye can reach, and
cuts the horizon in a clear line like the sea. Here, as on
the ridge of the same name on the side of Sharifabad,
the ground was piled in every direction with cairns from
which fluttered a multitude of rag shreds.
Beyond' this we crossed the Dordd river, a little way
below a strong masonry dam built across a narrow passage between rocks, and a little later found the river
almve it was retained in the shape of n s~nalllake. Farther on we passed the picturesque village of Gulistan, and
then turning S.S.W., follo\ved a winding lane up to
Targobah, a delightfully situated village in the midst
of gardens and orchar& sloping down from both sides
to the noisy and rapid little hill torrent flowing between.
The vine, apple, plum, peach, and apricot, the cherry,
filbert, walnut, and mulberry, with willows and poplars,
formeci a thick forcst on either side our path, and higher
up we found the elm, aah, and plane tree, whilst everywhere the damp soil was luxuriant in a rank vegetation
of weeds. MTe recognised the wild mignonette, forgetme-not, buttercups, goosefoot cleavers, the bright red
poppy, and a multitude of other common English herbs.
The scene a t once reminded me of Devonshire ; and had
I been dropped on to the spot blindfolded, should, on
looking around, have thought myself on the banks of the
P l p . At four miles beyond Targobah, proceeding up
the course of a rapid torrent, which we crossed from side
to side some thirty times en route, and passing a succession of orchards, in which we saw a number of boys
and girls a t work collecting fuel, and as fair as English
youths and maidens, we arrived a t J&gharc, where we
!
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were accommodated in a private house adjoining a sarae,
which was made over for the shelter of our servants and
cattle. Weather rainy and air damp.
Jitgharc is built on the slope of a high slate hill right
down to the edge of the torrent, which, with another farther south, goes to form the DorGd, or " two river " stream
we crossed a t the foot of the hills. Its name signifies
" the place of drowning," from a tradition, as I learned
horn our landlord, that this country was a t one time
under the sca, and that this mas the spot where Jonah,
or YGnas, was cast into it. He n7as cast up spin from
the whale's bclly a t the spot now named Ylinasi, the same
we camped a t on our march from Bijistan. J4gharc is
about 4650 feet above the sea, 1470 feet above bfashhd,
and 1790 fcct above YGnasi.
Our nest stage was over the Nishabor mount'zin to
Dihrfid, twenty-four miles. We set out at 7.30 A.M.,
and proceeded S.S.TTup the stream, through orchards as
ycste~day. At t\ro miles we came to a fork in the
rivulet formed by an intervening hill of slate ; and following the branch to the right, a t two miles more c l d
the \-incy,ards and orchards, and continued ascending
d o n g n row of p o l l a d willows bordering the stream,
which we crossed continually in our course. A t another
sewn miles n-e came to the Pde Gudar Same, a small
rcst-house, IW the n'une indicates, a t " the foot of the
pas." Here two roads branch off, one on each side of
R p a t orcrtopping bluff.
Both are very steep and
ditticult, hut the one to the left k i n g pronounced the
cmier of the two, \I-e took it. After crossing a deep and
dangerous suo\~ciriftthat blocked the bottom of a very
n m n - gorge, ,and \v;uu n d e ~ e dby little streams
flowing hancath its soft subsiding msss, we struck a path
on the steep slope of the hill. It was so steep we were
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obliged to ciismount and lead our horses up the hill, or,
as was done by some, to hang on by their tails and let
them drag us up.
A t the top of the pass (the ascent from the sarae at its
foot occupied us an hour and five minutes without n
halt), the aneroid indicated an elevation of 9390 feet
above the sea The summit was covered with wide
fields of snow, and afforded an extensive view of the
plain of Mashhad on the one side, and that of Nishabor
on the other. The range runs from north-west to southeast, gradually subsiding towards the latter direction, but
in the former rising into the high snow-clad mountains of
KhCiwar and Binaloh. A strong west wind, cold and
withering, swept the pass, and had cleared its crest of
snow. Here we found an immense number of cairns,
some of large size, and thousands of shreds of cloth
fluttered from them like pennants in the breeze. This is
the first spot a t which the pilgrim coming from the
westward sights the shrine of I m h Rhza. The sky was
unfortunately overcast with clouds, and we did not distinguish the gilded dome and minars, though the city
itself was plainly discernible. Near the top we passed a
small party of pilgrims hurrying down the hill. They
had with them two pannier-mules carrying veiled ladies.
They must have had a trying and hazardous journey, for
the road is extremely difEcult, and, when we sa\v them,
their clumsy vehicles swayed from side to side in a most
alarming manner, over the very brink of tremendous
precipices. Their mules were allowed to pick their own
way, and always took the precipice edge, as if out of
bravado, t o show how far they could go without toppling
over, though really from an instinct of self-preservation,
and to avoid contact with projecting rocks on the hillside, n sudden concussion against which \voultl most
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likely send them and their l o a h off the narrow path doxn
the precipice.
The descent is by a veiy steep and stony path in a
deep defile, ancl in twenty minutes brought us to Rabht
Dihnid, a dilapidated resting-house, where we alighted
for breakfast. Below this the path is extremely rough,
steep, :md dificult, down a ntwrow winding gorge, blocked
here and there by snowdrifts, undermined by running
water beneath. Several of our cattle fell here by the
snow subsiding under them, and were extricated with
difticulty. The rocks around are ,w rugged, wild, and
barren as the gorge is narrow, steep, and dificult, and
altogether the scene is one of lveirdly picturesque character, whilst the skeletons of men and cattle that strew
the path everywhere testify to its fatality.
At five miles down fiom the h b d t a h m c h defile
joins from the right, and thence the descent bccomes less
steep, ancl follows a line of willow, ash, and poplar trees
(all polled for the mttnufacture of charcoal), along the
course of a, strong rivulet, and a few miles onwards conducts through a succession of vineyards to Dihnid, where
we found accommodtition in some empty houses, of which
there is, miserabib dictu, no lack. The village has Lee11
decimated by the famine, and wears a gloomy, miserable,
tlrlcl deserted look, in the midst of luxuriant vineyards
and orchxrcls, exuberant in their foliage from want of
hands to tend and prune them. IB people, such as are
left, pale, haggird, and hun,aly, wander listlessly through
its deserted quarters and crumbling tenements, resignedly
waiting the ripening of their crops, and eking out the
wliile a miserable subsistence on such stores of fruit and
grain me yet left to them.
5th 1lfay.-Dihriid
to Nishabor, twenty-two miles,
aud halt t i clay-route west, down a p v e l l j - slope a d

then W.N.W. across the populous and fertile plain of
Kishabor, to the garden of Im&m Wardi Khan, a little
hyond the city. At the sixth mile we passed Cadamgah
a little to the left. Tliere is a shrine here, built over a
stone bearing the impression of a foot, said to be that of
the saint buried at Mashhad, and pilgrims visit i t on
their may to the mausoleum. A crluple of miles farther
on is tile village of Ardaghich, and then Abbuabad and
Shahabad, all on the Icft. To the right, following the
hill skirt northwarcl, are the villages of Khiwar, Burjil d n , Dasht, Bijan, Ayik, R6h, and others. The plain, in
fact, is dotted all over with villages and g r e q spots of
cultivation and fruit trees. Thirty or forty villages are
seen a t one view on either side the route, and give the
plain a most populous and flourishing look, but they are
all more or less depopulated owing to losses from thc
famin e.
Beyond Shahabad we passed a wide extent of ruins a
little to the left of the road. Prominent amongst them
are a tall blue-domed tomb, and the battlements of an
extensive fort. They mark the site of aucient Nishabor,
which was destroyed a t the period of the Arab conquest.
I t was subsequently restored, and, in the time of Sabukta,G, was the residence of his son, h1ahmGd of Ghazni, as
governor of Khorassan. Under his rule it regained its
former prosperity, but afterwards experienced many misfortunes, and was repeatedly plundered by Tatars and
Uzbaks, and was finally razed to the ground, and its
people massacred, by Changhiz Khan.
The present town rose from its remains, on the plain
close by, and for centuries had a hard struggle for
existence, being repeatedly plundered by Turkmans and '
Uzbaks, who annually ravaged the country. Early in
the eighteenth century it was restored by Ahbas Culi
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Khan, a Kurd of the Bayat tribe, and from him was
taken in 1752 by Shah Ahmad, Durrrtni The Afghan
afterwards reinstated the Kurd in the government of
this frontier province of his newly-established kingdom,
having secured his loyalty by the bonds of matrimonial
alliance, giving his own sister in marriage to the chief,
iind one of his daughters in marriage to his son.
On the death of Shah Ahmad, and the removal of the
seat of government from Kandahar to Kabul, the Bay&
chief became independent, as did the rest of the local
eliiefs on this frontier. The weakness pkduced by this
divided authority a ~ l dindependent action facilitated the
C i ~ j udesigns in this direction, 'and in 1793 the city fell
to Agha I\luhammad Shah, the first sovereign of that
dynasty. The city formerly contained nine t h o w d
i~lhabitants,but its present population is less than half
that number. As we passed by the city on the way to our
g:uden quarters, we mere beset by an importunate crowd
of starving creatures, most pitiful ol,jects to behold.
Their pinched features, attenuated limbs, and prominent
joints, gave them a look of utter helplessness ; but, to our
:tstonishment, they fought, and screamed, and bit, and tore
ei~t.11other with fierce energy, in their struggles for the
small coins we threw amongst them. Our escort charged
in amongst them, and flogged right and left ;but the sight
of morley had rendered them frantic, and the lashes fell
upon them unheeded, so intensely fixed were their imaginations on the prospect of securing the wherewithal to
si~tisfythe cravings of their hunaer. I saw s e v e d of the
?
\vc*akcrones knocked down and ndden over by the horses ;
all~lsome of our escort actually fell back to despoil the
stronger of the petty wealth they had secured in the
st niggle !
Ilnilrn \Varcli's gnrtlcn, in which we we accommdatcd, is

a bequest by the founder to the shrine at Mashhad. I t
has a handsome pavilion a t each end, and between them
extends a long row of ornamental tanks furnished with
pipes for fountains. On either side the ground is laid
out in vineyards and fruit gardens interspersed, between
which are flower-beds bordered 11y beautiful rose-bushes,
now in full blossom. Some of these--double roses-are of
a brightryellow colour, and others-single-are
of a yellow
colour outside and scarlet inside. The garcien is used as
n resting-place for the Shah and all distin,rruished travellers in this region.
The district of Nishabor wax formerly reckoned one of
thc most populous and fertile places in Persia, and is
certainly the most flourishing-looking place we have seen
in the country. I n reality, however, its villages are only
half peopled, and many of its kcirez streams have run dry.
The district comprises the twelve divisions, or bulhk, of
Zabarkhan, Ardighich, Zarbi Ghdzi, Ishkabad, Stigllabad,
blfk61, Tahti Jagah, Rewand, Tdghun Koh, Udri Mdclan,
S m i l d y a t and Dihrdd. I t also contains twelve perennial streams, and formerly was irrigated by twelve
thousand k6rez streams ; but of these, three-fourths are
now dry, or have become filled up. Ity villages and
hamlets are reckoned at twelve hundred, and it is said to
possess twelve different mines, that yield turquoise, salt,
lead, copper, antimony, and iron, also marble and soapstone. The turquoise-mines are in the B h i Madin bdhk,
and a second has recently been discovered in the hills to
the south, separating Nishabor from Turshiz. The plain
of Nishabor is gmt on three sides by lofty hills, but
towards the south slopes to a great salt desert, continuous
with the kuvir of Yunasi by gaps through a low range of
marly water-worn ridges.
7th Jfay.-Nishabor
to ZhiuaLad, sixtec~lniilcs-
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route W.S.W. across the plain, passing many little
square forts on either side the road. These, like all the
others on the south and west quarters of the plain,
are bare of trees, but are surrounded by wide cornfields. Trees, we were told, would not grow here,
owing to the strong winds that prevail from the west
and south. We marched in the face of a strong cold
south-west wind, which swept up and drove before it
thick clouds of saline dust, until the clouds above dissolved into a thin shower, which cleared the atmosphere
and laid the clust.
One of the Persians of our escort assured us that this
wind often prevailed with such furious force that it
knocked people off their legs. " Why, only last yea,"
said he, with most animated gestures, " it tore up the
stind in that hollow away to the left with such force, and
swept it away in such quantities, that it exposed the
remains of an ancient town nobody ever dreamt of the
existence of before. The houses were discovered in IWT
order. The chambers were clear of debris and c l ~
swept of dust, and, m a r v e l l o to relate, the furniture
was found just
i t stood when the city was s ~ ~ d o a c d
up in the earth." " You astonish me," I a i d ; "this i*
something very ~~onderful.'~"Yes," he continued,
" you spctik the truth-it is wonderful. God is great
and His power is infinite. But I will tell you the most
wonderful thing of all. Everything looked perfect md
most substantial, but the moment u hand \vas stretched
out to touch an object, it at once crumbled to po~s~der.
'I'llc plncc. is 0111. n fen- rnilcs off ow rontl, would you
lil;c to c_.:~llolr o v ~ r;lncl see it 7 "
1 111011211t 01' tllc*Ti01 J1Srilt inscription, and the Turk111.111 1 1 1 ,1(1-. . I I I < ~ t l l c ~c>:~~.tl~c~n:~l;c
at I i l l n l n ' t s l ~or~Koch;Sn,
: 1 1 1 4 1 I ~ ~ '~ I I ~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 % 1111 ~ I < I [ ~ ~YIoI\ i.r ~c~cril~tiou,"
)
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I said, " is so complete, I see the placc before my mind's
eye. Why incommode ourselves in this rain for what is
so apparent ? " I saw he felt the sarcasm, though, with
genuine Persian nonchalance, he covered his retreat with
an-''
As you will l There the place is, and if you like to
see it, I am ready to accompany you." Of course he
would have made some trivial excuse at not f i ~ d i n gthe
city of his imagination, or have kept me mandering over
the plain till in sheer disgust I gave up the search. I
should, however, like to have taken him on his proffered
errand, had I full power to punish him on proving his
delinqucncy .; for, on subsequent inquiry, I ascertained
,
the whole story to be a pure invention.
I referred just now to an eartliquake a t Kochkn, which
I have not melitioned in the narrative. We were told a t
Turbat Hyciari, and by the governor of the place too, as
the most recent news from Mashhad, that a fearful earthquake had almost completely destroyed Kochhn. The
convulsion was described as so violent, that- the houses
were completely inverted, and hundreds of the people
crushed to death in the ruins. One of our first inquiries
on arrival at Maslihad was regarding the calamity a t
Kochfin, but nobody had heard anything about it.
Our road companiolls were so thoroughly untrustworthy in all they said, that we found it difficult to get
my reliable information out of them regarding the countries we were passing through, axid our Persian servants
evinced such a dislike to our inquisiti.c~cness,that it mas
hopeless to look for any assistalice from them. We all
took notes, and each catered for himself, and many a
time were we hard pushed for material to fill our diarie3.
A traveller on the road, a peasant a t the plough, or ,z
shepherd tencling his flocks, was hailed as ti godsend, and
at ol1c.e chargecl ciown ul~ollby three or four Britons,
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note-book in hand, foraging for information. " Do you
belong to this place ? " " What's the name of that village ? " " And that on the hillside ? " "What's the
name of that hill ? " " And of this b u l l i k " " Where
do you live ? " " How many houses does this d h g e
contain ? " " How many people died in the famine ? "
and so forth.
Our blunt authoritative volley of questions generally
elicited unhesitating and truthful replies; but sometimes our examinee became impatient under our "wait
a bits," whilst we wrote, and began to hesitate and reflect on his replies. We knew he was concocting a lie,
and without waiting to hear it, galloped off to join
our comrades, leaving him to stare after us in bewilderment.
The last few miles of our march mas over a very
slippery clay soil, white with salines, and drained by a
sluggish mucicly river, which we crossed by a masonry
bridge. Our cctmp.is pitched on rising ground beyond
the fort-village of ZSminabd, and d o r d s a good view of
the Binaloh range, running north-west, and separating
Burdjnurd from KochBn. To the north-west the Nishabor plain narrows, and communicatcs through a long
valley with Burdjnurd, just as the plain of JIashhad
does on the other side of Binaloh with Chinaran and
Koch4n. To the southward the prospect is bounded by
the Koh Surkh range, running east and west, and separating Nishabor from Turshiz. The weather here proved
very raw and black, and a cold south-west wind swept
over the country in stormy gusts.
Our next march was nine miles to Shohb, on the
1)auk of a ravine that drains the chain of hills separating
the plain of Nishubor from that of Sabzwh-. S h o d b is
n lleat little fortified village of some sixty houses. Thcrc
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is a post-house here, and a large dbambhl; and a new and

commodious sarae is in course of erection.
From this we marched nearly due west eighteen miles
to Zafarani, and halted a day. For the first five miles
o u r road led over a very broken mameloned surface, up
to a watershed running north-west and south-east, and
marking the boundary between Nishabor and Sabzwk.
Its elevation is about 4290 feet above the sea, and from
it we got a good view of the great plain of Sabzwk,
which is singularly void of trees and villages, and looks
like a desert compared with Nishabor. Indeed, its
southern coasts are a veritable salt desert, glistening
white as snow in the sunlight. The plain is bounded
to the westward and southward by the lofty Gomesh
mountain, and beyond the desert tract to the south by
the Koh Surkh and Turshiz ranges.
At four miles on, passing amongst rough rocky hills of
slate and trap, wc came to the Sarae Caladk, and thence
west down a long slope to the plain of Sabzwk. Its
surface is a firm coarse gravel, covered with pasture
plants, such as the camel-thorn, asafetida, liquorice,
wild rue, a+stragalus, kc., and the wild almond, the fruit
of which was nearly ripe ; but not a single tree was
visible on all the plain, and but only two or three villages, widely apart. The land slopes to the salt desert
on the south, where flows the K a i Shor, or " salt river."
It drains Nishabor and SabzwSr south-west to the desert
of KkhAn, and its water is so saline as to be unfit even
for purposes of irrigation.
Znfarani is a walled village of about two hundred
houses, belonging to the Zafaranlu tribe of Kurds. There
are a good post-house and a large sarae here. The
Kurds originally came into Persia with the invasion of
Chnnglliz Khan, and possessed t.hcmselves of the moun-
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tclinous region bordering its western provinces.
colony of them, amounting to forty thousand families,
was afterwards transported into the neighbouring provincea of Persia by Shah Tamasp, and Shah Abbtts the
Great subsequently settled them in the northern districts of
Khorassan, viz., Damgaz, Radgdn, ChinkSn, Khabhhin,
Burdjnurd, Nishabor, and Sabzn-&r. On the downfall of
the Saffavi dynasty they becanle independent,, till reducsd by Nadir. After the death of this conqueror they
passed under the nominal rule off the Durrani Shah
Ahmad, but they soon tlirew of the ill-secured Afghan
yoke, and again became independent under local chiefs.
who for several years successfully resisted the authority
of the Cajar kings, until finally reduced to subjection in
the reign of the present Shah, about the middle of this
century.
1 lth Jfay.-Zafuani
to Sabz\vh, twenty-five miles,
and halt a day-route
west, over a gravelly plain,
covered with asafetida and wild rue in profusion. To
the left the plain slopes down to the Kftli Shor, the course
of which is marked by a white belt of %dineefflorescence.
Beyond the river rises the Gomesh range of mountains,
their summits streaked with snow. To the right is a high
range of bare rocky hills, that separate Sabzwslr h m
Juwen and RSln of Bwdjnurd.
At eight miles we came to the village of Sarposhida.
Here the sandy soil is cut, scooped, and honeycombed by
the wind in a manner similar to some parts of Sistttn.
At four miles farther we pmsed the two rodside villages
of Julen, m-ibh their rich fields of corn fast ripening into
ear.
Here we witnessed an interesting hawk-hunt. A
solitary snippet, startled from its safety in a roadside
pool by our approach, took wing with the quick flight
peculiar to the species. Instantly :l suirtll l~a\vkstooped

at it from the sky, and then commenced an exciting

chase. The snippet redoubled its speed, and, screaming
with fiight, dodged the rapid stoops of its relentless pursuer by quick darts first to one side then to the other;
again it would double back, and strive to keep above the
hawk, or rush off in the opposite direction to his soar.
The poor snippet struggled bravely for life, but the enemy
--as too strong for it. Swoop followed swoop in rapid
succession at close quarters, and were just escaped with
wonderful activity, till presently the quariy began to
show signs of fatigue, and the hawk 11~ason the point of
securing his prey, when in cut another hawk, and at a
single swoop carried off the game. The poor snippet's
shrdl screams ceased at once, and the hawk, thus cheated
of his rights, quietly sailed away in the opposite direction.
Beyond Julen we passed Zydabad and Nazlabad, and
half a dozen other villages, to the right of the road ; and
then meeting a few horsemen who were hurriedly sent
out by way of isticbal, were conducted by them through
the covered bazars of SabzmL to the quarters prepared
for us in the centre of the town, and adjoining the
me were received by
residence of the governor.
the governor himself, RIuhammad Taki Khan, with
pleasing civility and attention. He is quite European
in manner and appearance, and speaks French like a
Frenchman, as do most Persian gentlemen of the modern
school.
SabzwBr, we were told, contained four thousand houses,
only half of which are now tenanted. The district is said
to have lost twenty-four thousand souls by death and emigration during the famine. The loss of Nishabor district
is reckoned at only twenty thousand, which I think must
be under the mark, for its population is naturally much
above that of Sabz~vk,which only comprises nine lulirk,
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some of which are very sparsely populated. They are
ShamkCin, dong KBlf Shor to the south, Gomesh, Humaon,
Kasaba, between SabzwSs and Zafarani, Tabbas, KLh,
MazinSn, Tagao, to the north of the plain, and Zamand
Besides these, the bdhk of Juwen and Biim of the Burdjnurd district have recently been added to Sabzwk by
the Hisamussaltanat.
13th May.-Sabzwk
to Mihr, thirty-three milesroute west through an uninterrupted sheet of corn for two
miles, then across an undulating plain, gradually sloping
to a salt desert on our left. At four miles passed A&
village, and, near it, the Mil Khusro Gard. This is a
lofty minar standing by itself in a ploughed field. It is
built of red bricks arranged in arabesque pattern, and is
much decayed. At a little distance from it stands a
domed mausoleum, coated with platcs of tin or s i m i l , ~
white metal. From i b interior proceeded the voices of
men chanting the Curtin. None of our party could tell
us anything about these relics, and there was no strajpeasant whom me could charge down upon and question ; so I must be content with the bare record of their
locality.
At five miles on we passed Pirastir and its gardens and
corn-fields, and at another five miles came to an bhrnbcir
where the road branches. That to the left goes 'iV.S.TV.
by NBmen and a succession of deserted villages on the
edgc of the salt desert to RIazinSn. I t is a fearful road,
and how any one could take it, with the option of a better,
is a mystery. Not a particle of vegelation was to be
seen ; the whole vista was one of aridity and salt, blinding with a dazzling glare, and great heaps of drift-sand
half buried the little castles lining the route. Yet the
road ]vas a ]\\-ell-troddentrack, indicating frequent use.
That to the right went 1V.N.W. up a rising gro~mcl,and

a t four miles brought us to Rewand, where we found
shelter from the heat of the midday sun under the
shade of some magnificent plane-trees in the midst of
the village. It is delightfully situated amidst gardens
and vineyards, and outwardly has all the surroundings of
prosperity and plenty, but inwardly, within its houses
and courts,who can tell the amount of misery and suffering that there reigns ? We could only guess it from the
number of poor men and women who, tllrough fear of
our escort, stealthily crept amongst the bushes to our resting-place, and in low voices begged a morsel of bread,
whilst gathering up and munching the crumbs and bones
thrown aside from our late repast.
Proceeding hence, we followed a long hill skirt strewed
with bits of trap, and chlorite, and cellular lava, washed
down from the hills to our right, the base of which is set
with red clay mounds, in the hollows between which are
spied many little hamlets and farmsteads. At six miles
we passed a roadside pond, and thence sloping down
gradually, a t another six miles reached Blihr, where we
camped at 6.20 P.M.-the thermometer 84" Pah.
14th May-Mihr to MazinQn, twenty miles-route
due west down a gentle slope skirting the Chaghatay hills,
that separate us from Juwen on the right. The soil is
bare and gravelly, and slopes down to t.he desert on our
left. At four miles we passed through the Sddkar
village, which is the only one on the route. On approaching our camp at Mmin&n,we left a large village at the foot
of the hills to the right. It is called Dawarzan, and is
protected by a double row of outlying Turkman towers.
Mazinhn is a small village on the edge of the desert,
and adjoins the ruins of an extensive town, in the midst
of which stand8 a decayed sarae of the Arab period.
There is a post-house here, and also a good newly-built
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sarae. The place wears a wretched inhospihible look,
and in summer must be very hot.
15th May.- Mazin4n to AbLasabad, twenty-three
milesg-route at first north, and then round to the wat,
along the skirt of the hills bounding an arm of the desert*
Soil gravelly, and surface covered with saltworts, a n d thorn, mimosa, tamarisk, and similar vegetation. At
half-way we came to the Sadarabad Sarac and halted for
breakfast. I t is a recently-built and commodious structure, erected by the late Sadar Azim, and is furnished
with a good CibambCir. Opposite is a small fort for the
accommodation of a few families charged with the care
of the sarae. There is no village here, and the sup
plies are brought in and stored periodically from Sabzwir.
There are no trees nor cultivation here, and the whole
population consists of three men, as many women and
one child, and a very miserable set they look. They
were anxious to leave the place, as they were in hourly
dread of Turkmans, and owing to the few travellers now
frequenting the route, never made any money. \hilst
1 here, we were overtaken by a courier with our 1st post
from Peshawar through Mghanistan, with dates to the
10th April. It had been sent fiom Mashhad by a Persian courier, and ought to have reached us at Sabzwb;
but the Persian has not the energy of the Afghan.
Ahead of us is a dangerous bit of desert, which is
always infested by Turkmans ; so, on settiug out h m
Sadarabad, careful preparations were made for our pas'
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across it. Our baggage and servants, kc., were dl
collected together, and massed in a close column outaide
the sarae. The gun was placed a t their head, and protected by a score of matchlockmen, whilst the rest ranged
themselves Indian-file on either side the column. The
cavalry took up their posts on the flanks, front, and
rear, ant1 threw out advanced parties, who topped every
rising bit of ground to scan the country ahead.
All the arrangements being completed, our trumpeter
brayed out some hideous sounds, which of themselves
were enough to scare the enemy, if the gun was not, and
we proceeded, ourselves amongst the horsenlen in advance of the gun. At a couple of miles, over a flat bare
clay surface, we came to a rivulet crossed by a crumbling
brick - bridge of very ancient appearance. This is Pul
Abraham. Here there was a block in the passage. We
had about a hundred camels, more than half the number
of mules, and asses innumerable, for every matchlpckman
had his accompanying uMgh (beast of burden), and there
were besides several others who had taken advantage of
the opportunity to join our caravan. The bridge was
narrow, and only a few could p a s at a time ; presently
a few scattered horsemen were spied far away on the
desert to the left. The news spread like wildfire.
" Haste to the front t "-" Keep together t "-Cross
"
quickly I "-" Don't lag behind !"-resounded on all sides
from our escort. The bridge was abandoned to the
camels and mules and asses, and horsemen pushed across
the muddy stream on either side of it, and again formed
up on the open ground ahead. Some horsemen had galloped on in advance to bring intelligence regarding those
we had seen on the desert, and meanwhile the crowd in
the caravan looked around watchfully in every direction,
as if they expected a Turkman to start up from behind
2B
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every bush that dotted the plain. The terror these wellcursed marauders inspire in the Persian breast is laughable, were it not for the reality of the cause. Men who
bounce and brag of their prowess when they havc hundreds of miles between them, pale and shiver in their
shoes when they find themselves in a position where they
may meet them face to face.
After a brief halt here, our horsemen on an eminence
some way ahead were seen to dismount. On this our
leader pronounced the road clear, and we set forward
again. This tract has from time immemorial been infested by Turkmans of the Goklan and Yamdt tribes,
whose seat is in the valley of the Atrak. A country
better adapted to their mode of warfare could nowhere
else be found. The hill ranges to the north afford them
an unobserved approach to their hunting - grounds.
Arrived on them, they conceal themselves amongst the
inequalities of the surface, finding water in some ravine,
and pasture for their horses in the aromatic herbs and
rich grasses that cover the hollows. Their scouts horn
the eminence of some commanding ridge, or the top of
some of the innumerable mameloned mounds and hummocks that form the most striking feature of the country,
watch the roads, and on the approach of a caravan or
small party of travellers, warn their comrades, who dispose themselves for the attack. If they find the caram
is marching on the alert and with precaution, they nct
on the principle that " Discretion is the better part of
valour," and remain in their concealment; otherwise they
proceed along the hollows to some spot where thc road
strikes across a bit of open ground, and so soou as their
prcy is fairly nut on it, they sweep down upon thcrn,and
ccrlcr:~
I1y , 1 : I ~ Iassured, carry them of without resistance,
li,r I.($- i.l :ltlcbc. t hc Persians have learned, means death.
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In conversation with one of our escort, I asked him
why the Government did not make a great effort, and for
once and a l l put an end to this constant source of trouble
and loss ? " Pu'l !" (money), he said, with a Gallic shrug
of the shoulders ; " our Government won't spend the
money. This is an old institution. Nobody put a stop
to i t before, and who is to do it now ? The present
arrangements meet all requirements. A guard starts
twice a month to escort coming and going caravans
between MazinAn and Shahnid, as me now escort your
party, and that meets dl wants." " Have you ever been
attacked on this duty ? " I asked. " Very seldom, and
only when the Turkmans take the field in great force.
They mostly attack small parties travelling without a
guard, or sweep off the peasantry a t work in their fields,
or surprise a village at daydawn." " But are no arrangements made to protect these people ? " " What ~vould
you have ? " he replied. " Travellers have no right to
move without a guard in a dangerous country, and the
villagers have the protection of their forts." " But
surely the country would be better off if there were no
Turkmans to harry it," I said. "Of course it would ;
but we don't hope for such good fortune from our
Government. You people might do it, or the Russians
might do i t ; but we can't. People say the Russians
are going to rid us of the Turkmans-God grant they
may I and if they clear these pidr sokhta (burnt fathers)
off the face of the earth; they will gain the good-will and
esteem of all Persians." " How," I asked, " could the
Russians rid you of the Turkmans ? " " Russia is a great
country, and very wealthy, and has a large army. What
am the Turkmans to them ? If they will only spend
their money, they can do anything. People say they
are going to 'conquer Khiva, and are making prepara-
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tions for the campaign. So soon aa they take Khiva,
the Turknlane of Marv will also disappear."
I further learned from my informant, that t h e Turkmans of the Atmk valley raid all the country from Shahnid and Samnin to Sabzwk and Nishabor, where they
meet their brethren of Marv, the Takka, Sdc, md
S4lor Turkmans, who raid all the country between
Mashhad and Herat up to Sabzwk, thus cutting off
from Persia all that portion of the county to the north
and west of the great salt desert of K b h h and Yazd,
so far as security of life, liberty, and property is concerned.
But to return to our route. Pul Abresham, or the
stream it bridges, marks the boundary between the districts of Sabzwk and Shahnid. There is another bridge
of the same name about thirty miles higher up the
stream, on the direct road fiom Shahrtid to blashhad,
by J i j m and Juwen ; but being more dangerous, it
less frequented than this route.
The Pul Abresham river ,also marks the extreme
north-west limit of the Afghan kingdom founded by Shah
Ahmad, Durmui. It flows south-east, and joining the
K d i Shor, or Nishabor, and Sabzwk, is ultimately lost
in the salt desert between Yazd and Kdshbn. Beyond
the K&li Abresham, we crossed some low slaty rid^
where they terminate on the desert, and t r a r e m ~8
gravelly plain thinly dotted with tamarisk bushes, rose
up to the ridge on which thc Abbosabad Sam stand%
: ~ r ~c:lmpcd
d
on some lllou~ltlsunder its walls, ou em*
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winding between bare rugged hills of coarse brown
trap. On our way through it, we met a caravan of
pilgrims on their way to Mashhad, escorted by a military
guard similar to our own. It was a curious spectacle,
from the variety of costume and nationality and conveyance, all jumbled together in jostling confusion. We
passed each other with mutual stares of wonderment,
and I did not appreciate the novelty of the scene till it
was gone from my sight, There were great shaggy
camels bearing huge panniers, in which were cooped
three or four veiled bundles of female beauty, rolling
from side to side like a ship in a heavy swell. There
mere others mounted by wiry Arabs in their thin ropeturbans, or by thick-set Tatars in their s h a g 7 sheepskin caps, swaying to and fro with an energy that led
one to suppose' that the speed of the came1 depended
on the activity of their movements. There were panniermules bearing veiled ladies and their negress slaves, nccompanied by their Persian lords, gay in dress and proud,
on their handsom little steeds. There were quiet cdcuIating merchants, with flowing bearcis and flowing robes,
borne along by humble ponies as absorbed in thought as
their riders ; and there were sleekly attired priests,
serene in their conscious dignity, comfortably flowing
with the tide on their well-groomed and neatly caparisoned mules. There were others too, a mixed crowd of
footmen and women, all dusty and hot, struggling on to
keep pace with their mounted wayfarers. How many
will lag behind and fall to the Turkman's share 1 There
are amongst these whole families emigrating in search
of food and work : father and mother each bear an
infant on their backs, and two qr three of tender years
trot by their side. There are tattered beggars, reduced
by sheer want ; and there are other beggars, the i m p -
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dent, idle, and dissolute scoundrels who impose on the
conlmunity by an ostentatious assumption of the religious character, through no other claim than that of
their bold importunity, backed by noisy appeals to true
believers in the name of God and Ali. Their trade pays,
and they flourish in their rags and dissoluteness.
With this caravan came a courier with despatches
from Tehran for Sir F. Goldsmid. He was a mission
servant, and had h e n sent off from our camp at Birjand
with letters for blr Alison, the British Minister at the
court of Persia, and was now returning with the tidings
of his death on the 29th April. After a brief pause,
during which " Ismail," for such wrrs his name, greeted
his old comrades all round with a kiss each on the
mouth, we proceeded, and clearing the defile, halted for
breakfast, and to read our letters and papers, at the dilapidated sarae of Alhrlc.
Beyond t h i ~our route led over a broken hummocb
country, in erossing which we were overtaken by a
thunderstorm and rain, and gently sloped to the
Ily4ndasht Sarae, situated, aa its name implies, in the
midst of a desert plain girt by hills. The soil is a firm
gravel, and not a tree is to be seen, though the surface
is covered with the asafcetida and rhubarb, the latter in
flower.
17th ~Ilay.
-My&ndasht to My&nmtay, twenty-four
miles-route
westerly, over a very broken country,
fiimilar to that traversed yesterday, and intersected by
numerous ravines draining to the northward. At about
twelve, we crossed a deep gully called Dahna-e-ZaydAr,
and pointed out as one of the favourite routes by which
Turkmans come from the Jhjarm valley. At six miles
farther on, crossing a wide stony ravine, we halted for
breakfast under the shade of some sinjit (olengnw) trees

on its bank, close to the fort of Zaydb. This is apparently a recent erection, and is held by a small garrison
of sarbdz who watch the Myanmay valley. On the
summit of a high rock projecting from the neighbouring
hills is a look-out tower, held by a s m d picquet. Beyond this we skirted the hill range on our left, and
arrived in our camp at Myanmay just in time to escape
the fury of a thunderstorm with hail and rain, and the
cold raw blasts of a north-west wind.
Rlyhmay is a considerable village i t the head of a
long valley, which towards the east is continuous with
that of Juwen. To the northward the valley is separated from Jdjarm by a range of bare hills, through which
we several passes. The hill skirt is dotted with flourishing-looking villages, whilst the valley itself is a wide
uncultivated pasture tract.
There is a very 'fine saq-ae here, and some splendid
mulberry-trees around give it a charming appearance.
The sznjit trees are now in full flower here, and quite
overload the air with their strong perfume. On the top
of a high hill overlooking the village from the south,
there are, it is said, the ruins of an ancient town, and
some reservoirs excavated from the rock. We could see
no traces of them, however, and as the information was
volunteered by a Persian of our escort, it may be only a
myth.
18th May.-BIyAnmay
to Shahllid, forty-one miles.
We set out at 2.45 A.M., before it was light, our camels
with the heavy baggage having preceded us by four
hours. Our route was west by north, over a plain
country for twelve miles parallel to a hill range on our
left, and then diverging to the right, led across a very
uneven country overrun by gravelly ridges and inter~ectedby ravines, the slopes of which are richly covered
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with pasture herbs; and another twelve miles brought
us to a roadside dbambdr, where we halted for breakfast,
and to let the camels with the heavy baggage, here overtaken by us, get ahead.
Along the foot of the hills, p d e l with the first part
of our route, is a succession of picturesque little villages
and orchards, that extend for six farsaX.lis up to Armydn, half-way on the route from MySnmay to Shahrdd. They are on the line of road followed by single
travellers or small parties, for the sake of protection
afforded by the villages.
From the ciLamliEr our course led due west across an
open and gently sloping plain, towards Shahrfid, visible
in the distance, at the foot of a bare rocky hill, that
separatee i t from BostBm, at the base of the great snowcrowned Kh&war mountain, and at the entrance to the
p a s of the same name leading to Astrabad. Both towns
are delightfully situated, and their luxuriant gardens
present a most pleasing view to the eye in this waste of
desert and hill.
At u few miles short of ShahrGd we alighted at a small
canal, fringed with silGit trees, and rested under their
shade till our jaded cattle had gone on with our camp.
Our whole party was much done up by the length
of the march and the heat of the midday sun. But
strange to say, our escort of matchlockmen, of all our
following, showed the least symptoms of fatigue. As
I lneutioned before, they were accompanied by a number
of aa~eacarrying their clothing and stores of food, kc.
The patient little brutes moved along with their owners,
who, turn about, strode acrow their backs, and thus, ridmg
and walking alternately, escaped the exhaustion of a
10% march and the fatigue of the unvaried ride. The
I'ersi~m iufantrj sollicr, or sc(rldz, ns he is d c d , is noted
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for his hardihood and endurance of long marches, but the
humble ulCigh contributes no small share to his reputation
in these respects. He is cheaply got, easily managed,
and costs little or nothing to feed, being generally left
to pick up what he can off the ground. The ass of the
sarbh, who yet knows neither a commissariat nor trmsport corps, is a useful institution-in fact, he is indispensable, for, under the existing conditions, the infantry
soldier could not march without him. They would
certainly not prove so efficient and ready as they are
u*ithout him. We no sooner arrived at Shahnid than
our escort of sarbliz were ordered off to accompany the
governor of BostSm on an expedition against a party of
Turkmam, who, it was said, had come through Jhjsrm
on the chance of cutting us off on our way acrom the
desert. They were to proceed with all speed to take up
a position in some pass of the hills, by which alone the
Turkmans could leave the valley, and away they went
merrily, with no impedimenta of tents, baggage, and
luxuries.
We halted five days at ShaWd, where we came into
communication with the civilised world through the line
of telegraph connecting Astrabad with the Persian capitaL The town is a flourishing place, surrounded by vineyards and fruit gardens, now in full foliage, ztnd must
be a delightful residence. Our camp is pitched on an
open bit of ground between some walled gardens in the
midst of the town, and close to a sarae occupied by some
Russian and Armenian merchants. We meet them as
we issue for our evening ramble, and pass with a polite
dofling of hats. They have been settled here for the
last twelve or fourteen years, but have not got their
families with them. From one of them we got a supply
of very iudaerent wine, prey~aredon the spot, and picked
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up some copies of Russian primers with pictorial alphabets and illustrated anecdotes.
This place is the entrepot of the trade between Tehran
and the countries to the north and west, and has several
commodious saraes. It is also an important strategic
position, situated as it is at the entrance to the pass leading to the Caspian, and is the place where the Persian
armies concentrated preparatory to their campaigns in
Khorassan. The plain to the south of the town is well
watered from numerous hill streams, and is dotted with
several flourishing villages, the chief of which are Badasht,
Bhij, Ardyhn, Mugh6n Jdfarabad, Husenabad, Ghoryh,
&c. The Shahrhd district, of which this town is the
capital, extends between the hills from Abbasabad on the
east to Dih Mullah on the west, and contains some fifty
or sixty villages. The governor, Jahhnsoz &mi, resides
at Ehthrn, but has an agent here.
We did not visit B o s t h , only four miles off, as the
governor neither called on us nor made any advances
towards the interchange of civilities. Our Afghan companion, however, Saggid Ntir Muhammad Shah, went
over to pay his devotions a t the shrine of the I&
Bhzid, which he described as an unpretending pile of
loose stones, raised by the contributions of passing pilgrims. The saint is held in great veneration, and the
simplicity of his tomb is out of deference to his dying
injunction that no mausoleum should be built over his
grave. In an humble grave near the shrine rest the
mortal remains of the late Amir Muhammad Azim Khan,
the usurper of the throne of Kabul. After his final
clcft>:lta t the llnnils of the rciglling Amir, Sher Ali Khan.
111 tllc l~cqiuninqof 1869, hc fled to Sistan, and was on
I l i - . I\ I \ 1 0 t l l r I'crsinn capital, when he was c u t short in
tli.
I I ) \ (al11,lom a t t\lis place, a b u t the 6th July.
t
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The Saggid, being an adherent of the opposite party,
suffered severely at the hands of the usurper, who plundered his property at Kandahar to the extent, it is said,
of fifty thousand rupees. He took this opportunity,
however, to forgive him, and to offer up a prayer for his
soul.
The day before our departure from this, a strange
Afghan came to my tent, and, with looks of pleased
recognition, said, " Saggid Mahmfid sends his salfim, and
begs you will give him some medicine to cure fever and
dysentery. He is too ill to move, or he would himself have
come to pay his respects." A few words of exp1:mation
sufficed to inform me that my applicant was no ot,her
than our old &end of Ghazni, whom we so unexpectedly
met a t Barshori a t the veryoutset of our journey. We went
over to see him in his lodgings at the sarae, and found
him in a truly wretched plight, so emaciated and weak
mas he from the combined effects of the hardships he had
endured on his long journey, and the exhausting nature
of his disease. He rose and received us at the door of
his cell, with all the grace of that innate gentility wellbred orientals can so easily display, and ushering us in
with a dignity enhanced by his handsome features and
snow-white beard, motioned us to seats formed of hastily
arranged rugs, with a composure and self-possession quite
charming and wonderful under the circumstances. He
ordered his servant to prepare some tea for our refreshment, and the while gave us an account of his travels.
"Poor Ckim," he said, the tears dimming his bright
finished. His remains," he
eyes, " t a n h shud-he
added with a consolatory sigh, "rest in the sacred soil of
Karbalai. He wrts the son in whom my hopes centered,
but God gives and God takes away-His will be done."
The cietails of his journey through Kfim myere simply
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harrowing, and the scenes he witnessed appalling. Dead
bodies strewed the roads and poisoned the air with theii
putrescence. The s a w were filled with the dying,
whose wails and sufferings produced a scene impossible
to describe. The villages, empty and still as a house of
mourning, were invaded by troops of dogs, who contested
with the survivors the posseasion of the d d Loud were
his lamentations for Persia. " The country is gone," he
said. " There is neither religion, justice, nor mercy to be
found in the land. We (he was a ShiB) in Kabul look to
Persia as the centre of all that is good in Islam, but
Afghanistan, with all its faults, is a better country to live
in." Poor old gentleman ! he quite brightened up at
the idea of moving on homewards, though he had one
foot in the grave already, and was fully a thousand mil6
away from his home, and talked composedly of retiring
into private life, and devoting the rest of his days to the
worship of God and meditation on His lam. On our
departure, the General, with characteristic kindlineas and
forethought, presented our pilgrim friend with a Kashmir
scarf. The old man's gratitude was touching, and he
blessed us all round. I wonder if the old man ever did
reach his home, though the chances were greatly aDoainst
his doing so ? But it is astonishing what distances these
pilgrims do travel, and what hardships 'they endure
on the way. Let us hope that the old man did complete
his circle. When we met him on this second occasion, he
had in the course of six months travelled from Ghazni to
Kandahar and S h i k q b . and Bombay, thence by sea
to Baghdad, and thence to Karbala, and back to Baghdad,
and thence by Kirmmshah and Kfun to Tehran, and on
to this ~ l a c e . He Ilaa yet before him th'e inhospitable
routc from this to lI:uhhad, and thence to Herat and
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Kandahar, before he can reach his home at Ghazni. I
gave the old man a small supply of medicines, and some
hints for observance on the road ; and with all good
wishes for his onward journey, and a small sum to assist
him on the road, we parted.

C H A P T E R XII.
24th ~ c ~ . - ~ h z k n i dto Dih Mullah, sixteen miln
We set out at 5.30. A.M., bidding adieu to Mr Bower of
our party, who at the same time set out for Astrabad en
route to London with despatches. If fortunate in catching the steamer and trains, he hopes to reach his destination in twenty days, vid Astrakhan, Czaretzin, Berlin,
&c. Were but Afghanistan an open country, Indian
officers proceeding on furlough might with advamtage
take this route homewards. But as it is not an open
country, and there is little use in speculating when it
will become so, its peoples and mountains and deserts
may yet for another generation maintain their isolation
from the civilised world, and remain a country of interest
to the politician, and a region of curiosity to the scientific man.
Our route led S.S.W., along a stony hill skirt by a
wcll-beaten track, following a line of telegraph posts, a
promising emblem of Western civilisation in this yet semil~arlarousland. The hills on our right belong to the
Alburz range, that sepzmtes the Caspian basin from the
tableland of Persia. The northern slopes are described
as clothed with dark forests, the southern, however, are
precipitous, and mostly bare, a few juniper-trees only
dotting the rocks here and there, as little black specks
on their rugged sides. The rangc is said to abound in
wild goat and sheep, and the stag or giiwaz, called
b&rdsingM in India. The leopard and bear are also
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found on it, and on its eastern spurs a small species of
lion, but not the tiger.
To the left of our route the land slopes down to a
water-worn ridge of red clay. It separates the Shahnid
valley from the salt desert to the south. A range of hills
rises out of the desert far away to the south. One of our
escort called the range Jandak, and pointed out a prominent peak as Ahwand. Jandak is twenty farsakhs
from this, and contains ten or twelve villages on the edge
of the desert, where palm-trees grow in plenty, as my
informant said. He was a very communicative man, and
after volunteering scraps of information regarding the
country we were traversing, took an early opportunity to
enlarge on his own grievances.
" The present the s n ~ ~ d l"i r(chief), pointing to Sir F.
Goldsmid, " gave us sowars and sarbciz, has been taken
from us by the governor," he said. " We have been so
many days out," he added, " our horses are exhausted, and
, we are famished. Nobody cares for us, and the villagers
have nothing me can take from them." "It is hard," I
said, "but it is the custom of your country." "Yes, it
is the custom of the country," was the ready reply, " and
that is why our country is ruined." "With the aid of
the famine," I add. " The famine ! no that is a decree
from God, and we must submit. No one can fight
against what God ordains. But our governor is a very
hard master. He is deeply in debt, and screws his subjects to pacify his creditors. Not a puki-siya (a copper
coin) escapes his grasp ; and there are many like him.
I r d n tab& shwGPersia is ruined. Khyle, khyle sakht
+it
is very hard."
And so it is really. We found the Afghan troops in
every respect better off than those of Persia. They are
physically finer men, are better clad, better armed, and
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better provided with shelter, carriage, and provisions,
though there is room for improvement on dl points.
At Dih Mullah we were accommodated in a doublestoried summer-house, in an ornamental garden adjoining
the village. Its shelter, such as it was, with doors and
windows opening in every direction, was hardly so
eficient as that afforded by our tents a , e t the chill
gusts of mind sweeping down horn the hills to the north.
The situation, however, afforded us a wide prospect of the
country, which, from its nature, hardly compensated for
the discomfok To the south was an unlimited view of
a vast salt desert, as unvaried as the horizon-@ ocean.
To the north rose a barrier of bare rocks, tipped here and
there by snow, and dotted above by black spots, like one
with a mild attack of small-pox ; and on either side lay
a long gravelly valley, with a string of villages and gardens running down its central course.
This evening, having reserved a small supply of wine
for the occasion, we observed the Queen's a n n i v e r s q ,
and at dinner raised our glasses " To the Queen-God
bless her ! "
25th May.-Dih
Mullah to DamgbBn, twenty-six
miles. We set out at 3.30. A.M., by the light of a full
moon-route
south-west along the valley, passing a
succession of villages with their gardens and corn-fields
The gardens are luxuriant in their foliage, but the corn
crops me thin and backward Nobody is seen moving
about ; the villages are half empty, and a painful silence
reigns over a scene outwardly so prosperous. At about
half-way we passed the large village of MihmAndost,
near which are the ruins of the ancient city of Damghdn,
the scene of the grand battle between Ntrdir and Mir
Ashraf, Ghilzai, in which the latter received the Grst of
those crushing defeats that soon after led to his flight

from the country, and ignominious death a t the hands of
some petty Baloch robbers in Sistan, and the expulsion of
the Afghan invaders from the Persian soil in 1730. The
ruins present nothing worthy of attraction, and but for
the decayed domes and small mounds that rise amongst
the low broken walls, might be easily passed without
notice.
Damghhn is a decayed little town,full of ruins ancient
and recent, though buried in the midst of most prosperous-looking gardens. I t has suffered frightfully in
the famine, its population having fallen, it is said, from a
t h o a n d to two hundred families. There is a telegraph
office here, and s very fair sarm. Our next stage was
to G o s h 6 Sarae, twenty-three miles-route south-west,
aver a plain country skirting a hill range to our right,
and passing twenty-five or thirty villages en row%;
morning air cold and bracing. Khoshii is simply a
same on an uncultivated gravelly plain at the entrance
to a pass in the hills dividing Damghsn from SamnLn.
No supplies are procurable here, and but a limited supply
of water.
Our next stage was twenty-four miles to A h d n Sarae,
or the sarm of gazelle deer-route south-west, gradually
rising over an undulating pasture country between broken
hills. The soil is hard and gravelly, and the surface is
everywhere covered with a thick growth of saltwort,
wild rue, kc., and the ghich, on which we found a number of camels at 'graze ; but we found no habitation or
water on all the route. The weather was very changeable. The morning air was sharp and chill, and during
the day sunshine and cloud succeeded each other, producing quite a wintry state of atmosphere at this altitude, A h u h being 6500 feet above the sea, 2240 feet
above Khoshd, and 2820 feet above DamghBn. Owing
2c
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to the wind, the air here felt much colder than the thermometer said it was ; and for about the twentieth time
on our march we found ourselves retrogmhng back into
winter instead of advancing into summer. These sudden
changes of climate and temperature are characteristic of
travelling in Persia One passes up and down fiom the
hot dry atmosphere of the desert-bordered plains, to
the chill damp air of the cloud-attracting hills and their
elevated tablelands, with such rapidity that it is always
necesmq to be provided with warm clothing as a protection against the ill effects of these sudden alternations
of temperature, and particularly against the cold winds
that blow. The Persian overcoat, with its close folds
gathered in across the back, is a well-suited garment for
the protection of the loins, and no doubt its adoption as
a national costume is the result of its proved efficacy or
adaptability to the requirements of the climate.
A h u h is merely a roadside same with a supply of
water. There is no village or cultivation here, nor are
supplies procurable. There is a tradition connected with
the name of this place. It is to the effect that the I m h
RazA once halted here on his march to Mashhad. Some
huntsman in the neighbourhood brought in a deer he had
ridden down in the chase for presentation to the saint.
On seeing the I m h , the deer appealed to his justice, and
begged to be released, on the plea of having a young one
dependent on herself for mpport, promising, so soon as the
fawn grew up, to return and surrender hereelf to her cap
tor. The I m h at once directed the release of the deer,
and himself stood surety for her return a t the appointed
time. The deer, however, did not return a t the end of a
yew, and the fact being reported to the I m h , he a t once
caused a deer to seek out the huntsman, and surrender
hexaelf to him in his name. From this time the deer in

these hills have been held sacred, and are not hunted,
and are in consequence very numerous here.
28th May.-Ahdn to SamnAn, twenty-four miles, and
halt a day-route S.S.W. through a hilly tract on to
the plain of SamnAn. At two miles we crossed a watershed running north and south, at an elevation of 6750
feet above the sea. It marks the boundary between
DamghBn and Samnhn. This wide tract of hills forms a
barrier between the plain valleys of Damghfin and Samnh.
It extends from east to west about thirty miles, and rises
2500 feet above the general level of the plains on either
side. Its hills are an emanation southwards from the
Alburz range, and join a parallel range on the borders
of the salt desert, to the south. Its higher ridges are
perfectly bare, but the lower are richly clothed with
excellent pasture bushes and herbs, saltwort, wormwood,
wild rue, ghich, &c. We left this hdl tract by a very
narrow ravine, between banks of conglomerate and ridges
of friable slate, and descended a long stony slope on to
the plain of Samnfin, and crossing its bare, parched,
stony desert surface, camped at a Mrez stream under the
shade of some mulberry-trees to the north of the town.
The plain wears a desolate uninviting look, and is suggestive of unpleasant heat in summer.
On approaching the town, we were met by an zkticbal
party of six or seven horsemen, with a couple of led
horses, and a rickety little carriage drawn by a pair of
very unkempt ponies. And on our arrival in camp, the
governor sent us some trays of sweetmeats and many
polite messages. There is a telegraph ofice here, but
owing to a break in the line ahead, we were unable to
communicate with Tehran. Though we are now only six
stages from the capital, we have received no later intelligence than the 29th April, received on the 16th instant.
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Our next stage was twenty-two miles to Lasjird, where
we camped on stubble-fields, near some ruined huts
opposite the town-route westerly, over a plain undulating and gently rising to the westward, where it is
narrowed by hills. At this place we received a post
two days out from Tehran, with letters dated London,
8th May. Weather close and sultry, ending a t sunset
with a dust-storm, and slight rain from the north-west.
A disagreeably high wind blew in squally gusts all
night.
Lasjird is a very remarkable little collection of dwellings
on the summit of an artificial mound with scarped sides.
They are ranged in two stories, in the form of a quadrangle, which at the south-east angle is open, and
presents a glimpse of the interior space. The chambers
open on to a balcony, that runs on both sides of each
face of the quadrangle, as shown in this diagrarnatic

sketch, which will convey some idea of the general
appearance of the place.
The sides of the mound me streaked with open drains,

that carry off all the sewage from the interior, and must
render the places above a very unwholesome and disagreeable habitation. The place seemed pretty crowded,
and numbers of itu inhabitants looked down upon us
from the balconies running in front of their chambers.
The community thus crowded together must, judging
from our single night's experience, lead a life of constant
wrangling and quarrelling. The voices of querulous old
women and obstreperous children, and the rebukes of
angry husbands, kept us awake allnight, with not the best
of wishes bestowed upon the Lasjirdis. This place looks
unique of its kind, but I am told that Yazdikhast is built
on a similar plan.
Our next stage was twenty-five miles to Dih Namak.
Set out from Lasjird at 1.30. A.M., and crossing three or
four deep ravines by masonry bridges, passed on to a
stony desert hill skirt that falls quickly to the southward,
where it merges into the salt desert, which glistens in
the morning sunlight as white as snow. At half-way we
passed a deserted village and ruined sarae, but on all the
route saw no cultivation or habitation.
The country is very uninteresting, and no incident
occurred to enliven the march or occupy our thoughts, and
hence I suppose the unwonted attention devoted to the
peculiarities of our own surroundings. We were marching in the usual order of procession-that is to say, the
Mirakhor Jafar Beg, in his handsome Kashmir-shawlpattern coat, led the way, with a couple of mounted
grooms, each leading a ya&k, or handsomely caparisoned
horse, by which, according to the custom of the country,
all men of rank are preceded when they take the saddle.
Next came ourselves, and behind us followed our personal servants, the Mirza, and the escort. The last had now
dwindled down to only half-a-dozen horsemen. Our heavy
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baggage with the camels generally went ahead overnight,
and the mules with our light tents, kc., followed in rear
of our procession.
The Mirakhor, always serious in look, pet strictly deferential in his bearing, was always ready with a reply
to any and every query, and, as may be conjectured, with
no possible reliance on any of them. " Mirakhor I "
', Bale " (" Yea "). " The village of S a r k M d lies on our
route to-day. How far may it be from this ? " "Yes,
I know the place. You see that hill ahead ? Well it is
just a farsaklh beyond." We move on, prepared for
another eight miles before we alight for breakfast ; but
on cresting a low marly ridge ahead, a village buried in
gardens lies below us. " What village is this, Mirakhor ?"
" This is Sarkhnid. Will you breakfast here ? " " Why,
you said it was a farsakh beyond .that hill." Without
moving a muscle, or evincing a trace of discomposure, he
merely replies, " This side the hill. This is SarkMd.
Will you alight for breakfast here ? "
The way this man ate his own words was surprising,
but the way, under a quiet undemonstrative demeanour,
he gathered in his muddkhil, was more so ; for, not content with charging double rates all round, he charged for
larger quantities than were actually supplied. By the
merest accident I gained an insight into the system of
corruption carried on under the specious rights of mu&
Mil, for the extent of which I was not at all prepared.
Our Afghan companions kept their expenditure accounts
di~tinctfrom ours, and it was from what I heard from
them regarding our Mirakhor's desire to cater for them
too, that I first got an inkling of the liberality of his
views in the matter of perquisites, and his anxiety to
prevent the extent of them becoming known, by an
attempt to get the whole management into his own hands.
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Rogues sometimes fall out amongst themselves, and so it
happened one day that a quarrel amongst our stable
establishment threatened a disclosure of their dishonest
dealings. The Mirakhor, however, was master of the
situation, and the contumacious groom who demanded a
larger share of the spoil than his chief chose to give him
was summarily dismissed, and turned adrift on the line
of march, on the accusation of selling for his own profit
grain-given to him for the feed of the horses under his
charge. " Clever man ! " whispered the observers, as
their respect for the Mirakhor's savoir faire increased
mith his success. " He deserves to prosper. You see he
has got the upper hand of his enemy. Any complaint
he may hereafter prefer against the Mirakhor will be
declared malicious. Was he not deprived of his post and
turned adrift for a fault exposed by him ? "
The discharged groom followed our party for several
hundred miles, up to the capital, and, what was more
surprising, came out, in his disgrace and downfall, in a
new suit of broadcloth and silks, in place of the discarded attire of his late mean occupation, and certainly
looked, so far as outward appearances go, the most
respectable of our servants. The Mirakhor after this
coup affected a character for honesty, and was more
punctual than ever in the observance of his religious
duties. As the sun lit up the horizon, he, and he alone,
would move off the road, dismount, and, facing the Cab&,
perform his morning prayers, and then galloping up,
resume his position at the head of our party, with selfsatisfied pride in his singular devotion.
Dih Namak is a wretched collection of huts round a
dilapidated fort on the edge of the desert. Close by is a
substantial and commodious sarae. Our camp was at
first pitched on the plain to its west, but the wind blew
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with such force fiom the west, and raised such clouds of
dust, that we were obliged to strike the tents and take
refuge in the sarm-a move of very doubtful advantage ;
for though we escaped the violence of the mind, we were
almost stifled by the whirling eddies of stable dust and
litter, and tormented by myriads of the voracious little
insects bred in its deep layers.
1 s t June.-We
set out from Dih Namak at 1.30. A.M.,
and marched twenty-four miles to KishlAc, facing a high
north-west wind, sensibly warm even at this s l y hour,
nearly the whole way. Our route was westerly, skkthg
the Perozkoh range of hills to our right, m d having a
bare desert away to the left. The country is generally
flat, dotted by a succession of villages, and crossed by
numerous branches of the Hubla rivulet, which drains to
the desert, and irrigates on its way a wide surface of
corn land.
4
At eight miles we came to the Padih village, and leaving
a cluster of four or five others on the right and left of the
road, at two miles farther came to Arrtzan, where there is
a telegraph-ofice. Arazan is the chief town of the K h h
bultik of the Veramin district, and is one of the granaries of Tehran, and consequently by no means the " very
mean " country, one of our party facetiously styled it.
At nine miles from Arazan, crossing en route ten or
twelve little streams formed by the oubpread of the
Hublrt river over the surface, we arrived at Kishltic, and
took refuge in its little sarae from the wind, which blew
with such force that we could not pitch our tents.
Our next stage waq twenty-one miles to A y w G Kyf
--the " portals of delight '* to the traveller approachmg
the capibl from the west-route W.N.W., across n wide
1)iece of cultivation, and then over a gravelly pcrsture
'""t
to the Sardam defile. Tllis is 8 winding p t h

.
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through low clay hills, said to contain rock-salt.
Through the defile flows a small stream, the sides of
which are encrusted with salines. These hills emanate
from Ferozkoh, and stretching on to the plain in a southwest direction, separate K h k from Veramin. Beyond
the defile we went north-west over a wide pasture tract
sloping up to the hills, and camped on rising ground
above the village. Aywhni Kyf is a considerab:e place,
surrounded by fruit gardens, and protected by a neat
fort, d situated on the right bank of a stony ravine
that issues ffom the hills to the north, amongst. which
rises aloft the snowy cone of Damavand, a prominent
object in the landscape rn one approaches from the defile.
We halted here a day, and received letters from
Tehran in reply to some sent off from our camp at ShahAd. Persia has a telegraph line, but she has no post.
The delays and inconveniences resulting from the absence
of this established institution of civilised countries must
be experienced to be appreciated. To us, accustomed
as we had been to the daily receipt of intelligence from
our friends, the hardship was difficult to endure.
At this place we found the midday sun shone with
considerable force, though cool breezes from the hills to
the north tempered the air. The summer sun in Persia is
too hot to admit of travelling during the day, and consequently our marches latterly have commenced an hour
or two after midnight, an arrangement that admitted
of our reaching camp before the cattle could suffer from
the heat, which, however, is nothing in comparison with
that of India. We had no cause to complain on this
score, and even where it was hot, always enjoyed the
luxury of ice, of which the Persians are very fond, and
which they use freely. Every village almost has its yakhch61, or ice-pits, stocked from the winter snows. The
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luxury is sold at a very cheap rate, and is at the command
of all classes.
From this place we marched twenty-seven miles to
KhBtdnabad, where we found shelter in the sarm, a
filthy place, swarming with vermin, and reeking with
offensive odours, and crowded with , famished beggars,
who sifted the horse litter for the undigested grains of
barley it contained, and rummaged the ground for bones
and fragments left by more fortunate travellers Our
route was W.N.W. over the VerarnFn plain, by a good
road skirting a hill range to our right, and in sight of
the ma,pificent peak of Damavand.
At about ten miles we came to a bifurcation of the
road. That to the right follows the hill skirt direct to
Tehran. We followed the branch to the left, and crossing the Jdjrtid (jdjlirhd = river everywhere ?), which here
spreads over the surface in a number of little streams
that water several villages on either side our route, went
down a gentle slope to Khdthabad.
5th June.-KhBtllnabad to Gulahak, eighteen miles.
We set out at one A.M.,across the plain towards the SherabdnG hill, skirting the foot of which we arrived at
Takiabad at 4.30. A.M., and alighted at n garden belonging
to Prince Ahmad. It is a delightful spot, with a comfortable house looking down an avenue of plane-trees,
that flank a long vista of flowering plants. On each side
are vineyards and fruit trees, in the shady foliage of
which are hundreds of nightingales, strong in song.
The morning air here was so chill that we were glad to
warm ourselves at a blazing fire rsised to cook us some
coffee.
Beyond this we passed through the Nine of Re, or
Rhages, in the midst of which stands the town of Abdul
Azim, with its rich gardens overtopped by the dome of
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its shrine ; and then turning north, went over a rising
plain towards Tehran, of which we now first got a view,
its domes, minars, and palaces appearing high above the
dead wall of its fortifications. The appearance of the
city is not so fine as I had expected, but the general
view of the landscape, backed as it is by the snowy range
of Alburz, with Damavand's fleecy peak standing sentry
over it, is very fine ; whilst the bright gardens and happy
villages nestling in the inequalities of the slope at the
foot of the range add a charm to the scene delightfully
in contraat with the bare plain that cuts the horizon to
the southward.
We entered the city at the Abdul Azim gate, and
passed through its bazars round by the king's palace, to
the new buildings of the British &gation, which appear
to be the finest in the whole place. Beyond this we left
the city by a gateway in the new line of fortifications
(like that of Abdul Azim, it is decorated with gaudilypainted tiles of inferior quality), and followed a carriageroad to Gulahak, the summer residence of the members of
the British Legation. Here we were conducted by our
servants to some unoccupied bungalows, and alighting,
found leisure to reflect on the marked difference in the
forms of social sentiment that animate Englishmen in
India and Persia. Here, after a march of upwards of two
thousand miles, through barbarous countries and dangerous regions, a small party of British officers arrived in
the midst of a little community of their countrymen,
without so much as drawing one of them from their
doors for a welcome or greeting.
Gulahak is one of several picturesque little villages
on the slope at the foot of Alburz mountain, and occupied
as a summer residence by the members of the several
European Legations at the court of Persia It has an
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agreeable climate and pleasing scenery, and but for the
limited society, would be a delightful residence.
On our may through the city we saw sad evidences of
the effects of the famine. Beggars, squalid and famished,
were found in every street appealing pitifully to the
passers for charity, and no less than three corpses were
carried past us on the may to burial, in the great and
densely packed graveyards that occupy much of the
intramural area, and seasibly taint its atmosphere. The
condition of the population is deplorable. The official
returns for the past week represent the daily mortality
within the city walls at two hundred souls, almost wholly
victims to starvation and typhoid fever. This high rate
cannot last long, it is to be hoped, though the prospect
ahead is, from all accounts, gloomy in the extreme.
Thousands of families, who have hitherto kept body and
soul together by the sale of their jewellery and property,
down to the clothes on their backs, are now reduced to a
state of utter destitution, and have not the means of
purchasing the food the ripening crops will soon render
available. For these the future is indeed dark, unless
the Government at the last moment comes forward to save
its people from destruction. But as it has so far ignored
the existence of a calamity that has well-nigh depopulated
the country, there is little reason to hope .that it will a t
the eleventh hour stultlfy its conduct, and stretch out an
arm to save the country from ruin.
The Shah, it is said, is kept in ignorance of the extent
of the sufferings of his people, through the false representations of his ministers. He was at this time absent
from the capital on a hunting excursion in the Shtunr;Bn
hills, and as he did not return until after my departure
from the capital, I did not enjoy the honour of being
presented at His Majesty's court.

TEHRAN.

41 3

At Tehran I made .haty arrangements for my r e t . m
to India vid Baghdad and the Persian Gulf, with our
Indian camp establishment and despatches for Government. Through the kindness of Mr Ronald ~ h o h s o n ,
chargk d'afairs, I was provided with letters to the
Persian and Turkish authorities for my expedition on the
road, and one of the mission gl~ultmsor couriers, Shukrullah Beg by name, was appointed to accompany me as
guide.
On the 8th June, the camp having been sent ahead in
the morning, I took leave of my chief, Major-General F.
R Pollock C.S.I. (now Sir Richard Pollock, K.C.S.I.),
and of the Afghan commissioner, Saggid N h Muhammad
Shah, of Sir Frederick Goldsmid, and the members of
his staff, and at 4.30. P.M. set out from Gulahak accompanied by Mr Rozario, and one of the mission servants as
guide to our first stage from the capital. Major Ewan
B. Smith, Sir F. Goldsmid's personal aasistant, rode some
way out with us, and then a " Good-bye-God bless
you ! " and we moved off in opposite directions.
On our way down the avenue leading to the city, me
met two carriages-and-four, full of veiled ladies of the
Shah's a,ndaru'n,out for their evening drive. They mere
driven by postilions, and preceded by a number of horsemen, who with peremptory gestures motioned the people
off the road, where they stood with their backs towards
royalty till the carriages had passed. Our guide, seeing
the carriages in the distance, tutored us in our conduct,
and as they approached, we turned off the road, and
respectfully turned our horse's tails to where their heads
ought to have been.
Our route through the city traversed its western
quarters, and lcd out by the Darwaza Nao-" the new
gate "-and then across the plain to Khanabad, where we
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were accommodated for the uight in a summer-house
situated in a very delightful garden belonging to Prince
Ali Culi Mirza. On our way through the city we passed
a bloated corpse in a horrible state of putrefaction lying
in the street, and by it stood a couple of men about to
drag it into concealment amongst the broken walls and
crumbling huts that here and there separate the occupied
houses, and assail the passengers with the most sickening
stinks. The view of Alburz and Damavand from the
south side of the city is very fine, w h h t the wide plain
of Veramin, with its numerous villages and gardens, wears
an aspect of prosperity and plenty, cruelly belied by the
hard reality of their misery and poverty.
Khanabad was our nacl muclim or preparatory stage,
hardly four miles from the city. Our servants had had
the whole day to run backwards and forwards for the
hundred and one things they had forgotten, or which the
opportunity made them fancy they required for the
journey, and when we arrived a t nightfall, half of them
were yet lingering there, taking a last fill of the plmures
it afforded them. Seeing this, I a~lticipatedtrouble and
delay, but, t o avoid the latter as much as possible, gare
the order to march a t midnight, and, as a first step, had
the loads brought out and arranged all ready for loading,
as a plain hint that I expected the absent muleteere to be
prwent at the appointed hour. The measure proved
successful, for after much running to and fro amongst the
servants, our party was brought together by two o'clock
in the morning, and we set out on our march half an
hour later, but without the head muleteer and three of
his men, who, having received their hire in advance,
were indifferent on the score of punctuality.
Our route was W.S.W., by a well-beaten track, over a
plain country, covered with many villages, and travemed

towards the south and west by detached ridges of hill.
At about eight miles we came to Husenabad, and passing
through it, haltec! on a piece of green turf near the road for
the baggage to come up. I had had no rest during the night
owing to the bustle of our people and the noise made by
the nightingales, and was here so overpowered with fatigue,
that I stretched myself on the sward, and was fast asleep
in a minute, dreaming where all the hundreds ~f mules
and asses we had just pgssed on their way to the city
with loads of green lucerne could have come from, since
our Mirakhor had assured us that not one was to be procured in the country, and had, simply as a token of goodwill, provided me with twenty of those that had brought
us from Sistan, only at quadruple the former rates, half
down in advance for the whole journey. ' Clever fellow !
he at all events secured his mudlikhil before losing sight
of the muleteers.
From this we went on, and crossing the river Kdrij by
a masonry bridge, passed over a stony ridge from a hill
on the right, and sloped down to Rabat Karim, where we
found quarters in some of the many empty houses of the
vlllage, having come twenty-five miles from Khanabad.
The population of this village was formerly reckoned at
a thousand families. It does not now contain a fourth
of that number, and a very wretched, sickly-looking set
they are, with hardly a child to be found amongst them.
And so it was with every place we came to on all the
journey down to K i r m h h a h .
We concluded our first march away from Tehran more
successfully than I had hoped for in the face of the
troubles lowering ahead at the h t start. My guide,
S h u k d a h Beg, has been most energetic and willing, and
promises to turn out a good conductor. He is a blunt,
plain-spoken man, with sharp intelligent features, a
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freckled complexion, and bristly red beard, and has none
of the polish and love of finery so characteristic of tbe
Persian of Tehran, though he is equally impressed with
the necessity for ceremony and show. To my amusement he started our procession this morning quite en
rt?qLe,with a strict adherence to the form observed by
great men on the march. My spare horse was lead as a
yadak in front by the groom mounted on a mule, whilst
he himself, having assumed the title, led the way as
Mirakhor, the two riding camels, servants, and baggage
following us in column close in rear, and gradually drop
ping behind as our pace exceeded theirs.
We arrived at our resting-place at the breakfast hour,
and now I missed the cheerful society of those we had
parted from, and my thoughts ran back over the long
journey we had done together. The frosts and snows of
Balochistan, the passage of the Khojak, and the cutting
winds of Kilndahm recurred to memory ; and with them
came recollections of the General's enduring energy and
indomitable pluck, that overcame all ditFiculties and inspired a confidence that deprived hardships of half their
sting; his ever-cheerful spirits too, and kindly thought for
all, that made distance wane, and fatigue lose its load.
Recollections of the Afghan welcome and hospitality, and
of the Saggid's friendly intercourse and sociability, his
amusing conversation, interesting tales, and theologic
dogmatism. Recollections too of our Persian secretary,
Mirza Ahmad (a native of Peshawar), his cheerful bearing under trials, his modest demeanour, his honesty and
readiness a t all times for all things. I thought of
Sistan, and ran over the journey thence to the Persian
cnpitnl wit11 those we joined thcrc, and I miseed the
c11:irrninq qrncc3 of Sir F. Goldsmid's mmner, his bene1
- ( ~ l f - d l ~ n i ~nncl
l,
hi.: instriictive conversntion.
I

Our march through Khorassan was gone over again, with
many an agreeable recollection of the benefits derived
from Major Ewan Smith's excellent arrangements for the
road, and recollections, too, of many a tedious march
enlivened by the vivacity of his humour and sprightly
t . The k t of April in our camp at Birjand wax not
forgotten, nor the post we all rushed out of our tents to
meet ; and if the others have not forgiven Major Beresford
Lovett, I have, out of respect for his talents. Many a
race across country with Mr Bower to bring to bay and
question some astonished shepherd or ploughman came to
mind, and the sharp ring of his " Mdli injh hasti ? Dih
chi ism ddrad B " (" Do you belong to this place ? What's
the name of the village 1") methought was heard afresh.
With such though& was I occupied when Shukrullah
Beg made his appearance, and, wit,h a seriow face,
announced that the mulemen demanded their discharge,
as they had no money for the journey, and the head
muleteer, who had received the advance, had not joined
them. They were afraid they would never get their share
of the hire, and did not wish to go on without being paid.
This was rather embarrassing news. However, 1 sent for
the men, explained to them that the head muleteer would
probably soon overtake us, and that meanwhile I would pay
for their food and that of the mules, and dismissed them
to their work, and ordered the march at two in the morning. At the same time, for safety's sake, I had the mules
brought over and picketed in the court below our quarters,
and a t sunset had the loads packed and ranged out ready
for lading.
10th June.-RaMt
Karim to Khanabad, thirty-three
miles. We set out a t three A.M., following a westerly
course over wide pasture downs, along the line of telegraph
between Tehran and Baghdad, with a range of hills away
2
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At an hour and a half we came to a roadside mrae, where we alighted for the b a g g q e to come
up. The sarae datea from the time of Shah Abbm the
Great, and was very substantially built of trap rock
and cellular lava. It is now in a state of ruin, I n the
interior we found portions of several human skeleto=
To two of thcm were still adhering the clothes they wore
during life, and they told the tale of the dead-poor
peasants cut short on their way to the capital in search
of food. To one of them the skull was attached uainjured. I took i t off, and carried it away with me for the
anthropological museum of a learned friend.
Beyond this we crossed the Rddi Shor, a brackish
stream that drains past KGm on t o the salt desert, where
it joins the Kltli Shor of Nishabor and Sabzwdr, and
went over an undulating p t u r e country, rising gently
to the westward, and having the snowy mountains of
ShSmrdn in view t o the right. At about tn-cnty miles
we rose to the crest of the downs, m d looked down on
the smiling valley of Pashandia with its many villages
and gardens, an agreeable change from the dreary wilds
and pasture downs of the countrv me had traversed.
The elevation here is 4380 feet above the sea, thus giving
an r2cjccnt of 700 feet from Rabat Karim.
Up to this point we found no .water except t h a t of
Rddi Shor, and the whole country wears a very uninteresting and wild look. From the crest we dropped into
the valley, and passing several villages, some in ruins,
crossed a wide sandy ravine in which lay some p t
blocks of brown lava, and farther on arrived a t Khanabad. where we alighted at the d n p p a r h t l a or post-house,
glad of its sllcltcr, for the sun shone out towards noon
with much force. This is a poor little village, and has
fifteen fiunilies left of o population of sixty before

to the right.

h'HA iVA BAD T O XHCISI5KA K .
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the famine. I t is in the Zarand bulzik, which contains
sixty or seventy villages, with Sdba as their capital town.
The bulzik: is the dower of one of the Shah's wives, named
Anisuddaula. She deputes her brother, Muhammad
Hasan Khan, to its government. His residence is at
SLba, where are the ruins of an ancient fire-temple.
Gabr relics are found all over the district. Such were the
fruits of a chat with the keeper of the post-house, who, his
horses having all died, and the appearance of travellers
being few and far between, was only too glad of the
opportunity to talk on any subject with any one, and
answered our endless questions with willing readiness.
Hence we marched twenty-six miles to Khushkakroute W.S.W., and then west over a wide hill-girt plain,
most,ly uncultivated owing to want of water. At three
miles we passed Asydbad, and then no other village up
to our stage. A few were seen a t the foot of the hills to
the right, at long distances apart, and a number of klirez
wells were traced across the plain by their line of little
mounds of excavated earth. The soil is firm and gravelly,
and the surface now presents a thick green carpet of
herbs of sorts, a11 in full flower. I recopised the Syrian
rue, two or three kinds of spurge, the wild poppy, larkspur, clove pink, ragged-robin, and a variety of cruciferous, composite, labiate, leguminous, and umbelliferous
herbs. Myriads of caterpillars loaded their little branches,
and the whole surface, along our route at least, W ~ F F
fluttering with innumerable butterflies with leopard-like
spotted wings. Lizards of different sorts and sizes were
common enough, and dodged our horses' hoofs at every
step, but not a bird was seen of any kind.
Across the plain the road rises over a long hill slope
up to the postrhouse and hamlet of Khushkak a t the
entrance of a pass into the hills. We found the post-
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house deserted and falling to ruin, and therefore alighted
a t one of the empty huts of the village. Khushkak is
the last village of the Zarand bdhk in this direction. I t
is a poor place, and only retains twenty of the fifty
families that formed its population. The little hut we
occupy, though it has just been swept and spread with
carpets, has an almost insupportably disagreeable musty
odour, raising unpleasant suspicions rts to the condition of its former occupants. The floor waa a little
below the level of a brisk little stream that ran down the
hill close outside its walls, and the moisture, percolating
through the soil, filled the atmosphere of the room with
a heavy sickly vapour. In the absence of our tents,
which were yet far behind, it was the best shelter the place
afforded, and I was content to correct its vapours with
the addition of tobacco fumes.
1 2th June.-Khushkak
to Novar&n, thirty-six miles.
Marched at 1.45. A.M.--routc a little south of west by a
winding path continually ascending and descending
across a range of low rounded hills covered with the
richest pasture, on which we found large herds of camels
a t graze, and in the sheltered hollows between spied the
black tents of their ilydt owners.
At two miles we crossed a noisy hill torrent, and,
turning to the Icft, went up its narrow glen, with long
strips of orchards and hamlets on either slope, and a t
about another five miles reached the watershed. Its
elevation is about 6938 feet above the sea, and 1528 feet
above Khushkak. Here we turned to the right, and
pasaing over rolling pasture downs, gradually descended
to a long valley in which are many villages. At about
twenty miles we p m e d the villages of Shamrin and
Bivardn, picturesquely perched on the hill slopes amidat
delightful vineyards. Farther on, we left the hills, and

going along the v d e y , passed a number of villages to our
left ; and a t eleven o'clock, after a fatiguing ride of nine
hours, camped under the shade of some splendid walnuttrees close to the village of Novarh. Several of the
villagers flocked out to see us, and, to my surprise, I
found they did not understand Persian. They are Kurds,
'and speak a dialect of Turki, said to be different from
the language spoken by the Turks.
This place is in the Muzdkhanchay buldk, which contains about forty villages. I t is said to have suffered less
from the famine than other parts of the country. Its
people, however, looked the impersonation of poverty.
.131jl June.-NovarAn
to ZsrAh, thirty-two miles.
Departed a t 2.15 A.M. ; morning air still and chilly.
At four miles out crossed the Muzdkhanchay river by a
masonry bridge. It is a tributary of. the K~ river,
which is lost on the desert towards Kirman, and here
marks the boundary between Tehran +nd Hamadan. It
is subject to violent floods after rains on the hills, and
its bed certainly bears the traces of violent rushes of
water.
At four miles on we came to s ruined and deserted
hamlet by which flowed a sparkling little hill torrent.
On its bank lay the corpse of a woman half devoured by
wild animals, and beyond it lay the broken skeletons of
other victims of the famine. Here our route changed
from 1V.S.W. to N.N.W., and led over a long uninteresting succession of undulations, and finally cresting a
low ridge, sloped down a wide hollow in which are many
villages. The soil is everywhere,up to the ridge a bare
clay thrown up into hummocks, and furrowed by the
action of water. Onwards from the ridge we marched in
view of the snow-crowned Alwand mountain away to
the south-west.

.
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At 9.30. A.M. we arrived a t ZaAh, a miserable little
village, almost depopulated, and the very picture of
poverty and neglect, and alighted a t the c h a p p r h ,
which we found empty and extremely filthy. Below the
village, on a turfy spot beyond its rivulet, we found the
camp of ImOm Culi Khan, Idduddaula, the governor of
Kirmanshah. He is a son of the late Muhammad Mi
Mirza, one of the many sons of the late Fath Ali Shah,
and is consequently an uncle of the reigning Shah. H e
is now going to the capital to take part in the discussion
of various important state questionu that are shortly to
occupy the attention of the Shah and his ministers. His
camp consists of a large single-poled tent, and a dozen
smaller ones round i t for his ladies and attendants ; and
in front of them are d r a m up three very handsome fourwheeled carriages of English or French manufacture.
Towards sunset Shukrullah Reg announced that a
peshkhidmat, or page in attendance, had arrived with a
message from the Prince. He was ushered up to the
room I occupied, and, with a polite bow, and hands
folded in front, delivered his message. " The I m a u d daula is pleased to say that a saddled horse is ready if
your honour feels disposed to pay him a visit" " My
compliments to the Imsduddaula, and I shall have 111uch
pleasure in paying my rcspects to his excellency." " By
your leave I will go for the horse." "There is no
necessity for that. My own is at hand, and I will ride
over in half an hour. " And the pesId$.idW with a bow
retired. I gave the order for my horse to be saddled,
and meanwhile donned a suit of presentable attire.
Shukrullah Reg the while was busy arranging a procession
more Persico ;and when I came down to the gate of the
chapparkhana, I found my groom with the sp'are horse
ready as n. yctdak, and the mulemcn, and othcrs he had

somehow got hold of for the occasion, ranged in file on
either side the path, and looking as solemn as if they
were about to be led to execution.
It was all, no doubt, quite correct, and had the individual actors in the ceremony been a t all decently attired,
I might have submitted to the rules of conventionality,
and allowed myself to be led off en yrande tenue. Under
the actual conditions, however, the processionists did
look such a set of ragamuffins, that I could not coment to
play a part in the farce, and consequently, much to tho
chagrin of Shukrullah Beg, sent them all back to their
places, and mounting my horse, set off towards the camp,
attended by my personal orderly in uniform, and Shukrullah Beg leading the way.
Near the camp we met the horse sent out for me, and
crossing a small rivulet, arrived in front of the great tent.
Here I dismounted, and sent in my card by one of the
servants ranged in two rows in front of the tent door.
Presently a very intelligent-looking man stepped out, and,
with a deferential manner, invited me to walk in. I did
so, and removing my hat, bowed to the Prince, who waa
seated, oriental fashion on a broad cushion, like a mattress.
Without rising, he motioned me to a chair placed at the
side of his cushion. As I took my seat, his son, the only
other occupant of the tent, and who had risen from his
kneeling posture seated on his heels as I entered, again
resumed his former position on the other side of the
cushion. He was a handsome young man with a glossy 1)lack beard, and throughout the interview observed a
respectful silence, with an attentive gaze towards his
father. The Prince wm plainly dressed in a suit of black
cloth, and, with spectacles adjusted, appeared to have
been busy with a number of manuscripts that lay in a small
pile before him. His close-trimmed grizzly benrd gave
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him a somewhat stern expresion, but his voice was
gentle and his manner affable, with an m y sense of conscious dibanity. He inquired how I Eared on my travels,
and how long I had resided in ~ e k i a " It is my first
visit to the country," I said, " and I have been marclung
through it for four months." With an inquiring look of
doubt he asked where I had learned the language, and
was pleased to compliment me on my knowledge of it*
He alluded iu a kindly way to the death of MI Alison,
said it was a great loss to Persia, and speculated on his
successor, giving his own vote for Sir H. Rawlinson. He
made several inquiries regarding Sistan, and asked if the
boundary had been settled. The question, I replied, was
now under discussion a t T e h . He had heard of
the assassination of Lord Mayo, and asked whether it
was true that a general rebellion in India had followed
the tragedy. He referred to European politics very
sensibly; said the defeat of the French took all Persians
by surprise; they must fight again, but Prussia would
maintain the position she had gained in Europe. He
spoke in disparaging terms of Turkey ; the country was
rotten to the core, had no credit, no organisation, and no
army ; she was doomed sooner or later to fall before
Russian progress. He supposed the proposed Euphrates
Valley railway would soon be set on foot ; it would prove
the regeneration of Persia. The country now, he said,
was in a deplorable state, u p w d of a million of its
people had perished in the famine. The country, he said,
was naturally divided into five HtJm One fifth was
desert, two Mths were mountain, another fifth was paeture, and the remaining fifth was arable and habitable.
In such converse the set courses of coffee, sherbet, tea,
and ice, with the cnlybn between each, mere got through,
and I t,ook my leave with the same ccremony as on entering.

ZARAH TO MILA GIRD.
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On returning to my quarters in the post-house, I found a
sheep, trays of sweetmeats, four great cones of Russian
white sugar, two large packets of tea, and two boxes of
gdz (a sweatmeat prepared at Kirmanshah from manna),
had bcen politely sent over for me by the ImSduddaulaa civility which in the East corresponds with an invitation
to dinner in the West. I lvas much pleased with this
visit, particularly as it afforded me an opportunity of
correcting some mistaken notions regarding the pride and
insincerity of the Persians, and the disposition of the leading men of the country towards our nation.
In the Imiiduddaula I found a dignified, quiet, and wellinformed man, who spoke sensibly on all matters, and
bore himself like a prince. He thanked me for my visit,
said he was much pleased to have seen me, and wished me
a prosperous journey onwards, and hoped I would make
use of his garden-house at Kirmanshah during my stay
there.
14th June.-ZarSh to Mila Gird, twenty miles--route
W.S. W., across a wide alluvial plain, bounded by the
Alwand mountain on the south, and the Caraghan range
on t.he north. The level surface presents a bright sheet
of green corn, pasture land, and meadows, interspersed
with numerous villages and gardens, all radiant in their
summer foliage. The scene is one of great promise, but
its reality sadly disappoints.
On arrival at Mila Gird we rode up to the post-house.
A corpse with gaping mouth and staring eyes lay athwart
the threshold; hungry, pinched, and tattered men and
women, careless of their surroundings, passed and repassed
without so much as a glance a t it. We too passed on
through the village, and witnessed the nakedness of its
misery. Men'desponding, bowed, and paralysed by want,
women nude in their r a p , with matted hair and shrivelled
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features, wandered restlessly like witches, naked children
with big bellies and swollen feet turned up their deep
sunk eyes with an unmeaning stare as we disturbed them
at their morning meal of mild seed grasses and unripe
ears of corn. The scene mas the most frightful we had
anywhere seen, and the roadside deposits of undigested
grass and weeds, told of the dire strait.. the surviving
population endures.
TITepassed on from this scene of suffering, and alighted
under the shade of some willom-trees fringing a \\latercourse beyond the village, and there awaited the arrival
of our baggage, which by some mistake had taken the
wrong road, and was passing our stage, as we rightly
concluded by the dust rising on the plain some miles off.
Shukrullah Beg galloped d t e r them, and brought them
back about midday, all more or less knocked up by the
heat of the sun.
In the afternoon I had a quantity of bread prepared
and distributed to the poor villagers. The h n t i c
struggles for its possession, the fighting and biting and
screaming that followed, decided me not to attempt such
a mode of relief again. I had had thirty or forty men
and women and children seated in a row preparatory to
the distribution. But the b r e d was no sooner brought
forward than they all rushed on Shukrullah Beg and the
two muleteers bearing the bread, and nearly tore the clothes
off their backs. They dropped their loads, and extricating themselves aa best they could, left the crowd to fight
it out nmongst thcmsclres. And thcy ccrtninly sct to
work wit11 tllc fcrocity of ~ v i l r l lwnqtq, ant1 tllc lr~ead,
of 1vl1ic.11t l l c ~\\-:I.:
~ :I snc.l;ful, v : ~ stor11 from linutl to
11:t~i(l.
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a westerly route along the plain to the foot of the hills,
and then turned south-west to Hamadan, a t the foot of
the snow-topped Alwand mountain. At about seven
milcq we reached a range of low hills, and beyond them
passed over a long stretch of pasture downs, a dreary
solitude, without a sign of life for miles. At another
seven miles we passed the roadside hamlet of Durguz,
and three miles farther on a decayed villagc, which we
were told had been depopulated by the fanline. As it
stood close to the road, I turned aside to visit it, and
witnessed a scene that baffles description, and, from what
we heard, is but too common in this part of the country.
The village (its name I omitted to note a t the time,
and have since forgotten) contained about a hundred and
fifty houses, but only five of them were now tenanted.
The rest were all deserted, and many of them were falling
to ruin. In one of the now still and voiceless streets I
passed a middle-aged man, apparently in the last stage
of starvation. He was propped in a sitting posture
against a wall, with his lank withered arms crossed in
front to support his shrivelled legs from weighing upon
his misshaped feet and swollen ankles. His sickly-looking face, with puffed cheeks, drawn lips, and sunken eyes,
rested on his knees, and as we rode past he had not the
energy to move or beg a morsel of bread. I threw him a
kran,but, without a motion towards it, he merely gasped
out, " Ncin, bid& ncin! " (" Bread, give me bread! ") A
little way on a horrible stinkdeclared the existence of a putrid corpse in the tenantless houses around; and outside the
village, on the edge of a small patch of ripening corn, we
found the remnant of the population, already a t this early
hour (it was only four o'clock) staying the pangs of their
hunger by literally grazing the green grass. They were
three or four hag-like women, and as many half-grown lads ;
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and as they plucked the ears of bearded corn, they
chewed and swallowed them beard and all.
At four miles f'arther on we created an upland, a n d
then sloped down to the delightful valley of Hamadan.
Its green award, yellowing crops, and gardens dark in the
luxuriance of their foliage, presented a picture of happiness
and prosperity utrangely reversed by the cruel reality. On
R hill slope overlooking this crest of upland we observed
a couple of small military tents. I n front of them were
seated three or four sa~bdzof the guard, stationed here to
protect the road from depredation by the hun,gry peasantry around. Lower down the slope we passed a party of
Hamadanis, driving their oxen and awes in the direction
whence we had come. They were almost all armed, indicating the i~mxmrestate of the country here, for they are
the first armed people (other 'than military) me have met
in all our journey from the eastern frontier.
Our road across the valley led paat Surkhabad over a
river crossed by rr masonry bridge of five arches, and
then by Shivim to the city, where we found accommodation
in the post-house. We arrived a t 7.47. A.M., and a t this
hour the thermometer rose to 71" Fah. At daybreak on
the march i t was so low as 48O Fah. Hamadan is a n extensive city, delightfully situated a t the foot of the Alwand.
In the nooks and hollows extending along the base of the
mountain, and some way u p its bare rocky slopes, are
situated a number of picturesque little hamlets, buried
from view in their surrounding vineyards and orchards ;
and in the valley.stretching away to the west is rr continuous succession of corn-fields, fruit gardens, and vill-,
amidst which flows a considerable stream fed by numerous
little rills coming down from the hills. Altogether the
Scenery is very charming, and the snowy heighta of the
mountain above add n feature as pleasing to view as it

is refreshing to the senses. The ground, too, is classic.
Here stood the ancient Ecbatana, whose mouldy soil
yields a variety of ancient relics, Median, Grecian, and
early Arab signets, seals, and rings, with coins, beads, and
sculptures. Here too are shown the tombs of Esther and
111ordecai, and of Avicenna, the Arabian philosopher and
physician.
The present city occupies the depression and slopes of
a hollow a t the foot of the mountain, and is said to contain nine thousand houses. Its situation affords facilities
for drainage, but is 0bjectionth.de on the score of ventilation. The climate, however, is described as very
salubrious, although its winter is a rigorous season, as may
be well understood from its elevation at 6162 feet above
the sea. The sumowding country is pretty and productive, and in prosperous times the place must be a delightful residence, which it certainly is not now.
The population of the city was reckoned a t fifty
thousand before the famine, and is now estimated a t half
that number, but I don't think there can be so many as
fifteen thousand. The place w,?s the centre of a considerable trade, especially with Russia by Resht on the
Caspian, and had rt numerous colony of J e w s It now
appears to be utterly ruined. Hardly a decently-dressed
man is to be seen, and nothing is to be got in its bazars ;
even our cattle were with difficulty supplied with fodder
and grain. The city swarms with famishing beggars,
and our lodging in the post-house was besieged by crowds
of them, whom it was impossible to satisfy. We were
prevented moving outside the walls of the post-house
through fear of them, for, as Shukrullah Beg warned us,
they were in a dangerous mood, and if I ventured into
the city on foot, I should certainly have the clothes torn
off my back, and might possibly lose my life-neither
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very pleasant alternatives ; so I curbed the promptings
of curiosity a t the dictates of discretion, and fed my
would-be assrti1ant.a with bread, the distribution going on
through a hole in the gateway, by way of protection
against msault.
A good deal of wine is made a t this place, The white
is something like hock, and the red like claret. The
samples brought to us, however, were of very inferior
quahty and crude flavour, but were as good as one could
expect a t the rate of tenpence a quart, which --as probably double the market price.
17th June.-Hamadan to Asadabad, thirty -two miles.
We set out at 3.30. A.M., and passed through the northern quarters of the city, where is a covered bazar in a
state of dilapidation. Ib shops are mostly empty and
tenantless, the streets are choked with refuse and filth
of sorts, and the air is loaded with abominable stinks.
The dress, appearance, and condition of the people w e
met was in keeping with their surroundings. Beyond
the city we passed through an old cemetery, crowded
with handsome tombstones of the Arab period. Some
were carved out of splendid slabs of white m'lrble, and
others were formed of massive blocks of granite and
sandstone, all from the mountain overlooking. Farther
on, clearing a number of vineyards and orchards, we came
to the open country, and following the path skirting the
foot of the mountain, passed several villages, and crossed
many brisk little streams from the hill slopes, some of
them by masonry bridges, till, a t about fourteen miles,
we came to a branching of the road. The branch to the
left goes direct over a high ridge of Alwand, and was
taken by our baggage as being the shortest route; the
other winds over lesser heights of the same ridge farther
to the west\varcl.
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We followed the latter, and passing the castellated
village of Zaghk, entered amongst low hills. Here our
route changed from W.N.W. to south-west, and crossing
two lesser ridges, a t about twenty-six miles from Hamadan brought us to the crest of a watershed, from which
we looked down on the hill-locked valley of Asadabad.
Here the aneroid figured 22.38, giving the elevation a t
about 7525 feet above the sea, and 1363 feet above
Hamadan. The road is very goocl and easy. It was
made two years ago for the Shah's journey to Karbal&.
The soil is light and fertile, and corn crops cover the
hill slopes. The rock is a soft friable slate, traversed by
great veins of quartz.
The descent is by an eaay gradient in view of the high
snowy range of Nahwand away to the south. At the
foot of the descent we came to a wide boulder-strewn
ravine, over the surface of which were scattered great
gabions and fascines, the relics of a disruptured dam built
across the ravine to retain its floods for purposes of
irrigation. Some few weeks ago a violent flood from the
hills above burst through this dam, and inundated the
town of Asadabad, destroying several of its houses, and
causing much loss of life ancl property,
On arrival a t the town, a few miles farther on, we
found the streets had been furrowed by the rush of
waters, the height of which was plainly marked on the
walk by a water-line two feet above the level of the
street. The town wears a wretched, clesolate look, and
a gloomy silence reigns over it. We put up a t the posthouse, which we found deserted and in a filthy state. We
could procure no barley for our cattle here, a decided
hardship after their long march ; and our followers had
to go on half rations, owing to the unwillingness of the
people to sell their b r e d Asadabad is said to contain
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five hundred houses, but only two hundred are occupied.
I saw no beggars here, and the people appeared in much
better plight than we had anywhere yet seen.
Our next stage was twenty-five miles to Kangawhr.
The night air in Asadabad was close, oppressive, and
steamy, probably owing to the action of a hot sun during
the day (a thermometer placed in its direct rays rose to
142O Fah.) on its soaked soil. For so soon as we got out
on the plain beyond the town, the early morning air
struck cold and damp.
We set out a t 2.40. A.M., and proceeded over a level
plain south by west, along the line of telegraph posta
The plain is girt on all sides by high hills, and presents
a green sheet of corn-fields and meadows, over which
are scattered many villages. We passed six or seven
dessicated and putrefying corpses on the road, and overtook several small parties of destituh, forty or fifty
people in all, dragging their withered limbs slowly dong.
Men, women, and children were eating from whisps of
unripe corn, plucked from the roadside fields, t o stave off
the bitter end that was fast creeping upon them. There
is nobody to help them, and they themselves are past
begging.
At about half-way we passed Mmdarabd, a collection
of twenty or thirty huts round fort3ed walls enclosing
an ancient tumulus, and covered with storks' nests
Here we found the corpse of a woman lying aerm the
road, a t the edge of a k&rastream supplying the v
m
with water.
Farther on we passed a little roadside hamlet, and
beyond it, crossing n swampy riwlct by a msaonq bridge*
entered low hills. Passing over these, we entered the
TCnngawLr \-alley, and turning westward along a hill
qliirt bloornillg n.it,ll flowcrs and whole fields of wild
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hollyhock, ancl a t 8.20. A.M.arrived a t Kangamar posthouse.
The valley is rich in crops, a d covered with villages.
Most of them are more or less depopulated, and the
people have yet a month to wait before the growing corn
will be ready for the sickle. Meanwhile, how many
must perish ! The town, which is said to contain five
hundred houses, half of which are empty, is indescrilably filthy, and swarms with beggars, many of whom are
dying:curled up on the dungheaps obstructing the roads.
Cold and starvation together must soon put an end b
their sufferings, for the night air a t this elevation of 5 125
feet above the sea is chill and damp.
This town appears to occupy the site of some more
ancient city. On an eminence in its midst, and at the
foot of some low hills, we saw the ruins of some ancient
temple of v a t proportions and very solid build. Six
round monolith pillars on n corniced basement still exist
in position, and another lies prostrate before the pile.
Each pillar, so far as I could see between the intervening
houses, is of solid limestone, about twelve feet high and
four feet diameter. Nobody could tell us anything about
the history of this ruin.
19th June.-Kangawar to Srrhudl, twenty-three miles.
Departure, 3.45 A.M.-route south-west, by a good though
stony road, minding u p and down between hills all the
way, their slopes bare rock, but the skirts covered with
rr profusion of flowering plants, that perfume the air with
their fragrance. Ovcrtook several parties of travellers
on their way to Kirmanshah. They had been waiting
for several days for a caravan, and took advantage of my
arrival to proceed with my party. They kept with us
all the may, but held themselves aloof from our people
a t each stage.
2 IC
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At half-way we came to the Kotal Sahuah or " Pass of
Sahuah." Its top is called Gardan Bthdrkh, or the
"red-earthed ridge," from the colou. of the soiL Its
elevation is 5800 feet above the sea. Here our c o k e
chapged to due west, and the descent a t four miles
brought .usto the spring and hamlet of Sarab, the first
water met from Kangawar. At six miles farther, we
reached Sahuah, and finding its post-house in ruins and
its sarae yet incomplete, were glad to pass on from the
sccnes of its misery to a garden on the outakirb, where
we camped under the shade of some magnificent elmtrees. Around us are vineyards and corn crops, the
latter ripe and being cut.
On our way through the town, we p d s e v d
h g D w lying in the streets, and moaning pitifully.
During the day we have seen at l a s t sixty poor wretches,
mostly women and half-grown youths, who cannot live
another month, I should say, even if they were now provided with food, to such a state of bloodless dropsy m
they reduced. All the afternoon, tattered famished
wretches hovered around our camp. Amongst them, in
strange contrast, appeared a gaily-dressed, active, md
rather good-looking young wench, with bare legs and
short petticoats not reaching to the knees. A loose open
shift of gauze showed a tattooed bosom and full stomach,
whilst her painted cheeks and saucy beaiing advertised
her cdinm.
a.
Some vdlagem who brought our supplies into amp
gave us harrowing details of the sufferings this village
had passed through. "This vineyard is full of the
skeletons," said one of them, "of those who have
died here eating the lcavcs and shoots of the vinmn
"Come," he added, " I mill show you some of them."
And at less than thirty paces from where I was seated

at my table, he showed me three human skeletons. I
saw several others farther in amongst the vines, and
took advantage of the opportunity to secure a skull.
But none of them being fit to take away, I asked my
guide to fetch me a clean and perfect one. He disappared over the wall into the next vineyard, and in less
than as many minutes returned bearing three skulls in
his arms. I selected one, and the others he tossed back
amongst the vines we had just left. He told me this
village formerly had two hundred and twenty families,
but that not one hundred of them now remained.
20th June.-Sahuah to Besitun, eighteen miles. Night
cold, clear, and moonlight-morning air delightful and
fresh-midday sun hot. Departure, three A.M.-route west
for two miles to foot of hills, and then south-west through
a fertile valley along the course of the Lolofar river. The
country is crossed by numerous irrigation streams, dotted
with many villages, covered with corn crops, and fragrant
with the perfume of multitudes of pretty flowers.
At the spring-head of Besitun I dismounted, and
climbed over the rocks to look at the wonderful sculptures
rescued from their obscurity and set before the world by
Rawlinson, and then proceeded to the village, hardly five
minutes off. The village is a miserable collection of
forty or fifty huts close to a large sarae. As we passed
the latter on our way to the post-house, a great wolfish
shag& dog stalked by, head erect, with the leg and foot
of a woman held between his jaws. Some villagers
staring at our party did not even take up a stone to hurl
at the brute. We found the post-house so filthy, and
after being swept, sprinkled with water, and carpeted, so
unbearably foul-smelling, that we were obliged to quit it.
A corpse lying at the door of the surae turned us away
from that too, and we went off to the turfy bank of a

,
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little stream hard by, and there awaited the arrival of
our tents and baggage. The midday sun shone with
considerable force, and the plague of fiies and musquitoes
\\-asmost annoying. A number of diminutive goah
panting in the sun's rays sought shelter in our tents
from their worry and stings.
In different parts of our journey we had fared on what
bread the places respectively produced, and took it, good,
bad, and indifferent, as it came. But here the st& they
brought us was simply uneatable, so black, gritty, and
musty was it. Even our servants refused to eat it, and
we did very well without, aided by the disgust the horrid
sights we had witnessed of themselves produced. An
intelligent-looking Persian of this place came up to me
a t sunset, when our tents were being struck, and to my
surprise addressed me in very good Hindustani. I
learned from him that he was a Wahabi, and had recently
returned from Dacca, where he had resided two years iu
the service of a wealthy merchant of that place. H e
told me there were no people left in this place except ten
or twelve families of shopkeepers, who kept a small stock
of supplies for wayfarers a t the sarae.
Tire slept out, d la beUe &ik, under the majestic
slladow of Besitun. The lights and shades on the face
of the precipitous rock, reflected by the rays of a full
moon, were very magnificent, and I long gazed a t the
glorious steep, watching the grotesque phantom forms
produced by the flitting shadows stirred by the breeze;
and at last, ovcrcome by fatigue, fell asleep dreaming
of the ancient peoples whose mark, living on the rock,
hallows the place with a mysterious interest.
21st June.-Besitun
to Kirmanshah, twenty-eight
miles. Marched at one A.M.-route westerly; a t first
through a nai.ro\v valley skirting Besitun hills, and then

away across an open undulating country, covered with
ripe corn crops and villages and Kurd camps. As we
struck away from the hills, a splendid meteor shot across
the sky horizontally, and burst only a few hundred yards
from us, in a shower of most beautiful stars of purple,
gold, and silver hue, just a " roman candle."
At six o'clock, crossing the CArAsd river by a masonry
bridge of six arches, we alighted at a dilapidated surae
for our baggage to come up. Here we were joined by
Abdurrahim, a very fair and intelligent youth of eighteen
years, a son of Agha Hasan, the British Wakiluddaula at
Kirmanshah. He had been sent out, attended by a single
horseman, to meet and escort us to the quarters prepared
for us in the city. Up to this point I had ridden my
dromedary, but here changed to my horse, as the more
fitting mode of entering the city, though he was in such
poor condition from his long and rapid marches, that he
must have attracted as much attention from the punctilious as the camel would have excited conlment. Kirmanshah has a clean, neat, and agreeable appearance as
one approaches from the east, anrl is decidedly the most
flourishing place we have yet seen in Persia. As we
neared its walls, we passed a vast collection of new graves,
filled during the last two years with the bodies of fifteen
thousand people who have died here. Most of them, 'it
is said, had come in from the surrounding country to find
food in the capital of the province, but found instead a
stone in place of bread.
In the city we alighted at some very dilapidated
quarters adjoining the residence of the TVakiluddaula.
The rooms were nicely carpetcd with rich felts, and
furnished with tables and chais and cots. Soon after
our arrival a couple of servants brought over tea and
sweeta for our refreshment ; and the young lad return-
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ing from a visit to his father, said the Wakiluddaula
begged his absence might be excused. He was laid up
with a fit of ague, but he hoped on its passing off to d
l
in the afternoon. I begged he would not take the
trouble, and thanked him for his arrangements for our
comfort, which were all very satisfactory.
Towards sunset Agha Hasan was announced. H e
walked across the court supported by two servants, and
really looked very ill. With him came Mirza Sg;dic
Khan, Hakim Bashi, a physician who had walked the
London hospitals, and spoke English remarkably well.
He told us we had now got over the worst part of our
journey, and that all ahead would be easy t r a v w .
His words wore very strangely falsified, as the sequel
will shorn.
Wc halted here a day, and I took the opportunity to
return the visit of the Wakiluddaula, and inquire after
his health. He came out to the court to receive me, and
scemecl much pleased at the attention. He told me that
I shoulcl most likely have some difficulty in crossing the
Turkish frontier, as reports had recently been received of
disturbances on the road. He had applied to the governor here for a special passport for me, and would himself
write to the commanclant on the frontier, who was a
personal friend-a service for which I afterwards had
reason to bc grateful.
Thc JVakil in conversation told me that the fsmine
might now be considered as p a t . Prices had fallen
greatly since the cutting of the crops, and would soon
rcnch the usual rates. He said Persia was utterly ruined,
and had lost nearly half her population, and he did not
think tho country could recover its prosperity for fifty
ycnrs under favourable conditions. Society was disorganisccl ; no two men in the country could trust each

other, or combine for m y good. Turkey, he said, though
looked down on by Persia, was far ahead in civilisation.
I took my leave much pleased with his attentions, and
sent him a revolver as n present before starting on my
forward journey, and he sent me a couple of small carpets
in return.
Whilst here, we rode over to see the Thc o Bostam
sculptures, and returned by the garden of Imhduddaula.
The reservoir at the spring-head at TT6c o Bostam is a
charming spot, and the sculptures, so fully described and
delineated by Sir H. Rawlinson, are well worth a visit.
Kirmanshah is a very fertile province, and the city in
better times was very populous and flourishing. We did
not go over the bazars, as it was considered unsafe to do
so for fear of the beggars offeringus insult or annoyance.
I was disappointed at this, as I wished to see some Kur&tan carpets, which are here procurable of the best
quality.

C H A P T E R XIII.
33d June.-Kirrnanshah to Mydasht, twenty-three miles.
Owing to the promptitude of the TVakiluddaula in meeting my wishes and expediting my journey (for I had
told him my object was to reach Basrah in time for the
first July steamer to Bombay), we were enabled to set
out from the city a t ten o'clock last night. I had given
the order to load and start at six P.nr., but the mulemen
rebelled, led away their mules, and caused much trouble.
Shukrullah Beg, however, advanced them some money,
and by alternate threats and conciliations, persuaded them
to return ; and just then an escort of four horsemen m i v ing from the governor with letters for the commandant
of the troops a t Zuhsb, I left three of them in charge of
the baggage, with directions to bring it on so soon as
loaded, and with the other as guide, set out from the
city without further delay, calculating that my departure
would decide the mulemen on their course, and hasten
their movements.
After clearing the city and the low ridges to its west,
we halted awhile for the rest of our party, who presently
came up and joined us. The change from the close air
and foul smells of the city to the pure fresh breezes on
the open plain mas most agreeable, and quickly dispelled
the headaches, nausea, and feverish malaise most of us
complained of in the filthy pent-up courts of our temI)orarg resicience. If the choice were mine, I should never
enter these filthy Persian towns and villages, but canlp

under the shade of the trees in the gardens and vineyards
surrounding all such habitations. In this time of famine
and pestilence, one never knows what sickness may have
occurred in the empty houses we took up our quarters
in, whilst their state of neglect and impure atmosphere
only suggested very disturbing fancies, and speculations
we had no means of correcting.
We reached hlydasht Sarae at 4.30 A.M. The morning air was so cold that we were glad of a fire to warn1
ourselves, and the midday sun was so hot that we took
off our coats as superfluous. At daylight, the temperature was as low as 40" Fah., and in the middle of the
day it rose to 136" Fah. in the sun's rays, and 88" Fah.
in the shelter of the same.
At half-way on our march, descending a long n-inding
gully that opens on to a plain covered with some crops,
me met a very large caravan of pilgrims and merchants
on their way to Kirmanshah from Karbalb and Baghdad. There were nearly two thousand mules, camels,
and asses, and fully as many men and women. We
heard the sounds of their approach some minutes before
we met. The escort with me and Shukrullah Beg mere
at first disconcerted by the sounds, and hastily collected
our baggagers and party into a close compact column,
and moved cautiously down the slope. Presently, on
turning a rock, we were suddenly challenged by a party
of four or five horsemen.. " It's all right," said Shukrullah Beg, "let us go on in the order we are now in.
The caravan is a large one, and we may get confused
with those in it." The warning was quite necessary, for
the caravan was the largest I have ever seen, and we were
+ They provetl to be the advanced guard of the detachment escorting the
caravan, for owing to the depredations of Kurtl robbers, such prutection
n o r neceseary on this road.
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fully half an hour passing each other. Amongst the crowd
were many mule-litters bearing veiled ladies. I counted
one string of thirty-five out of several othera
I rode my dromedary on this march, and was, in the
dim light of dawn, taken for a pilgrim by the people of
the caravan, and received many a " Salcim alaik Hd$ !"
from those nearest to me. I was so fatigued by the
excitement and wakefulness of the past twenty-four
hours, that soon after arrival at the sarae, I fell asleep
in front of the fire lighted to warm our numbed hands
and feet, and was for a time dead to the aasaults
of the vermin that swarmed all over the place. Their
voracity, however, soen roused me from my slumbers,
and I found myself violently attacked by the hosts
of bugs, lice, fleas, spiders; and cockchafers, on whose
domain I had intruded. They punished me so severely
that I was glad to beat a retreat, and take refuge in
my own tent, which, the baggage having come up, I had
pitched at once. The delights of a tub and a clean suit
can be better imagined than described.
Our next stage was twenty-eight miles to H*abad
We set out at ten P.M., and marched all night in a southwesterly direction by a very good road over three successive ranges of hill, where the path is very stony. The
rocks are limestone and magnesian limestone, and are
thickly covered on their slopes with dwarf oak-treea
Except a small hamlet and a tiny stream at the first hill
pass, called Kotal C h h Zabbd, we p w e d no village nor
water in all the route. We saw, however, some t'Eyat
camps, and small patches of corn cultivation in the nooks
of the hills.
At five A.M. we arrived a t Hhinabad, a dilapidated
village occupied by only twenty or thirty families. The
rest, we were told, had gone offfor the six summer months
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to their ayldc or summer quarters in the hills. The
ki&,
or winter quarters on the plain, are now
mostly abandoned. The people here are dl Kurds. We
found the sarae here (there are no post-houses on this
road west of Kirmanshah) so dirty, and occupied by
such dreadfully unwholesome-looking beggars, that we
gladly availed ourselves of the offer of the chief man in
the place to alight at the residence of the governor, who
is at present absent on a tour in the district.
The house stands on the slope of a 1 ' 6 a t e d limestone ridge, and overlooks a stream of beautiful clear
water, full of fish and tortoises. It is apparently a new
building, and is tastefully decorated with ornamental
plaster. We found the rooms in the upper story quite
empty, but very clean and sweet. The servant in charge
of the house spread some felt carpets on the floor ; and
I stretched me down, and went to sleep till our baggage
arrived, and the noise of the men woke me.
We hear disquieting reports regarding the safety of
the road ahead. The country about Pul ZuhAb is said to
be in possession of the Khaleva tribe, who are now in
open rebellion against the authority of the Shah, by whom
they were, to the number of a thousand families, transported a couple of years ago from the vicinity of Baghdad
to their present settlements on this frontier. Their cause
of dissatisfaction is the attempt to exact revenue from
them. They are described as nomads of very unsettled
habits, and predatory at all times. They possess valuable
mares like the Baloch, and mounted on them, they now
harass the country from Pul ZuhAb to HAjf Cara. They
are committed to this course of rebellion on account of
a rupture with the Persian Government.
It appears that the governor of Karriud, M a l i . N y k
Khan, went amongst their camps to collect the revenue ;
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in a dispute at some tents, he was set upon and killed.
The Shah's troops were consequently brought out to
operate against the tribe. They have captured some
principal men and their families, and have dispersed the
rest of the camps into the hills.
At 10.30 P.M., having made the guardian of our
quarters happy, and requested him to convey our thanks
to our absent host, Swtip Muhammad Hasan, Khalora,
we set out from HSdnabad, and after a march of
twenty-four miles, at five A.M.arrived at Karriud. Here
we found the sarm full ; and after wandering about a
while, hired a house on the skirts of the town for the
day. Our route was W.N.W., by a good road over and
between low hills covered with dwarf oak-trees. I n the
glens and hollows we passed many dyad camps, and
patches of rich corn.
Karriud is a charming spot, and ite air is delightfully
pure. and refreshing. The town contains about two
thousand houses, and is romantically situated in a deep
hollow between two great hills of magnesirtn limestone.
The elevation here is 5212 feet above the sea, and the
night air is decidedly cold. Yet as wc rode into the
town we found the people sleeping on the house-tops,
curled up in their coverlets. The tramping of our horses
aroused some sleeping beauties, who, rubbing their eyes,
stared at us with undisguised surprise, m d shook their
slumbering lords to take note of the ncw-comers.
Some of the young women-they were all fair complexioned, I observed-had very comely features, and fine
turned limbs, which showed to advantage in contrast
with their greasy and tattered attire. The town has a
very flourishing look, and is crowded with a bustling
population, who, notwithstanding their clirty habits and
slovenly dress, appear comfortable apd prosperous. We

have evidently left the land of misery and starvation,
for we have not seen so thriving and happy a scene since
we entered Persian territory.
The bread we got .here was made from the newlyreaped corn, and was simply delicious, after the coarse,
mouldy, and gritty stuff we had been eating during the
p a t fortnight. We saw lots of cattle here, a new
feature on the scene; and, yet more surprising, some
veritable domestic pigs. One of them, indeed, scared
away from its fellows by our appearance, trotted ahead
of us into the town, heralding our approach by a succession of grunts.
26th June.-Pul
Karriud to Zuhhb, thirty-two miles.
1Ve left Karriud at 8.45 P.M. yesterday, and proceeded
1V.N.W. through a narrow valley, rising gently for eight
miles. Here we descended by a rocky path into a deep
minding defile, the sides of which are thickly covered
with oak-trees. The road, everywhere rough and dlflicult,
passes from side to side across a boulder-strewn ravine, in
which are pools trickling from one to the other down the
slope. At about half-way down the pass, we came to
h i y h Thgh, a village of about tt couple of hundred houses.
Here we found a regiment of Persian infantry or
sarL&z,just returned from Pul Zuhdb, where it appears
they have had an encounter with the enemy. The men
were scattered about the road for three miles beyond the
village in great disorder, and without a semblance of
discipline. Some. of them chaffed our men, and asked
what me had with us that we should go on when they
were in retreat from Pul Zuh&b, Their merriment and
gibes, however, were at once silenced by Shukrullah Beg,
who authoritatively announced that we were mdrnzir i
d n u h i Inglisia (on the service of the English Government). The words acted with magical effect. Those near
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us stood at "attention," and others as we passed on
touched their caps.
Shukrullah Beg now told me we should have trouble
ahead. There was no doubt, he said, about the Khaleva
rebellioa A party of four hundred of them had only
yesterday plundered Pul ZuhAb, and were still in force in
the vicinity. He was telling me what he had heard from
the sarbdz (that they were brought back to tho shelter
of these h& to wait for reinforcementa to attack the
enemy), when his story was verified by a long stream of
people hurrying up the defile with their asses and oxen
bearing their household goods and chattels.
At the steep descent of the pass where the road
zigzags down to P&yh TQh, we had some difficulty in
passing the strea7m set uphill against us. The poor
fugitives were driving their cattle and p u 5 g and pmting as if the enemy were in hot pursuit. Some of their
bullocks, taking fright at our party, became obstreperous,
threw their loads, and charged in amongst us, producing
no small confusion, and considerable risk of a roll down
the precipice.
There were about four hundred of these Kurds coming
up the pass. Many of them expressed surprise a t our
going down the hill when we saw they were running
away up it. One hardy old dame in particular, whose
bullock with all her worldly goods had dashed up the
hillside to escape our approach, was especially loud and
garrulous, and harangued us from the turn at a zig in
w o r d s I did not understand. Shukrullah Beg explained
by saying the old lady was facetious, and asked if we
thought ourselves lions that me were going down to face
the robbers who had defeated even the sarbLL ? These
Kurds were very poor and dirty people ; some of them
mere hideously ugly. Many of them had a sickly, un-

wholesome look, and in the light of dawning day, I saw
that ophthalmia aficted most of their children and young
people. .
The descent to PA*
T6gh is long and steep, by a
stony road that zigzags down the mountain slope.
Above the path to the right stands a solitary fire-temple,
in a fairly preserved state of ruin. Away to the left of
the descent is a very deep and narrow chasm, that drains
the M y h TAgh defile and hills to the plain below. Seen
in the waning moonlight on one side the descent, and in
the growing gleams of a rising sun on the other, it looked
a very remarkable natural phenomenon, and appeared
like a great rent or fissure in the rocky barrier that closes
the defile in this direction. *
Onwards from Phyin TAgh our road led dong a gradually expanding valley, and at about ten miles brought
us to Pul Zuh&b. The view on looking back is peculiar
and strikingly curious. The hills rise abruptly from the
plain, and form a well-defined barrier, that extends west
and east, a great buttress supporting the tablelands of
Persia against the valley of the Ti,@ on the one hand,
and the littoral of the Persian Gulf on the other.
We arrived at Pul ZuhSb, or Saribul, as it is also called,
from the bridge here over the Alwand river, at 7.30
A.M., and finding the sarae occupied by a regiment of
sarbdz, pitched our tents on the bank of the river below
the bridge. The height of this place is 2220 feet above
the sea, and 2992 bclow that of Karriud. The change
in the temperature was as great nt it was sudden. At two
P.M. the thermometer rose to 102" Fah. in my tent, and
placed in the rays of the sun, went up to 140" Fah. At
On descencling this pnss, me left the elevated plntenux of Persia behind
us, and entered on the volley of the Tigrie, quite a different country and
climate. The chnnge is sudden and complete, by a drop of three thousand
feet from the cool breezes of Karriud to the hot blnsta of Zuh6b.
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midnight it fell to 60" Fah. in the open air. At Karriud
the midday temperature was only 79" Fah., and in
the early morning only 50" Fah., though the sun's rays
affected the mercury there as much as they did here,
raising it to 134" Fah.
Soon after our arrival here I sent Shukrullah Beg with
the passport received from the governor of Kirmanshah
to the head man here, to arrange for an escort to proceed
with my party in the morning. He returned 'an hour
later mying the official here would have nothing to say
to the passport, as it was addressed to the frontier officer
at ZuhSb, a town said to be two farsakhs distant in a
north-\rest direction.
This was rather embarrassing intelligence, and I
was in doubt as to what course I should adopt, when
some further information elicited from S h u k d l a h Beg
decided me in my line of action. He told me that the
officer now in charge of the frontier at Zuhdb, h r d only
just been appointed by the Shah's government, in place
of the local hereditary chief, who had been recedtly
killed by the Khlzleva (Arab) rebels, and that he was 3
Persian of Tehran. The commandant of the troops here
was a brother of the murdered chief, and claimed to
succeed him in the local government. But as he had
been denied his right, he was not on good terms with
tlie new incumbent, and would make a dficultj- in
carrying out any orders received from him, and that it
was probable I might be detained here a week or more,
till reference was made to Kirmanshah.
The very thought of this was more than I could bear.
1 therefore sent Shukrullah Beg to the commandant of
thc troops, who it seems was also governor of this place,
with instructions to convey my compliments, and inform
llim that I IVW travelling on the service of Government,
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that it was important I should not be unnecessarily
delayed, and that it was my intention to march towards
Casri Shirin at sunset. After considerable delay, Shukrullah Beg returned, and reported that the commandant
had received and understood my message, that he said he
had received no authority to escort my party, and could
not let me proceed, as the road ahead was altogether
unsafe, and that he would call on me in the course of
the afternoon to explain how matters stood.
Shortly before sunset a messenger came across the
river to announce that the commandant, MurSd Ali Khan,
was coming over to see me. I said he was welcome, and
meanwhile ordered some tea to be prepared, and arranged
my camp-stools and boxes as seats. He dismounted at
the bridge, and attended by four or five others, walked
over to where I was seated in front of my tent. I rose
and shook hands with him, and thanked him for taking
the trouble to come over, and gave him a seat. He then
introduced his brother, K h Khan, commandant of the
cavalry stationed here, and motioned him to a seat ; the
others stood a t the edge of the carpet spread before us.
A pause followed, and then we bowed at each other
politely, eqressing much, but saying nothing. He then
looked round, and observed that me were a large party,
and had a good deal of baggage. "Yes," I said, " they
are mtives of India, and are returning to their country
with me." Another pause followed, and the tea opportunely came round to fill a threatening hiatus. I apologiaed for the absence of the cctlydn, as I had none.with
me, but offered a cheroot in its place, and set the example
in its use. He lighted one and his brother another, and
then we began to talk more at ease. I then said that
my m i r a h Shukrullah Beg had led me to understand
that there would be some little delay in getting an escort
2F
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here, owing to an informality in the address of my passport, but that I was desirous of avoiding unnedelay, and purposed marching onwards this evening.
. " Quite true," he said, "the passport is not a d W
to me, but as I have received a letter by express messenger fiom the Wakiluddaula at Kirrnanshah, requating
me to further your progress, and as he is a personal friend
of mine, I am ready to take you across to the Turkish
frontier, and I mill there ask you for a letter certifybg
to my having done so."
" Certainly," I said, " this is very good. Agha Hm,"
I added, " told me at Kirmanshah that he would write
to you, and that I should be saved inconvenience thereby.
Will tho escort be ready to accompany me this evening?
My camp is ready to march at an hour's notice."
" No," he said, "you cannot move this evening.
YOU
require a strong escort, and it will not be ready till
morning. I myself and Karim Khan will come over
for you at daybreak, and we must march together with
every precaution. There are four hundred rebel Khaleva
(Arabs) on the road. They plundered yonder village,"
pointing to a sacked and roofless hamlet a mile off, "only
yesterday."
" Thanks," I said, rising ; " I s h d be ready for you at
daybreak."
I shook hands with each, and they both retired with
their attendants. They are both fair men, with good
honest features, of simple manners and plain outspoken
speech. After they left, Shukrullah Beg told me that
my determination to go on had alarmed the commandant,, for llc did not lilcc to stop me, and could not let me
lw.~cccdnnprotcctcd, ns tlie road was really dangerous;
Ij11t IIP (lnnl)tc~(l
his promise to start in the morning.
l l ) ~ l 1 1 f I I I ~ ~ :II ~cnmm~i
,
from Khhakin had arrived

here, escorted by a party of horsemen. They camped on
the river bank alongside of ourselves, and from them our
people heard all sorts of exaggerated reports as to the
dangers of the road. But it was true they had been
attacked yesterday beyond Casri Shirin, and a string of
camels cut off from the ldjila by these Khaleva rebels.
I determined, however, to abide by the commandant's
promise, and gave the order to march st daylight.
27th June.-Pul ZuhAb to Casri Shirin, twenty-four
miles. At three A.M. our camp was struck and all ready to
start, but no sign of the escort appeared. I sent Shukd l a h Beg over to the commandant to say I was ready,
but he returned presently with a reply from some subordinate that he was asleep. I waited till four A.M., and
then moved off,sending a Persian snrbdz, of whom six or
seven had been standing sentry over our camp during
the night, to inform the commandant that I was going
on slowly, and the escort could follow.
We went west by north across the valley, pmsing
en route the village plundered by the rebels yesterday, up
to some low hill ridges. Here we \\-ere overtaken by n,
P"tg of horsemen under Karfm Khan. He galloped up,
d u t e d in military fashion, and said the commandant
was following with the infantry, and that we had
better wait his arrival here. We dismounted, halted
the baggage, and I gave the cavalry leader a cheroot to
while away the time, whilst we watched the infantry
coming along the plain. They were a very ragged-looking set, armed with long rifles, fired from a forked rest
attached by a hinge to the barrel, and just like those
used by Afghan mountaineers. They came along at a
good pace, with no attempt at formation, but with a
light ~ p r i n g ystep and very merry tempers. As they
approached, the commandant urged his horse up the
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slope, and saluting as his brother had done, laughingly
observed that my punctuality had roused him an hour
sooner than he intended. A proferred cheroot, however,
turned the current of his thoughts from his curtailed
slumbers, and remounting, we proceeded in the best of
humours.
Our route led for twenty miles across a rough uninhabited country, traversed in all directions by low ridgy
banks, here and there rising to the proportions of hillocks.
The infantry trotted along on each side of our baggage ;
and the cavalry, h m h n t and rear, sent out parties t~
the heights on either side to reconnoitre the country. At
about seventeen miles me came to a great wvd, built
across the outlet of a small hollow. The stones were of
large size, like those of the Pyramids. This structure, we
were told, was ori,@dlys an aqueduct from the river
Alwand to Cmri Shirin ; and a little farther on we came
to the rivcr itself, it sprightly little stream, with a £ringe
of &all rccds on either bank. The sun mm now shining
hotly, and added to thc thirsty sensations excited by the
pmchcd arid look of the land ; so we turned aside to it
to water our cattle and allow the men to slake their
thirst. Frequent warnings from our escort hurried w
on agzin ; and me proceeded along the line of tele,mph
posts, here thrown down and the wires cut by the rebels
We p w e d through the ruins of a great fort and palace
of very ancient date, and entered the village beyond.
As wc pmcd through these ruins, there was a commotion amongst our horsemen ahead, and several of them
galloped off to the village beyond ; and when we e r n e
from thcm, we found the Scwbdz-mnn or " bamcks "
overlooking the little town was covered with soldiers
pcrchcd on .the domcs of its roof, eagerly s d g the
c-o~untrynronncl.
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Our pady hastened their paces, and in a few minutes
me entered Casri Shirin, or "the palace of Shirin,"
named after the ruins close by, and were accommodateil
in an empty house adjoining a sarcie, in which our cattle
and followers found shelter. We had hardly settled
down for the day, when a party of sctrbCiz brought in :I,
villager who had been shot through the lungs above the
heart not an hour before. A party of Khaleva had
swept past the village just as we arrived, and drove off
the cattle some villagers were tending at graze. These
men, though unarmed, attempted to resist, and one of
them was shot. The advance of our party had caught
eight of the rebels as they went off with their booty, and
hence the commotion ahove alluded to.
I did what I could for the poor fellow brought to me,
but he was fast blecding to dcath, and I told his friends
that he had not many hours to live. They bore him
away to his home, only a few houses off, and later on
towards the evening the sounds of women wailing and
beating their breasts announced that he was out of his
suffering in this world. In the afternoon, M d d Ali
and his brother Karim came to see me, and congratulate
us on having made the journey so far in safety. The
former said that had he met these people he must have
fought them ; and as they were much stronger than his
own force in numbers, he could not have driven them
off without loss. His party with us consisted of sixty
horsemen, and a hundred and twenty sarbdz; whilst
the rebels were reckoned at four hundred, all mounted
on hardy and active Arab mares.
Before leaving, MurM Ali produced a paper for me to
~ i g n . It was writtcn in Persian, and was to the purport
that he had escorted my party in safety and comfort
from Pul ZuhAb to the Turkish outpost at Khhnakfn. I
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returned the paper, saying I was quite satisfied with the
escort to this, and would sign it on arrival at K-hbakln.
He here explained that he could not enter the Turkish
outpost with us, and I could not sign it on the road. To
this I replied, that there could be no difEculty on that
score, as I carried pen and ink with me, and would sign
it on the road outside the Turkish post. He looked
rather disappointed, so I told Shukrullah Beg to explaiu
in a fiiendly way that I could not certify to a service as
completed when it was only h'alf accomplished.
I then presented him with a telescope, and his brother
with a revolver, explaining that I should not have an
opportunity on the road of offering these tokens of my
thankfulness for his kindness, and also begged he would
allow me to make a small present in money to each of
the sarb& who had formed our escort. This 1st
arrangement was objected to on the score of its being
contrary to custom, but the objection was readily withdrawn on my representing it as an exceptional case.
They both seemed well pleased, and after arranging that
we should start at midnight, took their lave, aud as a
last request begged that I would not move till they c3111e
for me, and I promised compliance.
28th June.-Casri
Shirin to Khhnakfn, twenty-four
miles. We were ready at the appointed hour, but our
escort did not make their appearance till after one o'clock,
and it was nearly two A.M. before our party was a m g d
in marching order and finally started. Our route at
first I V ~ S across n rough rnrinp trnct n l m ~
t11r COUFC of
the Nwnncl river, nncl then for srrcr:~lmilc.: 01 :I d d
and hnmrnoclq- c n l n l t n-, 1 ~ I l i c h l 1]~:r,lf r ~ ~ r ~tIyu r Irr~c.11
n r:l ifled
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either hand, and it was as much as our sarb&z could do
to keep pace with us, though they trotted along manfully.
Soon after the day had broken, and as the rising sun was
slanting rays of light upon the country, dimly visible in
the departing obscurity, we came upon the wreck of the
M i l a that had been plundered yesterday. The road was
strewed with bits of paper and cardboard boxes, and on
either side lay deal boxes smashed to pieces, and tin
cases torn open. Our snrb4z hastily ransacked these, and
ran along bearing cones of loaf-sugar under their arms and
bottles of claret stowed away in their coat fronts. Some
got hold of packets of letter-paper, and others of boxes of
French bonbons. As we got on, tiring of their loads, they
hid them away under roadside bushes, to take them up
'again on their return.
At about sixteen miles we came to the Turko-Persian
boundary, marked by a bare gravelly ridge, slightly more
elevated than the others, that form the most characteristic feature of the country. Here the commandant,
MurAd Ali, with the escort of sa~.bdz,took leave of us.
He produced the paper he showed me yesterday, and
asked me to sign it, saying his brother, K d m Khan,
with the sixty horsemen, would see us safe into Khfinakin. " Then," said I, " make the paper over to him,
and I will sign it there." He readily assented, and
accompanied us to the foot of the slope, and then shakkg
hands, galloped back to his sarbciz on the crest of the
ridge.
We had proceeded about three miles over a gently falling country, thrown into mounds and ridges of bare
gravel, and I was in interesting converse with some
Bukhara pilgrims on their way to Karbalfi, who had
joined our party at Cmri Shirin, when some signs made
by our advanced horsemen from an eminence ahead of
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our path made K d m Khan mass us all together and push
on a t rr trot. " Has anything been seen 1 " I asked as
we trotted along amidst the dreadful clatter of our mules,
who seemed to scent danger instinctively, and quickened
their pace with an alacrity I would not have given them
credit for. " Yes," he said, " the enemy are on our flank.
Their scouts have been seen." A little farther on we
a u g h t sight of them. " There they are," said Karim
Khan, pointing to a knot of twelve or fourteen horsemen about a mile and a half off, aa they passed across rr
bit of open ground from the shelter of one mound to the
concealment of another. " There are only a dozen of
them," I said ; " they cannot harm us." " That 's all you
see, but there are four hundred of them behind those
knolls. There is a M j l a coming out from K h h a k f n
now, and they are lying in ambush for it. We shall not
get back to Casri without a fight."
Farther on we saw another party of these robbers
skulking behind the mounds a mile or two off the road to'
the left. But
had now come in sight of Khdnakin.
A party of five or six Tuikish cavalry with their red caps
stood out against the sky on a mound to the right, and a
similar party did the same on a mound to the left. A
mile or two ahead appeared the peen gardens of K h h akin and Hfiji Cara, and on the plain outside stood the
snow-white tents of a regiment of Turkish infantry.
Karim Khan's horsemen reined up on some rising
pound to the right to await the coming kd$la, and the
Khan himself, dismounting, said he would here take
]cave of me. I thankcd him for his service, signed his
paper, sllook hands, and with a " Kl17td6 Mfiz! ("God
your protector I "), mounted and proceeded. As we cntcrcfl Kh&uakin a large caravan filing out took the r o d
wehad come. Some of the camels were beautiful creatures,
!"
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and perfectly white. Behind them followed a long string
of pannier-mules, with their freight of fair Persians, and
on either side marched a gay cavalcade of Persian gentlemen. Bringing up the rear was s mixed crowd of more
humble travellers, menials, and beggars.
They filed by, and we found ourselves before a great
sarae. Here some Turkish officials took possession of
us, ushered us within its portals, and informed us the
quarantine would last ten days. We were prepared for this
delay, although we had cherished the hope that a clean
bill of health might pass us through without detention.
But the rules were strict, and rigidly observed ; we had
come from an infected country, and were consequently
pronounced unclean, and only the quarantine could
cleanse us.
It was very cruel, and a sad disappointment, after our
long and wearisome marches to catch a particular steamer,
to be here baffled at the very threshold of our success.
There was no hope of release. I saw the Bmrah packet
steaming away in the distance, and myself left on the
shore ; so resigned myself to the hard logic of facts, and
heartily hoped that at least one of the members of that
great congress of European medical men who met at
C o n ~ ~ n t i n o p to
l e devise these traps might some day be
caught in this particular snare of his own setting.
Looking around our prison-house, we found three or
four parties of wretched, half-starved pilgrims detained
here on their may to Karbalg. In their dirt and rags
they were the very embodiment of poverty and misery.
Turning from them to the quarters at our disposal, the
revelation ma9 still more disgusting. The place had not
been swept for ages, and the floor was inches deep in
filth and stable litter. The torments of the Mydasht
Same came back vividly to my mind. I t was impossible
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for us to live here, so I asked to see the doctor in charge
of the quarantine. " He died of fever ten days ago,"
said our janitor, " and his successor has not yet arrived."
I was about to move out of the sarae, and pitch my tent
outside, when a Residency khuvass, who had been kindly
sent forward from Baghdad by the Resident, Colonel C.
Herbert, to meet me here and attend me on the journey
onwards, made his appearance with a letter from his
master. Ilyh, for such was his name-Anglicz Eliashearing my orders to pitch the tents, here interposed a
representation that the heat and dust outside mould be
unbearable, and sure to make us all ill. If permitted, he
would secure us quarters in one of the gardens adjoining. By dl means ; and away he went on his errand.
Presently he returned with a couple of Turkish officials,
who heard our objections to the sarae, and a t once led us
off to R nice garden at a little distance, where we pitched
our tents under the shade of some mulberry-trees. A
pard of Turkish soldiers was placed round us to prcvent
communication with the townspeople, except through the
appointed quarantine servants, and we were left alone
to ourselves.
The Bukhara pilgrims who had joined our party a t
Cmri Shirin, and who had slipped out of the sarae with
our baggzge, in hopes of sharing the garden and proceeding onwards with us, were discovered by the quarantine
people, and marched back to their durance. Poor fellows !
they pleaded h a d to remain with us, and appealed to me
to befriend them ; arid the quarantine inspector, who, I
must record to his credit, did his utmost to make his
disagreeable duty as little offensive as possible, promised
thcy should accompany us on our departure hence.
There werc three of these Bukhariots. One of them,
H a k h Bcg, a vcry intelligent young man of pleasing
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manners, gave me some interesting information regarding
his country. He told me he had set out from Bukhara
five months ago with four other friends and two servants.
Two of his party and one servant had died on the road
through sickness. The other two and the servant were
those I saw with him. From Karbald it was their intention to go to Bombay, and thence home by Peshawar and
Kabul.
He spoke in most favourable terms of the Russian rule
in Turkestan, and said their government mas just and
popular. The Russian officials he described as kind and
liberal, yet stern when necessary, and declared the people
preferred them to their own rulers. There are about
twenty thousand of the people of the county employed
in the Russian service, civil and military, and there is a
strong Russian force at Samarcand-twelve thousand men,
he thought. When he left, an expedition had started eastward to subdue Khokand and Yfirkand; and it was
generally given out that in three years' time the Amir
of Bukhara mould resign his country to the Russians.
There were, he reckoned, thirty thousand Persian captives, aU Shia Muhammadans, in the country, which is
extreiely populous and fertile. Hundreds had been
purchased from their owners and set a t liberty by the
Russians. The whole country, including Khiva, would
very soon come under the Russian rule, and then all the
captives held as slaves w o ~ l dbe a t once liberated. They
number between fifty and sixty thousand. In ten yeais'
time, he said, the Russians mould march to India.
Our quarantine quarters in the garden are insupportably dull and insupportably hot. The thermometer a t
noon-it is suspended from the branch of a mulberrytree over a little stream of water-ranged from 1000Frth.
to log0 Fah. during the eight days of our stay here.
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In the sun's rays, the mercury rises to 150" Fah., and at
night has fallen so low as 64" Fah.
On the 2d July, a flight of locusts settled on the garden.
The townspeople turned out with drums, and shouts, and
stones ; but their host was not materially diminished.
Their jaws worked steadily with a sawing noise all night
and all the next day, and then they flew away, leaving
the garden a forest of bare sticks, and the ground thick
with the leaves they had nibbled off. Apricot, p w h ,
plum, pomegranate, apple and mulberry trees are cleared
to the bark ; and their boughs were weighed down with
the load of the destroying host. The damage done must
be very great. Not a particle of shade is left for us, and
the heat is something dreadful.
6th July.-We were to have sct out on our way this
evening, but at the last moment were informed that our
health papers would not be ready till the morning, so
our departure is fixed for to-morrow evening. The
doctor of the Turkish regiment here came to see us.
He tells me that typhus fever is very prevalent in the
town, and that one hundred and eighty people have
died of it during the last three months. The Turkish
troops here are a remarkably fine set of men. There is
nothing like them in Persia. They wear the Zouavcpattern jacket, and baggy trousers, with the red cap.
The uniform is white cotton, thick and strong, and spotless clean; their arms, the Enfield-pattern rifle and a
sword-bayonet.
8th July-Khhnakin to Shahrabad or Sherabad, fortyfive miles. Our health papers were brought to us
yesterday afternoon, and we were once more free. The
march mas fixed for sunset, and our mulcs and bagb%ue
and servants mere all ready to start at the appointed
time, but there was some delay in the arrival of our

escort. Shukrullah Beg, who had become as helpless
and discontented as any one of our party in the quarantine, now recovered his liberty, but not his former
activity and savoir faire. He was out of hi8 element
amongst the Turks, and willingly resigned his office to
the h u m s Ilyh. The latter went off to the Turkish
commandant, who had soon after our arrival been furnished with my passport from the Turkish minister at
the Persian court, and after a long absence, returned
with a party of nine Georgian horsemen, fine handsome
fellows, dressed and equipped in their national costume
and armour.
It was eight o'clock before we set out on our long
night-march. The evening air was close, still, and oppressive. We mound our way through the b a z m of Hiiji
Cara, passing its many caf4s with their crowds of solemnlooking, silent Turks, puKing their long pipes and sipping their black coffee-the f i s t characteristic of the
new country we had entered; and crossing the river
Alwand a little below a broken bridge, struck across
some rough stony ground, crossed by several irrigation
cuts, towards the high road, which we reached at three
miles. The river Alwand is a branch of the Dyalla,
and, where we crossed, was about forty yards wide
and two feet deep, flowing in a clear &ream over a
pebbly bottom.
After reaching the main road, our route Ied south by
west, over an undulating country, apparently uninhabited.
At 3.45 A.M. we reached Kizil Rabjt, the land gradually
falling all the way. Here we changed our escort, and
found a large party of the Khaleva rebels, who had
recently been captured by thc Turkish troops, and were
now being conducted to Baghdad, there to answer for
their misdeeds. The escort which here joined us had
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under their charge as prisoner one HBtim Khan, chief
of the Khaleva tribe of Hamatvand Arabs. He mas captured some days ago, shortly after our pusage, near
the Casri Shirin frontier, and was now being conveyed,
as they told us, for execution to Baghdad. He was a
powerfully-built, handsome young man, of about twentyfive years of age ; and mas accompanied by a servant,
who walked by the side of his mule, and from time to
time eased his master's position as much as his fetters
would allow. The captive chief was mounted on a mule,
his hands mere manacled together in front, and his feet
fettered together above the ankles under the saddlegirths. The position must have been most tiresome, and
the captive was sometimes so overtaken by sleep, that he
nearly fell off his seat, and was several times waked up
by a sudden fall on the mule's neck.
From Kizil Rab&t the road leads S.S.W over an undulating alluvial plain, up to a range of sandstone hills that
separate it from Shahrabad. We crossed this range by
a fairly good r o d , here and there passing over rocks
by deep and narrow paths worn into their surface, and
at seven o'clock reached the plain on the other side. Another hour and a half across a plain covered with scrubby
vegetation brought us to Shahrabad, where me alighted
a t the sarae. I was so exhausted by the effects of the
heat and confinement at Khhakin, and so thoroughly
fatigued by the tedium of twelve and a half hours' march
in the saddle, that, without waiting for refreshment, I
stretched myself on the floor, pillowed my head on my
elbow, and immediately sunk into unconsciousness.
About noon our baggage arrived, and, to our satisfaction, the mules were not nearly as jaded as we expected ;
so I gave the order to march at sunset for BBc~ba During the afternoon, the governor called to say that he

could not give us an escort, as all his horsemen were
out in the district, owing to the disturbed state of the
country. He promised, however, that the Kizil Rabtit
escort with their prisoner should accompany us in the
evening.
This is a dirty little village, in the midst of a wide,
thinly-peopled, and mostly desert plain. It is only 750
feet above the sea-level, and 290 feet lower than K h h a kin, and at this season is a very hot place. We had
the floor of our rooms sprinkled with water in the hopes
of the evaporation reducing the temperature, but it did
not fall below 98" Fah. during the whole day. The
walls of the same and adjoining houses are lined with
great piled-up heaps of storks' nests. Towards sunset
the parent birds returned from the marshes with the
evening meal for their young. Each bird, as it alighted
on its nest, threw back its head, and made a loud clattering with its beak, and then disgorged a quantity of roots
and worms, which the young ones gobbled up. It was
a very singular sight. They all kept up a sort of dance
upon the flat surface of the nest, their lanky legs being
kept in the perpendicular by the flapping of half-stretched
wings.
Whilst our baggage was being laden this evening, the
keeper of the sarae, who gave his name as AbdurrazzSc, came up to me for the customary present. I gave
it him, and was turning away when he mked, " Is Akhdn
Stihib still alive ? "
" Whom do you mean 2" I said, quite taken aback.
"The A k h h of SwSt, AbdulghafG., the hermit of
Belri," he replied.
" What do you know of him, and why ask me 1 " I
inquired.
" I am a disciple of his," he replied, " and your people
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tell me you have come from Peshawar, and know all
about him. It is reported here that he is dead, and has
been succeeded by his son Sayyid MahmGd Badsha,
whose karcimcit (miraculous powers) are even more
strongly developed than those of the father."
" It is six months,"
I said, " since I left Peshawar,
and this is the h t time I have heard the Akhh's name
mentioned."
He then told me that there were about a dozen of his
disciples (murZd) in this town, and upwards of a thousand in Mosul, whence a sum of two thousand rupees
is annually sent to SwAt as tribute to the saint
Our baggage filing out, I now mounted my horse, whilst
my strange acquaintance, holding on to the stirrup on
the off side, in sonorous tones repeated the Akhh's
creed, Aut ul hid%,aut ul hacc ;laia ul h&di i k h k !"
("Thou art the guide, thou art the truth; there is no
guide but God !") I bade the stranger good evening, and
went on, wondering at the strange adventures travellers
meet with.
9th July.-Shahrabad
to EAciiba or YAc~bia,tthirtytwo miles. We set out a t half-past eight o'clock yesterday evening, and passing through the town, struck across
a plain country much cut up by dry watercourses. As
we left the town, some people at the gate warned us
to be on the alert, as a Mfila had been attacked and
plundered the night before at four miles from Btich.
Our escort consista of only five horsemen, with t ~ o
others in charge of the Hamsivrrnd prisoner. Our own
party, which consists of twenty-three baggage-mules,
and as many followers, and n couple of riding-camels,
accompanied by thc 1:~Iihara pilgrims, wrrs here joined
1lp an Amh Slickh ~ ~ i nt hpatriarchal beard of snowy
~\711itcuc~s-an iclcal I-ibmhm~,in f:~ct-and five or six
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other travellers on foot, who seized this opportunity of
a safe conduct to Baghdad.
We had proceeded very quietly for about three hours,
our eyelids becoming gradually weighed down by the
weight of sleep, when we came to a deep water-cut.
We followed the course of this for half an hour up to
a bridge thrown across i t A gentle zuhiseet-whiseet
was now and again heard to proceed from the bushes on
the other side of the canal.
" That 's an odd sound," I observed to M i Rozario,
who was riding by my side ; "larks, I suppose, disturbed
by the tinkling of our mule-bells."
" Yes, sir, it sounds like &hevoice of birds. There it
is again, farther off."
The sounds certsed, we crossed the bridge and clearing a patch of thin brushwood, got on to a bit of plain
country. It was just midnight, my horse was very tired,
and his rider was very sleepy. So I drew aside to let
the baggage get on, and dismounted to await my ridingcamel in the rear of the column. Its saddle required a
little adjusting, and all meanwhile went ahead except
myself, the camel-driver, the lchavass Ilyh, and one of
our escort.
"Allis ready," said Hydar Ali, the driver, and I took
my seat behind him. The camel had just risen from the
crouch, when there came the sound of a confused buzz
of voices, and a quick rustling of footsteps on the hard
plain behind us.
" Bang I bang I " from my attendants as they shot ahead
full speed, shouting, " To the baggage I--quick I quick I to
the baggage ! " " Bang I bang 1 " again as they turned in
their saddles and fired into our pursuers. And amidst a
din of shouts and guttural sounds, I found myself joggled
along at a pa+ equal to that of the horses. Two minutea
2
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brought us to the baggage, all halted and clustered
together in cl packed mass. The escort came to the
front, and with threats followed by shots, kept the
robbers at bay, whilst their chdwash or officer had the
baggage unladen and the loads piled in a semicircular
breastwork, the mules ranged outside and the followers
inside. All this was done with the rapidity of lightning,
and in less time than it has taken me to describe it, we
found ourselves, half a dozen horsemen, a m in hand, 3
either end of the breastwork, facing a party of thirty or
forty Arab robbers at the edge of some brushwood not as
many yards of.
" I know them," said the c h 4 d . " This is our only
chance. If we move, they will shower their javelins
amongst us and then rush in with their knives." "Bang!
bang I " "Have cl care ! we mean to fight," shouted some
of our party ; and I l y h answered their demands for the
mm6r Ajam (Persian pilgrims) to be made over to them
ols their lawful prize, by the bold intimation that we were
not pilgrims a t all, but thirty Englishmen, all armed with
rifles. The venerable old Shekh too put in a word, or
rather many words, in a horribly harsh and savagely
energetic language. What he said I don't know, but it
led to a noisy and confused discussion amongst the
robbers, who suddenly disappeared, leaving an ominous
silence to puzzle us.
The night lint1 now become dark, and the ficn1.1.front of us coulci no longer be tmcctl, c ~ i t l ~ ~I l l . r !I,
movements or voices. Presently, \\ 11il.t
\vl
:IItently peering into tlie dim bclt of l , u ~ l l , ,111
- far
of' , I - . I
suppressed trhiscel-uqhisect \m.:
1 l i t ' 1 ~ I , L I I I1 , ) ti01
right. " Look out I " sllout~tlOUI. c l , r ~ i , + l l \ i r
sdill
I

1)

I.

1111:

11(~:11'11

1111
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both our fln~iks.
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and then shoot and use your swords." Another silence,
and then faint sounds in front. "They are here," said
two or three voices, and immediately a couple of shots
turned our attention towards them, and we stood, pistols
in hand, ready to meet a rush.
And so it went on for three hours, the chlEwash now and
again warning us to be on the alert, as the robbers reckoned
on our becoming sleepy and careless in the silence. "They
are not gone," he would shout, "let them see you are
awake." And the warning seemed necessary, for our followers who were unarmed had quietly rolled themselves
up in their blankets, and disposed themselves to sleep
under the shelter of the baggage-a strange instance of
oriental indifference and resignation to fate.
About three in the morning day began to dawn, and
we found the bushes in our front empty, and discovered
the cause of our safety in a dry water-cut running along
their front. Two or three of our escort were sent out to
reconnoitre the land, and finding all clear, we loaded the
baggage and proceeded, after standing at bay upwards of
three hours. " I see no signs of our firing having taken
cffect," I said to the chttwash. " No, thank God," he
replied, " we did not wound any of them. If we had,
they would have got reinforcements from the Arab camps
around, and we should not have escaped their hands."
After proceeding a little way, we came to a deserted
roadside same. " There," said the &wash, " that 's the
place where these very robbers plundered a && only
last night." Adead donkey with its pack-saddle lay under
the shade of its waUs, and we went past congratulating
ourselves on our providential escape. Onwards our road
went across a level country, well cultivated, and covered
with villages and datc-groves, the last a feature in the
scpnc me h'd not before now met with.
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We arrived at Bhfiba at 8.30 A.M.,and found quarters in the sarae, which we found full of bales of
merchandise, mules, and travellers, Indians and Arabs,
Persians and Turks, with African slaves not a few.
10th Jzily.--E&~'~b~
to Baghdad, forty miles. We
set out from the sarae at 7.30 P.M. yesterday, and
passing through the town, crosscd the Dyalla river by a
bridge of boats. On the farther side we were delayed
a whilc for the completion of our escort, which is increased by two horsemen in addition to those who joined
us at Shahrabad. On their arrival, our party was
formed up into a close column, aa the h t sixteen miles
of the road were considered dangerous. We came successively on three or four deep dry canals, and near
each we were halted a few minutes whilst the horsemen
went ahead to see there was no ambush.
A little after midnight we came to the Sarne Beni Sad
Here we found a party of twenty Hamavand horsemen,
with some Turkish oflicials, going to Baghdad to answer
for the misconduct of their tribe on the Caari Shirin frontier. Our escort with their prisoner joined them, and we
proceeded with only two horsemen as escort and guides
We passed several long strings of camels going on
towards BLcbba, and three or four small parties of
travellers. It was too dark to distinguish who they were,
but the familiar sounds of Pushto so unexpectedly falling
on my e m , roused me from the heaviness of an overcoming sleep, and I started into wakefulneis just in time
to satisfy myself that a party of Afghans of the Peshawar
valley were passing us.
Later on, the day dawned, and the county gradually
unfolded itself to our view. A vast plain, bare and uninhabited, spread before us, and a long green liric of dntegroves bounded the monotondus prospect ahead. The

fatigues of our long march now overburdened me with
its accumulated load. Minutes seemed hours, and the
last bit of our road seemed to grow longer the more we
advanced upon it, and I thought we should never get
over this ever-increasing plain.
At length the mud walls of Baghdad, its domes and
its towers, came into view, and our flagging energies
revived a t the prospect of rest. The gilded dome and
minars of the mosque of KAzamin overtopping an emerald
bank of date-groves away to the right, had not for us
the attraction that a couple of howemen clad in white
approaching from the city claimed. They were officials
attached to the British Residency here, and came to
announce that the Resident and a party of gentlemen
had come out to meet us. Our fatigue vanbhed, and we
pushed on with enlivened spirits to meet a hearty welcome from thc Resident, Colonel C. Herbert, and the
Residency Surgeon, Dr Colvillc, and the other gentlemen
who were with them. I t was the most agreeable incident
of the whole march, and fittingly came in at its close.
We stayed six days at Baghdad, enjoying the kindest
hospitality at the Residency. Its memory comes back
with feelings of gratitude as the pleasantest interval in
the whole of my long journey. We visited the " city of
the Khalifs," its bazars and its public buildings, and in
the salutations and friendly looks of Jew and Turk, Arab
and Armenian, had ample evidence of the popularity of
at least the British Resident. We witnessed a review of
the Turkish troops-splendid men, admirably equipped
and armed with the Snider pattcrn - breech -loader.
Through the polite consideration of His Excellency
Muhammad Kahf Pasha, the governor of the province,
we were enabled to visit \he Admiralty workshops, the
Ordnancc stores, barracks, hospitals, and other military
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establishments. The discipline, organisation, and thorough
order pervading all departments took me completely by
surprise; and but for the red cap everywhere, I might
have thought myself in Europe inspecting the barracks
of a French or German garrison town.
The barracks, a handsome pile fronting the river, had
been built on the European model by a Belgian architect.
The hospital, a commodious double-storied building on
the opposite shore, was furnished with all the modern
appliances of the Western institutions, under the supervision of French and Italian doctors. The messing and
dieting of the men in barracks and in hospital were
assimilated to the European system, and attracted my
special attention, as so much simpler than, and superior
to, the complex and inefficient m n g e m e n t s that, subscrvient to the caste prejudices of the natives, are in
vogue amongjt the troops of our Indian army.
In the Ordnance department we were shown their
breech-loading cannon and the arms of the cavalry-the
Spencer rifle-and a six - shooting revolver on a new
American principle, all turned out of the Government
manufactory at Constantinople. We visited the School
of Industry, in which nearly three hundred homeless
boys are fed and clothed and sheltered by the profits on
their own industry. And certainly the specimens of their
handiwork shown to us spoke well as to their proficiency
in the arts of weaving, printing, and carving. Some of
the cabinetwork was of really superior finish, and the
shoes made by them were not to be distinguished from
those made in Europcnn shops.
We visited the jail, too, and saw a number of Hamavnnd and Arab prisoners, brethren of the ruffians through
whom we had run the gantlet scathlcss, all heavily
laden with chaius-veritable chains, weighing sixty or
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seventy pounh, coiled round their loins and limbs. The
light of Western improvement had not yet shed its rays
on this department ; and we found the criminal savage,
uncared for and filthy, crowded together in an open yard,
weighed down by the load of their chains, and guarded
by military sentries posted on the ovcrlooking walls.
We left Baghdad, its delightf~~l
Residency and agreeable associations, on the 16th July, and steamed away
at daylight down the river Ti,alis on board the Dtljla.
As the city disappeared behind us, with all I had seen
fresh on my mind, I thought, " Surely ' the sick man of
Europe ' is convalescent ; his neighbour, ' the sick man
of Asia,' may ere long need the physician's aid."
At breakfast-time we passed the ruins of Ctesiphon ;
and at nightfall anchored midstream, owing to the
shallowness of the river. At daylight we were away
again down-stream, hut two hours later stuck on a sandbank. Got off at noon, to stick again a little lower down;
and so on till nightfall, m a k i ~ gvery little progress.
Heat intolerable, thermometer declines to come down
below 110" Fah. upstairs or downstairs. Next day as
bad its the day before. Sandbanks and heat equally
obstructive and troublesome. At midday passed a town
called Kdt-the monotony of the journey relieved by
Arab camps on either bank, and floating pelicans on the
stream. Went ahead all night, and in the morning
passed Azia, and during the day several other stations
with Turkish garrisons, also Ezra's tomb, surmounted by
a conspicuous blue-tiled dome.
River banks very low, and land beyond marshy and
apparently below water-level, but covered with Arab
camps, and vast herds of kine and buffaloes. Naked
Arabs, boys and girls, disport on the shore, and plunge
into the river to our iunusement. Melon-rinds thrown
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from the boat create frantic efforts for possession. Their
mothers on the shore instantly slip out of their long
loose shifts, and in p r i s naturalibus rush into the
contest, to land some hundred yards below their clothing, with or without a prize.
Lower down the river, date-trees line the shores in
never-ending succession, and seem to grow out of the
water. At nightfall arrived at Mhjil, and warped
alongside a wharf built up of date-logs. Took in cargo
a l l day, and in the evening steamed down to Basrah, and
cast anchor near the mail-steamer Euphrates. Here we
transhipped to the mail-steamer, and proceeding down
the Persian Gulf,in due course arrived at Bombay. The
heat in the Gulf I its bare recollection i~ enough to provoke a moisture of the skin. Happily I need not dwell
on its memory. It is beyond the limits of my journey
from the Indus to the Tigris.

APPENDIX.

SYNOPTICAT, ORAMMAR AND VOCABULARY O F T H E
BRAHOE LANGUAGE.
THIS language is spoken throughout Bdochistan as far west ns Kej,
PanjgGr, and Jalk, up to the borders of Sietan, and is written in the
Persian character.
There k no inflection for gender or case. The plural is formed by
the addition of dk if the singular ends in a consonant, as h a r , a road,
kasardk, roads; of k alone if the singular ends in a vowel, as urct, a
home, urdk, houses-l~zili, a horse, l"Lilik, horaes-are, n nnn, urek,
men--dzi, the hand, becomes did, the hands ; and of gh4k if the e i n p lar ends in the mute h, as bandoh, a man, b a ~ ~ d a h g i men.
k,
The cases are formed by the addition of certain distinguishing particles to the nominative, as is shown in the following typical f o m s of
declension :SINGULAR.
a road.
O n k m d
ofaroad.
Dat. kware
b a r d .
ACC. kaanr
a d .
AM. kaaarydn from a road.
Voc. ore LBaar 0 road f
Nom. k m r

SINQULAB.
Nom. u d

h.u h d

;house.
q f a howe.
to a liousc.
a Irowe.
from a hOluncse!

Dat.
Ace.
AM
Voc.

ur6te-e
ur6
unit*
ored

Nom.
Om,
Dat.
Acc.
Abl.
Voc.

S~OULAR
a horre.
hfili
of a Lore.
hIilin6
hfillte-e to a horx.
a he.
hbU
hutydn from a h,orc
ore.hdli 0 hore.

PLUBAL.
~Vom.k
4
r d .
Om. k 4 n 6 of rwdr.
Dat. kssar4ke lo road.
ACC. klwu-dk
Mads.
A bl. kasnrakydn from mula.
Voe. ore k
4 U rorlds l
PLUML.
urBk
liowcr.
urdkn6
of lunuu.
urdk e
bliowu.
urBk
how.
urdkydn from h o w .
Voe. o r 0 u i k OIuncaurl

,\'om.
Uen.
Dat.
Acc.
dbl.

I'LuBAL.

Nom.
Oen.
Dat.
dcc.
d bl.
Voc.

htdlk
hdllkn6
hfillk e
h U
hfilllrydn
ore h u k

harm.
of h m .
to horau.
her.
from homes.
0 horw 1

The dative affix of the lest two declensions te really means into; the
2a
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simple affix e means at, to, and the forms Brde and ha
in this case.
Nora.
Oen.
Dat.
AM.
Abl.
Voc.

bandah
a man.
bandahnd
of a man.
bandah o
to a man.
baudah
a man.
bandahydn from a man.
ore bandah 0 man1

are also used

,Vom. bandnhghdk
WII.
G'en. bandahgMkn4 of men.
Dat. lundahgbike to null.
Ace. bandahgMk
nun.
Abl. bandahgldtydn from ~ u n .
Voc. ore bandahgh6k 0 mcn I

The singular bandah is often pronounced bandqh, and the plural
k*ilctk.
S~G~LAB.
arwat
a ~nnnon.
nf a mman
arwatnd
arwat e
to a woman.
arwat
a uroman.
from a umnan.
Abl. erwatydn
0 mmant
Voc. ore arwat

Nom.
Gen.
Dal.
Aec.

-

PLURAL.
Nom arwatdk
Gm. arwatdknd
of uanuen.
D d . arwatdke
to mmun.
Ace. arwatdk
vomcn.
All. arwntdkydn from tcomcn
0 women I
F'oc. ore arwatdk

There are several exceptions to these rules for forming the plural.
Thus mdir, a boy, becomes ma'k for mdrcik, boys-bdngo, a cock,
becomes b d n g d , cocks-kocIu~k, a dog, becomes kochagh6k, dogs, kc.
Nouns are qualified by an adjective set before them, and then declined
as a compound word, as chum &r, a little boy-c/m~~ mdr 1 1 4 of a
little boy-dbuno d k , little boys-chuno m& e, to little boys, kc.,
s h r o masar, a good girl-shuro masardrl-, good girls, kc
Degrees of comparison are expressed by the use of the ablative caw
with the positive, RB e j u t h n hcili are (or e), that is a hanctsorne
horse-d4 juwdn i~dia&, this is a (more) handsome horse--d; ktd
htiliy6n j u d n are (or e), this is the hiindsomest of all the homesare arwatya'n balo e (or are), the man is larger than the womm--ark
a h ' k y d n indo arer, me11 are larger than women-barulaghifk aomk
arm, vale dd bandagh h l y d n zorak a h , the men are strong, but this
wrak arm, vule Candqhdk
man is stronger than d 4 f k a&&
zorak asitur, these women are strong, but men are stranger-hhn
dhinylln kflvben e, gold is heavier than iron.

PRONOUNS.
The personal pronouns are i, I--ni, thou-o,

he, she, or it ; their
plurals are nun, we-num, ye--ofk, they.
The demonstrative prol~ounsare, proximate, &, this-pluml Jjfk,
these ; and remote, e, that-plural efk, those.
They are declined as follows :-

Nonr. d- Act.
Om.
Dat.
A (rl.

f
kan4
kane
kanydn

I, me.
of me, my.
tom.
from me.

Nom. d- Bar
Oen.
Dd.
811.

nan
(M, IU.
nru~ntf of ur, onr
uane
to cu.
w y d u j ~ l ru..

APPENDIX.
SINGULAR.
Nom. & Ace. ni
thou, thee.
Gcn.
n6
of thee, thy.
Dd.
ne
to t h .
nyRn
Abl.
from thee.
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PLURAL
Nom. &Arc. num
ye, you,
Oen.
numQ of you, your.
Dat.
nume to you.
Abl.
numy6n from you.

S~GUL~R.
PLUBAL.
Nom. & Ace. o
thy.
he, she, it, him, her, it. Nom. d. Ace. ofk
of him, his, etc.
Gen.
Gm.
on6
oftA
of Burn, their.
ode
to him, her, ete.
Dat.
Dat.
oft0
to t l m .
A bl.
oddn from him, hxr,ete.
Abl.
oftyRn from them.

EXAMPLES-Ur6 k a d mur are, my house i far o f f 4 tuntaw
khurk C, his village is near-hzilik nunui ardng arer 1 where are your
dir
horses t-iragl~ ofiyin hallak,. take the bread from them-nane
hatbo, bring us water.
The demonstrative pronouns are similarly declined.
~~INOUUR.
Nmn. &Ace. dB
thia.
dh6
of t h C
Gen.
Dat
due
tothis.
A b1.
ddddn fromtlria.

PLURAL.
Nom. & Ace. d6fk
these.
Oen.
d6ftd of there.
Dat.
date
to these.
Abl.
d4ftyh from thure.

S~GULAR.
A70m. ct. Ace. e
that.
Gm.
end
of that.
Dat.
ede
to that.
Abl.
eddn
from that.

PLURAL.
Nom. & Ace. efk
those.
Gen.
efts
of those.
Dat.
efte
to thoae.
AM.
eftydn from those.

EXAMPLES-D6 masar end areghnr ir e, this girl is that man's sister
-(the word nreghas is here an inflected form of are, a man. I n composition, where the nominative ends in a vowel, the particle g h , and
where in a consonant, the particle aa, is added to distinguish the oblique
case, or the accusative only)-ddfk ckrakkldk e m u burzo asitur, these
trees are taller than those.
The possessive pronoun is expreesed by the adjective ten or tenat,
own, eelf, added to the several personal pronouns, and is regularly
declined, singular and plural being the same, as Z ten, I myself, nun
ten, we ourselves, n i ten, thou thyself, num ten, you yourselves, o ten,
he himself, ofk ten, they themselvea
SWGULAE
h'om. A. Arc. 1 tan
myself.
Gma.
1 teun6 of myyeelf.
to rnyaelf.
l tene
Dat.
Abl.
i teuydn from myself.

Nom. & Ace.
fftn.
Dat.
AM.

PLURAL.
ourse11,ea.
of ourselves.
to ourselves.
from ourselver.

nan ten
nan tann6
nnn tene
nun tenydn

And so on with the other personal pronouns above mentioned.
EXAMPLES-flum kana' tenat k6rem &re, my brother did the work
himself -i tenn6 zaghna are, it is my own sword-efk b a n d a g i a tenpa-tenjang kera', those men are quarrelling amongst themselves.
The interrogative pronouns are dm, who 1, the same in the singular
and plural, and applied only to animate objects, and ant, which 1 and
ard, what! used in both numbers, but only applied to inanimate
objects. The first is declined regularly. The othcra are indeclinable.
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EXAMPLE~-Ddbadagh d m are? who is this manl-dind d r arc ?
whose son is he h i ant c6m d t u ? of which tribe are you L d 6 kasat
a r b tuman te k&k ? to which camp does this road go ? A r 6 is also used
as a relative pronoun, with hamo as its correlative, as arcf ki dram e
lmmo Mbo, a1.6 ki gando e hamo gum kur, whichever is good, that
bring ; whichever is bad, that throw away.
There are besides a number of adjective pronouna Those in common use are the following :-Pen, another, hur pen, every other, a d
pen, which other. Example - k u d ilum, afas pen bandagh &, he
is not my brother, he is some other man. Akhadr, as much ae, h a m
khaclr, so much, rl& kJutdr, this much. Exampledkiraclr L-i dark& c
lmmo klcarlr haltak, as much as is necessary, so much take. ITadlin,
like as-so.
Example-hamdlin rlf wr hamdzi~a ut, like as thou art
so am I. Ilamro, what sort, aa dcl hamro lru'li are, what sort of horse
is this ?

ADJECTIVES.
The adjectives' prcccde the nouns they qualify, and undergo no
change for gender or number of w e , as hzilan arc, a stout manktilan crrznat, a stout woman. Some adjectives are modified by the
addition of certain p.articles denoting either increase or diminution,
.~r
~lun.0bantlagh, r good man ; a h r a n p f bandagh, a very good man
-chuno m a r , a little girl ; dtunak4 masar, a very little girL

VERBS.
Tho verbs appear to be more or less irregalar in their psradigms
I had not sufficient opportunity to examine their structure on an
extended scale, so as to reduce them to some form of classification,
and the natives from whom I gathered my information regording the
language had no knowledge whatever of the rulea guiding their speech.
The diffcrent tenses offered in the following forms of conjugations have
been derived from the replies to questions requiring answers in the
present, past, and future respectively, through the medium of the Peraian
lnn~guage,and I trust they may be found generally correct
The infinitive ends in iry, and is often used as a verbal noun.
Example--jang kartkng almraf, quarrelling is not good (or p r o p ) l c b l
I I ~ I ~ slmr
~ I L e,~ speaking the truth is good (or right). The infinitive sign
is generally added to the root, which is the same as the imperative,
.as hin, go; hknircg, to go-lmraf, ask ; lmra$~g, to nsk. Bnt there
are many exceptions to this, NJ bar, come ; baning, to w m o h r , do ;
kal~ing,to do, hc.

APPENDIX.
Some verbs form the past tenses on a differlent mot to that from
which thc present tenses are formed, as will be seen by the list of verbs
given at the end of this paper. The rules might be easily worked out
with a little leisure for their study.
Transitives are formed from intransitives by interposing f between
the root and infinitive sign, as WLuling, to fear ; khulfing, to frighten
-hapsing, to change ; ha~sfing, to alter-taing, to sit ; td$ng, to
seat, LC.
Causals are formed from these transitives by changing the f to or
rf, as khulfing, to frighten ; khuli,fing, to cause to frighten-tdlfing, to
seat ; t.cilZfing, to cause to seat, &c.
The paradigms of the substantive verb, and two intransitive and
two transitive verbs, are here given as medels for all other verbs.
Irregularities are only to be ascertained by a practical acquaintance
with the language, but they do not seem to be numerous.
The substantive verb maning, " t o be or become," is thus conjugated :Ignilizw Mood-maning-to be.
Present Participlc-aredeing.

ni mares
o mare

Singular.
be thou.
let him be.

Agent-manok-bccomer.
Part Participle-maa-been.

IMPERATIVEMOOD.
Plural.
num mabo
be you.
ofk mnrer
let them be.

INDICATIVE
MOOD.
Ptewnt.
i ut

ni ua
o are-e

Singular.
I am.
thou art.
he, dre, it is.

nan un
num urn
ofk arer-or

Plural.
ue are.
you aw.
thqj are.

Awist.
i witut

ni asitua
mite

o

Singular.
I may bc.
thou mayest be.
ke,cte. may be.

nan mitun
num aaiture
ofk asitor
Imperfcr.

Plural.
a may be.
you may bc.
they may be.

ni as118
o aeak

Singular.
I wad.
thou waat.
IM, etc. wad.

i masut
ni mwua
om d

Continuative Imperfect.
Singular.
plural.
I z a being.
~
nan masun
we were being.
you w e being.
num masure
thou m a t being.
ofk maaor
they zoerc being.
he, etc. u m being.

i asut

nan asun
num asom
ofk wor

Pluml.
ue m

e.
yar m e .
tltey were.

Perfect.
Sinplur.
imwut
I hnvc been.
ni ni.ylasua
thou had bem.
o m.leacr
he, etc. lras beea,

Rural.
nan maawun
rce hare b.
uurn maiwure
you hare becn.
ofk rnas~sor
they haw ken.
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Paat.
Singular.
I had been.
I maaunut
thou h a t been.
n1 maallnus
he, Uc. hos been.
o masune

Plural.
we hnd been.

nan manunun
num masunure
ORmasunor

you had been.
they had been.

Future Prermt.
i marew
ni mares
o mamk

Singular.
I will be.
thou wilt be.
he, cte. d be.

I marot
nl mamu
o marw

Future Past.
Singular.
PluraI.
I d l have been.
nun mamn
urc m71 haw been.
thou d t have been. num marore
you d l haw kcn.
he, etc. w i l l have been. ofk maror
they d
l haran hen.

nan maren
num marere
ofk marer

Pluml.
wedbe.
you d l be.
they rdll be.

The intransitive verbs "to come" and "to g o " are thus conjugated :Injindice Mood-baning-to
come.
Prcsent Pal-ticiplc-bare-coming.

Agendbarok--cot~..
Past Padiiplc-bas-mc.

IMPERATIVE
MOOD.
Singular.
ni barak-bar
come d m .
o b m
k t him come.

num babo
ofk barer

Plural.
nmac you.
let them come.

INDICATIVE
MOOD.
Present.
I bareva
nl baresa
o bare

Singular.
I am coming.
thou w t coming.
he, etc. is coming.

Plural.
are coming.
you are eocniv.
they are comiy.

nan barena
num barere
ofk barera

tac

A d .

Sin&*.
I barew
nl bares
o barek

Plural.
Imaycomc.
thou maywt come.
he, ctc. may come.

nan baren
num barere
ofk barer

.

urc may wmt.
you may c m .

thcy may m e .

Imperfect.
i bnsut
ni b u s
o bnsak

Singular.
I came.
thou earnest.
he, ctc. came.

SinglJnr.
I huae come.
I baeeaut
ni b w a m n
thou hast m.
he, etc. lm come.
obasas
Singular.
1 hunut
I had come.
nI besunus
thou hadst come.
o hsune
he, &. had conbe.

nan basun
num basure
ofk basor

Pwfrb.

Plural.
uc came.
you wme.
t h y came.
Plural.
tm haw CODIC.
you hare nmu.
they h
r
c ccnnt.

nun basaeun
num baaosure
ofk baaasor

Paat.

Pluml.

nan baaunun
num bssun~lre
ofk basunor

hod come.
you had come.
lluy had comc.
cot
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ni barea
o barek

Future
Singular.
I d come.
thou wilt come.
he, etc. will c m c .

Present.

ih o t
ni baros
o baroe

Future Past.
Singulur.
Plural.
1will have come.
nan baron
POC d l have c m .
thou w a t have m. num barore
you toill have come.
he, ete. d l haw come. ofk baror
they d l haw come.

nan baren
num barere
ofk barer

Plural.
we wiU come.
you wilJ come.
they zoiU m.

The verb '' to go " :Injnitive Mood-hining-ta go.
P m e n t Paftiaple-kde-going.

Singular.
go thou.
let him, etc. go.

ni hinak-hin
okde

Agendhinok-gw.
Paat Participle -hinS-gonc.

Plural.
Y@"let tAcna go.

num hinbo
ofk k h

5'0

Acdent.
i kdwa
nl kdsa
ok6e

Sinyular.
I am going.
thou art going.
he, etc. M going.

I Mw
ni kt&
okdek

Singular.
I may go.
thou mayest go.
he, ctc. may go.

Plural.
POC are going.
you are gorng.
they are ping.

nan kdnn
num k6re
ofk k6rn

Aoridt.
11an k i n
num k6re
ofk kbr

Plural.
we may go.
you may go.
they m y go.

Imperfect.
1 hindt

ni hinds
o hin&

Singular.
I mnt.
thou m W .
hc, etc. W .

nan hindn
num hindre
ofk hin&

Plural.
wc w n t .
you went.
they W .

Perfwt.

Singdur.
1hinbut
.I havc gonc.
nl hinbus
thou I& gone.
ohindsas
he, etc. had gone.

Plural.
we have gone
you have gonc
t h q have gone.

nnn hintbun
num hindsure
ofk h i n k r

Part.
Singular.
I had gone.
I hin4nut
thou hadst gone.
nl hindnua
he, dc. had gone.
ohihe

i kdw
nl kss
o kBek

Plural.
we had gone.
you had gone.
they had gone.

nan h i n b u n
num hindnure
o£k hindnor

Fulure Present.
Singular.
I roil1 go.
nnn kdn
num kdre
thou d t go.
ofk k6r
he, etc. will go.

Plural.
will go.
you will go.
they will go.
POC
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I Lot

ni kos
okoe

Future P o d
Singular.
I toill ham gone.
nnn Lon
thou d ham gone.
num kom
he, clc. wiZ.4 haw g o m ofk kor

Puml.
we wiU ham golrc

you d l ham gone.
lluycoillhuwgo~

The above may be taken aa examples of all intransitive verbs. But
the Werent roots for the preaent and paet temea can only be acquired
by practice.
The t d t i v e verbs " to do " and " to beat " are thus conjugated.
The verb

'' to do or make."

lnjnirioe Mood-taning--to
do, make.
Piwcnt Participle-kdng.

AgznbLarok-doer, &.
Pod Participk-hardone.

~ E B A T MOOD.
~ v ~

P l d .

Singular.
ni knrak-kar
do thou.
o ke
kt him, dc. do.

num h b o
o£k kera

do you.
kt them do.

INDICATIVE
MOOD.
Pruent.
1 Leva
nl Less
u he

Singular.
I am doing.
thou art doing.
he, ctc. u doing.

i Lev
ni ken
o kek

Singulur.
I may do.
t b u m a y d &.
he, ctc. tnay do.

Ih t
nl karea
o karek

singular.
I did.
thou didst.
he, dc. did.

nan kena
num k m
ofk k e n

Plud.
un are doing.
you a n doing.
lEay are doing.

A&.

Plural.
nan ken
num kere
afk ker

Im*.
nan karen
num hanne
ofk h r

raemydo.

you nury do.
they m y do-

Pl.+a.i.
coc did.
you did.
tAey did.

Perfect.
1 karesut
ni karesua
okpwsaa

Singular.
I have done.
thou h
(
l
b
tdone
he, ctc. h a done.

Plural.
nan kareaun
we have done.
n u n Laresure
you have done.
ofk h a o r
Lncy haw done.

Pd.
Singular.
1 karenut
Ihaddmae.
ni karenun
thou liadst done.
o knrene
he, ctc. had do=

1 kev
nl ken
o kek

Singular.
Iddo.
thou wilt do.

he, etc. cdU do.

Plural.
nan knrenun
me had done.
num karenure
you had d m
O R karanor
they had done.

Future PnmJ.
nnn ken
num here
ofk ker

Plud.
parciado.
you loill do.
they rail1 do.
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Plural.

Singular.

I kmt
nl Lvoe
otanW

I will lion done.

we tdll have done.

nan karon
thou wilt have donr. num karore
he, etc. wiL? have donc. o f i karor

The verb

" to beat or strike!'

Infinitive M A k h a l i n g - - l o bat.
Ptaen! Participle-khale-beating.

nl khalt
o khde

Singular.
k t thou.
lei him bed.

l khaleva
nl k h d w
o khale

Singular.
I am beating.
t h art beding.
lie, etc. w k t i n g .

I khalev
nl k h l e s
o khalak

Singular.
I nay huat.
thou n~aycstk t .
hc, etc. may k t .

l khalet
nl khalkw
okhalk

Singular.
I beat.
thou &at&.
he, &. bcat.

yac 4 1 have d m .
thry will haw done.

Agent-khalok-kah.
Part Participle-khalk-beaten,

Plural.
num khalbo
ofk khalera

bcd you.
Ict thtm beat.

PreKnt.
Plud.
nan khalena
num khdere
ofk khalera

w are beating.

you are bubttng.
they a n beating.

Aorist.
Plural.
nan khalen
num khalere
ofk khalcr

toe may beat.
you may k t .
they may beat.

Impfed.
Plural.
n u khalkeu
num halkere
ORkhalker

we

bcd.

you beat.
they bed.

Perfect.
Singular.

i khalesut
ni khalesua
o khaleaes

I haw beaicn.
thou
be&.
lir, & AQI b&.

Plural.
nnn khnleaun
w haw beden.
num khaleaure
you ham bcdcn.
ofk khaleaor
t h q haw beden.
Past.

Singular.
l khalenut
nl khalenae
oW e n e

I khalev
nl khales
o khalek

I had beaten.
tliou W t be&.
he, etc. had beaten.

Plud.
nan khalenun
we had beaten.
num khalenure you had beaten.
ofk khalenor
they Wad beden.

Future P M .
Singular.
Plural.
I will beat.
nan khalen
uc wiU beat.
thou wilt be&.
num khalere
you d l Icat.
he, dc. will beat.
ofk khaler
they will bcd.

2
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i khalot
nI khaloa
o kaloo
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Future P a t .
Singular.
Plural.
I d l haw beaten.
nan khalon
ta mill h r c beaten.
thou wilt ham be&n.
num khalore
you trill hate *.
he, ele. d l hacv beaten. ofk khalor
they tidl ham bcatm.

The passive voice of transitive verbs is formed by conjugating the
past participle with the substantive verb maning, " to be." Thus :Inznitizv Mood-khalk maning--to be b e & ~ .
Present Participle-balk a r e n g bcalen.
Past Partieifi-khalk
m e e d c e n be-.

Singular.
be thau bedcn.
ni khalk mares
o khalk mare
be he, a.beaten.

Plural.
num k h d k mabo
be thou b e a h .
ofk khalk mamr
be they be&.

hent.

Plural.
nan khalk~in
we are beden.
num khalkuw
you are b d m t
ofk khnlkarer
they are b e a h .

Singular.
i khalkut
I am beatet~.
ni khalkua
thou art bmLn.
o khalk are-e
he, ele. is b e a t a .

Imptfcct.
Plural.
nnn khalk naun
G
I C were benfen.
you were bed*.
num khalk naure
ofk khalk aaor
Llvy loen bcatcn.

Singular.
Zcwa be&.
I khnlk asut
ni khalk naua
thou m a t beatcn.
o khalk amk
he, etc. uns be*.

i khalk masasut I h w been beaten.
nan khalk maeaaun w have been h n .
ni khalk masaaus thou hast been beden. num khalk maeaeure you haw been bcata.
o b a l k masas
he, c&. lurs been beatcn. ofk khalk mlrsasor t A y ham ken bearen.
Past.
Plud.
nnn khalk mnaunun we had been bcalm.
I k h d k maaunut I had been b&n.
nl khalk mnaunua thoulradst been b e d m . numkhalkmaeunure you had bcm bca&n.
o khalk maaune
k,c&. had been burten. ofk W k masunor they had bccn b&n.
Future
Singular.
I will be bcaten.
i k h ~ l kmnrea
tlim roilt be b e a h .
ni k h d k mnrw
Iic, ete. m'll bc bcatm.
o khalk nlarek

Pment.
Plural.
nan khalk maren
uc tcill be b&u.
num khalk merere you coibl be bmto.
ofk khalk marer
they toill be h n .

The other tenses can be supplied from the paradigm of the subatantive verb. Negation is expressed by interposing f or af between tbe
fint two syllables of the verb, as bafarew, I will not come--kafad,
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he did not do i d i khor a j d , I am not blind-(id kdrem o heel&g d m
kafarot, he will never have done this deed-ni tifes, thou wilt not
give 1 Prohibition is expressed by nu or ma, don't, placed before the
imperative, as nu kar, do not-ma Malt, do not beat. But the f is
also used in an imperative sense, as &jar mafurezo, may you not be
ill-p, speak ; paj, don't speak-ka, do ; kafa or kapa, don't.
With nouns negation is expressed by a j d added to the woi-dl as
jor-afak, not well, aick-nybmafak,
not justice, unjust-u)r afcrk, not
strong, weak.

ADVERBS.
The adverbs are very numerous, and include interjections and preyoeitions. The adverbs of time are the following and others :d4d, now.
gunl, then.
&a, rimer.
pad, again.
A,quukly.
mad4 sloldy.
wakhti, early.
m d n 6 , lak.
nS gtlmdn, suddenly.
hr-vakht, dwuys.
hech-vakht, at no ti~nc.
bdhas, W M .

chi-vakhtaa-ki, when.
hamo-vakhf then.
nai-asi-vakht, someiimca.
harde, a m y day.
=it-jdr, once.
irnt-jdr, twice.
musit-jdr, thrice.
bh-jdr, often.
ew6de,fwmerly.
awal, al first.
ikhir, at last.
k @ h , this nufling.

ano, to-doy.
pa&,
lo-morro~o.
plme, ahy aj'lcr lo- norr row.
kdde, thrce days lrence.
dam, yerttrday.
[day.
mulkhudo, daybcfore yeslrrkdmulkhudo, drecdaysugo
ano-nan, to.night.
manjan, midday.
ntm-shab, midnight.
p h i n , fornlonn.
d m , afkmoon.

The adverbs of place are the following and others :b u d , abo7.e.
ahef, below.
muatl, before
pdde, behiad.
tahtl, ina'de.
peshdn, outaide.
khurk, near.
mur, far.

( M e , lure.
ede, there.
j;hki, w h .
ere, there.
ardde, where I
hamnngi, there.
haning, a jar as.
ar6k6, so far.

monl, opp0nPpOn&.
to, with.
te, in, up to.

Utum, on, upon.
ddpbrbn, thia side.
ep6r6n, Uld aide.
chdrmdn, aU sidea.
autmur, how far 1

The adverbs of quantity are the followil~gand others :tnSe, m u d , wry many.

machit, little, few.
hech, none.
gird, uon&e.

baa, enouyh.
at, how much f
nkhadr, an much as.
ddkhadr, so nvtch.

her, every.
bira, only, merely.
harant, dbakaer.
hechrti, nothing.

Other adverbs are the following, conjunctions and interjections :anhi, why 3
ho-hin, yes.
ahti, no.
vale, buf.
hamhon, perhap.
ki, fhaf.

are, hdloa !
h6ehb, das 1
w6w6h, wonderful !
ormiin, pity l
ham, alro.
lekin, but.

gwSchiini, indeed!
jhi, i
d of.
mat, knvc off 1 don't I
@,for
of.
agar, iJ
baghair, eurpt.

The days of the week are the same as in Persian, and so are the
cardinal numbers, with the exception of the first three. These are
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cisit, one ; irat, two ; mwrit, three. The rest are cMr, four; p n j ,
five, &c.
The ordinals and fractions are as follows :nwal
elo
mustlmiko
cli6nniko

jrst.

a d .

,

third.
fourth, and so on.

mi4U
nim
sihsh6U
panjpBo

a quarter.

m
z.
thw-qtuartera.
om and a quark.

BRAHOE VOCABULARY.
List of nouns in common use :-

kdlum, h d .
khoprl, skull.
mill, brain.
chugh, nape.
p r d a n , neck.
liKh, throat.
pesidnl, forehead.
khush, tcmpk.
khaf, ear.
khan, y e .
bhirwd, yehow.
khanndsil, eyelid.
miclutch, eyelash.
did, pupil.
bdma, now.
gldnz, nostril.
kalak, drcJ.
b& mouth.
j ur, lip.
esnb, chin.
d uvi, long ue.
gutulb, gctUet.
dandbn, tooth.
danddnndsfi, gum.
mon, face.
badan, body (also jdn).
churoh, urine.
kirifti, dung (alro phi).
kish, matter, pus.
t68, J a t u

nargat, windpipe.
sins, chest.
khad, brenst.
gwnr, nippk.
kopd, shoulder.
pitakh, bladebone.
tarkh, arnrpd.
pahld, rib, f i n k .
baj, back.
mukh, loin.
saghas, buttock.
phid, belly.
phfit, navcl.
land, penis.
gand, teatick.
phundb, anw.
pliGs, ~ r d e a .
d n , thigh.
k:lch, hip.
khond, knee.
dhnkan. k71eaccl.p.
pinni, k g .
phcnj, calf.
nat, foot.
kuri, heel.
niijol, ankle.
had, bone.
rish, b a r d .
burfit, mustache.
pishkav, ringlet.

talaf, d e .
dfi, a m .
swosh, dbow.
tbt, cubif.
chamba, &l
( a h kar).
d6,hnd.
talaf, palm.
fir, pngw, loc.
ell, d.
phif, lung.
ust, hart.
phid, m m h .
roting, buwtinu.
jagar, live+.
rdk, gall bladder.
zardoi, gall, bile.
dilol, splcrn.
gurda, Mw.
pujh6,. huir.
811, akin.
ail, *h.
tuzmi, fat.
d i h r , blood.
pdlilt, milk.
tbfing, apittk.
khdrlnk, teara.
khet, a&.
khel, fewt.
mindb, d i w
dud.

bandngb, m a n .
~A'lfa,woman.
are, huaband.
arwat, wife.
mdr, son.
maaar, dauglrter.
k h d y d , babe.
chunakd, child.

Mv,faher.

brde8t, brutjaer'achild.
khwtirdt, a h t d a child.
p e j m t , couain.
illy patrmaluncleaadaurct.
tdta, matmud u n c h a d
pirs, gmndfbther.
[aunt.
Mla, grandmother.
nwdae, grandchild.

lummd, mother.
ilum, brother.
ir, sister.
bdvd, father1
61, mother I
ad& brother 1
d l , sister 1

w
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saht, omammt.

kible, charm.
chhalav, rignd-ring.
tik, awl.
pnra, -ring.
lik, cardrop.
phulo, nosc4ng.
d o n , pearl riw.
jamak, gold ring.
dwanl, jFont&t.
tuuc, necklet.
chandanhbr, necklare.
d a m h a . a&.
Mhink, bracelet.
kanganr, tmirllet.
p4dink. ankkl.
kh41, mole
surma, yedZuck.
shefk, cyc-Uack pin.
m6n-rukh, mirrvr.

OF

O B N A ~ N T SCLOTHING,
,
dtc.

eulf, curl.
ges6, ringlet.

we, h i t .

gud, c l o t h .
k b , dirt.
k&, blank&fdt.
sharwtil, tnnrsma.
chokM, cloak.
poatln, fur coat.
khyrf, waict muntlc
mukhtd, miat rash.
top, cap.
daatdr, turban.
rnocharf, a h .
litar, alipper.
mom, boot.
chhawat, aandal.
daegala, glow.
khout, blunkd.
thappur, rug.

.

lledr, tttrnzw'c.
irrh, rrtlt.
pir(ah, Intila.
pilpil, prpprr.
birinj, &.
I ~ I I I ~ 011
Z , iollc.
bat, m k e d rice.
tliilm, .nnr/ie.
kholum, w l ~ a t .
1nm:lup. CIIJI~FJ.
sirn, nrrn~rn?y.
Sa. barky.
r n b l , Indian corn, maize. nlnvlz, rnis~us.
tel, oil.
d r a t , millcl.
hornlax. clak-a.
jcu(r(, millet.
ir:igli, hrrnd.
phug, wheat rtmw.
karab, maize atraw.
kllnssf, h ~ t t t r r .
~ ij r, t , tnllolr.
lie, & straw.
~ h a r e s h ,ntcltcd butter.
tarnbtikh, khcco.
l~:it~lt,
ntilk.
ddr, mod.
(I h i , c*ods.
khusMd, cow-dur7.
plrwBhlt, rohr!/ (I)
pogb, clramd.
~incliiruk,crcnnc (1)
kulf, lock.
]J.III! r, r11rew.
killd, bey.
ci~nit,/mrd e h e
mmzir, chain.
kli:Lq~~n,
t,t~ttcmni!k.
chid&, caw&.

khat, bed.
lehf, coacrlet.
cudh, &el.
bdlisht, f l o w .
hhop, matt-.
a h a , ahawl.
katdr, mat.
k6nt, carpet.
berum, bedding.
ur8, house.
kddi, ;?red.
biht, wall.
bdm, roof.
darich, door.
darlcha, window.
hawell, court.
bardm, marriage.
diahtdr, bride. ,
n&-zdmAn, bridegroom.
mrrhr, dormy.

khtdi, corn-bin.

nuekhal, land-milt.
tdl.8, baakd.
loth, bag.
khbri, hamper.
gothrl, ddek.
chharn, bucket.
dillo, water-jar.
khalll, jar.
kuneq &F.
kdsagh, h
l
.
bhatel, big h l .

tda, cup.
slmi. copper Imy.
k d n , ddirh.
101, p t .
kuno, l a w pot.
kho, aauccpas.
garoh, ur&
jar.
kdlik, pail or pan.
kalind, earthen pot.

D O M ~A
I ~Cm n L sAND IMPLE~ENTS.
htlli, hone.
mtidytin, maw.
nary4n. afaUion.
kurra, cdt.
litik, tail.
buchk, mane.
b b , mu&.
lidh, dung.
hdch, c u d .
blah, crrs.
khacbar, nu&.

dhaggf, cow.
rorh, calf.
mgar,Ml.
kkarils. 611.
mehl, buffdo am.
gosdla, bufflo calf.
d n d a , bufalo bull.
r n h - k h l , udclc*.
mat, hc-gwt.
het, du

*hta,

mm.

mlr, wc.
edr, lamb.
khur, deep.
ahwhngh, riuplicrd.
ramagh, herd, jkk.
ged, ahecpfnld.
surumb, horwhof.
shankalala,d m hoof.

kL, d.
drasam, godr' hair.

APPENDIX.
tdho, wind.
ahamhl, north i d .
uttar, almm.
ldr, sand rtwm.

uhikh, hiU peak.
taldr, ha1 slope.
putdo, hih! skirt.
cbur, gdley.

slmdb, nurcuy.
istar-khal, fint.
foldd, rlecl.
chun, lime.

drakhan, c a ~ e n t e r .
taeh, adze.
mekhchd, hammet.
mra, saw.
mochlnak, tweeurs.
k&, dears.
slla, n&.
dask, thrcad.
rez, cord.
d p c h i , seiesora.
chit, kotlrrr strap.

Ahingar, blacksmith.
zargar, goldrmith.
d e g a n , furnace.
dhamok, bellmos.
sin*,
anvil.
kudlna, hammer.
mekh, nail.

g k s k t o n e .
anbtu, f o r q s .
tafar, halchtl.

k u m k , potter.
lichak, doy.
cbarkh, path's whctl.
mishl, patcry.
kori, wwrmr.
d n , loon.
i m , comb.
lorl, mm'cian.
damdrna, drum.
sittok, dancer.
shut&, pip.

de, sun.
istdr, atclr.
nokh, nno moon.
tdbe, full moon.
mash, mountain.
dan, plain.
chuk, bird.
darakht, trce.
khal, rock.
karod, ravine.
tang, strait.
jal, r i m .
chol, drsert.

dam-diringun, fat+.
khulimn, fear.
kuskun, death.
blngun, hunger.
muIda, third.
phddi, cold.
W n l , heat.
cahar, anger.
paahemdnl, regret.
gham, sorrotc.
armdn, grief.
pachdr, helplrmesa.
f a r y a , complaint.

dihiwarl, couragc .
k h h h l , joy.
lagorl, cowardliness.
thap, wound.
mdch, blow.
dakka, ahmy.
ghut, prod.
chapdnt, rhp.
bb-halk, kiss.
taw&, call.
mrdrn, skoict.
hogblnk, sobbing.
makhink, laughing.

tfit, 7nuIkn.y.
gwan, @ta+a.
Mpurq jun*pcr.
khat, dim.
plnh, duxtrf-pdrn.
hilhr, date-palm.
k i d , tamarisk.
kabbar, dvadora.
piasl, jujube.
khaler, capparis,
kharag, cahtrv...
jawar, dander.

jng, w ? r .
marr, mtmoaa.

W k d r , peganurn.
mungalf, solsola (1)
ldna, carozylon.
bdndi, a n d i s (?)
gomdz, arundo.
khhum, andropogon.
rltdchk, spurge.
shendlo, caryghyllum.
pipll
panlrband, wifhiana.
byh, gr-.
mom, d y l u c e n u .

chuk, bird.
knttdm, neat.
w d b , eagle.
bciz, hawk.
hil, rook.
kuldgh, m.
aher, tiger.
khalegha, leopard.

bbm, owl.
kirkaahl, aoallow.
cham, bustad.
kapot, p@con.
qinjisbk, sparrow.
shdkuk, magpit
alnkdr, po+cuptne.
j a P , .-

anjlr, jig.
shark, rlrazzia.
d m u r , mareon.
hom, ephcdra.
ndmm, cphedra.
muaunduk, liquorzce ( 1 )
ahdmpastlr, indipfcfn
shinz, hadysarum.
kotor, wiId almund
khardaruao, arhnisia.

kakr(o, pprtr-idqe, Greek.

hanj, unld duck.
murdbrkhor, vullun.
Mni, quail.
c6, a w n
ksplnjw, prtridi).e.
kiikam, wdd pig.
h m f , wild yoat.
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Mi& h nur.
t
.
1
.
,
;
b
.
ahok, fot.
rich, bau.
bo16, nronkuy.
m u d , hare.
gorp&, badsm.

nor, mungoou.
hal, rat.
Llarklik, tor&.
ahab-pirik, bo(.
malakh, l&.
dbehs, an&.
k i r d k lizard.
tahlt, aeotpwn.

8akht, hard.
khulkon, mft.
d u d t , rough.
awL, mooth.
bin@, hungry.
malds, thzraty.
wasum, full.
sun, q l y .
khuben, kcovy.
subuk, 2iglJ.
eaft, quuk.
ma*,
&no.
bde, nkcch.
machit, l&k.
halo, large.
chuno, d l .
pir, old.
warnti, youny.
khad, d e q .
ahef, rliollou:
n d n , cheap.
~irrln,denr.
]or, w l l .
nijnr, sick.
7. taffbk, shuutr.

mon, black.
plhun, white.
kharun, g+un.
khleuo, red.
puehkun, yellow.
d m o , grey.
m i l blue.
chot, crook&.
At, araigk.
W u n , hot.
phuden, cdd.
&m, dry.
pl(lun, rat.
murghun, long.
gwand, short.
kuchQ, b d .
tang, narrow.
h a o n , thick.
uahkon, thin.
he, h r p .
kunt, blunt.
hukmatl. obedicltt.
At, right.
cLdp, left.

@a,

gorkhar, wild crcr.
k h a w k garallc.
math, rroalc d r W L m .
het, f
d nrbrkhor.
kUT, wild b p , d e .

~4

-1

h.

fm&.

ail, din.

mutkum, old.
puzkun, ncm.
t&-ma, dark.
rmhtirak, bright.
mur, far.
khurk, near.
aharo, g o d .
gando, bad.
ballaur, bold.
Lagor, timid.
haoen, d .
k h h n , sour.
talkh, b b .
turun, a d .
bureo, t d .
mandar, ahori.
khor, blind.
kar, dcaj
e u k , mad.
gung, .dumb.
ahifirk, lmn.
hblan, fa.
mand, kmc.
leUwl, g r u d y .
dhakk6k, hider.

VERBS.
The v e r b ill common use are here given in alphabetid order. &s
guide to conjugation on the paradigms already given, the forms of
the root and present and past tenses are added. The imperative is in
the second person plural, and the present and past tenses in the third
persou singular.
a

abandon
abound
abw

ancpt

adhere
adorn

aUol

"'aLm
Cf m
luk
auodt

iling
Me-maning
kiring
haling
liching
iwb-tining
bakhahing
hming
rasing
harafing
hr(rsh-kanning

ilbo or ilnbo
bbc-mabo
kiribo
halbo
lichibo
mb-tibo
bakhsbbo
harsibo
raaibo
harafebo
hfi-ln'uo

ile or Uate
b&-an,
kirite
hale
liche
tire

bahahe

Ilene or I1

-

i&.mas

kir
balk
lich
ti8

bahsh

ham

hars

rase

rPll

harafe
hhh-ke

haraf
llhh-kar

APPENDIX.
E N Q L I ~ H .INFINITIVE.
awake
bash.maning
await (seek)
h(ming (
manlng
Lcom
khaling
6cat
pinding
beg
vadi-maning
begot. to be
shnd-kaning
dol-kaning
bid
tafing
daling
bitc
laldring
bhl
Mot0
laging
besing
boil, a.
joshing
boil, n.
braid
gofing
hataring
bra'
piraghing
uf-kaning
bteothe
haling
bring
hoshing
burn
chiling
burst
cabr-kaning
bury
mud&-haling
taw8r-kaning
daning
carry
biting
caot
kishking
came
haling
.
Eddc
berting
clocne
much-kaning
coucct
baning
come
dhaking
conceal
bising
cook
copulate
hanin~
jhakiog
cough
count
hidbkaning
dhaking
cm'w
hoghing
rry
cut
haring
nbh-kaning
duw
deceive
refing
kahing
die
kad-khding
d47
bakhshing
divide
draw
kwhing
tdgh-khening
dnnm
dhll k
dir-kuning
drop chaking
d ~ l l
jhmning
kaning
do
kuning
kashing
mdu7u
mtcr
tahtl-baning
cbhuting
tmpc
rnlpiy
musun-kaning
full
taming
khuling
fear
nering
LC
bdl-kaning
jangkaning

hY
3

PAST.
IMPERATIVE. PRESENT.
bash-maa
bash-mabo
I ash-are
honbo
hore
hor
mabo
are .e
mas
khelbo
khale
khalk
pindbo
pinde
pind
vadl-mubo
vadi-are
vadl-mas
shuni-kabo
ahuh-ke
ahurb-kar
dol-kabo
dol-ke
dol-kar
tamo
taf
tare
dalbo
dale
dnl
lalbbo
laldr
lake
lagbo
lage
lag
bdsbo
bdse
bda
joshbo
joshe
josh
gof bo
gofe
got
hatbo
hate
hen
pirabo
pim
piragh
ut-kabo
uf-ke
uf-kar
halbo
hale
halk
hoshbo
hoshe
hosh
chilbo
chile
chi1
cabr-kabo
cabr-ke
cabr-kar
ssud4-hslbo
mud4-bale
mud&-halk
hwdr-kabo
tawdr-ke .
hwdr-kar
dare
danbo
dar
bite
bitibo
bit
kishbo
kishe '
kishk
halbo
hale
halk
berte
berbo
ber f
much-kabo
much-ke
much-kar
bare
bas
babo
dhabo
dhake
dhak
bire
bis
biribo
hanbo
bane
k: : i
j hakabo
jhake
hidb-ke
is8b-kar
hib-kah
dhak
dhakbo
dhake
hoye
hogh
hoghbo
har
harbo
hare
nhh-kabo
nbh-ke
nbh-kar
reftm
refe
ref
kahbo
kahe
kah
had-khalbo
kad-khale
tad-khalk
bakhahbo
bukhshe
bakhsh
kaehbo
kashe
Lash
tfigh-khanh
t6gh-khane
tGgh-khan
dir-kubo
dlr-kune
dir-kun
chakbo
chake
chak
j4-mae
kac
kubo
kune
kun
kashbo
kaehe
kash
tahti-bare
- tahti-babo
tahtl-bas
chhutbo
chhute
chhut
muaun-ke
musun-hbo
muaun-kar
tambo
tam
tame
khule
khulbo
khul
nerbo
ner
nere
MI-ke
bdl-kabo
MI-kar
jang-kar
jang-ke
jang-kabo
2 K

i"dCb0 it-
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I ~ I T ~ R IMPERATIVE.
.
PR~ENT.

Jiu
forbid
lorsa
fors'a

foraake

ftish
PUT
gather

Scl "P
grve
YO

Q-

grind
gmd
ghang

k r
hew

hi&
hdd

;zuiw

itch
joi~b
keep
kiek

kiu
kua
kiJa
knead
how
lnuyh
I ~ Y
kad
lent
learn
leave

k t go
lie
litk
1
11ght
lam
liw
h t L

ip

;2
lor
make
"a
'?
'

mcarun

meet
mend

melt
"'ilk
mu8
mix

pur-kaning
rad-kning

pur-kabo
rad-kabo

pdipn;q ci:Lbo
ilbo
Iling
khullfing
khullfbo
bhugi-kaning bhugi-kabo
randat-hining nmdat-hinbo
dudefing
dudefbo
much-kaning much-kabo
baah-maning
bash-mabo
tining
tinbo or tibo
hining
hinbo
khwLfing
khwdfbo
nuing
nuabo
MahBghing
bhhdbo
ssmd-kaning
sam4-kabo
laronj-kauing laronj-kabo
taming
tambo
tuning
tonbu
bining
binbo
dhaking
dhakbo
toning
ton bo
gwar-haling
gww-halbo
harafing
harafebo
kMring
kMrbo
much-tining
much-tibo
nig4h-toning
nigdh-tonbo
laghat-khnling laghat-khalbo
kasfing
kasfebo
pak-tining
pak-tibo
bue.ha1in.g
bux-halbo
111uch-kaning(l) much-ksbo
shdhing
sMhibo
mrrkllilig
makhbo
tdlfing
tdlfebo
duning
dunbo
cl~utfing
chutfttbo
hlfiog
hifbo
lling
ilk
ila-kaning
fia-kabo
drogh-pining drogh-pabo
chuting
chatebo
hefing
hefbo
roshtlnk-tining mshtlnk-tibo
khafing
khafbo
cind-maning
zind-mabo
gando-daning gando-danbo
'&ti-maning
jdeti-mabo
ihaning
khanbo
gohing
gohebo
kaning
kabo
badm-kaning badm-kabo
dQhing
d4ghebo
huning
hunbo
jor-kaning
jor-kabo
dlr-kaning
dlr-kabo
bliiring
hhirbo
rarl-kanig
rad-kabo
uwAr-kaning
awdr-kabo

,

pur-ke
rad-ke
y4d-hire
baahke
lle
khullfe
bhugi-ke
randat-k8e
dudefe
much-ke
baah-are
tire

kae
khwdfe
nue
bdehaghe
ssmd-ke
laronj-ke
tame
tore
bire
d hake
tore
par-hale
harafe
khLre
much-tire
nigdh-tore
Inghat-khnle
kasfe.

,

K 2 Z e
much-ke
ebfie
makhe
tdlfe
dure
chutfe
hIfe
ile
lla-ke
drngh-pare
chate
hefe
mahtlnk-tire
khafe
eind-are
gando-dare
'&ti-are
hbane
gohe
ke
banim-ke
*be
hure
jor-ke
dlr-ke
bhlre

rad-la
awdr-ke

PAST.
pur-kar
rad-kar
y4d-hir
bashk
11
khullf
bhugi-ku
randst-hin
dudef
much-&
bash-maa
tie.
hin
khwLf
nun
bhhagh
samd-lur
hronj-kar
tam
ton
bin
dhak
ton
gwar-halk
liaraf
khex
much.tie.
ni@-ton
laghat-khalk
kas
pk-ti0
buz-hnlk
much-kar
shdh
mnklr
t6l
dur
chut
hlf
11
Ila-kar
drogh-par
chat
hef
roshtlnk- tie
khaf
zind-mas
gando -d.r
jbeti-maa
khan
gob
kar
bdm-kar
hur
jor-kar
dlr-kar
bhlr
rad-kar
adr-knr

APPENDIX.
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mom
OPCR

qpen
pars

pinch

w

plunr
Play
pluck

PO^
P-rrS

5
P&

quarrel
qyJtion

ram
rake
red
read
Tap
recline
mognbe
mdlcet

renrind
nlenw
rejed
nsl

rcnuain
nm

Z're

retuna
ride
riw
rub
roll
rub

run
say
sccrllcr

-PC

scratch

search
sec
a d
reizc

dl

scnd
IM

sham

shine

shim
&out
&hut

sing
ril

&P

slip
scat

INFINITIV& IIYPIBATIVP.PBPsENT.
surfing
maling
ithing
gidring
chundik-tining
tdlfing
tikhing
makhing
bening
ghut-khaling
daning
shdghing
bhing
dhakka-thing
jang-kaning
hurting

aurfabo
malbo
ithibo
gidirebo
chundik-tibo
tdlfebo
tikhbo
makhbo
benbo
ghut-khalbo
danbo
aholbo
kashbo
dhakka-tibo
jang-kabo
hart bo
dasbo
he fing
hefbo
wing
wbo
khwdning
khwbbo
&ling
&tho
tdgh-maning tdgh-mabo
chhing
cMnbo
y&l-tiliug
y8d-tilbo
ydd-tining
y8d-tibo
chhutfing
chhutfebo
rad-kaning
rad-kabo
dam-daning
dam-dank
manzil-maning manzil-mabo
pIling
hy-kaning
hy-kabo
dam-kashing dam-kashbo
hming
harsebo
suwh-maning suwh-mabo
baah-maning bash-mabo
duzdl-kaning duzdi-kabo
redeting
redetebo
mushking
mushkbo
halma-kaning halma-kabo
fining
ydbo
khsaing
khaabo
trBshing
tnbhbo
khdrfebo
~ 8 t h
patbo
khaning
khanbo
huning
hunbo
phuling
phulbo
ssudd-kaning sa~~drl-kabo
a-kaniug
rdhi.kabo
mQhing
m6ghbo
sholfing
aholfebo
rob-tining
roah.tibo
larzing
larzbo
mdm-kaning mardm-kabo
tafing
tafbo
sha'ir-pdning sha'ir-pdbo
tdling
tdabo
tdgh-kaning
tdgh-kabo
lughdt-haling l u g h d t - h d b o
tdlfing
tdlfebo

aurfe
male
ithe
gidire
chundik-tire
tfilfe
tikhe
makhe
bere
ghut-hale
dare
aMghe
kaahe
dhakka-tire

L",'
dase
hate

PAST.
sur
m a1
ith
gidar
chundik-tia
td1
tikh

malch
b r
ghut-khalk
daI
dl01
kwh
dhakka-tin
jang-kar
hard
daa

hef

rPBe

Taa

kh w b e

khwb

nit0

nu

tdgh-are
chdne
y8d-tile
y8d-tire
chhutfe
rad-ke
dam-dare
manzil-are

tugh-mas
chb
y8d-tilk
y6d-tiB
chhut
rad-kar

g'z

dam-&
manzil-man
l'll
hy-kar
dam-kashk
hara
suwdr-mas
baah-mas
duzdi kar
redet
mushk
halma-kar
pdr
khan
trBsh
khRraf

dam-ksahe
harse
suwtLgre
bash-are
duzdi-ke
redete
muehke
halma-ke
fire
khase
t&he
kMrfe
Pate
Ktm
khane
hur
hure
phule
phul
mudxi-ke
saudd-kar
t4hi-ke
rtlhi-kar
mQhe
mQh
sholfe
aholaf
rosh-tin
rosh-tire
lare
lane
madm-ke
mh-kar
tate
taf
aha'ir-pdr
eha'ir-pdre
th
the
t*h-kar
tdgh.ke
lughusht-hale lughunht-halk
tdlfe
tdlaf

APPENDIX.
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INPINITVI~. IMPEHATIYB.PRESENT.

nich-tining
nich-tibo
dasfing
dapfebo
hit-kaning
hit-kabo
sholing
shulbo
lefing
letbo
hareing
harsbo
harmefing
harsefeh
t6f-kaning
t(lf-kabo
trakhing
t~akhbo
tbldn-kaning
tUn-kabo
chateting
chateteh
~ 1 %
ealbo
man~ng
mabo
sheflning
shefmabo
chhdn-knning ehMn-kabo
khaling
kilalbo
Inghar-kaning laghar-kabo
ehusfing
chusfebo
IMP
khet-kaning
khet-kabo
wat
pirs~ng
pirsbo
slccll
rofing
rofbo
"S
tdr-khaling
tdr-khal bo
swbm
jhulut-kani~lg .huIut-kah
awing
lake
haling
Ldbo
harf-hining
hart-hinbo
take atmy
hitkaning
hit-kabo
krlk
tak-khalii
tak-khalbo
tap
chaking
chakebo
lu&
anrpan-knning aarpan-kabo
teach
haring
haribo
tear
Larabin (biting)harabebo
thrmo
gudul(l-\aning guduld-kabo
fioGle
fill ( p l o ~ c g h ) langtir-kaning lung&-kabo
dam-daning
dam-danbo
1ire
thdbo-kaning thdbo-kabo
trip
harsing
hamebo
turn, n.
peching
pechebo
twine
res-tining
ree-tih
troMt
ddm-kaning pad4m-kabo
turn&
r,rsefing
hamefebo
turn, a
marpan-maning marpan-mabo
underatand
musun-knning musun-kabo
upsu
&ti-maning
jSeti-mabo
wait
asar-hining
klw-hinbo
d k
charing
charbo
wander
ding-bating
albo-batbo
man:
ailing
silbo
l
d
bening
benbo
war
wbo
zDeOce
hoghing
hoyibo
WeP
tol-kaning
tol-kabo
~cwigh
khan-khaling khan-khalbo
mn
'k
M - t a k l l i n g dnG.takhbo
rowh
shut&-kaehing shutair kaahbo
rdislk
klem-kaning k6ram-kabo
mrk
thading
thadbo
roound
much-knniug much-kabo
wrap
piling
pLlbo
mering
nabirht-kaning nabisht-kabo
rrrilc

mccu

soto
apeak
spill
stumble
spin n.
spin, a.
spit
split
sln-pd
sprrnkk
stand
slay
stoop
strain
strike
alri

I

nich-tire
dasfe
hit-ke
&ole
leh
harm0
harsefe
t6f-ke
trakhe
tdlb-ke
ehatete
d e
are
shefe
chh6n-ke
khale
lagbar-ke
chunfe
khet-ke
pime
rofe
tdr-khale
jhulul-ke
hale
harf-Me
hit-ke
tak-khale
chake
earpan-ke
hare
harabe
guduld-ke
langtir-ke
dam-dare
thdbo-ke
ham
peche
red-tire
padh-ke
harsefe
~rpan-are
musun-ke
jdeti-are
lursar-kb
cham
ale-We
sile
bene
Mfe
hoye
tol-ke
khan-khale
Brm5-t.akha
shut&-bashe
Mrem-ke
thade
much-ke
pile
nabiaht-ke

PAST.
nich-tin

d d
hit-kar
shol
let
ham
harsef
ttlf-kar

traLh
tdl4n-kar
chstet

anl
man
she£
clh8n-kar
khalk
Iaghar-kar
c h d
khet-kar
pin
mf
tdr-Ualk

ELar
harfhin
hit-krv
tak-balk
chak
0arpan-kar
har

hsrab
guduld-kar
lang4r-knr
dam-dar
thdbo-kar
haras

z"Psti

Wm-kar
haraef
ssrp~n-man

musun-kar
jdeti-man
kasar-hin
char
al-by
mil
ban

b4£
hogh
tol-kar
kh.khdk
dd-takh
ahutAr-kuh
kdrem-kar

tw

much-kar
Etbiaht-hr
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The materials from which the above Grammar and Vocabulary are
compiled were collected during a rapid journey through the territories
of the Khan of CalAt-the
Brahoe country-and tested, so far as opportunity offered, by reference to natives in different parts of the country,
and by comparison with Eastwick's " Epitome of the Grammars of the
Brahuiky, Balochky, nnd Panjabi Languages." It was my intention
to have added some dialogues and phrases as a conclusion to the work.
But to do so would extend the limits of this book to undue proportions, and delay its appearance indefinitely. I have therefore left this
part of the work unfinished, and only offer the above synopeis in the
hope that it may prove useful to the officers serving on the Sirid
Frontier; and if i t should happily stimiilate one anlongst them to
correct its errora, supply its deficiencies, arid enlarge ita scope, then the
object of my labour will have been gained.

H. W.13.
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RECORD OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AND ALTITUDES
ON THE MARCH FROM THE INDUS TO THE TIGRIS, THROUGH
BALOCHISTAN, AFGHANISTAN, SISTAN, KHORASSAN, AND
IRAN.
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1 g2 I Thermometer. I ,
...I

HalakhAn ,....... Feb.
Cula'BQt ,......... ,,
H d j u f t ,......... .,
Wan Pushta,.. ... ,,
S u f h,............... ,,
HanBdir J u m a . . . . .
Landl, ...............
Cala' Sabz,......... 9,
Me1 Gudnr,........ ,,
I ~ n d Uarech,.
i
1,
R udbBr, ............ ,,
Cala' JBn Beg, ...
~ ~ ~ p k J r. .
r 1.bk6, ... 9 ,

;;

...

......

..._.....r.
......... rr
........ ,r
\\-:~.iln~~.
........... ,r
S:~cir..!l,r~~l.
........
BanjSr, .............
I '

( ~ "" I

' 1 . 1

ll.t:i

1:ilrj '.\I:IIII

9

I_ I

'22
23

24
25
26
27

g

.............

:

,....

I

I

7

cioZy.

1

1
1 1
%.

1 1

/

1 l%:lI

-* -

1890 do.
do.
1830 SJV. Fair, cloudy.
18fN N W . Cloudy.
1770 N . Cldy.kguuty.
1540 do.
do.
1680 do.
Clouly.
1650 do. Cloudy, fuir.
1720 do.
do.
1820 N\V.
Cloudy.
1920 do.
Fair.
2020 do.
do.
2110 YW.
Cloudy.
3200, NW.
do.
3870 do. ~'Cloudy,.rnin.
110.
do.
5990 KW.
do.
6 i m (b clolltiy.
4880 N. Cloudy, fair.
fX50 do. .Cloudv. mill.
55% I N \iT
I .id.
5733 clo.
do.
U50 do.
Cloudr.
4860 do. cldy.ksimy.
5060 \V.
Fair.
5420 N. Cloudy, rain.
5375 do. 1
Fair.
5050 do
Cloudy.
4310 ~ 1 k . I Rainv.
2860 -N.
-kii<.8 2 5 N1V. Cloudy.
4562 do. /
hin
r.
-.
.5920 do.
Rain'..
23'89 23'85 23'82 171341
5790 do.
do:
do.
do.
22'83
6962 do. 1 4?loudy, rain.
5525 do.
Cloudy.
Im2:iI do.
do.
Rnin.
Rainy.
do.
Fair, cloudy.
Cloudy.
Rainy.
Cloudy.

I

:,

..

loud^!

I

.1
2
3
4
5
6

..

1 ::

11 II
ii

9
8
Bolay ,............... r , 11
SilyBn, .............. rr 13
h h , ................ $ 9 16
Prmjdih, ............ 1, 18
Khushkrodak .....
19
C h ' Koh ,.... ...... 20
H a A t R 6 d ,.......
1211
Chahi Sawk......... 22
Chahi P& :...... ,' 23
Duroh ,..............
23
u e a b , .
4I
Sarbesha
26
Bfhd, ................
B i d , ......
Ohibk ...............
~ i l ~ d i h:............
;
4 GI
Rum ................. ,, 5 60
K h a r M j Pmw,.... ,, 6
Cihayn, ............. ,, 6 70
Girimunj,.......... ., 9 62
Dashti Pyaz,...... ,, 10 W
Kakhnk ,............ ,, 13 64
Zihbad .............. ,, 14 88
Ilijistan ,............ ., 15 81
Yrinnsi , ............ ,, 17 80
Abdullahabad, ... ,, 18 89
Torbat Hydar~, ,, 20 82
R ~ i d a Pass,
r
...... ,, 23
Gudari IhidBr, ... ,, 23
AsadLbU , ......... ,, 23 49
Gudnri Rukh
,, 24
Kabbti Sufed, .... ,, 24
Kbfir Cala' ......... ,, 24
Shadfabod,........ ,, 24 62
Mnshhad , .......... ,, 25 !M
Jbghnrc ............ May 3 64
Nishabor Pass, ... ., 4
Dihrhd , ............ ,, 4 62
NiahBbor, .......... 9
5 75
ZBminahad........ ,, 7 80

:

I I

26.75 26.62 1 26-54 2700 NE.
rain.
"790 262690 1 26'85 2510 N. 1
F
a.~ r .
...
2350 NW.
do.
2210 do.
Cloudy.
2220 do.
Fnir.
--.
2180 do.
do.
2140 \V. Cloudv, r i a .
2190 do. I
Fair.
2130
1975 XW. Rniny.
1 % do.
~ I cloudy. fnir.
1790 do.
Fair.
do.

17
18
20
21

I ?9:2$ I

1 -1

1

I
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1

Shodb,............ May
Z 6 f h n i,........... ,,
SabzwBr,.......... ,,
Mihr,................ ,,
NazinBn ,........... ,,
Abb6nahad,........ ,,
hfiandasht ,........ ,,
BEli8nmay,.......... ,,
S h a h h d,........... ,,
Dihrnulla,.......... ,,
DBm hln, ......... ,,

8 69
9 82
11 82
13 84
14 74
15 86
16 76
17 76
18 82
24 70
25 86
Khfufa, ............ ,, 26 85
AhhBn, ............. ,, 27 73
SamnBn,............ ,, 28 92
LRajird ,............. ,, 30 84
Dih Namak, ...... ,, 31 91
K i s h k , ............I ~ u n e1 88
A wBni Kyf ,...... ,, 2 88
~gli8tunabad,..... ,, 4 82
Oulahak,.. ......... , , 5 76
Tnhdn .............. ,, 8 76
R6bht Karim,. ... ,, 9 88
KMnli8b6d, ........ ,, 10 96
Khuahkak , ........ ,, 11 72
Novarftu,........... ,, 12 73
ZBmh,............... ,, 13 94
Bltlagnrd, .......... ,, 14 90
Hnmaditn, ....... :. ,, 15 81
Amdabad, ......... ,, 17 83
KnngawBr,......... ,, 18 78
Sahnnh ,............. ,, 19 87
Besitho , ............ ., 'LO 88
Kirmanahah ,...... ,, 21 94
Mydasht ,........... ,, 23 71
HRrhnAW,....... ,, 24 79
79
Knrriud, ........... ,,
125 Ton
Pul ZuhBb,.. ........ 126 i02
Casri Shirin, ...... ,, 27 103
28 108
ERji Cwn, .........
8 102
Sherabnd,. ......... J:ly
BBchba.............. ,, 9 106
Baghdnd,,. ........... 10 109

F.i..
SE.
do.
do. 'Fair, cloudy.
Fair.
do.
S\V.
do.
do.
do.
W. Storm&d n
NW. Rain.
do. Cldy.. rainy.
W.
Fair.
do.
do.
do.
Cloudy.
do. Cloud ,f i r .
NW. Fair, cfou&,

Z: aw$%&,

NW.
do.
do.
Fair.
W.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
NE. j Warm, fdr.
W. ! Cl'dlens sky.

/ do.

1E
do.
do.

76
86
84
98
98
92

60
68
64
92
92
76

32
24
24
45
32
40

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

27.22 27 19 27.16 2220 \V. Fair, bd.
27'84 27.79 2776 1625 do.
Hot day.
28'49 28'39 28'30 1040 WN.
do.
28'70 28.70 2870 750 None Fair, hot.
29'20 29.20 2920 200 do.
29'4'2 29'36 2930 130 W.

do.

do.

N.B. -The indimtiolls of the thermometer were recorded from en inrtrument placed
w i n s t the w d of a tent.
The diatnnces have been reckoned a t the pace of our riding-horses, a t the rate of four
miles an hour.
The altitudes have been d c u l n t e d approximately from the m a n of the daily indiutions of an aneroid barometer, usually suspended in the ahade of n tent.
H.,W. B.
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